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Introduction: China – Yes, But …

It seems that Napoleon was right – the world has been shaken by China’s

awakening. Although China engaged the United Nations (UN) in mili-

tary conflict in Korea in the 1950s, has been a nuclear power since the

1960s, a permanent member of the United Nations Security Council

since 1971 and was a key actor in Cold War politics, China’s re-engage-

ment with the global political economy has been a major reason why

the world has been shaken into re-evaluating China’s importance. To be

fair, China’s importance has been clear and present in some parts of the

world for quite some time – for China’s neighbours, long standing fears

of potential conflict in Japan, Taiwan and much of Southeast Asia sit

alongside actual experiences of military engagement with China in

India, Vietnam and the former Soviet Union. What has changed is that

the China challenge is now being taken seriously in other parts of the

world as well – China is shaking the West, and shaking the United States

(US) in particular.

For a relatively loud and influential group of writers primarily, but

not only, in the US, China’s rise is taken very seriously. It is not just

that China will become ever more important and or influential in the

international system, but that there is something sinister or dangerous

about China’s rise. Of course, it’s not just about economics alone.

Whilst some International Relations (IR) theorists point to the volatil-

ity caused when hegemonic stability is challenged by any new rising

power, others point to the importance of whether that rising power

shares the status quo values and norms (Johnston 2003). It’s not being

flippant to suggest that China represents a new ‘orange peril’ to the

West, in that it combines the fear of the red communist alternative

with the yellow Asian cultural and economic challenge to dominant

Western values. What China’s leaders do to their own people might be
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disagreeable to many in the international community, and opposing

the policy objectives of Western states can be irritating and problem-

atic. But in the long term, the bigger threat to the global order is seen

as lying in the provision of a credible Chinese alternative to the status

quo. As Ramo (2004: 3) argues:

China’s new ideas are having a gigantic effect outside of China.

China is marking a path for other nations around the world who are

trying to figure out not simply how to develop their countries, 

but also how to fit into the international order in a way that allows

them to be truly independent, to protect their way of life and polit-

ical choices in a world with a single massively powerful centre of

gravity.

For some, confrontation and military conflict with the USA as 

the existing superpower is inevitable (Bernstein and Munro 1998,

Timperlake 1999, Gertz 2002, Menges 2005). China’s centuries old

superiority complex is manifest in an aspiration to return itself to its

rightful place of global dominance (Mosher 2000), with China willing

to ally with radical Islam to find a means of overcoming the US

(Thomas 2001, Babbin and Timperlake 2006). Or at the very least, the

growth of an assertive nationalism in China threatens regional stability

through military conflict with Taiwan or Japan which might easily

escalate into conflict with the US. Why else would China’s leaders 

be spending millions of dollars rapidly modernising and upgrading

their armed forces, and continually reminding Taiwan that they will

use whatever force is necessary to prevent the creation of a separate

Taiwanese state.

Yet even considerations of values/norms/ideas and military capabil-

ities and objectives are at least linked to China’s extraordinary eco-

nomic transformation – it might not just be about economics alone,

but economics is usually there somewhere. China’s alternative path is

partly attractive because of the apparent success of the experience of

economic reform. Other developing states might also lean towards the

Chinese way not just because China’s leaders don’t attach democratis-

ing and liberalising conditions to bilateral relations, but also because

China is coming to provide alternative sources of economic opportun-

ities (with non-democratising strings attached). In terms of military

capabilities, economic performance is clearly crucial in providing the

resources to upgrade and expand, and also the foreign currency to buy

modern equipment from those who are prepared to sell to China. But
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there is also a less tangible relationship between economic perfor-

mance and nationalist sentiments and objectives – both on behalf of

the government and the Chinese people. On one level, Hughes (2006)

argues that nationalism was at the heart of the reform process initiated

by Deng Xiaoping – reforming the old system was justified and legit-

imated by the need to build a strong China that could resist (and even

oppose) the existing hegemonic global order. 

On another level, the resurgence of nationalism in China is at least

partly explained by a new sense of pride in China’s economic suc-

cesses – what Whiting (1995) termed ‘affirmative nationalism’ – and/

or the feeling that key external groups have been trying to prevent

China’s development and threaten Chinese interests – in Whiting’s

typology, ‘assertive nationalism’.1 The flip side of this coin is the

debates over the extent to which the pursuit of economic gains and

the extent of China’s economic integration act as a break on popular

nationalist ambitions and/or the extent to which the leadership 

can separate the promotion of nationalism as a source of domestic

consolidation and regime legitimation from the promotion of 

China as a rational predictable and reliable international partner for

an international audience. 

When the debate is just about economics alone, then there is a rela-

tively strong school of thought that points to China as the engine of

growth in the global economy; at least an emerging power well on the

way to becoming a global economic superpower that threatens to

reconfigure the global political economy around Chinese interests

(Weidenbaum and Hughes 1996, Bacani 2003, Overholt 1994, Murray

1998). The prima facie supporting evidence appears to be compelling.

The Chinese economy is already the second biggest economy in the

world using Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) calculations and is predicted

to overtake the US in 2020 or 2041 or 2050 or some time this century.

China overtook the US as the single biggest recipient of non-stocks and

shares Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in 2002. China is the fourth

largest trader in the world, and has massive foreign currency reserves

second only to Japan at the time of writing (and probably even higher by

the time of publication). And it is not just size that is important (though

it clearly is) but also the incredible speed of change. For example, the fact

that China’s trade surplus for 2005 was US$102 billion is remarkable –

the fact that it tripled during the year even more so. Similarly, it’s not

just that foreign currency reserves at the start of 2006 were US$819 that

generates international interest and much concern, but also that these

reserves increased by a third during 2005 (Goodman 2006). And perhaps

Introduction: China – Yes, But … 3



not surprisingly, this emerging economic superpower is seen by some as

the major challenge to the existing global economic order in general,

and to US economic interests in particular (Shenkar 2004, Fishman

2005).

Yes, but … 

This extremely brief overview of perceptions of the impact of China’s

awakening has used sources that depict rather extreme views of

China’s new global role – not all of them particularly academic in

nature – and not mentioned some of the excellent balanced studies of

globalisation and China (for example Zweig 2002, Zheng Yongnian

2004). Having established these positions, the next logical step is to

knock down and rubbish these interpretations of China. And I am

indeed critical of some of the basic assumptions that generate these

conclusions. Nevertheless, it would be ridiculous to dismiss the reality

of China’s amazing economic transformation since 1978 and in partic-

ular, since 1992. Even Segal (1999) who answered his own question,

‘Does China Matter?’ in the negative in reality accepted that China’s

economic transformation was important and significant – but crucially,

not as much as dominant approaches and voices would have us

believe. As Yahuda (2004: 1) noted in his assessment of Segal’s work:

The article was intended as a wake-up call for many in Washington

and elsewhere. In Segal’s view the persistent exaggeration of the

significance of China was damaging, as it prevented the develop-

ment of sustained coherent policies commensurate with the security

and commercial interests of the West

I not only share Yahuda’s interpretation of Segal’s work (see Breslin

2005: 735), but also have considerable sympathy with the aim of tem-

pering such ‘persistent exaggeration’. 

It is easy to see why China is often posited as an example of success-

ful economic reform and a coming superpower – at the very least eco-

nomically and perhaps even by any definition of superpower. If you

visit Beijing or Shanghai you visit cities that have changed beyond

recognition in an amazingly short period of time, and whose popula-

tions increasingly live modern urban lifestyles that have much in

common with lifestyles of many in the advanced industrial west. Even

those who go further afield to other Chinese cities in the interior see

clear signs of growth and wealth. And it is not just cosmetic change or

4 China and Global Political Economy



an elaborate hoax. The lives of millions of China’s urban dwellers

really have been changed almost beyond recognition in two decades.

Many millions more in the countryside are also much better off 

than before, with the reduction of people living in poverty in China

accounting for most of the overall reduction in global poverty. China’s

people also have more individual freedom – they have a personal space

that was previously denied to them – even though total freedom and

political plurality may still be a long way off. 

China’s engagement with the global economy has also brought

many successes, and China is now massively significant for the func-

tioning of the global economy. The way in which parts of the Chinese

economy have been inserted into the global economy have already

resulted in a reconstruction of the East Asian regional economy, is

impacting on the developmental trajectories of developing states across

the world, and is altering production processes in (and in the process

removing jobs from) even the most advanced economies in the world. 

All of this is true – and Chapters 2 and 3 of this book are devoted to

exploring how these dramatic changes have come about. But we need

to take care not to simply assume that growth equates to development,

wealth for all and power – or not yet at least. Yes, China is changing

fast, but there are a number of ‘buts’ that qualify the ‘yes’. Yes there

has been close to double digit growth for two decades, but despite 

this, China still remains a relatively poor country in per capita terms

coming in at 107th using PPP (US$6,600 per capita) and 128th

(US$1,740 per capita) using the atlas method in lists of the world’s

richest countries in per capita terms. China as a whole may no longer

be considered to be ‘poor’, but is still only ranked as a ‘middle income’

country at best, and more often as ‘lower middle income’. If we take

the higher of the per capita income figures using PPP calculations, then

China still comes out below Kazakhstan, Namibia, Tonga, Iran,

Equatorial Guinea, Thailand, Costa Rica and many others. It is instruc-

tive that despite the great successes of China’s reform experience, and

the fact that it is often favourably compared to the Russian experience,

whichever calculation is used, per capita income in Russia is still

around 50 per cent more than China’s (not least because of the very

low base level that China started from).

Yes there has been significant growth in China, but has this growth

been accompanied by concomitant levels of development, or have the

benefits of growth not been as impressive and immediate as the head-

line figures suggest. Yes there has been growth, but at what costs? Costs

to the environment, and human costs as well. Yes, there have been
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many millions that have been brought out of poverty, and millions of

others that have seen their lives dramatically change for the better. But

there are still many millions who remain in poverty and millions

whose lives have not improved much at all (or as much as they would

like). There are also millions for whom things have got worse.

Economic reform in China has entailed a new industrial revolution,

but through the transition from socialism, it has also entailed a simul-

taneous process of de-industrialisation. Yes, economic reform and

growth have been an important component in legitimating the contin-

uation of the Chinese Communist Party’s (CCP) monopoly of political

power, but it has also resulted in class reformulation and social disloca-

tions that might come to threaten that power. Yes it is possible that a

new middle class will lead China slowly towards democracy, but it is

far from impossible that China might go down an alternative political

path. Certainly, those forecasts of China’s future(s) that assume a

steady and peaceful domestic political situation are making assump-

tions that China’s current leaders amongst others are not prepared to

make. 

Yes, the way that China has re-engaged with the global political

economy has altered the structure of the Chinese economy, and has

also impacted on the economies of developing and developed coun-

tries alike. But does this mean that China has the economic power that

some suggest, or does the locus of economic power, for the time being

at least, still reside elsewhere? Has China actually benefited as much as

the figures seem to suggest, or is it in fact consumers and companies in

the West that gain most from China’s ‘rise’ – even as that rise results in

the transfer of jobs from West to East?2

Chapter 1 is devoted to exploring different ways of studying China

in an era of globalisation, and explains in detail why different assump-

tions and approaches generate conflicting visions. There is no point in

repeating this analysis here, but in essence, this chapter suggests that

there are four key issues which in my view create at best only partial

understandings. 

First, as already noted, there is often an assumption that a linear pro-

gression will occur – assumptions that are sometimes based on histor-

ical experiences of other societies and which typically discount

domestic political turmoil. Second, the concept of ‘power’ is often left

undefined, with an assumption that size and importance is the same as

power. Third, too many of these analyses forget or ignore politics.

Fourth and very much related (indeed, is it really a separate issue?),

these studies tend to take ‘China’ as the unit of analysis. This might
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sound strange – not least because this is a book that itself focuses on

China. But on one level, we need to consider the differential political

consequences of economic reform within China itself. Of course it is

important to ask questions about whether x or y – globalisation or

joining the World Trade Organisation (WTO) for example – are good

for China. But an aggregate answer of ‘yes’ for China as a whole will

almost always miss the fact that what is good for some can be bad for

others. So we should ask instead (or at least in addition) who is x or y

good for? On another level, many analyses of the political implications

of international economic relations assume that these relations are just

that – inter (or between) national units. The analysis remains imbed-

ded in conceptions of international, whereas the reality of production

is transnational (or globalised). This book builds on these four key

areas by providing alternative ways of conceptualising the implication

of China’s international economic relations in Chapters 4 and 5, and

the domestic political implications of economic reform in Chapter 6. 

The primary target of this book is those scholars of international

relations and/or international political economy who do not have a

detailed knowledge of the Chinese case. To this end, it contains some

sections of explanatory detail – for example, outlining the process of

economic reform and opening in Chapters 2 and 3 respectively.

Perhaps most clearly of all, the contents of Chapter 6 – ‘Stretching the

Social Fabric’ – might seem to be so obvious as to be unnecessary for

students of Chinese politics. But its inclusion reflects what I continu-

ally find to be a rather large gap in general knowledge about domestic

dislocations in China amongst academics and some policy makers,

which relates back to previous comments about the aggregation of

China as a single unit of analysis and the relative neglect of domestic

politics in considerations of China’s global (economic) role. Jeffrey

Sachs might be right that China’s experience in poverty reduction is

impressive, but his assertion that ‘we can see from China’s experience

that the end of poverty is absolutely palpable and real in the space of a

very few years’ (Watts 2006) rather overestimates the situation, and

skips over the millions or rural Chinese that are still in poverty, the

many millions more that are danger of slipping back into poverty, and

the increasing numbers of urban poor. Yes, much has been done, but a

lot still remains to be done before Chinese poverty can be confined to

historical studies.

Although some policy makers are already now thinking of China as

rich and powerful, most of the forecasts of Chinese superpower status are

still predictions of what will happen in the future. As already noted, I am
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somewhat critical of the basis of some of these predictions – of their

assumptions about where China is now, and about their assumptions of

inevitable or at least highly likely future trajectories. Nolan (2003: 252)

rightly rebukes those analysts who simply assume that China’s develop-

mental trajectory will inevitably (and teleologically) emulate either the

early developmental experience of Great Britain or the later developers of

East Asia (including the relationship between economic and political

change). It is notable that when examples of transition are used to justify

evolutionary assumptions, Indonesia is not typically one of the cases

referred to, and it is also instructive to remember the hyperbole about

the coming ‘Pacific Century’ prior to the 1997 financial crises. As Zha

Daojiong (2005: 780–4) notes, within China itself, the Latin American

experience of economic stagnation, domestic social polarisation and

international economic dependence is considered to be a possible

example of China’s future (unless the correct policies are adopted now).

The analysis will return to conceptions of potential futures in the

Conclusion, and to some extent, in Chapter 6 as well. However, the

majority of the book focuses on what has happened rather than what

will, and to this extent I have to accept that yes China might develop

and evolve as some of the predictors of superpower status expect – but

then of course, it might not. 

In some respects, then, this book provides a ‘revisionist’ understand-

ing of China’s global economic role. For those deeply embedded

within the study of China’s political economy, this will sound like a

grand and probably inflated claim. However this assessment is not

mine but the series editor’s – which suggests that the visions and inter-

pretations that dominate are not just popular but also non-China spe-

cialist intellectual understandings of China fall within the broad

typology of analyses that this book does indeed take issue with. So in

this respect, the attempt to revise some of the very basic understand-

ings of China’s global role and challenge common (mis)conceptions is

indeed the starting point of this analysis. 

Methodological problems: lies, damn lies, statistics and
Chinese statistics (or never trust a statistic that you haven’t
faked yourself)

In December 2005, the head of the National Bureau of Statistics, 

Li Deshui, announced that the bureau had revised the 2004 Gross

Domestic Product (GDP) figures upwards by almost 17 per cent. This

was because the ‘Material Product’ accounting system developed when
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the state plan still dominated had failed to correctly measure the

extent of economic activity in the services sector – much of which

simply went unreported. Using a new accounting system, the bureau

had discovered an extra RMB2.13 trillion of activity in the tertiary

sector (about a third of the previously reported figure) which meant

that it now accounted for 40.7 rather than 31.9 per cent of total GDP

(People’s Daily 2005f). Although this was a high profile case, research

on the Chinese economy is always complicated by the possibility of

statistical confusion. There are two key issues here – different methods

of calculation and the reliability of Chinese statistics.

Methods of calculation

The first problem to be overcome is differing methods of calculating the

size of the Chinese economy. Transferring official national income

figures collected by the National Bureau of Statistics (Formerly the State

Statistical Bureau) into US$ is rather problematic as the value of the

Renminbi3 (RMB) is not set by market forces. Between 1994 and 2005

the value of the RMB was pegged to the dollar. As the pegged rate of

RMB8.27 to the dollar undervalued the value of the RMB (by how much

was a subject of considerable disagreement), so simple calculations of the

size of the Chinese economy that divided the RMB figure by 8.27 simi-

larly undervalued the dollar value of Chinese GDP. Furthermore, when

the dollar depreciated as it did in 2003–4, then the dollar denominated

size of the Chinese economy artificially changed relative to the dollar

based size of other economies with floating exchange rates. The peg was

abandoned in 2005 and replaced by a managed floating system. The

RMB immediately appreciated by 2.1 per cent and was subsequently

allowed to fluctuate to a maximum of 0.3 per cent against the value of a

basket of currencies each day.4 But even after this moderate reform,

using simple exchange rate figures remains rather problematic. 

PPP calculations provide a means of getting over exchange rate prob-

lems by attempting to calculate the cost of a basket of goods in a

common currency (international dollars). PPP calculations will be most

different from exchange rate methods when that nation’s exchange

rates are either under or overvalued, and when the nation has 

considerable economic activity that is not reflected in market prices 

(ie. subsidised housing). Using PPPs for China generates a figure that is

more than four times the exchange rate figure. 

These different methods of calculation have important spin-off

implications. For example, while most observers shared Huang Jikun

and Rozelle’s (2003: 115–16) observation that the ‘trade-to-GDP ratio
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increased from 13 per cent in 1980 to 36 per cent in 1997’, you can

also argue that ‘China’s trade as a per cent of GDP only grew slightly

from 6.6 per cent in 1986 to 7.1 per cent in 1996’ (Carter and Li 1999:

4) using a different set of statistics. In trying to understand the impor-

tance of (and relationship between) trade and growth, a 40 per cent

trade dependency figure generates rather different conclusions than 

10 per cent. As we shall see in Chapter 3, different methods of calculat-

ing trade statistics and problems in identifying the national origin of

trade and investment make interpreting statistics on external economic

relations even more problematic.

The reliability of statistics

We also have to be aware that Chinese statistics are not always reliable. It

is not pushing a point too far to suggest that China’s central leaders

themselves do not know the real size of the Chinese economy, or the

real distribution of growth and wealth. Despite the recreation of the

State Statistical Bureau after its dissolution during the Cultural Revo-

lution, there remain considerable problems in verifying figures. For

example, when Premier Zhu Rongji was informed that all but one of

Chinese provinces had recorded growth rates of at least 8 per cent in

1998, he is reported to have said that he simply didn’t believe them

(Kynge 1998). The figures, for Zhu, had to be ‘padded’ – how could they

all have grown at 8 per cent and above when the national growth rate

was lower than that? Similarly, in August 2006 the National Develop-

ment and Reform Commission announced that the aggregate of all

provincial GDP figures was US$100 billion more than the national

figure. Not only had the problem remained unresolved, the gap between

national and aggregate provincial statistics had grown wider.5 

Reliance on local authorities to collect and collate figures makes a huge

amount of sense. China is such a large geographical entity that collect-

ing and collating all statistics centrally is simply unfeasible. Indeed, one

of the reasons that the CCP decentralised control to the provinces in the

1950s was the sheer impossibility of planning all economic activity cen-

trally. But giving more authority to local authorities also creates a bar-

gaining chip for those local authorities in their dealings with the central

government. It also means that there can be considerable slippage

between the collection of information on the ground, and the collation

of aggregate national data in central agencies in Beijing:

The village deceives the township, the township deceives the county

in deception upon deception as a report moves up the hierarchy.
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Officials create figures and figures make official careers (Wu Churen

1998)

Despite the dominance of economic paradigms in contemporary

China, elements of old political processes remain. Maoist methods of

mobilisation around goal attainment have remained an integral part of

the policy process. The central government sets targets for economic

growth that local authorities then feel politically obliged to meet. As

Young (2000: 4) puts it:

Since officials are rewarded for superior performance and punished

for failing to meet targets, it is not surprising that they have a ten-

dency to modify their statistical reports in accordance with central

policy objectives.

As just one example, a 1995 survey by the State Statistical Bureau

found that the output of Township and Village Enterprises (TVEs) in

the previous year had been inflated by RMB1.8 trillion or 40 per cent. 

Alongside this problem of exaggerated performance, under reporting

is also a key problem. Faking deficits or under-reporting profits to avoid

paying taxes is, to say the least, not uncommon. Enterprises under-

report to local governments, which also underreport to provincial gov-

ernments to avoid transferring money to the provincial government.

Provincial governments then also under-report to the central govern-

ment to similarly avoid transferring money to the centre. And as we

shall see in Chapter 3, a considerable amount of income and trade

never gets reported at all because of corruption and smuggling.

The central government tried to redress this situation with the intro-

duction of a new fiscal system in 1994. The system has two main fea-

tures. First, it distinguishes between fiscal revenues that accrue directly

to the central government, revenues that are shared between central

and local governments, and local revenues. Second, an independent

national tax agency was introduced to collect central and shared taxes

to prevent local authorities manipulating figures for their own benefit.

While this has reduced the leeway for creative accountancy, and also

increased the centre’s share of all fiscal revenues, the problem has not

disappeared. 

Alwyn Young (2000) has undertaken a forensic investigation of 

the way in which Chinese officials calculate growth. He accepts the

Chinese figures as given, and then considers the way in which the

accounting system was changed after 1978. By including such elements
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as passenger transport, finance, insurance and public administration,

but not recalculating previous figures accordingly, post 1978 figures

were immediately much higher than for the pre-reform era. Further-

more, Young argues that the State Statistical Bureau did not use its own

deflation indicators appropriately in generating growth figures. So by

adding these two omissions together, it is possible to generate very dif-

ferent conclusions about the levels of growth in the Chinese economy:

In 1989, a year of economic retrenchment, GDP is now seen to have

fallen by 5.2 percent, as opposed to the 4.0 percent positive growth

reported in official figures. This provides some insight into the

forces which precipitated the political unrest of that year. (Young

2000: 49)

In a similar vein, Khan and Riskin (2001) modified Chinese income

surveys and concluded that urban poverty actually increased between

1988 and 1995 – and as we shall see in Chapter 6, statistical problems

combine with definitional problems to make reaching reliable figures

for poverty (and poverty alleviation) in China particularly problematic

(Khan and Risken 2001, Reddy and Minoiu 2005). 

For some observers, the ‘fuzzy maths’ (Rawski 2002a) of China’s sta-

tistics simply do not add up – ‘during the 1997–2001 period, China’s

energy use, employment and prices all fell. So how could real output

have grown by one-third, as Chinese officials claim?’ (Rawski 2002b).

Rawski points to the scepticism within Beijing about the reliability of

figures provided by local authorities, and concluded that total eco-

nomic growth between 1997 and 2001 was not 34.5 per cent as official

figures showed, but 12 per cent at most. In a similar vein, Waldron

(2002) noted that:

Visitors see lots of rural people camped out at urban railroad 

stations or on sidewalks: Clearly they have nothing to do where

they come from, or where they’ve arrived. Block after block of aban-

doned construction projects in cities suggest someone’s run out of

money (as does the recent proposal that money be raised for the

Three Gorges Dam by selling stock). Almost daily protests by

workers, many violent, are also a clue that all is not well.

We need to take some care with Rawski’s and Waldron’s observa-

tions. The domestic Chinese economy was in recession over the turn of

the century, but growth was maintained by exports and by massive
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pump priming of the economy through a budget deficit. And Carsten

Holz (2003a) argues that while there are still problems, statistical relia-

bility is improving, and that reported growth rates are now more or

less accurate. Nevertheless, we need to keep the reliability of statistics

in mind – particularly because unless they are otherwise cited, the data

used in the rest of this book all emanates from the National Statistics

Bureau and is therefore subject to some of the questioning outlined

above. 

Rawski and Waldron are also both scholars who have a strong back-

ground in researching the domestic Chinese economy. That their

observations sit uncomfortably with not just official Chinese figures,

but also popular assumptions about China’s inevitable rise to super-

power status, highlights the way in which different approaches can

generate different and sometimes conflicting conclusions – an issue

which will now be discussed in more detail in Chapter 1.
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1
Studying China in an Era of
Globalisation

Studying China’s political economy in the pre reform era was not an

easy task. With the plethora of information that is now available

from China, it is worth remembering how difficult it was to get data

and reliable information out of China for many years after 1949. The

sort of information that is available on one visit to the web page of

the Institute of World Economics and Politics at the Chinese Aca-

demy of Social Sciences (www.iwep.org.cn) would have taken most

scholars years to collect. Access to the Tsinghua collection of Chinese

academic journals through Eastview (www.eastview.com) – both used

in preparing this manuscript – gives more articles on any given

subject than you can cope with. Conducting the sort of interviews

that are now relatively common with Chinese officials, scholars and

business people was impossible. And if Chinese officials or scholars

visited the West, it was unlikely that they would engage in free and

frank discussion, engage with western ideas and methods, or provide

candid observations on the domestic situation in China. As Morgan

(2004: 77) notes:

Twenty-five years ago the China specialist was of necessity a gener-

alist. Since then, mastering the slow dribble of information that can

be gleaned from a closed society, has been replaced by the manage-

ment of a deluge of policies, facts, and figures. Simply keeping pace

in one’s own small area of expertise has become an onerous task. 

We should not fool ourselves that nowadays we know everything that

is going on and really understand China – but our chances of making

educated guesses that get somewhere close to reality have been vastly

improved. 
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In some ways, however, studying the dynamics of change in the

Chinese political economy was more simplistic in that it was all but

possible to think entirely in domestic terms. To be sure, China was never

a purely totalitarian state where central leaders spoke and everybody else

just fell in line, and considerable time and effort was spent trying to find

the real locus of power, with particular emphasis on elite factionalism,

the role of the military, and the power of provincial leaders. And of

course, China’s leaders always had relations with the superpowers in

mind when defining domestic development strategies. But you could 

all but ignore the global and focus purely on the dynamics of domestic

politics.

With China’s re-engagement with the global economy in the 

post-Mao era, and particularly after Deng Xiaoping’s southern inspection

tour – the nanxun – in 1992, such a domestic focus can no longer be

efficacious. This is not to say that the domestic context is unimportant –

far from it. Domestic considerations must remain crucial for any under-

standing of the contemporary political economy. It is just that on their

own, domestic issues do not let us truly understand the many dynamics

at play. Trying to get to grips with the domestic context of reform is hard

enough in itself, but the rather daunting reality for students of contem-

porary China is that it is now essential to also get to grips with the

dynamics and workings of the global political economy as well. 

Building on Payne’s (1998) analysis of the political economy of area

studies, the objective of this book is both quite straightforward and

rather grand at the same time. It is an attempt to enrich the study 

of Chinese politics and international relations by deploying the ana-

lytical tools of International Political Economy (IPE), to consider the

dynamics and implications of China’s re-engagement with the global

economy. It is also an attempt to enrich the study of IPE by providing

a detailed case study to provide a resource for the development of a

more comparative basis of theory.

In terms of enriching the study of Chinese IR, in attempting to cate-

gorise dominant approaches to considering China’s IR in an era of

globalisation, we face the risk of caricaturing a vast canon of literature.

Nevertheless, and accepting this risk, much of what is written about

Chinese IR – particularly from inside China – is methodologically

overly-statist and realist. In particular, I suggest that it fails to address

the analytical problems of separating the domestic from the interna-

tional, and separating economics from politics. There are of course

exceptions, but by and large, the IR discipline has not widely embraced

basic tenets of IPE as a methodological starting point. 
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In terms of theory building, whilst advancing the efficacy of IPE in

general as an analytical tool, many of the theories and approaches

that form the basis of IPE have been derived from comparisons of the

political economy of advanced industrial Organisation for Economic

Co-operation and Development (OECD) states. In particular, there is

a dominant conception of a separation between public and private

(or state and market) that does not always hold true when we move

the focus of attention away from the core heartlands of both the

global political economy and the heartlands of mainstream acad-

emia. The discipline needs to become more sensitive to case studies

from the developing world, with a recognition of the different char-

acters of ‘the state’ and the nature of capitalism outside the advanced

industrialised world. 

International political economy and new political economy

There are many different understanding of what the terms ‘Political

Economy’ and IPE are as fields of inquiry. This is partly a discipli-

nary issue, with most economists who label themselves as ‘political

economists’ using economic models to study ‘political’ phenomenon

– for example, voting power in international institutions. But even

within the broad church of political science and international rela-

tions, there are wide epistemological and operational differences

between different schools of IPE. For example, one of the reasons

that ‘western IPE’ in China is often equated with ‘rational choice,

game theory, mathematical and statistical methods’ (Song Xinning

and Chan 2000: 29) is the dominance of such research in major aca-

demic journals (Wæver 1998, Marsh and Savigny 2004). At perhaps

the other extreme of the spectrum, there also remains a strong 

neo-realist IPE. 

In searching for an analytical framework to explain the nature and

significance of China’s position in the global political economy, this

study is concerned with establishing the relationship between struc-

ture and agency without insisting on an ontological separation of the

two (Wood 1981). It also aims to avoid the basic pitfall of creating

analytical divisions between the international and the domestic, and

between economics and politics. It has been particularly influenced

by what can be termed the ‘New Political Economy’ as reflected by

the editorial stance of the editors of the journal of the same name in

their first edition in 1995. Gamble et al (1996: 5–6) reject the adop-

tion of a single theoretical approach, and instead promotes a frame-
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work or ‘toolkit’ which embraces non-exclusionary pluralistic

approaches:

The methodology of the new political economy rejects the old

dichotomy between agency and structure, and states and markets,

which fragmented classical political economy into separate disci-

plines. It seeks instead to build on those approaches in social 

sciences which have tried to develop an integrated analysis. 

For many scholars, the pathway to a framework for understanding

contemporary IPE began with a study of classical political economy.

But it is also possible to arrive at a similar position by taking other

pathways – by rejecting purely economistic interpretations that ignore

power and politics; by rejecting the apolitical and ahistorical tenden-

cies within rational choice theory; and by rejecting the parsimonious

explanatory power of statist and realist international relations. For all

that divides the numerous critical IPE scholars, this rejectionism is

more or less implicitly shared by all. And in this respect, there is reso-

nance for those ‘area studies’ scholars who are frustrated by the short-

comings of hegemonic discourses in the study of contemporary China.

These frustrations relate to the dominance, and failings, of realist

approaches to studying Chinese international relations (particularly,

but not only, within China itself) and the ongoing battle between ‘area

studies’ and ‘discipline’ in parts of the US academe. 

Studying Chinese IR in China

Although Wang Yiwei (2004) has correctly argued that there is not a

single distinctive Chinese International Relations Theory, a number of

observers have attempted to draw out the dominant ontologies and

epistemologies that re-occur in many of the writings on International

Relations within China (Chan 1999, Geeraerts and Men Jing 2001, Song

Xinning and Chan 2000, Song Xinning 2001). To varying degrees, they

all argue that realism dominates the discipline. As we shall see below,

realist approaches are becoming less ‘hegemonic’ in Chinese interna-

tional relations thinking, with new approaches, definitions and issues

entering the discipline relatively rapidly. Nevertheless, it is still fair to

say that there are three key reasons why realist ontologies previously

dominated the Chinese international relations discipline – and notwith-

standing an increasing pluralism, remain the most commonly used the-

oretical approach. The first is an over concentration on relations with
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the United States, and the ‘conditioning’ element that this places on

Chinese IR. It is clearly the case that the US is objectively more impor-

tant for China than, for example, the European Union, or individual

European states for Chinese policy makers and researchers. That being

said, it is instructive that in Yong Deng’s and Wang Fei-ling’s (1999)

‘In the Eyes of the Dragon’ which outlines Chinese visions of the global

order, there is no chapter at all on Europe (including Russia).1

Second, ‘the overarching constraint [on IR theory in China] is a

structural one, being the social setting in which the study of IR in

China takes place’ (Song Xinning 2001: 71). It is difficult to overstate

the importance of policy-relevance in academic research, and the ex-

tent to which prevalent political concerns in government shape the

concerns of most IR academics. At the very least, the socialising

element of appointment and promotion procedures lead scholars

toward retaining a strong policy relevance element in all their research.

This helps explain both the heavy emphasis on the US in Chinese IR,

and the heavy emphasis on statist and realist interpretations, and the

overarching interest in state sovereignty.

Third, Song also argues that China’s residual ideology impacts on the

evolution of Chinese IR. Much of the work in China on IR (until

recently at least) was informed by a Cold War framework of power 

politics. During the Cold War, scholars emphasised the ‘strategic trian-

gle’ – China’s ability to manoeuvre in a political/diplomatic space

between Moscow and Washington. With the end of the Cold War, the

unipolar world system has removed many of the certainties of the old

order and we face the geometric problem of triangles that only have

two points. The collapse of the Soviet Union means that the US is now

free to impose its hegemony over the international system in general,

and China in particular – a hegemony which is deployed to prevent

China’s development.

This understanding is not simply confined to military conceptions

of hegemony. The ‘new American hegemony’ (Zhou Pailin 2002)

includes a wide range of features. On one level, there is the danger of

broadly defined ‘cultural hegemony’ (Liu Weisheng 2002). ‘Culture’

here refers to the spread of a set of political values and norms – most

notably in terms of human rights and democratisation – deployed by

the US as a tool of state power to contain China (Wang Jincun 1999).

Yang Yunhua (1999) argues that this form of hegemony represents a

new type of warfare. This warfare partly has a military dimension, in

terms of bringing other countries under the US security umbrella, and

providing military capabilities to allies. But importantly, international
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economic relations are also seen as being part of the US state’s hege-

monic strategy. Through bilateral pressures such as restricting access

to the US market, and through US power in international financial

institutions, US power and hegemony can be imposed on the world

and developing states in particular without the use of brute military

power.

We should note here that this conception of US as the global

hegemon is not simply limited to academic and policy circles. Popular

perceptions of the US in China can be contradictory. On one level,

there is an aspirational element – many young urban Chinese like the

trappings of American culture, and the US remains the number one

choice if people can emigrate or be educated abroad. But at the same

time, there is deep popular hostility to the US which is seen as trying

to enforce unfair change on China in an attempt to block China’s eco-

nomic development, and to prevent China from attaining its ‘rightful’

place as a world power. 

This anti-Americanism has been most vocally aired when the US has

militarily come into contact with China – once with the bombing of

the Chinese embassy in Belgrade, and again when a US spy plane col-

lided with a PLA Air Force plane over Hainan.2 But this hostility, or at

least suspicion, lies not too far below the surface during less turbulent

times. There is considerable popular support for nationalist and even

xenophobic stances to the extent that the CCP often finds it difficult to

keep the lid on the nationalism that the leadership itself often espouses

(Hughes 2006). In the mid to late 1990s, this was manifested in the

publication of a number of best selling works that portrayed the US as

mistakenly attempting to impose its inferior norms and values on

China, and calling for China to resist the global hegemon.3 These sen-

timents have also been echoed in at least some of the writings of ‘New

Left’.4 The importance of the New Left for this study primarily lies in

their critique of neoliberalism and their concern with the negative con-

sequences of economic reform. However, in critiquing neoliberalism,

these authors do not ignore the fact that neoliberal theory originated

outside China, and for some, it is an instrument of US foreign policy

designed only to benefit US interests (Fewsmith 2005: 2).5 For Lu Di

(2002), transnational media corporations are part of a cultural invasion

enforcing foreign values on China in the same way that the British

enforced change on China through the opium wars.6 And at times of

more direct conflict with the US – for example, the aforementioned

embassy bombing and spy plane incident – then the US has become a

more direct subject of New Left criticisms.
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New directions in Chinese IR thinking

It would be wrong to say that all Chinese IR utilises blunt realist

methodologies. Zhang Yongjin (2000), for example, has correctly

identified an increasing interest in the English School as a methodolo-

gical tool within Chinese IR. Indeed, there have been important

changes in the study of IR in China in the new millennium. IR is still a

young academic discipline in China with its origins in the re-establish-

ment of university education in the 1970s in the wake of the Cultural

Revolution. Even after the death of Mao and the move towards reform

under Deng, academic freedom was still very much constrained by the

realities of the political system and the need to reinforce the superior-

ity of the Chinese socialist way. So when the study of Western IR

thinking emerged in China, it was simply a descriptive exercise – ‘this

is what Western IR is’ – rather than establishing new approaches and

theories for Chinese academics to use in their own research. This situa-

tion has changed for four key reasons.

First, Chinese IR emerged from isolation to engagement with IR com-

munities across the world. Almost all Chinese IR researchers have now

spent a considerable time working overseas, and many of them have

received their doctorates from overseas universities.7 Whilst there is a

considerable diaspora of Chinese scholars who have studied overseas

and remained overseas, there is a cohort of scholars who have returned

to academic jobs in China bringing with them new ideas and

approaches. Conversely, many foreign scholars – and importantly, not

just China scholars – have visited China to teach on IR programmes, to

help in curriculum development, and to establish joint research pro-

jects with Chinese colleagues. 

Second, policy has changed, and at least some of the new directions

in Chinese international relations writing have followed these policy

shifts. For example, China’s active participation in or with regional

organisations – most notably with the Association of Southeast Asian

Nations (ASEAN) and in the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation – has

resulted in new research foci on both the theory and process of

regional cooperation, and also on the regional cases. In particular,

Harris (2001) argues there has been a key change in conceptions of

security, with the 1998 White Paper on Defence marking a key turning

point by redefining and placing a much greater emphasis on the need

for ‘economic security’. 

Whilst these changes suggest a change in the focus of research rather

than a change in theory and approach, it is related to the fourth expla-

nation. The East Asian financial crisis of 1997 brought home the blunt
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reality that China’s economic fortunes were inextricably linked with

what happens elsewhere (Fewsmith 1999, Zha Daojiong 1999, Wang

Zhengyi 2004). For a set of Chinese thinkers, realist conceptions of IR

were found wanting in understanding the impact of globalisation,

forcing a rethink of the relationship between political and economic

dynamics, and the relationship between the domestic and the interna-

tional (Fang Li 2000). Perhaps the most cited of authors in this tradi-

tion is Wang Yizhou (1995, 1998, 2000, 2003),8 who argues that

studies of globalisation must break down the bamboo fences (fanli)

between the study of domestic and international politics (Wang

Yizhou 2003).

Fourth, the political environment has changed, with academics now

allowed much more freedom than before. This freedom is far from

complete, and there remain limits to what academics can say and write

– advocating the full scale adoption of western political forms and the

removal of the CCPs monopoly on power are clearly still taboo. New

found freedoms have also sometimes been withdrawn. For example, in

the autumn of 2005 academics (and others) were placed under closer

official scrutiny and were asked to rethink some of their ideas. The rela-

tionship between the Hu Jintao-Wen Jiabao leadership and intellec-

tuals has been a mixed one. On the one hand, they have encouraged

academics to share their thinking with policy makers through special

seminars and workshops. They have at the very least tolerated an intro-

spective re-evaluation of the basis of Chinese international relations

theory/theories (Wang Jun 2004).9 Whilst these evaluations are careful

to defend the basics of Chinese IR thinking, there has been a call for

increased distance between theory building and policy – for theorists

to move beyond perceptions of the ‘national interest’ and ‘narrow

nationalism’ (xia ai de minzhu zhuyi) that is at the heart of much

Chinese international relations scholarship (Shi Bin 2004).

On the other hand, the moderate clampdown of 2005 shows a less

liberal side of the leadership. This reversal has formed part of a wider

critique over the logic of neoliberalism and the underlying philosophy

of reform which has been ongoing in China for some time: 

the journals Dushu and Tianya, along with some other journals, 

successively published various essays on theories of history and his-

torical capitalism, which, from the angles of theory, history and

practice, stringently attacked the market mystifications of neoliberal-

ism. The theories of Karl Polyani and Braudel, as well as those of tra-

ditional Marxist political economy, provided important intellectual
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resources, offering a critical historical horizon informed by political

economy and the critique of economism (Wang Hui 2004: 49–50)

These writers are typically grouped together under the umbrella term

of ‘the New Left’ – a label that is rejected by these critical authors who

feel that it has been deliberately coined by opponents to suggest

unjustly that they want to turn back to the leftism of the Maoist

period.10 As will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 6, many of the

concerns of new left scholars about the negative impact of liberalisa-

tion on China – inequality, rural poverty, unemployment and corrup-

tion – dovetailed with the expressed concerns of the Hu Jintao-Wen

Jiabao leadership. Whilst not rejecting liberalisation per se, the Hu-Wen

leadership were implicitly critical of the idea that growth alone would

solve these problems without positive government interference to

direct growth. And not simply coincidentally, ‘new left’ sentiments

were subsequently reflected in a renewed emphasis on developmental

objectives after 2004. 

In terms of ideas and international relations in China, the run up to

WTO entry in 2001 provided fertile ground for critics of neoliberalism.

Wang Hui (2004: 52) argues that in fact most of the criticisms of WTO

entry did not in fact critique the organisation nor the basic tenets of

neoliberalism, but were instead about how fast to reform and when it

would be in China’s best interests to join (and on what terms). How-

ever, some key ‘public intellectuals’ did challenge the entire underlying

premise. For Han Deqiang (2000) the key is the relationship between

domestic politics and the international economic strategy of central

elites. Drawing on insights from classic political economy, Han argues

that China needs a new political economy that rejects free market lib-

eralism, and follows the strong state model of ‘the national system of

political economy’ championed by Friederich List, and followed by

industrial planners during German and Japanese industrialisation.

While domestic issues dominate the agenda of these critical writers (as

will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 6), in Han Deqiang at least,

we see a conception of political economy that presages not so much

the emergence of new ways of thinking of international relations, as a

return to the basics of political economy.

A Chinese IPE? 

Great power politics continues to dominate Chinese IR both in terms

of academic research and policy. But new issues and approaches are

increasingly the focus of attention. We have already noted a growing
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concern with economic security, which has two important sub-streams

in energy security and the potential benefits of regional economic

cooperation. Conceptions of human security have also gained greater

acceptance, notwithstanding the correlation between human security

and democratisation for some non-Chinese proponents of the ap-

proach. Perhaps most clearly, constructivist approaches have had the

biggest impact on changing the nature of Chinese IR thinking. Guo

Shuyong (2004) has gone as far as to call for Marxist international rela-

tions to be reinvented by incorporating the ‘best practice’ of American

international relations scholarship – realism, neo-institutionalism, and

most importantly for Guo, constructivism. I suggest that Fudan

University, Renmin University, the Institute of World Economics and

Politics, and the Department of International Political Economy at

Beijing University in particular have become major sites of theoretical

innovation.11

But even within these new approaches, there remains a strong focus

on the nation state as the unit of analysis in international relations,

with the state as the main actor. For Song, developing a Chinese IPE

that reflects the importance of economics in international relations

and the role of non-state actors is problematic as ‘the divides which

separate disciplines and institutions are still very deep in China’ (Song

Xinning 2001: 72). Zhu Wenli (2001) provides an insight into Chinese

views of IPE which are particularly instructive here. First, she describes

a Chinese IPE which is heavily statist, and largely inspired by non-

rational choice US IPE – particularly hegemonic stability theory – for

example, Tian Ye (2000). Second, and in a similarly statist vein, whilst

accepting that global, rather than just bilateral, issues are now a key

area for concern, ‘The emergence of global issues is portrayed as the

expansion of the diplomatic arena’ (Zhu Wenli 2001: 48).

The issues that now face governments may be increasingly transna-

tional in character, but the solution is still often seen as being found in

intergovernmental dialogue and processes. Under this approach, eco-

nomic affairs are often ignored as being a separate sphere of enquiry

best left to economists to study, or more often an exercise in the pro-

motion of national interests in a game of mercantilist competition – a

subset of politics that can be dealt with by state-to-state diplomatic

relations with little attention paid to the role of non-state actors. At

the very least, it is fair to say that non-statist critical IPE has yet to

make a significant impact on Chinese international relations studies.

Little focus is placed on whose interests within individual countries are

being served by various political and economic initiatives – the state
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often remains disaggregated as a unitary actor. Nor is much attention

placed on the role of non-state actors – those that Strange (1990) terms

the ‘international business civilisation’ or Cox (1990) would describe as

the ‘transnational managerial class’ – in international relations.

IR, area studies and comparative IPE 

China is far from being the only country where the international rela-

tions discipline is dominated by a single approach. Realism looms large

outside China too, though Wæver’s (1998) investigation of publica-

tions in the mainstream IR journals showed that rational choice

approaches challenge realist ones as the hegemonic theoretical posi-

tion (and also by authors based in the US). Nor is China the only

country where the link between academia and policy making can

create methodological myopia. Considerations of the implications of

engagement with the global economy by researchers from the interna-

tional financial institutions unsurprisingly but typically reflect the

policy preferences of those organisations. And at least some of the

writing on China in the US ‘suffers’ from the problem of being too

closely related to policy issues. 

It is still far from uncommon to come across analyses that talk in

terms of China as a single unitary entity and actor. Nor is it particu-

larly uncommon to find phrases such as ‘the Chinese believe’ or ‘the

Chinese think’, implying that over 1.3 billion people have the same

beliefs, attitudes and desires. This use of language largely derives

from epistemologies that place the emphasis on the national state as

the level of analysis, and is built on statist and realist notions of

international relations. 

It is important to point out that the alternative to these approaches

is not a Kenichi Ohmaeesque (1995) argument that the state is irrele-

vant to the functioning of the international system – that the state is

‘dead’. It would be foolish to begin a study of China by ignoring the

still hugely significant role of the state in domestic politics and eco-

nomics, and the importance of ‘high’ politics at the national state level

in China’s international relations (both political and economic). We

should not throw out the state as a unit of analysis, but disaggregate

the state to consider whose interests are represented by state policy 

at the national level, and also consider the power of sub-state and 

non-state actors in the global political economy.

On their own, statist and intergovernmental levels of analysis do tell

a story, just not the full story. In particular, the focus on bilateral rela-
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tions at the national level misses key determinants of China’s IR, and

the way in which external forces partially shape the evolution of

China’s domestic political economy – particularly, but not only, in

light of China’s WTO entry. First, mainstream IR literature misses the

salience of economic actors – particularly non-state economic actors.

Second, national levels of perception miss the uneven geographical

and sectoral pattern of China’s international economic relations and

the political implications of this process. It is true that many in China

and outside have long recognised the importance of local authorities 

in forging China’s international economic relations, and there is a con-

siderable literature in this area. But this is not often represented in

analyses of China’s international relations, and where the local is con-

sidered, it is usually in a bilateral framework. Processes of globalisation

generate both localised and internationalised networks of relationships

that need to be considered alongside the bilateral to gain a full under-

standing of how best to theorise contemporary Chinese international

relations, and to consider how local manifestations of globalisation are

linked to wider transnational global capitalist processes.

Area studies and IR 

The divergences between dominant IR approaches on one hand, and

‘area studies’ approaches on the other, are most clear when it comes to

assessments of China’s future. These different interpretations will be

discussed in detail in Chapter 5. Here the intention is to explore 

the impact of different approaches on conceptions of China, and the

perceived defects of ‘theory’ for some China scholars.

As noted at the start of the introduction, there is a strong and very

influential set of literature – much of it specifically policy related – that

points to China’s impending superpower status, global dominance,

and perhaps even inevitable conflict with the US. But while this vision

of China seems to dominate popular perceptions, and has considerable

purchase in some policy making arenas, there is a strong alternative

understanding which sees China not as a global economic power-

house, but instead in a position of dependency ‘in the classical sense

used by the Latin American economists in the 1950s’ (Nolan 2003: 24),

with a political system in crisis having reached the ‘limits of deve-

lopmental autocracy’ (Pei 2002, 2006) and on the verge of an internal

collapse (Chang 2002) that only a miracle can postpone (Naím 2003).

Despite continued economic growth and the increased living standards

of many Chinese, there is rural poverty exacerbated by harsh and often

corrupt excising of taxes, endemic corruption in general, large and
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growing levels of urban unemployment, an unprecedented level of

ever growing inequality, mass migration from the countryside to the

cities, staggering levels of debt within the financial system, and the

rapid deterioration of the environment all point to a domestic political

economy with massive problems to be overcome. China’s social fabric

is being severely stretched – a conception that is recognised within

China itself – not least by China’s top leaders.

These different interpretations of China are explained by the differ-

ent focuses, epistemologies, and methodologies of observers, academics

and policy analysts. They are also explained by the different objectives

of researchers. One of Robert Cox’s (1981: 128) most oft cited ideas is

germane here – ‘theory is always for some one, and for some purpose’.

So for who, and for what purpose, is the understanding of China as an

emerging global power constructed? First of all, we need to accept that

the Chinese leadership has placed a heavy emphasis on growth as an

indicator of success, and as a means of gaining legitimacy. In the past

at least, Chinese authorities have not shied away from triumphing

their success in generating growth and doubling, trebling and quadru-

pling GDP; in the early days of economic reform, the target of raising

GDP by a factor of X was an often and loudly proclaimed objective of

the Four Modernisations. It is true that this message has been tempered

when it comes to the international level. The message from the

Chinese leadership to the rest of the world is yes we are important and

becoming ever more so – but please don’t forget that we are still a rela-

tively poor and developing country so don’t place the obligations and

expectations of a rich developed state on us. Witness, for example, the

attempt to be classified as a developing country during the WTO entry

negotiations, and the oft repeated argument that despite China’s

importance, US actors actually get far more out of US trade with China

(which generates China’s huge trade surplus) than the Chinese them-

selves. It is also true that the message for a domestic audience has

changed with the transfer of power to the fourth generation of leader-

ship in the guise of Hu Jintao and Wen Jiabao. Nevertheless, the

Chinese authorities have at least contributed over the years to a

perhaps exaggerated image of Chinese wealth and emerging power. 

Images of China are also deliberately constructed to serve specific

interests in terms of influencing policy towards China. An overly stark

dichotomisation here would point to both those who want to engage

and contain China using exactly the same evidence in an uncritical

manner to strengthen the arguments for why China should be resisted

or engaged. Both sides benefit from depicting China as more powerful,
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important and either a danger or an opportunity than is really the

case. It might also be the case that the focus on China’s growth and

‘success’ is related to the desire to promote the primacy of liberalisa-

tion as not so much the best but as the only path to development.

Some Vietnamese officials at least seem to have been taught the lesson

that Chinese style liberalisation is the obvious way forward for the doi

moi project.12

On reflection, there appears to be a dichotomy between those who

study China from the inside out, and those who emphasise interna-

tional relations, typically conceiving of the nation state as the basic

unit of analysis, conceiving of the state as a unitary actor and largely

accepting the ontological separation of the domestic from the interna-

tional. An even bigger degree of separation exists between those who

study China and those in policy related institutions and disciplines

who study the implications of China in and for other countries, with

those who study from the outside largely being the prophets of

Chinese power.

Different interpretations are also partly a result of the growth strat-

egy that China’s leaders have pursued, particularly since the mid-

1990s. With attracting investment to produce exports all but the sole

engine of growth, China’s international economic profile has obvi-

ously increased. But at the same time, the domestic economy hardly

grew at all between 1996 and 2002. Double digit growth over two

decades has been accompanied by ever increasing unemployment –

even as the Chinese economy was growing at 12 per cent in the first

quarter of 2004 leading to fears that the economy was overheating,

unemployment in China was actually increasing (Yardley 2004).

So while students of the impact of China on other countries and the

global economy in general see one picture, specialists on the internal

domestic situation see a different one, and are drawn towards the very

real social, economic and political problems that exist within China. The

external international dimension is not ignored – far from it. It is consid-

ered in terms of its impact on the reconfiguration of the domestic polit-

ical economy, the way in which discourses of international relations and

nationalism are used as a tool of domestic legitimacy and social control,

and the extent to which domestic political considerations constrain the

actions of the Chinese leadership on the international arena. But the

conception of a rich and powerful China that can be constructed and

have a significant impact on policy makers across the world sits rather

uneasily with analyses of serious, though not insurmountable domestic

problems.
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Area studies and rational choice 

Despite the differences, recent debates over the relationship between

area studies and discipline – particularly in the US – revolve around the

notion that the economics discipline, and the economically inspired

approaches of rational choice theory, have become hegemonic in acad-

emic discourses. According to Johnson (1997), rational choice theorists

are attempting to promote their agenda by discriminating against

‘unscientific’ area studies. 

It is not my intention here to embark on a detailed account of the

relationship between politics and economics in IPE – that has been

done by others (Higgott 2001, Hay and Marsh 1999). Suffice to say that

within the International Financial Institutions, economistic approaches

have come to dominate much research, and also to have a dispropor-

tionate influence on policy making methodology. But if Johnson and

others have a valid claim in resisting the hegemony of a specific theory

and discipline, it is important not to fall back into a defence of 

area studies that denies the relevance and utility of all theories and 

disciplines. 

Area studies as an academic programme in the United States in the

post War era owed much to the conditions of the Cold War. In perhaps

the classic interpretation of the evolution of Area Studies in Cold War

USA, Bruce Cumings (1997) notes:

For a generation after World War II the bipolar conflict between

Moscow and Washington and the hegemonic position of the United

States in the world economy drew academic boundaries that had the

virtue of clarity: ‘area studies’ and ‘international studies’, backed

with enormous public and private resources, had clear reference to

places or to issues and processes that became important to study.

The places were usually countries, but not just any countries: Japan

got favored placement as a success story of development, and China

got obsessive attention as a pathological example of abortive devel-

opment. The key processes were things like modernization, or what

was for many years called ‘political development’ toward the

explicit or implicit goal of liberal democracy.

At the very least, the need to understand what was going on in the

‘closed’ environments of communist party states inspired the creation

of university degrees and scholarships to study language and culture.

Building on McGeorge Bundy,13 Cumings notes the close relationship

between many US academics and the US Office of Strategic Studies,
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and how the US area studies community found much of its funding. In

Europe, too, Cold War politics played a part in shaping academic inter-

est, courses and programmes. For example, the special foreign office

funding for the School of Oriental and African Studies at the University

of London, whilst initially inspired by the needs of serving the British

Empire, was at least invigorated by the needs of the foreign policy

community to train specialists to understand places like China. 

In some respects, then, both the area studies discipline and Chinese

international relations need to come to terms with the changing geo-

strategic environment within which they function. The Cold War

context that Cumings argued drew the lines of demarcation between

area studies and international relations has gone. As Zhang Xudong

(2001: 4) argues:

We are experiencing an increasing and intensifying discrepancy

between the perceived object called ‘China’ and the lingering episte-

mological models rooted in the Cold War, backed by the even more

time-honored machinery of ‘knowing the Other’ of the long history

of the global expansion of capitalism (colonialism, imperialism,

etc.). As long as the old regime of knowledge and its reproduction

holds sway, the emerging complexity and dynamism of Chinese

economy, society, politics, culture, and everyday life will remain

concealed, distorted, and oppressed in the global symbolic terrain.

The geo-strategic environment remains important, but so too now is

the geo-economic environment based on increased economic interde-

pendence (albeit an asymmetric interdependence) through greater

trade and investment flows. This means that the boundaries between

the domestic and the international become ever more blurred, requir-

ing an understanding of both the dynamics of the external environ-

ment, actors and processes and a detailed country or area studies

knowledge.

The debate over the validity and future of area studies versus disci-

pline should not just be conducted within the narrow confines of a

revolt against hegemonic approaches in the shape of economics and

rational choice theory. As Kasaba (1998) argues, area studies requires a

‘revitalizing’ impact by combining the study of individual cultures and

areas with wider disciplinary understanding – not rational choice

‘science’, but other disciplines that help us best understand the local-

global context of the contemporary world. Kasaba’s main interest is in

postmodernist approaches – and while this is not my own interest
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here, I share his basic tenet that the aim is not to replace old discipli-

nary barriers between ‘area studies’ and ‘international relations’ with

new barriers:

In order not to use this as yet another way of creating divisions, we

should start from the premise that the modern era is generating its

own comprehensive world view that encompasses all places and

groups who are in interaction with each other (Kasaba 1998)

So if we move away from a focus on rational choice, we can find

ways in which area and discipline come together to enhance each

other. This is done by recognising that there are a set of internation-

alised issues most, if not all states, face today – factors that can fall

under the broad heading of ‘globalisation’. At the same time, we need

to recognise diversity, and start from an understanding that the

embedded domestic contexts of each individual state will lead to diver-

gence and different outcomes in different settings – to recognise the

‘historicity of divergent development trajectories’.14 We need the disci-

pline to understand the former, and the area studies to understand the

latter. 

The basic principles of new political economy outlined earlier in this

chapter provides methodological and ontological tools that fit well

with the specific knowledge of ‘national conditions’ of area studies spe-

cialists to provide an effective way of studying China in an era of glob-

alisation. In addition, the knowledge that area studies specialists have

of their case studies can help us develop a more holistic IPE that is

truly comparative in nature, and more applicable to the study of deve-

lopment and developing nations than is currently often the case. By

doing this, we can avoid some of the potential methodological pitfalls

of dominant IPE approaches developed primarily from the study of

advanced industrialised democracies where a separation of private and

public economic spheres is often implicitly taken for granted.

Area studies and comparative IPE 

Universalism and comparative capitalisms

The first potential pitfall is one that emerges from trying to make

definitive statements that contain universal truths. Trying to find a

once and for all answer to, for example, which has power, states or

markets, is essentially misguided. The real quest should be to discover

differential levels of power in the international political economy – an
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approach which fits well with conceptions in the Chinese literature

regarding the uneven nature of power in a unipolar globalised world.

Quite simply, there are clear divergences in different states’ abilities to

dictate, respond or react to globalising forces. This study, then, shares

an understanding with those scholars who perceive globalisation as an

uneven process.15

IPE should not only allow diversity, but emphasise the fact that there

is no single answer; no single set of relationships; no single simple

understanding. The researcher should consider, particularly through

comparative approaches, how different sets of relationships emerge

with different balances of power between actors in different and

specific historical, geographical, social and political contexts. This is an

approach that does not lead to simplicity, but if the world is complex,

then how useful are simple explanations? (Hettne and Söderbaum

2000) 

The search for universal truths is helped when the universe is 

contracted. Tony Payne (1998) has argued that the theories of hege-

mony were largely constructed around observations of the US experi-

ence, moderated by some comparisons with Europe. What we end up

with is a concept constructed from a narrow set of cases. More to the

point, a concept that because it is so case specific (or a few cases

specific) might not have relevance outside that setting. The same argu-

ment can be made for many of the approaches within IPE. Once we

move outside the setting of the case studies (either explicit or more

inferential) that have been used to construct theory, then the applica-

bility of theory becomes more questionable. 

One of the major research questions for IPE scholars is to consider

the relationship between the state and the market. But much of this lit-

erature is based on the experience of advanced industrialised democra-

cies. Such a separation of state and market – or the public and the

private – is much less clear in many parts of the world. For example,

the concept of neo-patrimonialism has been deployed to explain the

blurring of public and private in many contemporary African states16.

While Weber’s conception of traditional patrimonialism saw no dis-

tinction between public and private, in the new-patrimonial states, a

formal distinction exists based on institutionalised state system under-

pinned by laws, rules and regulations. But despite the formal legal situ-

ation, this separation of public and private is not reflected in the action

of political leaders who continue to utilise and dispense public

resources as if they owned them themselves. This is in no small part

because it is much harder to change practices and cultures than it is to
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change laws – which has been particularly important in China in rela-

tion to local control over the financial system (see Chapter 2). As these

political leaders are not only the utilisers of public resources, but also

the regulators, there is weak state capacity to enforce control, usually

accompanied by weak civil society to act as check and balance on

power (Bratton and de Walle 1994, Tangri 1999). 

Even in advanced industrial economies, the public-private distinc-

tion is not always clear. Van Wolferen (1990), for example, has long

argued that analysts from the ‘west’ fail to understand Japan because

they start with false assumptions. A formal separation of ‘public’ and

‘private’ exists in that the Japanese government does not own major

companies. Nevertheless, Van Wolferen argues that in the eyes of the

Japanese people, the government and the company officials them-

selves, they are ‘Japanese companies’ that are not considered to belong

in a separate ‘private’ sphere from national public life. For Deans

(1997: 17–43), as with the case of neo-patrimonialism in Africa, this is

a consequence of embedded historical precedents relating to the way

in which market economies were established in Asia. So although

Japan has an industrial structure that looks a bit like a western one, the

nature of the state and the nature of the state’s relationship with the

market means that the nature of Japanese capitalism is not the same as

the nature of the US state and US capitalism, or European states and

European capitalisms. Capitalism in Japan developed in a different way

from in the west due to ‘pre-industrial legacies, patterns of industrial-

ization, and twentieth-century state structures and policies’ (Whitley

1999: 16). 

A study of comparative capitalisms, then, is an essential component

of recognising diversity, and there are a number of good studies that

compare Japanese capitalism with other advanced industrialised eco-

nomies in Europe and North America (Berger and Dore 1996, Crouch

and Streeck 1997). There is a relatively large literature analysing the

heavy state involvement in planning and guidance of the market, and

overt state control over the financial sector in developing East Asian

states.17 But when what have been termed Capitalist Developmental

States (Johnson 1981, 1987, Deans 2000, Leftwich 1995) are studied in

a comparative manner, they are typically comparative studies of deve-

lopmental states, rather than drawing them into wider comparative

studies of capitalism. 

The blurred relationship between state and market in South East Asia

was revisited in the wake of the Asian financial crises, when it became

popular in some quarters to refer to the ‘crony capitalism’ of crisis
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states. This epithet suggests that South East Asian capitalisms were the

wrong sort of capitalism – they departed from the norm of proper and

right capitalist practices. And to some extent the conception of Asian

capitalisms as different – as something that should be considered when

we look at Asia rather than in the mainstream of comparative studies

of capitalism – is also evident in academic studies. 

In short, I suggest that the study of capitalism focuses (for good

reasons) on those cases where capitalism has by and large emerged in

advanced industrialised democracies where there is a separation

between public and private. Where different systems emerge, where

the public-private split is less clear, then they are considered to be per-

versions of capitalism or perhaps an entirely different entity altogether.

If capitalism is an economic system where the market distributes

surplus to the class that owns the means of production, then there 

are many forms of capitalism where it is difficult to separate the 

bourgeoisie from the state that regulates the market on their (own)

behalf. What is often lacking then is an understanding of varieties of

capitalism with different state-market, state-society and public-private 

relations than is ‘normally’ the case.

When we do extend the focus of attention to non-core areas of the

global political economy, we need to guard against concept stretching.

If Van Wolferen is right, and western paradigms are used to try and

understand things that look similar in Japan, then the problem

becomes magnified when we move on to look at states like China.

When China was ‘different’ – when it was a state planned economy –

then it was relatively easy to analyse. We knew that it was different

and treated it as such (though sometimes falsely putting it in a box

with other ‘different’ states – assuming that socialist economies were

all the same for example). As China has reformed and moved away

from socialism, we have perhaps found it increasingly difficult to box

it. Dealing with what is still different remains relatively easy. The

problem is the problem of the familiar.

The nation state as the unit of analysis

As with much of the economics and IR literature, there is still a ten-

dency in IPE to consider the nation state as the unit of analysis.

Lasswell’s (1936) distributive definition of politics should inform our

analysis here – a study of who gets what, when and how – not just

within China but also which groups, classes and/or interests within

and without China have gained what from China’s re-engagement

with the global economy. As will be discussed in Chapter 6, economic
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reform and insertion into the global economy has had a highly dif-

ferential impact on China. The gap between the urban and the rural

populations; between political insiders and normal citizens; between

managers and workers; between those in full time jobs and migrant

workers; and so on. 

In addition, the Chinese case also reveals massive regional differen-

tials – while some parts of China have become embedded within glob-

alised networks of production and are highly integrated into the global

economy, other parts of the country are at best, only marginally parti-

cipating. This is not to say that they are unaffected by globalisation, but

to suggest that they are not internationally ‘integrated’. This is often

explained by making a bipolar division between coastal and interior

China. This approach is helpful in establishing the differential nature of

the internationalisation of China – but only partially so. There are, for

example, many TVEs in the interior which have benefited greatly from

internationalisation, and have significantly contributed to the growth

of Chinese exports. As such, while geographically based concepts of

divergence are clearly important, they do not tell the whole story of the

differential impact of globalisation on China.

This recognition of the differential impact within nation states

should be crucial for IPE scholars given the emphasis on marrying

domestic level and international level analyses, and the importance of

the P in IPE. Yet it is not always manifested in theoretical pieces con-

sidering the political economy of regional integration.18 There are a

number of good case studies discussing the significance of sub-national

and cross-national regional integration in various parts of the world.

Nevertheless, work on microregionalism, and the way that globalisa-

tion can lead to a disjuncture between the national political and

emerging transnational economic spaces remains an understudied phe-

nomenon – something that we attempted to address in Microregion-

alism and World Order (Breslin and Hook 2002). In this respect, the

work of area studies specialists (and political geographers) on and in

China who emphasise the uneven spatial impact of integration with

the global economy are ahead of the game, and have much to offer

comparative political economists and IPE theorists in general.

Towards a framework of analysis 

The Lasswellian definition of politics as ‘Who gets what, when, how?’

generates questions of distribution that lies at the heart of the investi-

gation in this book – distribution in terms of power as well as eco-
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nomic rewards, both within China and across national political bound-

aries. In order to do this, we need to consider a number of subsidiary

questions and approaches, perhaps best encapsulated in a general

manner by Bernard and Ravenhill’s (1995) assertion that the political

economy of East Asia:

should be understood in terms of the relationship between changes

in the global political economy, changes in the political economy of

individual states, and changes in the organization of production.

Internationalisation or globalisation? 

It would be possible to consider the sort of changes identified by

Bernard and Ravenhill under the broad heading of internationalisa-

tion. Indeed, in many ways it would be much easier as it avoids the

elephant trap of trying to define what globalisation actually is. To

say that globalisation is a contested term is something of an under-

statement. From Kenichi Ohmae (1995) at one extreme to Hirst and

Thompson (1999) at the other, there is a vast literature attempting

to understand what globalisation really means (or in the case of

Hirst and Thompson, to ask if it is even happening at all). It is a

term that has so many different meanings that it has almost become

meaningless. 

Hurrell (1995: 345) notes that:

Although rarely tied to any very clearly articulated theory, it has

become a very powerful metaphor for the sense that a number of

universal processes are at work generating increased interconnection

and interdependence between states and between societies [original

emphasis]

In this respect, notions of globalisation as metaphor are useful in

recognising the continued importance of states, but also the sign-

ificance of societal actors in international relations that are often

underplayed when the focus is on internationalisation. Hurrell also

draws us to an understanding that, as Susan Strange (1994) forcefully

put it in a critique of Stephen Krasner’s (1994) understanding of the

nature of IPE, we are living in a new era – ‘The World Has Changed’

[original emphasis]. 

Building on the work of Cox,19 the new political economy approach

suggests that the international economy of the Bretton Woods era

characterised by exchange relations between national economies has
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been replaced by a global economy grounded in production and

finance:

the formative aspect of the new global political economy is seen to

be the structural power of internationally mobile capital. States now

have to recognise the power not only of other states and interna-

tional organisations …. but also of international capital, the banks,

and foreign exchange markets. (Payne and Gamble 1996: 15)

It is a system where non-state actors play a significant role in shaping

financial and commodity flows, but one in which states and state

actors do much to facilitate the spread of neoliberal ideas, and the

spread of global finance and production. As Underhill (2000: 4) argues,

we should not conceive of markets and political authorities as con-

tending and/or separate forces, but rather as part of an ‘integrated

ensemble of governance’.20

Global trade is obviously not new, nor is the fact that production of

a single commodity entails activity in more than one country. But in

considering China’s engagement with the global political economy, we

need to be aware of how new and changing patterns of production

have shaped this process of engagement. For many, the key to under-

standing globalisation is a knowledge of ‘post-Taylorist ‘flexible’

(Oman 1999) approaches to the organisation of production within and

between firms. 

It may be obvious, but it is worth repeating that economic global-

isation does not just happen on its own without political decisions. It

is true that technological advances have made it easier for production

to take place on a global scale. And as will be discussed shortly, it is

also true that changing modes of production place a significant

element of ‘power’ in the decisions of non-state economic actors. 

But financial markets do not liberalise themselves; special economic

zones do not create themselves; taxes are not lowered (or removed)

on their own; and money can only be freely exchanged across

national political borders if governments allow it (well, legally at

least). Neither do ports, roads and railways build themselves – as the

German Bundestag (2001) report on globalisation forcefully argued.

The hard infrastructure that is so necessary for the physical trans-

portation of goods is usually funded by governments rather than by

the private sector and ‘the growing worldwide integration of

economies came not by any law of nature – it has been the result of

active and deliberate policies’.
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China engaged with the global economy because key decision

makers decided that it served specific political interests. As will be

argued in more detail in Chapter 2, the key here was changing concep-

tions of how the CCP could reform the basis of political legitimacy and

maintain the party’s grip on power. The subsequent way in which this

engagement occurred was also a result of numerous government pol-

icies. It might be true, for example, that manufacturing capacity has

moved across the border from Hong Kong to Shenzhen creating strong

economic integration that straddles the border. But it is not a natural

‘region state’ as Ohmae would term it. Shenzhen’s position as a Special

Economic Zone (SEZ) was established through political fiat, and sup-

ported by other state policies on taxation, distribution, infrastructure

construction and so on. This is not to say that the Chinese government

has been in total control of the process. On the contrary, and as will be

argued in Chapter 3, the investment decisions of non-state actors have

been hugely significant, at times forcing a rethink of Chinese policy.

But this should not obscure the fact that ideational and policy changes

within the Chinese party-state elite came prior to the impact of exter-

nal non-state actors on Chinese policy – as was once more the case

with the decision to join the WTO. In essence, state actors created the

space for non-state actors to flourish.

Not only is participation in the global economy dependent on idea-

tional change, it also generates ideational change. Once the process of

integration had begun, then if the logic of integration was to be con-

tinued, both policy and ideas were increasingly shaped by the need to

maintain the growth of inward investment and access to foreign

markets (Gill 1995, 2000). Through educational exchanges, the prov-

ision of training programmes to allow Chinese officials to become

‘WTO compliant’, the rise of the internet, and increased access to the

outside world, and so on, Chinese academics, government researchers

and policy makers are being exposed to new ideas. Business people too

are developing new concepts and practices through processes of social

and industrial learning. Liberal theorists and neo-Marxian Gramscian’s

might disagree about whether it is a good thing or not, but they share

a belief that increased transnational economic interactions results in

ideational change. 

Globalisation and China

When considering the implications of these processes for studying

China, two of the hypotheses promoted by Jean Grugel and Wil Hout

(1998) regarding the implications of globalisation for developing states
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are apposite here.21 First, globalisation adds more actors to the policy

process and increases the power of ‘external’ actors over state policy, and

second, globalisation engenders the recomposition and renegotiation of

relationships between state actors. To the second, we can add Sassen’s

(1999: 159) argument that effects of economic globalisation often ‘mate-

rialize in national territories’ and that ‘the strategic spaces where global

processes are embedded are often national; the mechanisms through

which new legal forms, necessary for globalization, are implemented are

often part of national state institutions’ (Sassen 1999: 167). 

Following Sassen, then, we need to investigate the impact of global-

isation on the institutional balance of power within China’s govern-

mental structures. Sassen’s main emphasis was on the shifting balance

of power between different ministries and agencies within government

– the financial agencies may gain power and influence while others

may lose. But we also need to consider the distribution of power

between national and local state agencies within China. For example,

considering the locus of power in China’s FDI strategy, Guang Zhang

(2000: 49) notes that:

the central government does not have much power to intervene in

individual FDI projects locations. The location is essentially a matter

between foreign investors and the governments at the provincial

and local levels.

When combined with an understanding of the fragmented nature of

post-Taylorist production, this pulls our attention to the relationship

between the local and the global. It is entirely correct to focus on the

way in which localised relationships between local Chinese officials and

Hong Kong and/or Taiwanese businessmen is helping shape China’s re-

engagement with the global economy, as much good literature on

China does. But these local sets of relationships do not exist in isola-

tion. Regional and global modes of production are primarily transmit-

ted or linked into China through more localised relationships, and

overseas Chinese networks often deliberately exploit cultural links in

locating themselves in China. But these localised relationships are

themselves predicated on the wider structure of the regional and global

economies. The overall structure may be a regional one or even a global

one, but the mechanism through which China is integrated can be a

local one, or a multitude of different local processes (Smart 2000: 74). 

Pulling all this together, the search for political change in China

should not be constrained by views that equate political change with
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democratisation, or those that conceive that economic reform inevit-

ably leads to democratisation (Potter et al 1997). Ironically, while such

approaches were designed to explain the link between economic 

and political change, equating political change with political liberalisa-

tion can actually contribute to the depoliticisation of analyses of eco-

nomic change – no liberalisation is equated with no political reform.

Abandoning state planning and ownership in favour of market forces

and private modes of ownership are clearly not apolitical. But search-

ing for democratisation and liberalisation (at this stage of China’s tran-

sition from socialism at least) does not allow us to understand the

nature of this political change. Rather, we should be assessing the

reformulation of political alliances and strategies – alliances within

China’s political elites, between political elites and new economic

elites, between elites and societal groups, and between domestic and

transnational actors. 

Economic systems and structures do not just emerge on their own

but are constructed to serve specific ends. This does not mean that

their evolution follows some sort of pre-ordained plan. Often, as is the

case with China, the development of the economic system can be dys-

functional in that the system that emerges owes more to the agglomer-

ation of numerous initiatives to interpret and implement economic

change to serve particular interests. These may be groups within a

nation state, external to that state, or as Sklair (1995) argues, groups

that span national political borders. An investigation of China’s

engagement with the global economy thus allows us to consider the

reconceptualisation of interests and the reformulation of alliances as

they are emerging.
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2
The Transition from Socialism: An
Embedded Socialist Compromise?

Despite the assertion in the previous chapter that the divide between

the global and the national no longer holds true, this chapter will 

deal where possible with the domestic context of change, leaving 

policy towards the global economy and the international context to

Chapter 3. It deploys a somewhat blunt tripartite periodisation of the

reform period: 1978 to 1984 is characterised as a period of policy refor-

mulation; 1984 to 1994 as abandoning the old system; and the period

after 1994 represents the (as yet) incomplete attempt to build a new

system of macro economic control based on law and regulation rather

than through state planning control.

It is not intended to provide a comprehensive account of domestic

reform in China – that would take a book in itself. The first half of

the chapter does contain some rather basic information that anybody

familiar with the Chinese case will no doubt skip over, and is primar-

ily conceived as providing an understanding of the domestic context

for those interested in IPE but who are not familiar with the specifics

of the Chinese case. The second half of the chapter returns to the

theme of the relationship between the public and the private estab-

lished in the previous chapter. It shows how different interests

influenced the emergence of a public-private relationship by focusing

on three factors – the changing bases of CCP legitimacy, formal

policy relating to the socialist nature of the Chinese economy and

state, and reform of the financial structure. It aims to show that

China has moved from a state planned and state owned economy

towards state regulation of a hybrid economic system with the ex-

istence of a private economic sphere that remains very close to the

state system that spawned it. The form of capitalism that has materi-

alised in China is one where state actors, often at the local level,
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remain central to the functioning of an economic system that has

dysfunctionally emerged to suit their interests. 

Changing bases of legitimacy

The start of the reform process in China is usually dated from the third

plenum of the 11th Central Committee in December 1978. Although

Mao had died over two years previously, the continuation of Maoism

without Mao – with modifications – under the leadership of Hua

Guofeng means that the concept of the ‘post-Mao era’ often implicitly

also starts in December 1978 rather than September 1976. Even though

Hua Guofeng retained his chairmanship of the Party until 1981 (and

the position of Premier until 1980) the third plenum marked the de

facto transfer of power to Deng Xiaoping. 

To be sure, Deng was not the only leader who favoured a rejection of

the extremes of Maoism, and he was never an all powerful leader. His

own return to power after a second purge in 1976 owed much to the

support of key military leaders, and Deng, like Mao, recognised the key

relationship between political power and ‘the barrel of a gun’.1 Nor was

he the only key political leader in the post-Mao era – much of his skill

as a political leader was in balancing the conflicting demands and

interests of different groups of leaders (Bachman 1986, 1988, Dittmer

1990). Nor was he the personal architect of specific reforms in the eco-

nomic system, and he did not hold the most important formal pos-

itions of power for most of the period from 1978 to his death in

February 1997. But in terms of dictating the overall direction of

China’s political economy and in being a key arbiter of who got pro-

moted and who fell from grace, it is entirely understandable that the

first two decades of reform are most associated with Deng Xiaoping. 

Two key factors should underpin any understanding of post-Mao

China. First, no matter what the party has done in loosening its

control over the economy, and to a lesser extent society, loosening

party control was never conceived as the road to the end of party rule.

On the contrary, loosening control was only countenanced as it was

perceived to be the best way of ensuring the party’s grip on power.2 In

theory, of course, a communist party only exists as a means to an end –

to act on behalf of the proletariat to create a classless communist

society. But maintaining the party’s monopoly on power and the pos-

ition of its members as societal elites has become an end in itself in

China. Mao’s alternative strategy for building a revolutionary society

might not be palatable, but in many respects he was correct in fearing
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that the party would transform itself into an authoritarian elite where

maintaining the privilege of party members totally overrides any 

commitment to furthering the revolution. 

Second, the party (perhaps more correctly, party members) did not

and do not take continued control of political power for granted. The

harsh repression of political activists can be seen as a sign of the

party’s own conception of its fragility, rather than a sign of strength.

It is difficult to understand why the CCP responded with such force

against the Falungong unless we think in terms of a party that feels

that it cannot allow any form of undirected action if it is to hold on

to power. It is also interesting to note that after the brutalities of June

4th 1989, the party has subsequently implemented many of those

changes that the students were asking short of multi-party liberal

democracy. 

In 1978, Deng and other reform minded leaders were well aware that

the party had haemorrhaged popular support as a result of the Cultural

Revolution. The masses had lost their trust in the party, their belief in

communism and subsequently had a crisis of faith over where China

might go in the future (Zhao Suisheng 2000). A new basis of polity was

required that rejected mass campaigns and political programmes based

on ideological indoctrination as a source of legitimation. Looking back

at the Mao era in 1981, the ‘Resolution on Party History’ called the

Great Leap Forward a ‘serious mistake’ and declared that the Cultural

Revolution was ‘responsible for the most severe setback and the heavi-

est losses suffered by the party, the state and the people since the

founding of the People’s Republic’ (CCP CC 1981).3 In Zheng Shiping’s

(2003: 54) words, the party changed from being a ‘revolutionary party’

based on class struggle and mass mobilisation to a ‘ruling party’ based

on stability and order.

Initially, simply not being the old party and not being the Gang of

Four and not pursuing leftist policies was enough to provide a consid-

erable degree of support. The post-1978 leadership attempted to

rebuild legitimacy by repudiating the old party under Mao, where a

single individual could direct policy.4 Under the banner of ‘Socialist

Democracy’ the new benign modernising party based on collective

leadership and inner party democracy in decision making would

deliver the Chinese people a new period of economic prosperity

(Goodman 1985). The Socialist Democracy campaign included the

introduction of competitive elections at the county levels of adminis-

tration (Womack 1982). Village and township elections were also intro-

duced in the 1990s (Li Lianjiang 2002, O’Brien 2001, Shi Tianjian
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1999) in an attempt to build a legal rational basis of legitimacy. And

after their assumption of the top positions in the leadership in 2003,

Hu Jintao and Wen Jiabao attempted to present the CCP as a more lis-

tening party with a more open democratic system in yet another

attempt to reinvent the bases of party power and secure a degree of

legal rational legitimacy. But while the party continually stresses 

the importance of building democracy (but not liberal democracy) as

one of its key tasks, three much more important pillars of party legit-

imacy have emerged to maintain party rule and the privileged societal

position of party members. 

The first is ideology. It is certainly true that with the de-radicalisation

of the revolution and a rejection of the Maoist past, the nature of this

ideology has changed. As we will see later in this chapter, attempts

were made to justify economic reform in terms of ultimately establish-

ing a fully communist society at some distant point in the future. But

for all practical reasons, ideological legitimacy no longer has anything

to do with rallying popular support for revolutionary agendas. But

even under Mao, Chinese Marxism was always as much about China 

as it was about Marxism, and as many commentators have noted,

nationalism remains an important element of the CCPs approach to

maintaining legitimacy. 

At the risk of oversimplification, the party establishes the national

interest, and then does what it can to defend that national interest in

the face of what is depicted as a hostile west committed to preventing

China’s development. As noted in the previous chapter, this national-

ist approach finds fertile soil in popular hostility towards perceived

enemies – most often Japan followed by the United States. At times

this is manifest in overt xenophobia and/or racism (particularly

towards the Japanese) to the extent that the problem for the Chinese

leadership is not so much harnessing nationalism as a means of legit-

imation, but keeping a lid on the extreme expressions of such national-

ism – particularly if and when it is directed at China’s most important

economic partners (Hughes 2006). 

The second is legitimacy through performance, with performance

largely defined in terms of economic success. T.H. Rigby (1982)

referred to communist party states as pursuing ‘goal rational’ legit-

imacy. To put it very simply, the party set goals, mobilised the entire

population to attain those goals, and ensured that the propaganda

organs made sure that everybody knew when these goals had been

realised (or more typically, exceeded ahead of time). There have been

times when the process of economic reform resembles a Maoist
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campaign of mobilising the people to achieve the goals of market lib-

eralisation. For example, in the initial post-78 period the population

was assured that the pursuit of personal wealth was politically accept-

able and compatible with socialism, and the party would do what it

could to help people to develop personal wealth. To get rich was ‘glo-

rious’ and the people were exhorted to emulate the success of those

who had (always by hard work alone) increased their income to live in

‘10,000 Yuan’ households. However, in general, performance-based

legitimacy in contemporary China does not entail the active mobilisa-

tion of the population. On the contrary, it encourages a passive accep-

tance that the party will deliver economic growth for the people on

their behalf. 

Crucially for this study, the emphasis on economic performance as a

key basis placed a primacy on rapid capital accumulation, and increas-

ingly, the best way of ensuring this rapid capital accumulation and

economic growth was seen as the adoption of modified capitalist

methods and insertion into the global economy. Whilst the logic of

capital accumulation was initially tempered by the logic of maintain-

ing a commitment to building socialism, the balance of commitments

soon shifted. Maintaining and increasing growth rates became all

important irrespective of how this was achieved, and if socialism had

to be redefined to fit this reality, then so be it. 

The third basis of legitimacy is stability. The party presents contin-

ued CCP rule as the only way of providing the political stability and

personal safety that disappeared in other communist party states.

Crucially, the stability provided by party rule is seen as being a pre-

requisite for economic growth and prosperity. The CCP tolerates 

no challenge to its monopoly on political power, but calculates that

the vast majority of the people will accept this so long as their eco-

nomic wellbeing is improving, or at least not declining. What has

emerged is an unwritten social contract between the party and 

the people whereby the people do not compete with the party for

political power as long as the party looks after their economic 

fortunes. 

These bases of legitimacy can lead in contradictory directions. For

example, as Hughes (1997) has noted, the economic logic of participat-

ing in the global economy to generate growth has at times sat uncom-

fortably with nationalist sentiments, necessitating careful justifications

of how China controls the terms of its participation resisting the unfair

practices of dominant powers (often shorthand for the US). More fun-

damentally, while the acceptance of market forces and integration into
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the global capitalist system was perceived as the best way of generating

quick economic growth, market competition – both domestic and

international – was perceived as potentially damaging for those

employed in the state sector, and also for many rural workers. 

It is difficult to overestimate the importance that the Chinese lead-

ership ascribes to maintaining employment. Particularly in urban

centres, maintaining employment is seen as the pre-requisite for the

maintenance of social stability, and perhaps even the CCPs contin-

ued grip on power. While growing unemployment is worrying for

any regime, we should bear in mind that despite the introduction of

a form of social welfare (see Chapter 6), it only has a limited coverage

in urban areas. China developed a system of workplace socialism after

1949, through which the danwei in urban centres and the collective

in the countryside provided health, education and welfare. With

decollectivisation and the desocialisation of the economy, many of

the certainties that they provided have disappeared, and have yet to

be fully replaced by a comprehensive national welfare system. Before

the accession of China into the WTO, at least, the task of reform then

was to open up new opportunities for economic growth whilst pro-

viding a palliative for those who stood to lose from the desocialisa-

tion of the economy – ‘reform without losers’ (Lau, Qian and Roland

2000).

Thus, policy, until 1994 at least, entailed a careful balance between

the economic task promoting market economic reforms that would

increase growth and wealth, whilst simultaneously undertaking the

political task of protecting those who might suffer from the introduc-

tion of those same market reforms. Policy thus represented a compro-

mise between the embedded residual socialist system, and the ever

increasing importance of market liberalisation. The extent of domestic

interventionism was too extreme to fit with Ruggie’s (1982) conception

of an ‘embedded liberal compromise’. As we shall see in Chapter 3, this

compromise was not accepted as being legitimate by much of the inter-

national community. However, the concept of an embedded domestic

system coming to terms with these norms (and gradually reforming

closer to them) does inform our understanding here. As such, we can

think of the way in which China managed the relationship between

conflicting interests as an ‘embedded socialist’ compromise. As we shall

see in the next chapter, the same characterisation also holds true when

considering the relationship between domestic protectionism and the

process of gradually conforming to international neo-liberal economic

norms.
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The transition from socialism

Establishing reform

The reforms that began in 1978 generated a plethora of consequences –

they set in motion the process of liberalisation of agriculture, and

although the impact on the urban sector was somewhat delayed, pro-

vided the basis for the use of ‘the law of value’ in industry. This is not

to say that those who set the reforms in process in 1978 had a plan or

blueprint for change. On the contrary, White (1984) and Hamrin

(1990) both argue that the lack of any coherent plan explains why the

reform process evolved in the way that it did in the 1980s. Individual

reforms would generate consequences that were often dealt with on 

an individual and ad hoc basis, often generating unexpected and dys-

functional consequences that had to be dealt with in an unplanned

responsive manner (Naughton 1995: 224). This incremental approach

to reform has been widely described as a process of ‘crossing the river

by reaching for the stones’. While this gives the correct impression of a

leadership searching for the right policy after they have seen how pre-

vious reforms have worked out, we should not assume that reformers

knew where they were eventually going to end up – where the other

bank of the river was. Despite a general acceptance of the rejection of

the Maoist path – particularly by 1982 – there was no uniform accep-

tance of the wisdom of moving beyond a return to the correct policies

of 1956. Some opposed further reform on ideological grounds. Quite

simply, they perceived that creating a more market based system and

embracing capitalist practices was not something that a communist

party should be doing. Others were opposed to specific individual

policy changes that they perceived as being misguided or undermining

their positions of bureaucratic power, or both. 

Writing during an early stage of the reform process, Solinger (1982:

68) argued that even amongst those leaders who accepted the basic

logic of reform, there were five key areas of conflict over how reform

should be carried out. First, the extent to which market regulation

should be allowed to replace administrative control and state plan-

ning of the economy. Second, whether power should remain in the

hands of the central leadership, or whether it should be decentralised

to provincial leaders. Third, whether a fast or slow rate of growth was

most conducive to stability. Fourth, whether heavy industry should

be given a privilege position in the economy and protected accord-

ingly. And finally, the extent to which foreign trade should be

encouraged. 
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From state planning and ownership to state regulation

The Third Plenum of 1978 was the first of a number of official changes

to the basics of CCP polity reflecting important ideational shifts.

Although the CCP formally remained committed to class struggle after

the Third Plenum, this political priority of CCP rule was relegated to a

secondary place behind the goal of economic modernisation. To be

sure, Deng Xiaoping and others had previously argued that economic

development should be the party’s main task in the short term – and

public statements relating to the colour of cats and raising output came

back to haunt Deng during the Cultural Revolution. But by moving the

basis of party rule from a politically to an economically mobilised

model (Wang Huning 1988a), the Third Plenum created a benchmark

for polity that laid the foundations for the more radical changes that

were to come. 

The 1981 ‘Resolution on Party History’ condemned Mao’s ‘grave left

errors’ – the idea that a great leap to communism could be achieved

either before or alongside the creation of a modern industrialised

economy through the promotion of socialist ideology and willed

human change. Rather, the transition to communism would have to

wait until after the economic revolution had been completed under

the guidance of a benign communist party that would ensure that the

Chinese people did not become oppressed or alienated during the

process. In the ‘Decision on the Reform of the Economic Structure’ in

1984, the Chinese economy was accordingly characterised as a planned

‘socialist commodity economy’ shehuizhuyi shangpin jingji – an eco-

nomy where the state still played the key leading role in guiding the

drive towards industrialisation and economic modernisation.

At this stage, the promotion of private ownership and the formal

acceptance of capitalist methods remained politically difficult, but in

practice, the emergence of non-state controlled but not really private

enterprises had already played a significant role in generating eco-

nomic growth. This took two forms. First, the drive to encourage

foreign investment led to a change in policy towards forms of foreign

ownership. In order to encourage more inward investment, the Wholly

Foreign Owned Enterprise (WFOE) Law of April 1986 freed foreign

investors from the need to set up joint ventures with domestic Chinese

companies. To be sure what they could was still heavily controlled by

the state. Article Three of the 1986 law gave the State Council the right

to restrict or ban WFOE from specific industries and ‘The establishment

of wholly foreign-owned enterprises must be beneficial to the develop-

ment of China’s national economy. The state encourages to establish
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such enterprises as shall export all or most of their products or adopt

advanced technology’. Although at this stage they were still relatively

small in number, WFOEs were accepted as legitimate privately owned

organisations and ‘no interference shall be allowed in the operation

and management activities of a wholly foreign-owned enterprise’

(Article 11).

Second, private economic activity outside of state control had emerged

in the countryside through the decollectivisation of agriculture. Freed

from total control over what they could produce and how much they

received for their produce, rural households developed sideline activities.

Third, the search for greater efficiency in farming forced many off the

land, but the government was keen to prevent a massive influx of

migrants into the cities, and encouraged them to leave the land but not

the countryside. Many of the surplus workers were absorbed by the cre-

ation of TVEs which proved to be one of the main engines of economic

growth. Johnson (1999: 5) suggests that the move to non-agricultural

jobs in the countryside secured employment for up to 100 million

people between 1984 and 1997 when the TVE sector began to retract.

We should note here that there are a number of definitional problems

in identifying the role and importance of the state sector in China. State

Owned Enterprise (SOEs) in China are nominally ‘owned by all the

people – quanmin suoyou’, rather than the state as such – the state exer-

cises control on behalf of the masses. But in practice, the enterprises are

not just controlled by government agencies at both the national and

local level but owned by them as well (though ultimately theoretically

responsible to the State Council) and are typically referred to as state

owned (guoyou qiye). But through equitisation, the concept of strict and

formal state ownership has become diluted as non-state actors can take

shares in the firms where the state is still the biggest share-holder. As a

result, Chinese information sources now usually refer to ‘state owned

and state controlled (guoyou guokong) enterprises’ in official statements.5

However, it is not always clear if a simple reference to ‘state owned’

refers only to those enterprises that are still formally state owned, or

both state owned and state controlled enterprises. 

This complication, however, is only very minor when compared to

the issue of how to classify collectively owned enterprises. In particu-

lar, TVEs are not strictly state-owned under Chinese definitions. But

nor are they strictly speaking privately owned:

TVEs in most areas of this country are best defined as ‘the local gov-

ernment sector of the Chinese economy’ or ‘the collective sector’
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which is a constituent part of public ownership.’ (Guo Sujian 1998:

46)

In their summary of the literature on TVEs, Jin and Qian point to three

key features that distinguish them from truly private enterprises; they

have special and preferred access to credit,6 benefit from trading rela-

tions with SOEs, and receive political protection from local govern-

ments not afforded to individual or private enterprises.7 So TVEs are

strictly speaking ‘non-state’ but also not ‘private’. And this classification

can created massive methodological problems in considering the nature

of the Chinese economy depending on whether TVEs as a sector are

considered to be part of the state sector, or part of the private sector

(Chang Chun and Wang Yijiang 1994, Weitzman and Xu 1994). But no

matter how they are formally classified, I suggest that they would 

be categorised as being part of a state sector in most of the rest of the

world – or as Guo Sujian (2003) puts it, part of the ‘public’ rather than

the ‘private’ sector.

The de facto reality of quasi-private – or at least, non-state – owner-

ship preceded formal de jure legal changes. A form of private ownership

was first implicitly accepted through the acceptance of ‘individual

ownership’ – getihu – as a legitimate form of ownership in 1981. Indi-

vidually owned enterprises could originally employ no more than five

people (raised to seven in 1988) and initially at least, these employees

were restricted to family members. Any enterprise employing more

than the stipulated number was considered to be a form of ‘private

ownership’ (siying). Liu Yingqiu (2002) suggests that the number of

employees was chosen from Marx’s example that it would take eight

employees before an employer could extract sufficient surplus to

receive an income twice the size of the employees’, and have the same

amount available for investment. 

However, Liu goes on to argue, the example was a wholly hypothetical

one and the calculations were based on a specific set of circumstances

that had nothing to do with the Chinese context. So rather than attempt

to find a theoretical justification for this division between individual and

private ownership, we should instead focus on the reality that some in

the leadership felt that they needed to do something to formally recog-

nise the emergence of these quasi-private enterprises, but were not pre-

pared to call them ‘private’ and to legitimate them for fear of arousing

opposition from more conservative leaders. Indeed, even the designation

and legitimation of ‘individual ownership’ resulted in complaints that

the socialist basis of the economy was being abandoned. 
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The problem for conservative opponents was that the non-state

sector was increasingly highly successful in economic terms – it sucked

in surplus employment and was typically much more efficient than the

state sector. In Wenzhou in Zhejiang Province, rapid economic growth

resulted from the local government’s promotion of the non-state

sector. The ‘Wenzhou Model’ provided the justification that reformist

leaders such as Zhao Ziyang were looking for to promote the benefits of

allowing the non-state sector to grow, and did much to validate the

decision to legitimate individual ownership (Liu 1992, Parris 1993).

This legitimation was taken a step further in 1987 at the Thirteenth

Party Congress when Zhao Ziyang provided a theoretical framework

that explained the dominance of economic development as the party’s

primary goal. In what was effectively an ex post facto justification for

what had gone before, Zhao explained that as the Chinese economy

was still hugely underdeveloped when compared to:

industrialised capitalist nations …. China must go through an

extremely long primary stage so that it can achieve the industrializa-

tion and the commercialization, socialization and modernization of

production that other countries have secured through capitalistic

means [emphasis added]

Expanding the productive forces was the key priority, and if non-state

enterprises could help in this task, then they should be ‘encouraged 

to expand’. In effect, the non-state actors were ultimately helping to

build socialism – a concept that Kwan (2002) believes is more akin to

justifying primitive capitalism rather than socialism. This theoretical

justification for allowing the non-state sector to grow was supported by

legal reforms introduced in 1988. In April, the state constitution was

amended to recognise the legitimate existence of the private sector, fol-

lowed in June by the delightfully entitled ‘Tentative Stipulations on

Private Enterprises’ which established private enterprises as a formal

business category. 

Not surprisingly (and ultimately wisely) there was no great enthusi-

asm to take advantage of the legal ability to register enterprises as pri-

vately owned. As inflation grew in the late 1980s, Premier Li Peng

restored elements of state control, pricing and planning at the third

plenum of the 13th Central Committee (CC) in September 1988. The

retrenchment campaign was not as successful as Li would have hoped,

largely because many local leaders resisted central policy and main-

tained their own quasi-independent development strategies. And as a
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result of the previous retreat from socialism, the central government’s

ability to enforce retrenchment was much diminished. Nevertheless,

the number of private and individually owned enterprises ‘declined

significantly’ between 1989 and 1991 through a combination of spec-

ific reforms – for example, demands for payment of back taxes – and

the conservative political wind of post-Tiananmen that saw increased

attacks on the private sector and market economics in general (Liu

Yingqiu 2002: 3).

The turning point back to reform came with Deng Xiaoping’s

inspection tour of southern China in 1992 (the nanxun). Despite

holding no formal position of power at the time, Deng made his last

significant intervention in the direction of reform – an intervention

that on hindsight marked the defeat of conservatism and marked a

key watershed. Acting in an ad hoc manner, Deng praised the emer-

gence of proto-capitalist practices in open areas and called for a new

policy of rapid economic reform and further opening. Deng did not

formally reject socialism or embrace capitalism, but rather dodged the

issue of definitions:

The fundamental difference between socialism and capitalism does

not lie in the question of whether the planning mechanism or the

market mechanism plays a larger role. [The] planned economy does

not equal socialism, because planning also exists in capitalism;

neither does [the] market economy equal capitalism, because the

market also exists in socialism. Both planning and market are just

economic means.8

With the increasing importance of the non-state sector and concomi-

tant decline in the significance of state planning made the concept of a

planned socialist commodity economy increasingly out of step with

reality. Thus, in October 1993, the Chinese economy was redefined as

being a ‘socialist market economy’ – ‘socialist’ because public ownership

remained conceived as the dominant form; 

The state-owned economy, i.e. the socialist economy with owner-

ship by the people as a whole, is the leading force in the national

economy. The state will ensure the consolidation and development

to the state-owned economy. (Article 7) 

But ‘market economy’ as the law of value rather than state planning

should be utilised. As a result, the rights of all sorts of enterprises to 
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purchase, produce and sell what they wanted was increased (though not

wholly liberalised – liberalisation is relative) and the number of products

where the state set the price and planned production was further

decreased. Within five years, over 80 per cent of all prices were deter-

mined by market forces rather than set by the state (People’s Daily 2000). 

Protection, reform and the perceived national interest

Despite the vacillations in policy towards the non-state sector, and the

incremental and largely reactive nature of legal changes, there was a

consistent basis to reform up to 1994. Whatever the policy towards

new economic practices and new forms of ownership, existing enter-

prises and potentially vulnerable sectors of the population were pro-

tected from potentially damaging market competition. In 1994, a key

sea-change occurred. Rather than viewing the national interest as being

served by protecting key sectors from the market, the national interest

was now viewed as being best served by forcing market competition,

and creating a more efficient market economy. 

Between 1978 and 1993, SOEs share of urban employment fell from

75 per cent to around 60 per cent (although migration and urbanisa-

tion meant that this was a smaller share of a bigger pie). Over the same

period, its share of industrial output dropped from 78 per cent to 

43 per cent (Cao, Qian and Weingast 1999: 103). By 1994, key leaders,

notably Zhu Rongji,9 considered that keeping the SOEs out of market

competition had to be reconsidered. Rather than reform the existing

structure to make it work better (gaige), the system itself had to be fun-

damentally alerted (gaizhi) (Yang Yao 2004). Under the policy of ‘grasp-

ing the big and letting go of the small’ (zhuada fangxiao),10 small SOEs

were allowed to be transferred to private ownership – officially referred

to as ‘shareholding transformation’ (gufenhua rather than ‘privatisa-

tion’ (siyouhua). These SOEs were typically transferred into the hands

of previous factory managers, or relatives of local party-state officials

(Chen An 2003), with one report suggesting that 80 per cent of firms 

at the county level and lower had been privatised by as early as at the

end of 1998 (Zhao Xiao 1999: 26). Overall, around 60,000 SOEs were

privatised in the decade from 1996 to 2005. 

Larger SOEs remained within the state sector, but mergers and con-

solidation were encouraged to create large conglomerates (qiye jituan)

that would form the backbone of the residual state owned economy

and become national champions in the global economy – a policy that

might not have formally emulated the Japanese experience, but which
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was inspired by the success of the zaibatsu and South Korean chaebols

(Nolan 2003: 19). According to Li Rongrong, the Director of the State-

owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission (SASAC),

the ultimate aim is 

to accelerate the growth and expansion of 80 to 100 major com-

panies or corporate groups that are technologically advanced, 

reasonably organized, flexibly managed, possessing independent

intellectual property and strong international competitiveness, thus

speeding up the reorganization and adjustment of centrally-owned

enterprises, pushing state capital towards critical areas of important

enterprises involved in relevant state security and state economic

lifeline activities and to pull SOEs towards those major companies

that are internationally competitive. (Chinanews 2005a)

Efficiency was also ‘encouraged’ through removing protection and

forcing competition, and through the shedding of excess workers.

From 1995 to China’s WTO entry at the end of 2001, there was a 

40 per cent reduction in the number of workers in the state sector 

(46 million), and a 60 per cent reduction in workers in collectively

owned urban enterprises (18.6 million), with a further 34 million state

sector workers registered as laid off (Giles, Park and Fang 2003: 1). 

The spatial dimension is important here because of the uneven

regional distribution of industry. The state owned sector is heavily and

disproportionately concentrated in the interior and north-east prov-

inces which specialised in extraction and heavy industry sectors in the

old planning days. Profit making joint-venture and foreign owned

enterprises, and the most efficient TVEs are conversely heavily and dis-

proportionately concentrated on the coast of China from Zhuhai in

the south to the Bohai Rim and the Liaodong Peninsula in the north

(Ito 2002). As such, the impact of allowing loss making industries to

sink or swim in the face of market disciplines has a geographically

uneven impact.

The change in policy reflected a new emphasis on promoting eco-

nomic efficiency. Maintaining the SOEs irrespective of their perfor-

mances resulted in the waste of large amounts of cheap industrial

inputs which could have been utilised much more efficiently in the

non-state sector. 

In 1998 approximately a third made profits, a third made losses, and

the remaining third broke even. This is not what you would call the
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outcome of successful reforms. An indication of the low productiv-

ity of the SOEs is that in 1997 they had 65 percent of the total

employment in industry, had 57 percent of the value of assets, pro-

duced just 46 per cent of the value added in industry and made only

25 percent of the industrial profits. It is hard to imagine a more

dismal record. (Johnson 1999: 14)

Zhou Shulian, argued that the lack of reform in the state sector was 

the single most important obstacle to the creation of a more efficient

and competitive Chinese economy: ‘With the majority of state enter-

prises staying out of market competition, it is difficult to redistribute

resources for better efficiency’.11 On one level, the ‘top slicing’ of scarce

raw materialsw and energy supplies denied more efficient producers

access to those resources. On another, the quality and reliability of sup-

plies from the state sector was often so low that in 1997 the World

Bank estimated that 17 per cent of China’s GDP consisted of

‘unsaleable’ goods manufactured by SOEs.12

Protection, reform and the financial system

Perhaps more important, keeping the SOEs afloat was costing billions

in subsidies and loans contributing to the near bankruptcy of the

Chinese financial system. As non-productive loans in support of

political stability increased in the 1980s, then the returns on assets 

of China’s specialised banks dropped dramatically from around 1.4

per cent in 1986 to virtually nil by 1997 (Lardy 1998: 100). And while

the capital of state banks increased by 1.88 times between 1987 and

1996, the balance of loans provided by state banks increased by 

5.25 times.

In 1996, prior to the Company Law which put into operation real

SOE reform, official sources13 said that around half of all SOEs officially

made a loss (though interviews in China at the time suggested a real

figure nearer two thirds), the amount that the sector as a whole lost

had increased by 46 per cent year on year, and unpaid loans to various

levels of government by SOEs accounted for around 10 per cent of

Chinese GNP – and this does not even start to take into consideration

the huge loans through the banking system that had very little chance

of ever being paid back. While the ratio of debts to the equity of SOEs

was a mere 23 per cent at the start of the reform process, this grew to

440 per cent by 1998 (Bonin and Huang 2001: 8–9). The policy of

zhuada fangxiao subsequently reduced the figures by ‘letting go’ small

SOEs – around three quarters of which were losing money in 1997
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(Zhao Xiao 1999: 15). Nevertheless, although the number of SOEs fell

dramatically, O’Quinn (2005: 4) reports that over a third were still

running at a loss in 2004, and those SOEs that were still unprofitable

appeared to be losing more money each year.14 As a result, the SASAC

set 2008 as the deadline by which residual loss making enterprises

must either be in profit or face closure (Chinanews 2005b) – though

whether political concerns over social stability trump market based

economic efficiency rational remains to be seen.

Thinking back to the changing bases of legitimacy outlined at the

beginning of this chapter, then we can see that financial reform

entailed something of a trade-off between two conflicting considera-

tions. On one side, the desire to generate rapid economic growth; 

on the other the concern with ensuring stability and ensuring that

important sectors did not lose too much during the transition from

socialism. Initially, this compromise was maintained by utilising the

planning system. By the end of the 1980s, official Chinese figures

showed that subsidies constituted almost a quarter of total central gov-

ernment expenditure. And while subsidies and budget deficits continue

to be a key tool for ameliorating perceived detrimental impacts of

reform, the use of the financial system to provide loans to favoured

enterprises became increasingly important. 

The dysfunctional manner in which the financial system changed

was also largely a result of the way in which the old was eliminated

and the new created. As early as 1987, Zhou Shaohua (1987) com-

plained that although ‘central government’s comprehensive manage-

ment system has been dismantled …. new economic pillars have not

yet been erected’. Over a decade later and five years after the start of

financial reform, Gao Zhanjun and Liu Fei (1999: 55) argued in a very

similar vein that:

China is now in an important historical period during which an old

financial system is shifting to a new one and the two are hitting

each other ….New financial institutions and business lines are con-

stantly emerging, whereas the old financial system has not been

broken up completely, nor has a brand new financial system taken

shape

Technical changes can be introduced moving towards a more market

oriented system. But changing the preferences and actions of state

officials is an entirely different matter. Effectively, when the People’s

Republic of China (PRC) moved from a plan based to bank based
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source of credit, many officials continued to act as if the banks’ money

was the state’s money. It was to be utilised by state officials based 

on their considerations of what was politically necessary, rather than

controlled by bank officials based on considerations of what was 

economically prudent and profitable. 

In many respects, we should throw away our understandings of 

what financial systems are and how they should work when we are

considering the Chinese financial structure. For example, Wang, Liu

and Liu (1999: 6) argue that bank debts in China are not the same as

bank debts in the West. The loans have been based on political consid-

erations and often ordered by government officials rather than on

financial prudence and commercial objectives. Western governments

provide social safety nets through the fiscal system. In China, basic

standards of living and access to health education and welfare is often

assured by extending loans to keep loss making enterprises operating.

What is more, the state can and does step in to bail out the banks if

they themselves face financial ruin, and as Jia Kang (2003: 16) points

out, even ultimately shoulder the burden of the foreign debts of

Chinese enterprises

some enterprises raise money through foreign debt, which are

directly or indirectly guaranteed by local governments. When those

enterprises have debt crises, the local government has to take the

responsibility. If there is still difficulty for the local government to

cover this debt, the responsibility will be finally shouldered by the

central government.

As such, bank loans – both domestic and to a lesser extent foreign –

should be conceived as ‘para-fiscal investment’, and bank debt can be

conceived as quasi-government debt.

Furthermore, the financial system in China has largely worked. 

It perhaps hasn’t worked in terms of allocating scarce capital efficiently

– nor has it worked as some of China’s leaders wanted it to. But it

works in terms of serving the purposes that many in China – particu-

larly party-state elites at the local level – want it to serve. It maintains

employment, allows local companies to flourish to generate local taxes

and incomes, and of course, it works in terms of providing some

people with individual wealth. Using the financial system to replicate

elements of the old planning system provided a crucial means of

reforming whilst not creating too many losers. Nevertheless, the extent

of debts that will never be repaid in the financial system has long been
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considered by both external observers and the Chinese leadership to be

unsustainable in the long term, and has been one of the single biggest

challenges for the leadership to deal with in overcoming perceived

detrimental side-effects of reform.

Building a new financial system: still muddling, not yet through

The first major attempt to build a new financial system (rather than

modify and tinker with the old one) came with a set of financial

reforms in 1994. Ultimately, though, these reforms failed to address

the key issue of policy directed lending, and thus failed to provide an

effective solution to the growing level of bad debts. The reforms saw

the four policy banks replaced as policy based lenders by three policy

banks. The State Development Bank of China took responsibility for

long term projects: notably infrastructure, and the development of

strategic industries. The Agricultural Development Bank took responsi-

bility for procurement of agricultural produce and agricultural develop-

ment projects, and the Import-Export Bank was established primarily

to provide credit to promote exports. Theoretically at least, the 1994

reform introduced effectively commercial banks for the first time, and

also fostered the development of competition between banks at both

central and local levels. 

The banking reforms highlight two key features of China’s reform

process. First, when new systems are introduced, they often do not

replace the old systems, but are grafted on top of (or alongside) the

existing system. Thus, when the new policy based banks were intro-

duced, the four old specialised banks continued to operate, and

retained responsibility for all their previous debts. Second, despite

repeated commitments to the independence of the banks (not least in

the Central Bank Law and Commercial Bank Law, 1995), political

interference remains a hallmark of lending decisions. Even the theoret-

ical independence of the People’s Bank of China (PBC) is somewhat

limited. Quite apart from the authority of Zhu Rongji over the bank

whilst vice premier in the mid-1990s, the PBC remains a government

department under the State Council, and the State Council is man-

dated to approve major policy initiatives (Xie Ping 1999: 5). The auto-

nomy of specialised commercial banks was also limited. As Chen Yixin

(2000) put it (before WTO entry): 

With directed lending operations (especially those financing the

working capital of SOEs) still ongoing, the specialized banks can

hardly be said to be commercial in any real sense.
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Indeed, Victor Shih (2004) argues that the reforms weren’t really

intended to reduce state control over the banks in the first place.

Rather that being driven by ideational preference, Zhu was simply

playing power politics, acting to consolidate financial power in central

state agencies where he or his supporters held sway.

The 1994 reforms then essentially achieved little. They did nothing

to deal with the existing bad debts of the now commercial banks, nor

did they put an end to the extension of more bad debts in pursuit of

political objectives. In a rather damning assessment of whether the

1994 reforms achieved their ends, Sayuri Shirai (2002: 51) concluded

that they had failed on all of their criteria:

First, the banking sector has remained dominated by the four

WSCBs [Wholly State Owned Commercial Banks] in the reform

period since 1994. Competition has emerged, but only at the lower

end. Second, the impact of the financial reforms has not had a

noticeable impact so far on the performance of WSCBs. Their

profitability and cost-efficiency (measured by the ratio of operating

cost to operating income) have remained poor and more or less con-

stant throughout the reform period, and earnings-efficiency (mea-

sured by total income as a percentage of assets) has steadily

deteriorated. Third, and more worrying, is that the performance of

the other commercial banks (i.e., profitability and cost efficiency)

has deteriorated in recent years.

Indeed, because the fiscal reforms of 1994 generated an overall budget

deficit for local governments taken as a whole, many local authorities

turned to the banks to service the deficit increasing financial instability

(Jia Kang 2002: 5–6). 

As the debt continued to grow, the government issued an unprece-

dented RMB270 billion special treasury bonds on 18 August 1998 to

replenish the capital of the four major state owned banks. The bonds

allowed RMB120 billion of bad loans to be written off, and were

intended to keep capital adequacy at above eight per cent for five to

eight years. But this was not the end of the story. In 2003, the govern-

ment took US$45 billion out of its foreign currency reserves to recapi-

talise the Bank of China and the China Construction Bank. The

intention here was to prepare the two banks for floatation on at least

domestic stock markets, and ideally in Hong Kong and New York as

well. Private and international capital, then, is seen as a key means of

creating liquidity, as it also is in ‘debt to equity’ initiatives. These
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simply convert some of the debt of selected SOEs and financial

institutions into equity which are then sold on to private and institu-

tional investors. In the first instance, the equity is held and managed

by four Asset Management Companies (AMCs) established to help

clear the debts of the four big commercial banks. Thus, Huarong

handles the bad debt of Industrial & Commercial Bank of China,

Xinda those of the China Construction Bank, Great Wall those of the

Agricultural Bank of China, and Dongfang (Orient) those of the Bank

of China. 

One of the problems with the scheme, according to the Bank 

of International Settlements, is that the initial capitalisation of 

RMB10 billion each is too little for them to survive in the long run.15

Furthermore, it is only really applicable for essentially healthy compa-

nies – those who took out loans before 1995 and whose deficits are

‘mainly’ a result of the burden of interest payments. Thus, it is an attrac-

tive option for those that are basically sound, but does nothing for the

hopeless cases. In fact the scheme is so attractive that it has given rise to

intense lobbying from government organisations that want to help

revenue generating firms in their own sector. And as Zeng Paiyan argues,

if the same political pressure that frequently led to the creation of bad

debt in the first place is placed on the AMCs, then ‘the whole process

will increase and not reduce financial risks and expenditures for the

state’.16 Bonin and Huang (2001: 20) came to similar conclusions, but

with an emphasis on the structural relationship between the AMCs, the

banks and the state. In particular, because there is a single AMC for each

of the state banks, ‘such an arrangement could lead to the expectation

that a parent bank can continue to dump bad loans with its AMC off-

spring’. Chi Lo argues that the programme has not worked properly

because the AMCs and the SOE managers simply have different motives

and incentives:

The AMCs want to use debt-equity swaps to address the bad debt

problems by identifying bad SOEs for restructuring. But many state

firm managers still see these as just another way to save the crum-

bling SOEs. The banks have no incentive to recover bad loans

because they see the AMCs as public bailout agencies to absorb their

losses. This situation has improved recently, but the bailout mindset

still overwhelms the pulse of market discipline.17

But even if the last non performing loan has been lent and all new

loans will be repaid, there is still the problem of existing debt to be
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dealt with. There are so many different figures for the extent of bad

loans within the Chinese financial system that you can almost pick

whichever figure you want (Bhattasali 2002: 5). At times, the figure 

has suddenly radically reduced as the authorities have turned 

US$170 billion of debt into equity held by AMCs (see above) or recapi-

talised the banks. In 2006, Chi Lo calculated that all told, ‘China has

spent US$260 billion on cleaning up its banking system. The amount is

about twice as much as Korea spent on restructuring its banks after the

1997–98 Asian crisis’.18 We also have to consider that at least as much

again of bad debt is thought to be held by local institutions (Brown

2004), though in honesty nobody really seems to know the true

figure.19 Searching for a definitive figure Dornbusch and Giavazzi

(1999: 44) gave a range from as low as 20 per cent of all loans based on

official Chinese figures to a high of 70 per cent. Standard and Poor’s

came out at 40 per cent of all loans and roughly 55 per cent of GDP,

while Roubini and Sester provided a range of between 45 and 56 per

cent of GDP (O’Quinn 2005: 8). The highest estimates of US$1.6 tril-

lion worth of non performing loans (NPLs) in the four big banks in

2003 would equate to something like 60 per cent of China’s GDP

(Ferguson 2003). Rather than search for a definitive figure, perhaps it is

easiest simply to accept that Harding’s (1997: 3) assertion back in 1997

that ‘China’s banking system is insolvent: its bad debts exceed its

capital’ remains true. It is notable that at least one major international

company has assumed that there will be a banking crisis in China at

some point in the future in building its scenario planning for China’s

economic future. 

Interviews in China and Hong Kong suggest that commercial

decisions are becoming ever more important in informing lending

decisions, and that things are changing quickly. Through increased

regulation by the China Banking Regulatory Commission, interest

rate management, commercialisation of the banking sector, and a

growing role for foreign capital (if still relatively small in overall

percentage terms), the Chinese financial system is changing

quickly. Nevertheless, local governments in particular still seem to

exercise considerable power over the allocation of capital. Putting

new systems in place has proved to be easier than getting people to

act differently, and the distribution of economic power within 

the Chinese state and state actors’ conceptions of what best serves

their interests – often what serves the local interest – mean that

new regulatory reforms have not always produced expected 

outcomes. 
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Decentralised authoritarianism

If the financial system is crucial to understanding the state-private rela-

tionship, the key to understanding the financial system is an analysis

of the fragmented structure of economic power in contemporary

China. There is now a relatively large literature on the relationship

between central and local authorities in China. Chung’s (1995) ‘mid

term appraisal’ of centre local relations in 1995 showed work on

centre-local relations already constituted a sizeable and growing sub-

field within Chinese studies. Not surprisingly, this canon of work has

undergone substantial growth in the subsequent years, including the

establishment of the journal ‘Provincial China’ in recognition of the

diverse nature of politics and society beneath the national level.

Although Lynn T. White (1998, 1999) rebuked the mainstream ‘cen-

tralist’ literature on China in his study of Shanghai, the idea that the

study of China’s political economy must look at what happens at the

sub-state level is now all but firmly accepted by scholars of contempo-

rary China, even if some non-China specialists still seem somewhat

surprised to discover that it is not a monolithic political structure with

all power emanating from Beijing. 

In recognising that central control is limited by local autonomy, we

should not assume that all localities have the same levels of power; or

that they use power in the same way to produce the same (or similar)

outcomes. David Goodman has long been a proponent of this key

understanding of the nature of the centre-local relationship. In his

assessment of Guizhou and Sichuan, Goodman (1986) pointed both to

the local autonomy granted to (and taken by) provincial leaders well

before the post-Mao reforms, and also the differences in both the desire

and ability of local leaders to exert independence from central control.

In essence, he argued that there was a danger in making the false

assumption that there was a single group called ‘province’ and thus, a

single centre-province relationship.

Cheung, Chung and Lin (1997) explain differential provincial power

by taking a leader-centric approach, considering the specific role of

individual provincial leaders in developing local strategies for reform.

But while leadership is clearly important, it does not exist in economic,

social or political isolation from other factors. Goodman (1997) deve-

loped his earlier ideas regarding the diffused and differential nature of

centre-local relations by focusing on different processes and dynamics

of economic and social change within a number of provinces,20 with a

particular emphasis on class formation and reformulation. It is these
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internal dynamics that guarantee different case specific sets of centre-

province relations. Hendrischke and Feng (1999) also emphasised the

way in which local political and cultural identities influence individual

policy based process and outcomes. In her comparison of reform in

Shanghai and Guangdong, Linda Li (1998) takes issue with much of

the centre-province literature by arguing that Guangdong was simply

allowed more autonomy than Shanghai by the central government due

to the different roles they play in the national economy. But even

though Li might question how it came about, her analysis is neverthe-

less built on an understanding of differing levels of autonomy, and

asymmetric centre-province relations.

In considering the nature of the Chinese state, it is not only impor-

tant to acknowledge the role of the local state (Oi 1995) alongside the

national state, but also to acknowledge that state power exists at differ-

ent levels of the ‘local’ from the still relatively centralised provincial

level right down to towns and villages. Township and village level gov-

ernments have also been crucial in establishing new enterprises, and

also being the basic level of revenue collection across the country,

often deploying innovative and proactive means of generating income

(Bernstein and Lu 2003). With a blurring of functions at the local level,

governments are often left to regulate both themselves and the local

economies – local economies that they might not directly own, but

with which they have a hand in glove relationship.

Chung (1999a, 1999b) has gone further than most in developing a

sub-provincial framework of analysis, assessing the successes (and fail-

ures) of a number of large cities’ development strategies. The Pearl

River Delta has also become a fruitful laboratory for considerations of

sub-provincial development strategies, particularly in relation to local

government interaction with the global economy (Khanna 1995,

Yeung 2001, Sasuga 2004). Jane Duckett (1998) takes an even lower

level of analysis. Her focus is on the competition between different

bureaux within a single provincial level municipal authority (Tianjin)

to develop economic strategies that are frequently in competition with

each other. There are three inter-related elements to this relationship

between local state control over China’s emerging and evolving post-

plan financial system – the fiscal system, extra-budgetary revenues, and

local control over financial institutions.

The fiscal system

In dismantling the planned financial system in the 1980s, the central

leadership deliberately and consciously created a link between local
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collection and control of finances as they wanted to unleash local 

initiative and enthusiasm for reform. This is not to say, however, that

they anticipated all of the outcomes of decentralising economic

authority. While individual policy changes to the banking system, the

fiscal system and in terms of ownership might have had their own

internal logic, they were not planned in conjunction with each other.

The planned consequence of reform in one area was frequently under-

mined by reform in another related area (Wong 1992) – hence the idea

that the development that decentralisation helped generate was ‘dys-

functional’. So while it was a deliberate policy to give up some of the

central government’s share of national revenues, the leadership was

soon surprised by the extent of its losses (Wong 1991).

After a period of experimentation beginning in Jiangsu Province in

1976, a new system of centre-local revenue sharing was introduced in

1980, allowing provincial authorities to retain a proportion of locally

collected revenue for locally defined projects. Crucially, these initial

reforms aimed at decentralising financial autonomy deliberately treated

China’s provinces in an unequal manner. For example, the three

municipal provinces of Beijing, Shanghai and Tianjin were under much

tighter central control, and expected to return a greater proportion of

revenue to the centre than Guangdong and Fujian (Donnithorne 1981,

Tong 1989). While Shanghai returned around 70 per cent of its income

to the central authorities, Guangdong Province remitted only 15 per

cent (Wang Huning 1988b). As such, the first stage of financial reforms

not only resulted in an increase in local revenues vis-à-vis central funds,

but also resulted in inter-provincial tension (Breslin 1996a) and intense

political lobbying to be given the same treatment as the apparently

favoured ‘Gold Coast’ (Hamrin 1990: 83).21

As the reforms implemented by Zhu Rongji after 1994 were intended

to claw back control over national finances from local authorities to

the centre, they have been referred to as a process of ‘recentralisation’

(Lam 1999) or ‘selective recentralisation’ (Zheng Yongnian 1999).

While they were intended to increase the power of the central author-

ities, we should be careful not to associate these processes with prev-

ious attempts to recentralise the economy in the 1980s. The intention

was not to return to the draw backs from the market as was the case

with the last serious attempt at recentralisation in 1988–9. The then

Premier Li Peng did try and restore planning control through the rein-

troduction of price controls, and by strengthening central planners’

control over investment capital. While Li Peng saw the solution to

financial instability in returning to the plan, failings of which had led
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to the decision to introduce economic reform in the first place, Zhu

Rongji’s solution was to create new mechanisms of macro-economic

control over the Chinese economy. Zhu’s attempts to ‘recentralise’ 

the economy in the 1990s were the first step in a more fundamental

attempt to make a clear break with the old state-planned political

economy and to create a new regulatory state. 

The reforms of the fiscal system in 1994 were intended to redress the

balance of fiscal power between centre and provinces by creating three

categories – central taxes, local taxes and shared taxes. Importantly, the

central government established its own national tax service to collect

both central taxes, and also those taxes that are subsequently shared

with the local governments (Zheng Yongnian 1999: 1168–9). Under

the old system, the central authorities entrusted local authorities with

the task of collecting and reporting fiscal revenues. The creation of the

new national tax service was a sign that the centre no longer trusted

the localities. At the very least, it represents another attempt to for-

malise an institutional relationship between centre and province that

acknowledges the pivotal role of local authorities and local interests

within this structure.22 

The immediate result of the fiscal reforms was to increase both the

total amount of tax revenue, and also the proportion accruing to the

central authorities rising from around 30 per cent to around 50 per

cent of all fiscal revenues. The dramatic increase in the total revenue

base can only be explained by either previous lax tax collection, or the

deliberate underreporting of local fiscal revenues to avoid making

remittances to the central authorities. It is notable that the tax revenue

continued to increase in the 1990s despite the low levels of domestic

economic growth later in the decade. This was partly due to increased

customs duties resulting from a surge in imports. But it was also partly

due to campaigns against corruption and smuggling (particularly in

Guangdong Province). 

Extra-budgetary revenue

On the face of it, then, the fiscal reforms were successful in that they

increased the total volume of fiscal resources. More important, they

partially redressed what the central leadership perceived to be a struc-

tural imbalance in the division of finances between centre and locality.

However, tax revenues are only part of government income in China.

Fan Gang (1999) suggests that revenues collected outside the tax

system probably exceed fiscal revenues, while Gao Peiyong (1999: 41

and 45) suggests that fiscal revenues are as little as 40 per cent of all
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government revenue at all governmental levels. The rest is what 

Gao terms ‘extra system’ revenue, defined as those ‘revenues whose

regulations are formulated independently by various departments and

localities and which are collected and disposed of by them as well’.

Complaints about impositions of ad hoc fees by local authorities

rank high in the list of problems faced by foreign companies operating

within China. But while foreign companies might feel that they are

being treated unfairly, they are effectively being treated in the same

way as many Chinese companies. Anyone or anything that makes a

profit is likely to face new fee charges, which to a large extent are

beyond the scope of the central government to control (Wong 1997).

In fact the biggest burdens of the fee culture have fallen not on for-

eigners, but on the already burdened Chinese peasantry. Partly out of

the desire to create a more manageable financial structure, and partly

out of concern over the growing rural discontent and social instability,

the central government is attempting to transfer all fees to taxes – a

process that at the time of writing was still incomplete. The govern-

ment also abolished the Agricultural Tax from 1 January 2006 in an

attempt to reduce the financial burdens on peasants and partially offset

the large and growing income differentials between rural and urban

China (an issue we shall return to in detail in Chapter 6). But as Yep

argues, these technical changes miss the fundamental cause of the need

to impose fees which is ‘the systematic discrimination against peasants

and the consequent deficit in financing rural governance’ (Yep 2004:

43). The existing financial structure in China means that if local rural

interests are to be served, then local governments have little choice but

to use ‘flexible’ means of raising revenue such as raising fees:

Despite their large size, [central government] transfers have none-

theless proved inadequate to provide sufficient financial support to

the provision of essential services such as rural education and rural

public health’ (Fedelino and Singh 2004: 39)

Thus, while a financial system where fees play such an important role

might appear to be wholly irrational, it is an entirely sensible policy for

local authorities to follow given the constraints of the system that they

operate within.

The importance of the growth of fees as a source of local revenue

(and the relatively slow process of turning them into taxes) is just one

example of how the Chinese financial system has proved difficult for

the central authorities to control. An example of how the financial
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systems are moulded to serve specific interests. Another example –

perhaps more important for an understanding of financial reform – is

the way in which banking reforms altered the relationship between

central and local authorities. In 1984 the PBC was designated as the

Central Bank, and four large specialist banks were introduced, each

channelling capital for different sectors of the economy. Thus, the

Industrial and Commercial Bank was responsible for channelling

finances into SOEs; The Construction Bank of China was responsible

for new investment projects; The Agricultural Bank of China was

responsible for agricultural procurement, and rural investment (includ-

ing rural industry); and the Bank of China took control of foreign

exchange business. 

This was followed in 1985 by a key transition from the plan, in that

China switched from a grant based to loan based investment system.

In order to facilitate the transition from central grants to bank loans,

the power of specialised banks in the localities was increased in 1985.

The move to bank loans sponsored a huge boom in investment in

capital construction by local governments. While investment in state

planned projects recorded a 1.6 per cent year-on-year increase in 1985,

investment in unplanned projects by local governments was increasing

by 87 per cent. Crucially, while state planning agencies and financial

authorities controlled the provision of 76.6 per cent of internal

national investment capital at the start of the reform process, this pro-

portion fell to 33.2 per cent in 1986 as a result of the new banking

reforms (Zhu Li 1987). 

Here we need to focus on the notion of dual control of local level

organisation in China. Administrative organisation is built on twin

and simultaneous functional and geographic channels. Thus, a provin-

cial branch of a bank was vertically responsible to the bank’s central

offices, and ultimately to the Ministry of Finance. But at the same time,

it was also responsible to the provincial finance bureau and the provin-

cial government. The latter had the advantage of hands on contact

with the branch, since it was in direct day-to-day contact with bank

officials. Furthermore, it possessed considerable power in terms of allo-

cating goods, services and personnel to the banks. As we will see,

changes in the 1990s formally altered this structure of power, centralis-

ing regulatory functions in the financial sector, and creating a new

Finance Work Committee to ensure the correct implementation of

central policy at the local level (Heilmann 2005); but in practice, 

the reality of hands on day-to-day contacts combined with the persis-

tence of old patterns of interaction mean that local authorities still can
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and do exert considerable political influence over local financial agen-

cies. Thus, while not formally an agency of local government, local

branches of banks still sometimes act as if they are part of the local

government structure. 

While fiscal reform went some way to restoring the central author-

ities’ ability to control the national economy, it was, in itself, not

enough. As we have seen, both the levying of fees, and control of local

branches of central financial institutions shifted the balance away from

the centre to the provinces. Furthermore, there is financial ‘chaos and

mismanagement’ resulting from the expansion of local financial insti-

tutions (Gao Zhanjun and Liu Fei 1999: 53). Many local governments

established International Trust and Investment Corporations (ITICs)

that borrowed money on international markets to provide funds for

local investment projects. In 1998, the Guangdong ITIC collapsed with

US$4 million worth of outstanding debts owed to foreign investors as a

result of imprudent investment. The central government refused to

support the Guangdong ITIC, and also refused to honour its interna-

tional debts. As a result, foreign investors lost confidence in working

with ITICs, and many local authorities moved to merge and stabilise

their local companies over the following 12 months – but even at 

the end of this period of retraction, there were still over 200 ITICs 

controlled by local authorities at various levels. 

ITICs emerged to provide a degree of financial autonomy for local

governments – to sidestep, and even undermine, official government

policy through innovative new ways of raising finances. As has often

been the case, the establishment of an effective regulatory mechanism

for ITICs only took place after they had already proliferated, and after

severe problems emerged that needed redressing. In this case, it was

not until 2001 that the PBC issued detailed regulations governing ITICs

actions, rights and responsibilities, requiring them for the first time to

be registered and approved, and banning them from issuing bonds

overseas. It took another four yeas ‘after years of crackdown’ that the

China Banking Regulatory Commission announced that the remaining

59 ITICs were now essentially economically viable (People’s Daily

2005a). Again, as has often been the case, the creation of new central

regulation were at the very least complicated, if not obstructed, by

local governments keen to protect their own financial interests and

autonomy. 

In addition, to the ITICs, there are literally thousands of small scale

locally controlled rural and urban credit cooperatives – in the region

of 2000 urban and around 50,000 rural credit cooperatives – that
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effectively exist outside the reach of the central macro-economic

control and central financial regulatory institutions. Local govern-

ments not only dictate the direction of investment, but also act as

the local branch of national regulation, which can be ignored if it

runs counter to local interests, and also control the local judicial

system (Xie Ping 1999: 13).

It was this concern with local control over local financial institutions

that led the PBC to undertake a major structural reform in August

1998. The central bank abolished its 49 provincial branches and

replaced them with nine multi-provincial regional offices. Yet six years

later when the central government attempted to slow growth over fears

of inflation and a shortage of raw materials and energy, it was still not

able to control the national flow of credit due to local control over

local financial resources (Cheng 2004). 

Local financial autonomy: engine of economic growth or 

economic irrationality?

A strong case can be made for arguing that the devolution of financial

autonomy proved to be highly successful in generating economic

growth23 (Oi 1999). But there is also a strong case for arguing that it

has resulted in negative or at least problematic outcomes as well. The

lack of macro-control resulted in a highly inefficient use of scarce

investment capital, and allowed local authorities to pursue develop-

ment strategies irrespective of national goals and strategies (Tsai

2004).24 Such strategies can take place without knowledge of what is

happening in other localities – what is termed ‘blind investment’

(mangmu de touzi) or copying other localities’ successful ventures. In

order to maintain production in local factories they set up trade barri-

ers preventing ‘imports’ from other parts of China. This not only main-

tains employment in enterprises that might not be able to exist in a

competitive market, but also provides finances for future local projects

through local revenue collection (Li Jie, Qiu and Sun 2003). After the

1994 tax returns resulted in the central government keeping all of the

consumption tax and three-quarters of the new value added tax, fiscal

revenue from local enterprise income tax became even more important

as a source of revenue for many local authorities (Tsui and Wang 2004:

80).25 While local authorities as a whole had an overall surplus in 1993,

local government expenditures outstripped revenues in 1994 and the

deficit has been increasing ever since with business tax providing the

largest amount of local government finances – 30 per cent of the total

in the country as a whole (Jia Kang 2002: 7–8).
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While Wedeman (2003) perceives this as a ‘positive’ force for the

transition towards capitalism, engendering competition between rent

seekers, others are less convinced:

Regional protectionism – by protecting the backward, inflating trade

costs, blocking the equitable allocation of resources, and hindering

the formation of large-scale economies – is becoming the main

cause for the weakening international competitiveness of Chinese

enterprises (Hou Yu 2004: 24)

The power of local authorities to collect and impose fees and local

influence (if not control) of local banks contributes to the characterisa-

tion of many local governments as acting like old feudal economies

(zhuhou jingji) (Shen Liren and Dai Yuanchen 1990). The notion of a

dukedom economy is not just that the local government is in control

of finances etc, but also controls the judicial system as well; ‘Since

courts and judiciary departments are subject to local Governments,

justice cannot be brought along in many fields’ (Xie Ping 1999).26

Warning of the dangers of assuming that China constitutes a single

market, the British Chamber of Commerce in China argues that ‘it is

important to appreciate that the country is far more like the European

Community of the 1970’s than the United States of America today’

(FAC 2000 Appendix 15). Such local protectionism includes:

import bans, discriminatory product and health certification stan-

dards, tariffs and dumping charges, confiscations of profits earned

on marketing foreign–provincial goods, as well as subsidies to local

commercial units for buying locally produced products aimed at

curtailing competition with home-province products and sustaining

employment and the survival of uncompetitive local enterprises

(Poncet 2005: 411)

Chou (2006) also points to local governments control over issuing

licences to operate as a key means of not only generating significant

local finances, but also of controlling who can do business within any

locality.

In addition to contributing to the rather large holes in the financial

system, duplication of production has resulted in over capacity in

many areas. As local governments protect their local producers, this

has created strains on raw material and energy supplies. For example,

in 2004, despite large increases in the production of steel, China was
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still forced to import steel, forcing international prices up in the

process, due to the poor quality of the steel produced by many locally

controlled factories. Local protectionism has also contributed to the

lack of a fully functioning internal market within China. But while

there is a wide acceptance of the importance of local protectionism,

there is little convergence over whether the phenomenon is increasing

or decreasing as market mechanisms have become more important.

Although Naughton (2003) has argued that inter-provincial trade has

increased, Tsai (2004) suggests that his data set is problematic as

Naughton compared 1987 with 1992 – a limited period and one in

which a central policy of retrenchment under Li Peng was still shaping

the economic environment. Surveys conducted by Fan Gang as part of

the index of marketisation of China’s provinces suggest that at best,

considerable barriers to internal trade remain and have not been

notably reduced by the growth of the market, whilst Huang (2003),

Young (2000) and Poncet (2005) point to an increasingly less inte-

grated national market in the 1990s. Sasuga’s (2004) analysis of Fujian

and Guangdong found that both provinces were more integrated with

external economies than they were with each other. Notably, even

those authors who suggest increasing inter-provincial trade accept that

local control and local protectionism remains an important feature of

China’s political economy (even if it is less important than before). 

Contemporary China: what kind of state, what kind of 
capitalism?

The formal relationship between party, state and economy has been

established by structural changes to the organisational principles and

structures of the Chinese state, and ideational change reflected in

reforms to the party and state constitution. In terms of structures, gov-

ernment restructuring after 1998 were designed to make a final move

from government control over the economy to macroeconomic super-

vision and regulation. The key pillars in this supervision and regulation

were initially the Ministry of Finance, the PBC and the State Planning

Commission (renamed the State Development Planning Commission

in 2000). 

In 2003, the China Banking Regulatory Committee took control of

banking regulation and supervision from the PBC. In name at least,

‘planning’ disappeared altogether, as the Planning Commission was

merged with the Structural Reform Office of the State Council to create

The National Development and Reform Commission. In addition from
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April 2003 SASAC took over responsibility for the state’s interests in

SOEs as shareholder rather than as direct manager/owner/planner.

Crucially, the need to put in place a new regulatory framework result-

ing from China’s WTO commitments (see Chapter 3) led to the merger

of the Ministry of Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation (MOFTEC)

with the State Economic and Trade Commission (SETC) to create a new

Ministry of Commerce. For the first time, the relationship between the

international and the domestic was officially accepted. In combination,

these reforms established a governmental structure designed to regu-

late the economy rather than control it through the plan27 – albeit 

relatively strong regulatory control. 

In ideational terms, the key turning point came in a speech by the

then Party leader, Jiang Zemin on the 80th anniversary of the creation

of the CCP in 2001. Jiang’s proposal to allow private entrepreneurs to

join the communist party raised concern and bitter protests from

many party members (Dickson 2002, 2003). Despite the protests, the

party constitution was amended at the 16th Party Congress in

November 2002 to add Jiang’s theory of the ‘Three Represents’ (sange

daibiao) to Marxism-Leninism-Mao Zedong Thought-Deng Xiaoping

Theory as the Party’s guiding principle. As a result, the CCP now 

formally represents not just the Chinese proletariat, but also China’s

advanced productive forces, China’s advanced culture, and ‘the funda-

mental interests of the overwhelming majority of the Chinese people’.

As a consequence, the CCP is no longer just the vanguard of the 

proletariat, but of ‘Chinese People and the Chinese nation’, and mem-

bership is open to ‘any advanced element’ including private entrepre-

neurs. The following year, the PRC constitution was also amended to

not only include the ‘three represents’ but also to commit the state to

guarantee the right to have and inherit private property. 

In truth, few people in China are really concerned about how the

party theoretically justifies its oversight of economic reform as long as

that economic reform is bringing tangible economic results. It is not so

much what the party says as what it delivers that conditions popular

attitude to its continued grip on power. However the Three Represents

is significant as it marks the official recognition that the fundamental

basis of CCP rule, and thus the fundamental basis of the Chinese 

political regime, has changed.

Occupying space(s)

In creating an understanding of the contemporary Chinese state, it is

perhaps helpful to think in terms of different types of space. Political
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space remains occupied by the CCP. To be sure, the party has become

more flexible and listening – for example, to think tanks, intellectuals,

and to the delegates of the National People’s Congress (NPC). It might

be becoming a more internally democratised party, and has an evolv-

ing class basis that makes it a very different party than before. But

whatever the party is and whatever it represents, the party resists any

substantial challenge to its domination of this political space by any

possible means. However, alongside this monopoly of political space,

we need to consider the fragmentation of authoritarian power in the

national space. Any analysis that ignores the role and power of local

authorities at different levels will simply fail to understand the real

dynamics of economic, social and political change in China. If China

is becoming a regulatory state, it is a voluntary regulatory state, 

with local authorities still able to decide whether to adhere to central

regulation or not. 

Since the end of the Maoist period, the party has allowed its control

of social space to diminish. On one level, there is now a private space,

with the de-politicisation of the private life of individuals. To be sure,

there are limits – the One Child Policy perhaps being the single most

important exception. There are also societal limits based on concep-

tions of morality that many in the west would regard as conservative.

But by and large the party does not dictate what individuals can do in

their private lives as long as it does not cross the line into political

action. This may not seem like a particularly remarkable degree of

freedom unless one considers the intense politicisation of private 

individual action that characterised the pre-reform political system.

On another level, the party has allowed social groups to emerge and

play a role in the social space. However, these social groups do not nec-

essarily play the same role as civil society in other states. It is perhaps

misleading to try and seek examples of civil society that we would

recognise as such in the West, though some have tried. Rather, we

have what Howell (1998: 72) calls a policy of incorporation. While

there are agents of civil society that are now more independent from

the state than before, they are largely independent because the state

wants them to be. Zhang Ye (2003: 4) argues that ‘there is no indepen-

dent sector’. The state uses these nascent groups and agencies to

deliver on its behalf, rather than allowing them real independence.

For example, business associations in China are mandated to repre-

sent both their membership and the government. In this respect, they

perhaps serve the role of transmission belts between party and society

that the Leninist mass organisations of the pre-reform era failed to
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perform. If it is civil society, it is party dominated civil society that

reflects only a relative relaxation of control over society that, for the

time being, the party is still able to reverse if and when it sees fit. And

of course, the party state has removed itself from the provision of

health, education and welfare in the countryside – an issue that will be

dealt with in more detail in Chapter 6. 

In terms of economic space, the relationship between state and

economy is, to say the least, blurred. Strong elements of state control

remain in place. The unashamedly pro-neoliberal Heritage Foundation

ranked China as 127th out of 157 countries in a league table of eco-

nomic freedom in 2003. Based on individual criteria, with 5 represent-

ing the lowest levels of freedom, China scored a 5 for trade policy; 4 for

government intervention, restrictions on foreign investment, govern-

ment regulations, control over banking and finance, and property

rights infringement; 3.5 for black market activity; and 3 for control

over wages and prices. And this was after the liberalisation policies that

had been put in place after WTO entry.28

As Wank (1998: 2–3) argues, in reality it is all but impossible to dis-

tinguish between the public and the private, and formal legal property

rights and definitions are less important than the ‘social environment’

in determining market activities. By this, Wank means that having a

good relationship with local party state officials is much more impor-

tant for doing business than the formal ownership classification of that

enterprise. Chan and Zhu (2003) also discovered that formal ownership

registration often bore little resemblance to who was actually running

factories in their study of export oriented enterprises. Commercial

rationality in China is less about searching out market opportunities

than searching for strong ties with local officialdom that in turn will

guarantee those market opportunities (Wank 1998). Whilst accepting

that personalised networks of relationships in business are not unique

to China, and that the need for these relationships are a result of the

nature of the Chinese market than any cultural norms, establishing

what the Chinese call guanxi relationships are an essential form of

social capital in China (Gold, Guthrie and Wank 2002: 7).

Transparency (and the lack of it)

Another source of power in the emerging Chinese market is a lack 

of transparency which means that only insiders – those who have 

the social capital or guanxi – have true market knowledge. And this

market knowledge provides them with significant economic power.

The US Trade Representative Office (USTRO) has accused the Chinese
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authorities of deliberately retaining an opaque system in order to

defend Chinese national interests – the lack of transparency in deci-

sion making, and the use of data collection and dissemination is a

deliberate tactic aimed at privileging domestic Chinese companies and

discriminating against foreign companies.

There is some truth in this assertion – but the lack of transparency is

sometimes a consequence of the nature of institutional reform rather

than design. For example, in 1998, the central authorities introduced a

new system aimed at providing effective regulation of the increasingly

complex financial system. In keeping with the transition from central

planning to supervision and regulation, a new tripartite system was

introduced in 1998 that gave different areas of responsibility in to the

Central Bank, the China Securities Regulatory Commission, and the

China Insurance Regulatory Commission. 

Despite the best intentions of the reforms to increase transparency

and accountability, the reforms, initially at least, just led to confusion

and bureaucratic battles. It appears that the three authorities tended

not to coordinate their activities, and were given ample leeway to

interpret central regulations in sometimes contradictory manners

because the regulations were often ambiguous and conflicted with

other central edicts. It was not too little regulation that was the

problem, but too much. So it was not necessarily the case that the

central government was deliberately ignoring transparency to serve 

the national interest (though this was clearly true in some cases), but

that the lack of transparency was an unintended consequence of

reform. 

Crucially, the lack of transparency has been exploited by party-state

actors to capture the benefits of the introduction of the market and use

political power to attain economic benefit (and economic power). The

development of stock markets in Shenzhen and Shanghai provides an

excellent example of this process. Stock markets were introduced in

China as a means of raising capital for Chinese enterprises. But in prac-

tice – in the early years of their functioning at least – they proved more

efficient at taking money out of the hands of private investors and into

the hands of networks of insiders clustered around the local party-state

machinery.

Stockbrokers in Shenzhen emerged from within the state system, and

operated in companies owned by the local government. Furthermore,

there was no prohibition on them dealing on the markets as personal

actors. This created a situation where the local government was in a

position of privileged information within the emerging structure.
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Through its relationship with local banks and other financial institu-

tions, it had privileged knowledge of investment decisions and was

often the initiator of these decisions in the first place. Through its

control and/or influence over local enterprises, it also had privileged

knowledge of management decisions. And through its control over

stock-brokers, it had influence and privileged access to the stock-market.

A network of insiders, then, dominated the decision making process –

a network of people who were organisationally linked through a govern-

mental structure, and also linked through personal contacts and connec-

tions. Their insider knowledge of future key economic decisions gives

them considerable advantage over ‘private’ investors. And as insider

dealing was not illegal, they utilised this insider knowledge to ‘buy low

and sell high’ using a computer programme developed by an academic

mathematician to decide the optimal point at which to sell. When asked

where this leaves private investors, the reply was ‘vulnerable’.

The extent of this use of information for local gain prompted the

reorganisation and strengthening of supervisory and regulatory mecha-

nisms in 1998, and a new securities law on 1 July 1999. In the same

year, the Central Working Committee on Finance established small

groups in (theoretically at least) all financial institutions to guarantee

that central (and indeed, party) policy was implemented throughout

the country (Heilmann 2005). And as Green (2003) has documented,

the financial regulatory structure in China is now much more effective

than in the late-1990s – though still far from perfect. But the lack of

transparency still means that market knowledge is a key source of eco-

nomic power within China, and a key means through which political

elites use their position of political power to capture the benefits of the

market and create economic bases of power. 

Bureaucrat capitalists

By the summer of 2005, the Minister of the National Development and

Reform Commission, Ma Kai, announced that the task of replacing

state planning with a ‘socialist market economy’ was now completed.

Market forces now determined the price of 96 per cent of retail com-

modities, 97 per cent of agro and sideline products and 87 per cent of

capital goods; over half of the residual 3,000 state owned or controlled

large enterprises had been transformed in stock-sharing enterprises;

and the private sector accounted for a third of GDP, and four-fifths of

all new jobs (People’s Daily 2005b). Using a broader definition, Fan

Gang (2000) had previously calculated that by the end of the 1990s,

the non-state sector (as opposed to just the private sector) accounted
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for 63 per cent of GDP, 80 per cent of GDP growth, and ‘more than

100 per cent’ of new jobs (Fan Gang 2000).29

Nevertheless, the state-economy relationship remains extremely

strong in contemporary China. Much of what is considered non-state

remains heavily connected to officialdom through various mechanisms.

As Duckett (1998: 162) argues:

State institutions …. have retained control over many resources 

and still exert considerable influence over policy formulation and

implementation. They can use that influence to direct the economic 

transition process in ways favourable to themselves

For example, Chou (2006) argues that the regulatory structure gives

local authorities in particular the ability to control who gets licences to

operate and who doesn’t – and also allows the local governments to

revoke these licences for not just economic reasons. 

Much of the non-state sector in contemporary China has its origins in

the party-state sector that spawned it. Dickson (2003) focuses on the

emergence of new entrepreneurial elites from the ranks of the political

elites, concentrating on the children of party state officials, and those

entrepreneurs who have left formal political office to become economic

elites – the process of xiahai. Guo Baogang (2003: 16) suggests that a

third of all private enterprises in 2003 were owned by party members.

Particularly at the local level, power holders are switching the prestige,

influence and wealth that came from forming part of the political struc-

ture for the wealth that comes from being a factory manager, or a

member of the board. To be more accurate, they are not so much swap-

ping one source of power for another, but using their political positions

to increase their economic potential and bargaining power.

Walder (2002) argues that a wave of privatisation that began in 1988

gave a new impetus to this process. But rather than own or run the

enterprises themselves, officials more often retained control by proxy.

On one level, they established new enterprises run by their relatives, or

transferred ownership of publicly owned assets to private enterprises

owned by ‘cadre kin’. They then allocated state contracts to these

enterprises and provided protection through local state power. On

another level, when public enterprises were privatised, the existing

managers of the enterprises, with whom local officials had a close

working relationship, were typically the first people to be considered as

potential new owners. This form of privatisation did not entail govern-

ment officials directly taking control of public enterprises and assets,
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but a form of ‘insider privatization’ (Walder 2002: 13, Li and Rozelle

2003) whereby officials directed the privatisation process towards close

contacts or relatives, and ensured that the success of these enterprises

remained contingent on the new owners’ relationship with the local

government (see also Cai Yongshun 2002).30

Ding (2000a) has referred to the resulting relationship between polit-

ical and economic elites as ‘nomenklatura capitalism’ and considers

this process of privatisation as comprising ‘illegal asset stripping’ (Ding

2000b). According to Zou Dapei, the main forms of achieving such

asset stripping are not including liabilities to banks or responsibilities

to workers in the sell-off; not allowing competitive bidding, thus

ensuring that a very low bid wins; ensuring losses in the period before

privatisation to depress the sale price, and to discourage competitive

bids; pricing the firm based on its industrial assets when its land was

worth much more; discounts for cash payments; and through outright

corruption by faking deficits and other forms of fraud:

Zuo cited a study by finance ministry researcher Zhou Fangsheng

who pointed out that a state firm with 300 million yuan 

(US$36 million) in total assets could end up valued as having net

assets of only 20 million if its nominal and implicit liabilities (to

banks and workers respectively) were ‘forgiven’. This would mean

it could be sold to its managers, after ‘discount’, for as little as 

10 million yuan! (Cheng 2005)

Furthermore, after privatisation, the new managers utilise their

hand-in-glove relationship with the state to ensure that they have the

best possible chance of making a profit. For example, existing state

owned companies would remain in existence, but perform a role of

providing cheap supplies to a new privately owned company; or alter-

natively, state firms and organisations would purchase from the newly

private enterprise at above market prices; or employees would remain

on the books and be paid by state owned enterprises, whilst actually

working for affiliated private companies (usually officially classified as

being collectively owned for legal purposes). Whatever the specific

tactic employed, losses would be located in the state sector, and

profits in the private. And if the worst comes to the worse, many new

entrepreneurs sourced the loan to buy the enterprise through the orig-

inal (or an ancillary) state firm meaning that the state rather than the

individual was left with the financial burden if the new enterprise

failed to make a profit. 
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But the coalescence of political and new economic elites is not just a

one way process. Private entrepreneurs in China find it difficult to

make headway unless they have a good relationship with the party-

state elites. Even those who have no formal contacts with the party-

state are essentially dependent on strong support from local authorities

in order to survive. Successful ‘private’ local enterprises usually succeed

thanks to the protection and aid afforded to them by local state elites.

In an economy where land, raw materials, transport and finance capi-

tal are still in relatively short supply, occupying a gatekeeper role (or

knowing somebody who does) has an important economic premium.

As such, a form of business-local state alliance is an essential pre-

requisite for successful economic activity. Krug (1997) argues that this

is particularly important when ‘private exchange exceeds the jurisdic-

tional boundary’. As local barriers to trade abound in China, anybody

that wants to transport goods across local administrative boundaries

has to gain the cooperation of the local administrative authorities.

Thus, there is, and long has been, a tendency for emerging private

enterprises to form an alliance with local governments. This has often

resulted in what are effectively private companies being officially

classified as collectively owned ‘in order to obtain the security and priv-

ileges that those governments extend to collective firms’ (ADB 2003: 63)

– ‘red hat’ enterprises. This can include extending ownership to the

local government, local party-state leaders taking a seat on the company

board in a private capacity, or simply paying a fee relative to output or

turnover to the local authorities. In addition to hard factors, such as

easier access to capital, being classified as collectively owned amelio-

rated what Liu Yingqiu (2002: 4) refers to as ‘ideological harassment’. 

Furthermore, Krug’s (1997) and Goodman’s (2004b) research has

shown that new entrepreneurial elites are trying to stabilise their posi-

tions by joining the party. And crucially, even before the formal decision

to allow ‘advanced productive forces’ into the party, some local organisa-

tions were more than happy to accept these entrepreneurs into the

party. They deemed the economic growth that new enterprises provided

for local development and the provision of revenues for the local gov-

ernment as beneficial. Party membership and the benefits it provided for

the private entrepreneurs were also often provided as a prid pro quo for

more tangible private economic rewards for party state officials in the

form of a seat on the company’s board, or other means of remuneration. 

This hand in glove relationship has led a number of observers to

describe China as a corporatist economy.31 There is some value in this

concept, particularly if we modify the idea and think in terms of local
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corporatism where local governments develop ‘institutional ties with

civic and professional groups to bring them into the state’ (Dickson

2003: 4). But the classic idea of corporatism with governments interact-

ing through peak organisations with representatives from economic

and social groups perhaps involves a conception of a greater degree of

independence from the state (or party, or party-state) than is really the

case in China. Yep (2000) also argues that peak organisations such as

business organisations lack the necessary coherence and homogeneity

to represent their sectors as a whole, and provide the effective means of

state-society dialogue foreseen by corporatist models.

However we want to term it, one of the features of the Chinese reform

process is the transformation of relationships between existing state

actors, and the changing basis of their power. There is a symbiotic rela-

tionship (at the very least) between state elites and new economic elites.

They have effectively co-opted each other into an alliance that, for the

time being, mutually reinforces each other’s power and influence, not to

mention personal fortunes. What we see, then, is a process of reformula-

tion of class alliances within China. As Hong Zhaohui (2004: 33) notes,

what he terms the ‘New Private Entrepreneurs’ represent:

a unique socio-economic entity, has the highest percentage of party

members compared with all other social groups/classes, even higher

than the Chinese working class, which is supposed to play a leading

role within the CCP

Furthermore, Hong argues that this political alliance has gone beyond

simply party membership, with party-entrepreneurs increasingly seek-

ing representation on the NPC or Chinese Peoples Political Consulta-

tive Conference (CPPPC); ‘Statistics show that 17.4 per cent of the

private entrepreneurs are the members of the NPC and 35.1 per cent

are the members of the CPPCC at various levels’ (Hong Zhaohui 2004:

34). In numerical terms, this means that ‘5,400 entrepreneurs belonged

to people’s congresses at the county level or higher, and over 8,500

belonged to political consultative conferences at the county level or

above’ (He Li 2003: 90).

(Quasi) Capitalism with Chinese Characteristics

It is currently accepted that socialism with Chinese characteristics

means the abandonment of ‘state socialism’ for ‘people’s socialism’,

and that ‘people’s socialism’ is analytically hard to differentiate

from ‘people’s capitalism’. (Woo 1999: 8)
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This chapter has traced the transition from a state planned and state

owned economy towards state regulation of a hybrid economic system

with the existence of a private economic sphere that remains very close

to the state system that spawned it. The form of economic system that

has materialised in China is one where state actors, often at the local

level, remain central to the functioning of an economic system that

has dysfunctionally emerged to suit their interests. 

Bowles and Dong (1994: 62) argued that ‘attempting to classify

China’s industrial system at this point in its evolution is a hazardous

(some might say futile) exercise’. I have some sympathy with this view,

but they were writing at a very early stage in the transition from social-

ism, and notwithstanding the hazardous nature of the endeavour, it is

time to raise the question of whether the Chinese economy is a capital-

ist one. It is certainly nothing like the sort of capitalism that we see in

the advanced developed democracies of the West. 

But why should we search for convergence towards a single model of

capitalism? If we conceive of capitalism as a mode of production where

private ownership of the means of production prevails and in which

surplus value is appropriated by the bourgeoisie in the market, then

China does appear to have something equating to a primitive capitalist

system. The most problematic part of the definition is ‘private owner-

ship’. As Guo Sujian (1998) has forcefully argued, the role of the state

in controlling TVEs (if not formally owning them) means that the

public sector still dominates ownership of the means of production.

But it is an economic system where the state creates the space for the

private sector to be increasingly important, and regulates the market to

ensure that the new bourgeoisie can appropriate surplus value thanks

to the bourgeoisie’s close relationship with the party state – capitalism

with Chinese characteristics.

So for the time being, the Chinese economic system works as it

serves the interests of key elites – both economic and political. This

does not mean that it is necessarily ‘efficient’ as the problems of the

financial system indicate. Nor does it mean that it is necessarily ‘fair’

– but while there have been losers of reform (either absolute or rela-

tive), the interests of those groups that count most in the power

structure are served by the system that they have (often dysfunction-

ally) generated. It works because it serves the political and economic

interests of those who have had the most control over its evolution.

Whether the interests of all of those elites will remain the same, and

thus be served by the maintenance of the status quo, is entirely

another question.
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The system that has emerged has not only created the opportunity

for external actors to become involved in the Chinese economy, but

has also been reinforced by interaction with external economic actors.

So despite the emphasis on the domestic context in this chapter, the

distinction between the domestic and international is an increasingly

artificial one that has been used here for ease of analysis. Thus, if we

are thinking in terms of different types of space, and who or what

occupies this space, it is important to turn away from national concep-

tions and towards an understanding of economic spaces that are either

transnational and/or global in nature – the task for Chapter 3.
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3
Re-engagement with the Global
Economy

Twice in the space of a century and a half, China emerged from rela-

tive isolation and autarky to engagement with the international

system. On the first occasion, this engagement was a consequence of

imperialism and the forced opening of China by military power. Re-

engagement of the post Mao era had a shared feature with the first case

– the international system was not of China’s making, Chinese elites

did not accept the norms of the system, and many in China perceived

external actors as hostile forces opposed to China’s national interests

and determined to prevent Chinese development. 

Of course, there are many differences between the two eras. Key

amongst them is that whilst the post-Mao leadership were, and in

some ways remain, suspicious of the dominant norms in the interna-

tional system, and reluctant to accept and embrace all of these

norms, re-engagement with the global economy was a matter of

deliberate choice by Chinese elites. But choosing to participate in the

global economy is not the same thing as being able to control the

way that such participation occurs. As noted in Chapter 2, the origi-

nal logic for participating in the global economy created new logics,

interests, and power relationships that influenced the way that

China’s re-engagement has evolved.

So this Chapter traces the way in which the relationship with the

global economy evolved from a position of relative isolation to the lib-

eralising logic that accompanied WTO entry. The basic argument is a

simple one; in overseeing this transition from relative isolation to

engagement, the Chinese leadership pursued a very simple and logical

strategy – trade and investment was encouraged where it was deemed

beneficial, and resisted where it was perceived to threaten domestic

Chinese producers. The key question, then, is why the leadership
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decided to move to a new basis of polity by joining the WTO? Or more

correctly, why join the WTO by accepting membership criteria which

the Chinese side had previously rejected and were far more stringent

than those previously negotiated by new developing country members? 

The way in which prospective members of the WTO have to negoti-

ate the specific terms of their entry with existing members is important

here. So too is the shifting understanding of at least some Chinese

leaders of the benefits of WTO membership – the importance of having

a say in how the organisation evolves in the future and the importance

of ensuring access to key foreign markets. Furthermore, WTO entry is a

manifestation of a key shift in perceptions of the relationship between

embedded domestic interests and the global economy. Whilst the

original strategy of re-engagement was originally designed to protect

domestic producers from market competition, the final agreement is a

manifestation of the transition from gaige to gaizhi outlined in the pre-

vious chapter (Yang Yao 2004). And in part at last, WTO compliance

reforms have been used as a tool to enforce reform on sceptical and

resistant domestic actors. 

Given the artificial divide between the domestic context discussed in

Chapter 2, and the international context in this chapter, much of what

needs to be said relating to basic principles has already been said. The

changing bases of legitimacy, the fragmentation of power and the 

differential importance of local authorities, and the reformulation of

interests and power relations are just as important for studying 

the process of re-engagement as they are for studying the domestic

context. 

Opening China 

There is a tendency to describe China in the Maoist period as a

‘closed economy’. This popular perception rather exaggerates the

level of isolation, and is primarily a product of equating the capitalist

world with the international economy (Harding 1987: 131). As Zhang

Yongjin (1998: 26–31) has demonstrated, while China did look to

self-reliance where possible in economic development, foreign trade

also played a role ‘as a balancing sector’ of the Chinese economy.

Nevertheless, despite the fact that trade increased after 1949, it is fair

to say that China was not a significant player in the global economy

during the Maoist era. After China’s break from the Soviet Union and

the gradual and moderate programme of re-engagement with the

West in the 1970s, trade did increase, but trade volumes remained
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relatively low. Total Chinese trade was a meagre US$4.8 billion in

1971, and even after an almost five-fold expansion in trade, still only

totalled US$20.6 billion in 1978 (Howell 1993).

But as with the domestic context discussed in the previous chapter,

1978 marked a watershed in Chinese economic policy.1 The initial

moderate reforms initiated in 1978 gave only a strictly limited role for

international economic interaction, and China’s re-integration into the

global economy was initially a slow and gradual affair. Indeed, in

many respects, China’s re-engagement with the global economy only

really took off in earnest in the early 1990s. But whilst rather modest

compared with later changes, the adoption of a more open policy

towards the global economy in 1978 marked a fundamental ideological

shift that was a pre-requisite for all that was to follow. We can divide

the opening of China into four stages – all of which provide stark

delineations between the ‘before’ and the ‘after’, but roughly corre-

spond to important sea changes in policy. 

Phase one: unlocking the door, 1978–86 

The first phase, from 1978 to 1986 marked the gradual opening of parts

of China to the global economy. Following the decision to place eco-

nomic modernisation above class struggle in the list of party objec-

tives, interaction with the global economy was conceived as being

beneficial to this modernisation drive. But given that the party leader-

ship had railed against the evils of the capitalist global economy for

much of the preceding 30 years, insertion into the capitalist global

economy had to be handled with care. Thus, following the Third

Plenum, China opened just four SEZs with the (limited) freedom to

conduct international economic relations.2 In July 1979, the National

People’s Congress passed a supporting law which provided a legal basis

for the existence of joint ventures and foreign investment. These SEZs

were conceived as ‘windows on the world’ for China – allowing inter-

national economic contacts to grow, but limiting them to specific areas

to allay fears from political conservatives that such contacts would lead

to ‘bourgeois spiritual pollution’ (Bachman 1988). 

China’s SEZs were very similar both in intention and policy to the

Export Processing Zones (EPZs) that had previously been established in

other regional states. Following the example of the Kandla export-

processing zone in India, Taiwan opened its first EPZ at Gaoxiong in

1966 to attract inward investment to produce exports. A similar strat-

egy was pursued in South Korea, which opened its own EPZ at Masan,

and by Malaysia which established EPZs in and around Penang. As
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Jackson and Mosco (1999) note, the EPZs in Malaysia were intended to

dis-embed the globalised sectors of the Malaysian economy from the

domestic economy as a whole. 

We should of course be aware of the very different contexts of 

the Chinese and other experiments in creating processing zones. Cold

War politics ensured that anti-communist regimes in East Asia gained

preferential access to the benefits of the global economy, primarily

through preferential trading relations with the United States. This

entailed both a toleration of the maintenance of barriers to imports to

protect emerging industries in the region, and a privileged access to the

US market for regional exporters. Thus, regional states were permitted

to benefit from export led strategies and relatively unhindered access to

lucrative foreign markets without being subject to all the reciprocal

impact of the global economy on domestic producers (Cumings 1987:

68). The developmental successes of East Asia cannot all be put down

to the relationship with the US and Cold War politics. But it is undeni-

able that this relationship certainly helped.

In the Chinese case, the argument for moving away from this 

geographically limited integration came not on ideological grounds, but

because of the success of the SEZs in attracting investment and facilitat-

ing rapid capital accumulation. This success resulted in considerable

lobbying from other local authorities to be allowed the same access to

the global economy. In 1984, the government decided to open five

more cities to trade, but as a result of lobbying from local leaders, a total

of 14 cities were instead ‘opened up’ (Hamrin 1990: 83), all of them

along China’s coast. Whilst the rest of the country gradually opened 

up to international economic contacts (in geographic terms at least) a

striking feature of China’s re-engagement with the global economy is a

continued uneven geographic distribution, with the vast majority of

investment and trade still concentrated on the coastal regions. 

Phase two: from permitting to facilitating, 1986–92 

Fung, Iizaka and Tong (2002: 4) argue that while the period up to 1986

entailed the government developing policies that permitted inter-

national economic contact, in 1986, a new period of facilitating 

such contacts began with the passing of what have now come to be

known as the ‘twenty-two regulations’. In combination, these regula-

tions created a more beneficial environment for foreign investors

including lower fees for labour and rent, tax rebates for exporters, and

made it possible for foreign companies to convert limited profits earned

in RMB into foreign exchange and repatriate profits. It also extended
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the joint venture contracts beyond the original 50-year limit, and

created a legal basis for wholly foreign owned enterprises, rather than

the previous insistence on foreign companies working in joint venture

with a Chinese partner. This move considerably increased the attraction

of investing in China – not to produce in China, but to produce exports

to be sold on other markets. While Foreign Invested Enterprises (FIEs)

only accounted for two per cent of exports and six per cent of imports

before 1986, the figure increased to 48 per cent and 52 per cent respec-

tively by 2000 (Braunstein and Epstein 2002: 23). Since then, export

based investment has not only dominated investment into China, but

has also been a major motor of Chinese export growth. 

Phase three: accelerating opening, 1992–9

As with domestic reform, the third key change came in the nanxun of

1992. And in many respects, it was only now that China began to

emerge as a global trading power. From 1993, exports increased by 

60 per cent in two years (53 per cent in real terms), and doubled in the

space of five years.3 In the process, a US$12.2 billion trade deficit was

transformed into a US$5.4 billion surplus the following year, the start of

a period of continual trade surpluses that have done much to politicise

China’s international economic relations – particularly, but not only,

with the United States. It is no coincidence that 1993 also marked the

emergence of China as a major recipient of FDI, with the figure for that

year exceeding the entire preceding 14 years of reform put together.

Attracting this FDI was conceived as a major – perhaps the major –

means of providing the new jobs required to allow domestic reform to

proceed without too great an impact on urban employment. 

A dualistic economy 

In theory at least, the benefits of engagement should have been offset

by the impact of international competition on vulnerable and

inefficient domestic sectors: 

if we pursue more open policies to encourage global competition,

the less competitive national industry would be in competition with

powerful international capital owners which could lead to problems

in the future…..In this world, it is not possible to satisfy both sides

(Jin Bei 1997)

To understand how the two sides were satisfied, we need to follow

Naughton (2000) and divide the focus of analyses into two distinct and

largely separate spheres.4 
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Where foreign actors did not compete with domestic actors, then

they were encouraged to come to China. This almost always entailed

encouraging FDI to produce exports for external markets. The extent of

incentives offered to investors will be discussed in more detail below,

but what is important here is the extent to which China constructed a

liberal internationalised export regime. Investment was made simple,

as was bringing in components to be used in export industries – as

China joined the WTO entry, some 60 per cent of all imports came

into China tariff free. 

But this liberal export regime sat alongside a relatively closed and

protected domestic trading regime. This regime was partly designed 

to protect domestic producers from competition in order to maintain

production, profitability and jobs. Thus, it protected inefficient loss

making SOEs from international competition, and also ensured rela-

tively stable incomes for agricultural producers. But it was also partly

designed to provide price advantage to domestic exporters. For ex-

ample, Zweig (2002: 160) has shown how small scale TVEs swapped

access to China’s domestic markets in return for international capital

and access to international markets’. Such TVEs accounted for around

half of all Chinese exports in 1996 when the significance began to tail

off, and alongside FIEs, were a key source of Chinese export growth in

this early period.

From 1995, this dualistic approach has a formal manifestation in 

the form of ‘The Catalogue Guiding Foreign Investment in Industry’

jointly produced by the State Development and Planning Commission,

the SETC and the MOFTEC. The Catalogue stipulated into which sectors

investment was prohibited, permitted but restricted with conditions

specified on an industry by industry basis, or encouraged (later revisions

to the catalogue will be discussed later). Although encouraged sectors

include those where there are no significant domestic actors and where

there is an urgent need for capital,5 the vast majority are where invest-

ment produces exports. Even if a sector is officially restricted, any

investment that promises to export 100 per cent of its produce is pro-

moted to the encouraged sector.6

External pressure to reform 

As we saw in Chapter 2, national and local authorities have used 

the financial system to support exporters and to protect domestic

enterprises from international competition. They have eased access 

to investment capital by providing loans through the creation of spe-

cialist banks, and provided a number of tax exemptions and other

incentives for exporters. In addition, the government has also used
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import plans, licenses and quotas and retained some of the highest

import tariffs in the world to protect key domestic sectors (though

notably these were steadily reduced even prior to WTO entry). In 1995,

USTRO drew up the ‘November Roadmap’ outlining the areas in which

the US government thought China was ‘unfairly’ protecting domestic

producers. Although this list provides a snapshot of issues at a specific

point in time, it nevertheless provides a rough overview of those issues

that emerge time and time again in discussions with foreign companies

trying to compete in the Chinese market.

In addition to ‘normal’ trade issues such as tariffs, trading rights,

and access to ‘closed’ sectors of the Chinese economy, USTRO pressed

for a number of other reforms. For example, incomplete currency 

convertibility resulted in restricted access to foreign currency and 

also meant that converting and repatriating profits was difficult if not

impossible; the lack of transparency in China’s policy making (and in

particular, the monopoly of the state news-agency, Xinhua, in the dis-

semination of economic information) placed outsiders at a disadvan-

tage; intellectual and property right infringement was costing millions

to copyright owners; and the differential application of fiscal system

where local companies typically negotiated tax free deals with the

local government, effectively provided a hidden fiscal tariff for foreign

companies.

Furthermore, US trade officials claimed that the lack of full price

reform in China also acted as a hidden state subsidy for those Chinese

producers in the state sector, or private enterprises that retained close

and warm links with the state administration. They paid cheap state

set prices, while external actors were forced to pay the higher market

rate (Barshefsky 1999). And as we have seen in Chapter 2, Chinese

enterprises were also supported through massive subsidies, which often

took the form of ‘loans’ from government or the banking system that

will never be repaid. 

The manipulation of currency rates was also a key area of concern.

The RMB was not fully convertible on international markets, and

exchange rates remain under central government management and

control today. However, in the early 1990s, a market rate of sorts

appeared as the government relaxed regulations on currency ex-

changes. To facilitate increased international economic contacts, a

number of ‘swap shops’ were established where individuals could

trade RMB for foreign currency. Although the official exchange rate

at the time was RMB5.7 to the dollar, the swap shop rate was

influenced by supply and demand, and was closer to RMB9 to the
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dollar. In 1994, the government ‘unified’ the two rate, which essen-

tially entailed moving to the swap shop rate. The new official

exchange rate of RMB8.7 to the dollar apparently representing a 

50 per cent devaluation. But in reality, the headline figure of a 50 per

cent devaluation misses the point that most companies were already

using the market rate for the majority of their foreign currency

trading. As such, the headline 50 per cent devaluation was probably

nearer 20–30 per cent for most exporters – and Fernald, Edison, and

Loungani (1998: 2–3) put the figure at a mere seven per cent.

Maintaining a currency peg also allowed the Chinese authorities to

decrease interest rates to boost growth without suffering any impact on

exchange rates. But while we can argue over the real extent of this

devaluation, and its impact on other regional states, producing for

export in China after 1994 became increasingly attractive. And with

the RMB pegged to the dollar, the maintenance of a stable exchange

rate as the dollar devalued in 2003–4 renewed complaints about cur-

rency controls acting as an unfair government protection of the

Chinese economy. 

In its own terms, the policy was a great success – domestic producers

were protected from competition, domestic exporters were helped to

gain a competitive foothold, and investment to produce exports

increased. The relative lack of liberalisation – particularly financial lib-

eralisation – also had the added, if unplanned for, benefit of ensuring

that China escaped the Asian crises relatively unscathed (Yu Yongding

1999: 15). Perhaps even more than the first generation of late develop-

ing states in East Asia, China’s re-engagement with the global economy

appeared to be a great example of how to reap the benefits of the

global market-place whilst maintaining strong defences against the

dangers of globalisation. 

Phase four: joining the WTO 1999

As Lardy (2000) notes, protectionist measures had incrementally eased

in the years preceding China’s WTO entry. For example, average tariff

rates of 50 per cent in the early 1980s had been reduced to 17 per cent

by 1998. Nevertheless, it still came as something of a surprise to many

(not least many within China itself) when the government moved to

end years of at times rather bitter negotiations by signing an agree-

ment with the US government in November 1999 with the aim of

facilitating China’s entry into the WTO (finally achieved at Doha in

2001).
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The first initiative to join what was then the General Agreement 

on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) came in July 1986, and according to

Fewsmith (2001b) was a source of political friction throughout the 

15 and a half years of negotiations. Deng Liqun has been the main

voice of Marxist (if not Maoist) opposition to not only WTO entry, but

liberalisation in general. A former Minister of Propaganda, Deng Liqun

was considered by some outsiders to be a candidate for Party leadership

in 1982 when he remained a close ally of Deng Xiaoping. Deng Liqun

subsequently distanced himself from Deng Xiaoping over ideological

issues, and maintained continued criticism of the political conse-

quences of economic reform via his position as head of the ‘leading

group to oppose bourgeois liberalisation.’ After Deng Xiaoping’s death,

Deng Liqun became ever more vocal in his criticisms of the direction

of reform, and in particular, Jiang Zemin’s moves towards allowing

private entrepreneurs to join the party. For Deng Liqun, WTO entry

was another step on the road towards the creation of a new capitalist

ruling class in China which exploits the Chinese workers and farmers

(Masaharu Hishida 2002). 

Others were less concerned about class, and focused instead on the

relationship between the economic benefits of increased economic

integration on one hand, and the concomitant potential political prob-

lems of being subject to the vagaries of global capitalist economy dom-

inated by China’s (potential) enemies on the other (Hughes 1997).

Major actors (which almost always meant the US) could use economic

levers to not only pressure China to undertake domestic economic

reform, but also to threaten economic repercussions if China did not

comply with US political and security interests. Thus, divisions

emerged within the leadership between those emphasising the logic of

economic transformation, and those who argued that traditionally

conceived national security issues should take predominance. 

The wisdom of WTO membership was also debated in the wider 

population. Han Deqiang (2000) captured a popular mood by claiming

that not only would WTO membership endanger Chinese jobs and

incomes, but would also subject China to the vagaries of a global

economy dominated by US hegemony. Other ‘new left’ writers joined

the criticism – but according to Wang Hui (2004) the vast majority of

works that appeared at first sight to be an attack on neoliberalism

and/or US hegemony and/or the WTO were in reality much more prag-

matic and practical. What they were really opposing was the timing

and/or specific conditions of membership, and the impact that this

might have on societal groups and social stability. Further liberalisa-
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tion might be good in the long term, but what about the impact of

rapid change on rural incomes, on employment in uncompetitive

SOEs, and the fragile (to say the least) financial system?7

China’s changing negotiating stance 

For much of the period from 1986, the Chinese position reflected the

sceptical or pragmatic view and was built around gaining entry on

terms that allowed China greater and more stable access to external

markets than it would reciprocally grant to others.8 Initial claims that

China was simply retaking the China seat vacated by the Republic of

China in 1950, and therefore didn’t need to do anything in terms of

further liberalisation were slowly but firmly rebuffed. Unlike the UN,

GATT was open to membership from a legal entity that has autonomy

over external commercial relations and not states. There was thus no

‘China seat’ as such, and if the PRC wanted in, then it had to negotiate

agreement with existing members (and indeed Taiwan also joined the

WTO in 2001 as the separate Customs Territory of Taiwan, Penghu,

Kinmen and Matsu). If this was a slightly strange basis to start the nego-

tiations on, in some ways the next definitional conflict was even

stranger. Chinese negotiators made much of the importance of being

allowed in as a ‘developing country’ as this would allow them to main-

tain some protection for key domestic sectors, to partially subsidise

exporters, and to have a longer period of post-entry adjustment than

that afforded to developed countries. It is true that previous ‘developing

country’ new members had not all been forced to fully liberalise imme-

diately (Trebilcock and Howe 1999), but this preferential treatment

declined significantly after GATT became the WTO in 1995.9

More important, special treatment for developing countries is not

mandatory and the definition and legal basis of WTO membership is

astonishingly vague (Jackson, 1989: 279). ‘Least Developed Countries’

are classified according to United Nations Conference on Trade and

Development (UNCTAD) definitions, but there are no definitions of

what constitutes a developed or developing country in the WTO rules

at all. A country can decide to classify itself as a developing country,

but this can be challenged by any other member. Moreover, in provid-

ing preferential treatment to other members through the Generalised

System of Preferences (GSP), it is up to the developed country to decide

which countries qualify. So even if China calls itself a developing

country, it is up to the UK and the US and other countries to decide

whether to accept this and add China to their GSP list (Jackson 1989:

278).
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More important still, this only applies once a country has joined,

and the definitions and legal basis of membership provide even greater

levels of ambiguity. There are no set processes at all, with the specifics

of each individual attempt to join the WTO worked out on a case by

case basis. The WTO will establish a special working party to undertake

negotiations in consultation with interested member country parties

(as established by Article XII of the WTO Marrakech agreement). But

this working party does not act on behalf of the members with power

to make an agreement. Any existing member can demand a bilateral

negotiation with the prospective member and can block entry until or

unless they are happy (or can agree to membership on the condition

that it doesn’t treat the new member as a member at all).10 As such,

Chinese negotiators’ insistence that China be treated as a developing

country were wholly pointless. The terms of Chinese entry would be

determined by the individual negotiations with existing members,

what they wanted from China and what they were prepared to offer

up, irrespective of how China classified itself.11 

Just to add even more confusion, all these bilateral negotiations 

took place individually without full consultation amongst existing

members. For example, there was considerable conflict in negotiating

Chinese entry between the European Union (EU) and US negotiators –

the latter claiming that an agreement that they had reached with

China was subsequently undone by a later agreement negotiated

between the EU and China.12 So ironically, membership of a key multi-

lateral organisation where decisions are usually reached through multi-

lateral consensus is achieved through multiple, overlapping and at

times conflicting sets of hard nosed bilateral bargaining. 

Quite simply, China was considered too big and too potentially

important to be allowed in on its own terms even if it had already liber-

alised as much as other developing countries, and perhaps more so than

Japan and South Korea had done when they were allowed in (Economist

1995). And trying to negotiate entry conditions that allowed consider-

able residual protection was not likely to succeed while China was

running massive trade surpluses with the EU and the USA, and while

many in the US in particular were warning about the future rise of

China to challenge the existing global order. Charlene Barshefsky was

in part correct when she argued that China would only be allowed in

on terms that were ‘commercially meaningful’ to the US and that

debates over what ‘developing’ and ‘developed’ meant were in fact

meaningless.13 But there was more to it than just economics – domestic

politics in the US and elsewhere certainly also played their part. 
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So it is rather easy to understand why the existing members tried to

push the Chinese side into accepting rather far reaching conditions on

membership (which will be outlined in more detail below). What is

perhaps harder to understand is why the Chinese side agreed given that

they had previously held out for entry on their own terms, and given

that the Chinese economy was not exactly in a crisis at the time that

could only be solved by WTO membership. The first explanation is the

desire to have a say in shaping any future changes to the global trading

system. To influence the organisation, you have to become a member,

and to become a member, you have to accept its existing rules and

norms (in the short run at least). Second, and very much related, there

was some concern at the time that the WTO might set new agendas in

the Doha round that would require even greater liberalisation from new

members, so best to get in now before it gets even harder. However, the

most important explanations are found in the need to secure access to

export markets – and particularly the US market – and the changing

understanding of the impact of competition on domestic sectors.

The politics of Sino-US trade relations 

The first explanation lies in the importance of exports as a means of

generating growth, and in particular, the uncertainties relating to the

annual vote in the US congress over whether to extend Most Favoured

Nation (MFN) status to China. In the words of Long Yongtu after the

negotiations had been completed:

the question concerning MFN status had long been the crucial

factor for difficulties in China–US negotiation, US Congress’

involvement in it had made the negotiation more politicized…. I

want to point out that entry into the WTO would make future trade

disputes between us and other countries and regions not easily be

politicized (People’s Daily 2001c)

The Jackson-Vanik amendment to the 1974 US trade act (officially Title

IV of the Trade Act) was introduced to provide an economic means of

punishing authoritarian states. In inception, the amendment was

designed to block normal access to the US market for those states that

were considered to unfairly prevent emigration. ‘To assure the con-

tinued dedication of the United States to fundamental human rights’

normal trade relations could be denied to any ‘nonmarket economy’

that ‘engages in practices prohibiting or severely restricting free 

emigration of its citizens’. 
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The Jackson–Vanik amendment was designed to discriminate against

the Soviet Union and the Communist Party States of Eastern Europe

for preventing the emigration of Jews, and was not intended to deal

with China. If a President wants to waive the discrimination on a

Jackson-Vanik listed state like China, then they have to inform con-

gress 30 days before the expiry of the annual waiver (June 3rd) of the

decision and show that allowing MFN will ‘substantially promote 

the objectives of this section’ and that ‘he has received assurances that

the emigration practices of that country will henceforth lead substan-

tially to the achievement of the objectives of this section’. Congress

has the right to block the extension of MFN, but the Presidential power

to veto any no vote means that a two-thirds majority was necessary in

both houses to override the President. 

In the Chinese case, the letter of the law was replaced with its spirit

only. The decision to extend the waiver was argued on the lines that

notwithstanding China’s poor human rights record, ‘constructive

engagement’ through the extension of economic relations was the best

way of ultimately improving this Human Rights situation. Perhaps suc-

cessive Presidents really did believe that engaging China in commercial

terms would lead to political and social change in China, but not

everybody was convinced. The annual Presidential proposal to renew

MFN always resulted in a welter of complaints about China’s human

rights record, one child policy, treatment of Tibet, policy towards

Taiwan, unfair trade practices, trade surplus, labour abuses, arms sales,

military technology transfer, environmental degradation and so on.

But notwithstanding the voices calling for trade sanctions on China

from the groups mentioned above, there were also strong voices calling

for the separation of human rights from commercial relationships –

particularly during the Clinton Presidency. Here, we should note that

if the waiver and MFN were not extended, then US companies would

not be eligible for export credit and investment guarantees from the US

government. For major corporations like Boeing, Chrysler, and General

Motors, these guarantees were essential for their growing relationship

with China.

Roden (2000) also points to the divisions that existed within the

administration itself. On one side were those who wished to maintain

a strong political basis for relations with China and a maintenance of

Human Rights as the underlying discourse – typically the National

Security Council and the State Department. On the other were those

agencies that primarily had economic relations with China – Treasury,

Commerce and the National Economic Council. Is it any coincidence
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that it is the same people that make so much of the potential of the

Chinese market? Ron Brown whilst commerce secretary placed great

emphasis on China as an emerging market that would provide rich

pickings for US companies – indeed the US Department of Commerce

targeted China as one of the ten ‘Big Emerging Markets’ that would

increasingly dominate US economic relations (Roden 2000: 82).14

Given that EU states in particular were perceived as being less inter-

ested in Human Rights in China than developing commercial contacts,

if the US took a moral stance, then US companies would simply lose

out to their European competitors.

Perhaps not surprisingly then, every President renewed the waiver

and MFN – even though each new president was always critical of the

incumbent President’s China policy during the election campaign.

With hindsight, we can see that the withdrawal of MFN was never

really on the cards. But at the time, there were no such guarantees for

the Chinese authorities. The importance of exports as an engine of eco-

nomic growth meant that guaranteeing access to the US market in par-

ticular, and those of the developed world in general, was essential for

job creation. And the best way of achieving this was through WTO

entry – a means of depoliticising market access issues, and of taking

some of the bilateral out of trade relations with the US by providing

access to multilateral dispute resolution mechanisms. 

But to truly understand the importance of export markets for

Chinese development, it is essential to consider the relationship

between export growth and ‘domestic’ growth. China’s desire to join

the WTO peaked twice – once in 1989 and again at the end of the

1990s. At both times, the domestic Chinese economy was in deflation,

leaving export growth as essentially the only means of generating

growth, and in turn minimising the impact of deflation on unemploy-

ment. In 1989, this was fired by a real fear that the EU and North

Atlantic Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) might become economic

fortresses that developing countries outside the global trading organ-

isation would be unable to penetrate. In the late 1990s, continued

export growth was seen as providing the breathing space required to

tackle domestic inflation, and to close down the high proportion of

loss-making state owned enterprises. As one of China’s most influential

trade official, Wu Yi, puts it in 1998 (when the spillover of the Asian

financial crises threatened briefly to reduce FDI and export growth):

If we cannot keep exports and investment growing, our macroeco-

nomic growth target will be at risk …. It’s not exports for exports’
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sake, we have to help achieve an 8 per cent growth rate in GDP ….

It’s a political issue to boost exports …. proper export growth is crit-

ical in helping the nation reform State-owned enterprises, create

jobs and promote social stability (Wang Yong 1998).

Abandoning the embedded socialist compromise

Wu Yi’s comments bring us to the key issue of the changing under-

standing of the benefit of protecting domestic producers and the tran-

sition from gaige to gaizhi outlined in the previous Chapter. By the late

1990s, key Chinese leaders had come to believe that the system needed

to be changed, not simply tinkered with at the margins and reformed.

The residual elements of the old system that were still largely protected

from international competition were no longer perceived as the sacred

cows of the Chinese economy, but instead were seen as obstacles pre-

venting the full transition to a new economic paradigm. Key amongst

these leaders were Premier Zhu Rongji (who would clearly not have

been able to push the agenda without the support of Jiang Zemin), and

China’s chief WTO negotiator, Long Yongtu. 

But despite the support of China’s top leaders, WTO entry was not

supported by all. There was considerable resistance to further liberalisa-

tion both within the central bureaucratic agencies and in particular,

from local authorities in areas where agriculture and/or the residual

state sector continued to dominate economic activity. According to

Fewsmith (2001: 574b), ‘frustrated by bureaucratic obstruction to fun-

damental reform, Zhu was willing to avail himself of foreign compet-

itive pressures to force restructuring’. In the first instance, this entailed

apparently offering considerable concessions in a bid to gain US

support for China’s entry during an official visit to Washington in

March 1999. If the Chinese participants at a conference taking place in

Beijing at the time were anything to go by, this was not a popular

move. Subsequent discussions in Beijing also suggest that many within

the Chinese policy elites thought that these concessions went too far –

and if anything, there was even greater anger that this had all been

done with minimal consultation. 

When these concessions were rejected in the US, Zhu’s position as

Premier and liberaliser in chief came under scrutiny. He was not helped

by the fact that the anti-inflation strategy pursued after 1994 did not

result in the expected soft landing, but instead turned into deflation.

To say that Zhu was saved by his another turn to the US authorities in

November 1999 is to go too far, but had US officials not accepted this

second attempt to push through with an agreement, his domestic posi-
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tion would have been weaker, and the prospects of WTO entry more

distant (Groombridge and Barfield 1999). To some extent at least, the

desire to bolster reformers and to encourage China’s engagement with

multilateral organisations appeared to inform US policy makers as well.

Clearly, the deal would have to be on the ‘commercially beneficial’

terms that Barshefsky set as the bottom line, but if this helped lock

China into a liberalisation path and reduce the possibility of any future

reversal, then all the better. 

The terms of the agreement

There is a wide acceptance that the terms of China’s accession protocol

entailed significant concessions far exceeding the obligations of prev-

ious ‘developing country’ members. For example, China agreed to sub-

sidies for agricultural production at 8.5 per cent of the value of farm

output rather than the ‘normal’ 10 per cent enjoyed by developing

countries (but more than the 5 per cent for developed countries). In

addition, China agreed to adhere to Article 6.2 of the WTOs Agri-

culture Agreement, which, according to the US Department of Agri-

culture Foreign Agricultural Service, means, ‘China agreed to forego the

developing country exemption’.15 Even observers from the World Bank

office in Beijing who were highly supportive of China’s entry argue

that the concessions exceeded even developing countries obligations

(Kawai and Bhattasali 2001: 2). In particular, Lardy (2002) argues 

that other countries can maintain restrictions on Chinese imports for

15 years after Chinese entry – much longer than ‘transitional safeguard

measures’ usually allow.16 

WTO membership did bring some very early tangible results. For

example, trade increased, as did foreign investment (though of course

we cannot know what the trade and investment figures would have

been if China had not joined in 2001) and both have continued to

grow with exports outstripping imports. In urban China in particular,

one of the most visible early impacts was the large increase in private

car ownership as import tariffs were cut and obtaining loans to buy

cars became simpler with the approval of car financing ventures by

General Motors, Volkswagen and Toyota. The more apocalyptical fore-

cast of a collapse in rural incomes has failed to materialise, though

grain prices did drop back and were still below the 1996 level a decade

later.

Nevertheless, it is still far too early to come to any firm conclusions

over the long term impact of WTO membership on China – not least

because the process of ensuring WTO compliance is still ongoing
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(hence the lack of an end date for phase four in the heading for this

section). Becoming WTO compliant entails a significant transforma-

tion of the Chinese administrative legal system. As we saw in Chapter

2, the merging of (MOFTEC) with the (SETC) into the Ministry of

Commerce was largely a result of WTO entry. The Chinese authorities

have also put in place a number of legal changes to ensure WTO com-

pliance. Perhaps the most relevant for the issues under discussion in

this chapter were the changes in relation to ownership of foreign

enterprises, customs regulations, and the new Foreign Trade Law

which came into effect in July 2004. The Foreign Trade Law was the

result of two years of negotiations between interested parties across a

range of different administrative units in national level bureaucracies.

The new law had three major changes from the previous Trade Law

adopted in 1994. First, individuals rather than just companies were

permitted to engage in foreign trade. Second, legally registered foreign

traders no longer needed to gain administrative approval for indi-

vidual activities. And third, SOEs monopolies on trade in petroleum,

grain, chemical fertilisers, cotton, sugar and edible oil were partially

revoked.17

The 2004 Trade Law in itself generated the need for a range of other

administrative reforms by different bureaucratic agencies to ensure that

they themselves complied with the new law. It will take a long time for

the legal administrative reforms to be completed, but in the process,

we can hypothesise that there will be a shift in the balance of power

within China. With the emphasis increasingly on a law based system –

economically if not politically – then power should shift from the

party as an institution to the state.

Meeting aims and objectives 

Implementation and compliance 

In addition to the ongoing process of reforming to become WTO com-

pliant, signing the WTO agreement does not mean that everything will

be implemented as originally intended. The question of compliance is

not unique to China – all countries, even those in the developed

world, face problems in fully liberalising in keeping with WTO require-

ments. In the Chinese case, there is a wary acceptance by much of the

foreign business community dealing in or with China that policy

reversals might have to occur if social stability is to be secured. For

example, a survey of US companies operating in China found that

most expected that the social costs of implementing the requirements

would be so great that the Chinese would find it extremely difficult to
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implement all obligations. This was not so much a complaint by the

respondents as a simple statement of fact (USGAO 2002).

There also remains considerable reluctance in some parts of the

bureaucracy to comply.18 Any researcher who interviews Chinese

officials and academics will be told that Long Yongtu and other 

negotiators were isolated from other political elites within China. The

negotiations were ‘closed’ (Lai Hongyi 2001) in that a small group of

leaders led the process without discussion with other domestic inter-

ested parties. The suggestion is that the process became a ‘one-level

game’, with the need to come to an agreement with negotiating part-

ners – the international game – overriding the need to ensure that the

domestic Chinese constituents were happy with any concessions – the

domestic game. 

the accession process was guided by a small number of top govern-

ment leaders and that implementation relies on lower-level officials,

many of whom oppose changes affecting their bureaucratic power

base. (Murphy 2003)

Kynge (2002) argues that ‘the regulatory agencies who often regard

themselves as the protector of domestic companies rather than the reg-

ulator’ have played a particularly important role in ‘interpreting’ WTO

agreements in ways that allow more protection for domestic producers

that was originally intended. This has resulted in ‘a dense web of

Chinese regulations’ (Dougherty 2002) which in some cases has under-

mined the liberalising logic of the WTO agreement:

China has started to release regulations to open up industries

according to its obligations under the WTO. But often those regula-

tions are accompanied by whole sets of new limitations that virtu-

ally reverse the promise of opening up. It is one page of opening up

and fifteen pages of trying to reverse it (China Biz 2002)

According to Stratford (2002), this process entails ‘legitimate (though

unwelcome) exploitations of ‘loopholes’’, ‘China’s aggressive interpre-

tations of ambiguous language’, and ‘blatant disregard for clear-cut

obligations’.

A good example is the revisions to the Catalogue Guiding Foreign

Investment in Industry that took place in 2002 and 2004 to make

China’s FDI regime WTO compliant.19 These revisions entailed moving

previously prohibited sectors to restricted, and moving the restrictions
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on some to make them encouraged. But the devil is in the detail. Many

of those sectors that are now officially on the ‘encouraged’ list are in

fact only encouraged with qualifications which in reality makes them

restricted. And those that formally remain ‘restricted’ have restrictions

placed on them that make operating in China more difficult than was

expected at WTO entry. According to the annual Congressional-

Executive Commission on China report in 2005: 

The Chinese government has also proposed and implemented new

measures that appear to protect and promote domestic industry and

disadvantage foreign business, sometimes in contravention of its

WTO commitments. (CECC 2005: 99)

The list of unfair practices included denying foreign firms access to

domestic marketing channels; imposing unreasonable requirements for

technology transfer by foreign investors; discriminating against foreign

companies in the allocation of major government projects; continuing

to use the financial system as a means of channelling preferential loans

from state banks; facilitating privileged access to listings on stock

markets; providing tax relief to domestic producers; by giving domestic

firms special access to land; and by funding the research and design

(R&D) activities of Chinese firms through the official government

budget. In preparing a submission to the US government calling for

restrictions on Chinese steel imports, Price et al (2006: iv) added to this

list the manipulation of raw material prices to provide cheap inputs,

currency manipulation (more of this later); access to ‘sophisticated

facilities at low cost’ in government funded development parks; and

the conversion of debt to equity, debt forgiveness and lack of action to

recover non-performing loans (thus freeing Chinese producers from

historical debt burdens). 

Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) abuses are not included on either

of these two lists but are also a frequent cause of criticism.20 Here,

there is recognition that WTO entry has made a difference, and that

the Chinese authorities have placed an emphasis on preventing IPR

abuses. For example, legal changes have made it easier for foreign

companies to use the Chinese courts to protect their IPR, and the

government has established 50 IPR reporting centres to increase sur-

veillance. But the acceptance that something has been done is

heavily tempered by the general understanding that much more

remains to be done. For the US Coordinator for International
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Intellectual Property Enforcement, Chris Israel (2006: 3), poor IPR

enforcement in China is a consequence of:

lack of sufficient political will, corruption, local protectionism, mis-

allocated resources and training, and a lack of effective public edu-

cation regarding the economic and social impact of counterfeiting

and piracy

with enforcement at the local level marked out as the single biggest

problem. Here we return to the issue of local power holders identified

in Chapter 2, and an understanding of the location of power within

the Chinese state system. WTO entry might have been in part intended

to use external pressure to enforce change on resistant local power

holders, but this does not necessarily mean that they will comply. 

In a US congressional briefing paper, Morrison (2002) argued that

‘Corruption and local protectionism are rampant in China, and

gaining the cooperation of local officials and government bureaucrats

that oversee various affected industries could prove difficult in the

short run’. It might not be impossible for the central government to

ensure compliance in the provinces, but it is a far from easy task. 

Initial external observations of China’s compliance record were 

prepared to accept a degree of hesitance and remained relatively posi-

tive. To be sure, there were calls for China to do more, but while the

glass was not full, most portrayed it as being half full rather than half

empty (USCBC 2002, USGAO 2002, Chan 2004). The first major sign of

a reassessment was in July 2003, when US Secretary of Commerce,

Donald Evans, issued a stinging attack on China’s compliance record,

complaining about the slow pace of reduction in trade barriers 

and government subsidies to domestic producers, and a lack of action

over copyright infringement (Bloomberg 2003: 12). Evans’ assistant,

William Lash graded China at only a ‘gentleman’s C to a D+’ grade on

WTO implementation in 2003, while in the annual report to congress,

the USTRO noted that implementation ‘lost a significant amount of

momentum’ in 2003, and this could no longer just be put down to

‘start up problems’. In January 2006, Deputy US trade representative

Karan Bhatia (2006) suggested that China’s track record of WTO 

compliance was ‘remarkably mixed’ and that:

The United States will not hesitate, when appropriate, to use all tools

at its disposal to ensure that China lives up to its commitments…. We
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will continue to hold China accountable. That is our responsibility to

the workers, farmers, and businesses here in the United States

When US Commerce Secretary Carlos Gutierrez (2006) commented

that ‘The bottom line is that our companies do not have their rightful

access under the terms of China’s WTO commitments’ he went on to

suggest that if things didn’t improve ‘it only strengthens those who

want to build protectionist barriers around the U.S. market’. 

Assuring market access 

In combination, Bhatia’s and Gutierrez’s comments suggest that

WTO entry has not resolved once and for all the issue of guarantee-

ing access to major markets. In fact, the continued growth of Chinese

exports after WTO entry resulted in more trade conflicts, not less. In

2005, anti-dumping measures were imposed on US$8.9 billion dollars

worth of exports – a 700 per cent increase on the previous year

(People’s Daily 2005e). For example, the large growth of textile

exports to the EU meant that the Chinese quota for 2005 was com-

pleted half-way through the year. Although this was relatively

quickly resolved by using part of the 2006 quota, the EU-China

textile conflicts unsurprisingly re-emerged over the 2006 quota (the

reason why the issue was dealt with so quickly in 2005 is dealt with

in Chapter 5). There have been a number of other trade disputes with

the EU over the import of ‘unsafe’ foodstuffs and cigarette lighters,

with at least one Chinese trade official convinced that these were

excuses to protect producers in the EU. 

But the biggest and most important conflicts have been with the US.

Despite WTO entry, trade relations in general, and with the USA in

particular, have not been depoliticised. In some respects trade relations

are now more politicised than before. Raising expectations that are

then not met often raises more complaints than not having promised a

different future in the first place. And in the case of Sino-US trade, the

large growth in the trade relationship from an already high starting

point at WTO entry has brought even closer focus on China. But while

Sino-US trade relations remain very highly politicised, it is a different

form of politicisation than before. It is not Chinese politics – human

rights abuses and so on – that is the main issue now as it was during

the MFN renewal debates outlined above. It is now US politics that is

most important, and the political pressure that it generates for the US

leadership to do something about the jobs that, it is often argued, are

being lost in the US and being unfairly relocated to China. 
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For example, in calling for the introduction of restrictions on textile

imports from China, Lindsey Graham, Republican Senator for South

Carolina justified his calls by saying that, ‘I have long maintained that

China cheats on trade agreements. The practices of Chinese companies

and the policies of the Chinese government are illegal and give them

an unfair advantage’ (Barboza 2003). As we shall see in Chapter 4,

through foreign investment in China, often via intermediaries in East

Asia, US companies themselves are actually the source of some of the

textiles that Graham was complaining about. But the complexities of

global production networks are probably not that relevant for the

270,000 textile and apparel workers, about a quarter of the US 

workforce in these sectors, that lost their jobs in the space of two years

(Barboza 2003). 

US producer groups unsuccessfully filed complaints to the US gov-

ernment asking for emergency protection from imports from China in

a number of areas – bed springs, iron pipes, clothes hangers, wheel-

chair seat lifts, brake drums and so on. The government also rejected a

petition from the American Federation of Labour to impose sanctions

because China’s repression of labour rights contravened Section 301 of

the US Trade Law. This latter case seems to suggest that politics in

China is still important in Sino-US trade disputes. Similarly, in their

evidence to support a case against Chinese steel imports, Price et al

(2006: 56–7) cite the US Department of State’s (2005) report on Human

Rights in China in support of its case. According to this report, produc-

tion in China was aided by the lack of ‘comprehensive’ legislation

relating to child labour, non-payment of wages, violation of maximum

working hour regulations, poor enforcement of health and safety regu-

lations, and the use of harmful materials in production. Whilst not

wishing to suggest that anybody involved was unconcerned about

what was happening in China itself, at least as significant here is the

price advantage that such abuses gives to Chinese producers, and the

unfair position this places them in vis-à-vis their US competitors. For

example, in a petition to President Bush asking for action against

Chinese imports, the AFLCIO and the Industrial Union Council argued

that more than 727,000 U.S. jobs had been lost as a direct result of

labour abuses in China. If these labour abuses were halted, they argued

that the price of Chinese manufactured goods would rise by 12 to 

77 per cent.21

The annual theatre of the MFN vote may have gone, but China

remains an important part of political discourses in the US, particu-

larly but not only in an election year. Although, other foreign policy
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issues ultimately became much more important, relations and partic-

ularly economic relations with China did form part of the

Democratic campaign’s criticisms of George W. Bush in late 2003

and 2004. For example, in June 2004, John Kerry responded to a

US–China Economic and Security Review Commission Report by

criticising the Bush administration for not standing up to Chinese

violations of international law – particularly in relation to currency

manipulation. 

America has lost millions of manufacturing jobs. Just yesterday, we

learned that the trade deficit hit a new record. As the trade deficit

with China has ballooned, President Bush has stood on the side-

lines. He has failed to do anything to effectively address China’s

predatory currency manipulation, its violation of intellectual 

property rights and other unfair trade practices that violate its 

international obligations.22

As Alden and Harding (2004) argue citing the pro-free trade Chris

Nelson, ‘the issues of job loss and outsourcing have a resonance now

that they haven’t had before. And the Democrats have linked China in

the minds of voters to those things’. 

Whether anything would really have changed in a Kerry administra-

tion is something that we will never know. George Bush was not the

first President to be criticised by opponents over China policy. The

Clinton administration was similarly castigated by Republicans for

being soft on China and ignoring US economic interests, not least

when Bush himself was campaigning for the Presidency. But at the

very least, we can note that notwithstanding (and partly because of)

China’s WTO entry, Sino-US trade relations have not been depolit-

icised and there remains considerable opposition in the US to China’s

‘unfair’ and/or ‘illegal’ trade practices. 

External pressure to liberalise 

The above mentioned disputes aren’t just about punishing China; they

are also very much intended to pressure the Chinese authorities to

further liberalise. In some respects, this is now easier than before, as

the WTO dispute resolution mechanisms create a formal legalised

means for other countries to continue to push for further reform over

and above ‘normal’ bilateral dialogue and rhetoric. Or perhaps more

correctly, the threat of the former adds weight to the latter.
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Perhaps even more than IPR abuses, China’s exchange rate policy

has been the biggest source of external pressure to reform, though here

the significance of WTO membership is less clear. From 1994 until July

2005 the RMB was pegged to the Dollar, and subsequently pegged to a

basket which added the Yen and the Won to the Dollar. The new

system allows the RMB to fluctuate by a maximum of 0.3 per cent of its

value every day, and during the first year of the new system, the RMB

appreciated by 3.8 per cent against the Dollar (People’s Daily 2006c).

There are widely fluctuating estimations of what the real exchange rate

should be and how to calculate alternatives in the absence of a real

market (Goldstein 2004). Before the introduction of the basket, the

lowest estimate was 15 per cent, and the highest 100 per cent (China

Currency Coalition 2004: 19), with 40 per cent the most often cited

level. But the statistical uncertainty is in large respect less important

than the political reality that 46 trade unions and producers associa-

tions have come together to form the China Currency Coalition to

lobby the US government for punitive action against China, and that

the US government blames China’s unfair currency manipulation for

at least part of the record US trade deficit in 2005 (Balls and Swan

2006). 

China has become an increasingly large market for imports from the

US, the EU and Japan – particularly after WTO entry. For example,

between 2000 and 2003, U.S. exports to the world decreased by 9 per

cent, but exports to China increased by 76 per cent (Freeman 2004).

Nevertheless, the size of the Chinese trade surplus with the most

important powers in the global political economy, the desire to gain

greater access to the Chinese market and frustration at the perceived

slow pace of liberalisation in China all combine to ensure that external

actors will continue to pressure the Chinese leadership for further

changes in the foreseeable future.

Given the extent of these criticisms, it is perhaps surprising that

more hasn’t been done to pressure China for further reform. But we

should remember that it is not just Chinese companies that have

benefited from the Chinese trade regime. In fact, foreign investment

generates far more Chinese exports than domestic investment.

Although some producers in the US and elsewhere are losing money

because of production in China, many others are making more money

than before because they have moved their production to China – an

issue (and its implications) that will now be covered in detail in

Chapters 4 and 5.
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4
Beyond Bilateralism: What the
Statistics Don’t Tell Us

As we have seen in the Introduction, the growth of the Chinese

economy in general, and the growth of Chinese exports in particular,

have led to a growing strand of literature assessing the shifting balance

of power in the global political economy. But as also argued in the

Introduction, considerations of power in the global political economy

are often misguided because political analyses of economic relations

still rely too strongly on conceptions of bilateral relations between

nation states. By considering the nature of post-Fordist production and

globalisation, different conceptions of the location of power emerge

that are not necessarily territorially bound.

As such, this Chapter will place a particular emphasis on globalised

production networks built on the linkage between FDI and trade. This

is not to say that what we might call ‘domestic trade’ undertaken by

Chinese enterprises and the ‘internationalisation of China’ (Zweig

2002) is unimportant – far from it. But trying to interpret China’s 

position in the global political economy by just looking at bilateral

relationships between national units provides, at best, only partial

answers. So this Chapter attempts to go beyond the bilateral by 

disaggregating or de-nationalising (or perhaps even de-bilateralising)

international investment and trade relationships. 

To a large degree, the implications of this mode of analysis are left 

to the discussion of Chinese power in the global political economy in

Chapter 5, and the negative domestic consequences of reform in

Chapter 6. Underlying the analysis that will follow in these two chap-

ters are two arguments that link back to the different conceptions of

spaces that formed the last section of Chapter 2, and which are both

based on the hypothesis that international economic integration can

generate the fragmentation of the national economic space. The first is
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the idea that those parts of China that are heavily engaged in interna-

tional economic relations now have more in common with the East

Asian regional economic space than they do with the domestic

Chinese economic space. The second also conceives of globalised pro-

duction networks becoming disembodied from the national economic

space. But rather than thinking in ‘territorial’ terms, places a greater

emphasis on the role of non-state actors in ‘commodity driven produc-

tion networks’ and ‘contract manufacturing enterprises (CMEs)’ that

are either transnational or supranational in nature.

Interpreting the growth of trade 

Lies, damn lies and statistics again

Interpreting the political significance of investment and trade figures is

never easy. If we focus on bilateral relations between two national ter-

ritories, then we will never be able to come to coherent conclusions,

because global production increasingly involves more than two

national jurisdictions. But while there are generic methodological

issues, China presents a number of distinct complications. 

First, there is the issue of trade fraud and smuggling. As Chinese pro-

ducers can claim a 15 per cent VAT rebate for exports, there is an incen-

tive for producers to overstate the value of exports, or even to totally

fabricate exports and sell them at home instead. For example, in the

first half of 2000, claims for export rebates claims increased by 185 per

cent – a figure that was more than 4 times higher than the actual value

of provincial exports (Taipei Times 2001). Conversely, much trade

(usually imports) goes unreported because of smuggling. The highest

profile case uncovered to date in Fujian Province suggest that between

1996 and the first half of 1999, provincial officials conspired to smuggle

more than 4.5 million tons of refined oil, more than 450,000 tons of

vegetable oil, more than three million cases of cigarettes, 3,588 automo-

biles and large amounts of raw materials for manufacturing Western

medicines, chemicals, textiles, and electro-mechanical goods, with the

total value of US$6.38 billion (People’s Daily 2001a).1 

Even more problematic is the continuing role of Hong Kong as a

transit point for Chinese imports and exports, which makes studying

bilateral figures all but useless in trying to determine the real importance

of other states for Chinese trade. Hong Kong’s position as a link between

China and the world has declined slightly in recent years as trade has

followed investment further north along the Chinese coast to Shanghai,

Dalian and so on. Nevertheless, it remains a key element of China’s trade
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regime – and a dominant element in Hong Kong’s evolving position as a

global city as the sheer fact that Hong Kong’s trade to GDP rate is around

259 per cent perhaps indicates. According to statistics collected by the

Hong Kong Customs and Excise Department, the value of Hong Kong’s

re-exports grew from US$535 billion US$13,270 billion in the decade

before China’s WTO entry – an average annual growth rate of 10 per

cent.2

Thanks to the statistics collected in Hong Kong we do have some

ability to disaggregate Chinese trade that passes through Hong Kong

and work out the real direction of trade. According to Hong Kong

customs statistics, the percentage of re-exports to imports in 2001 was

84.65 per cent, with the percentage for consumer goods reaching

105.01 per cent. Hanson and Feenstra (2001: 2) calculate that between

1988 and 1998, just over half of all Chinese exports were routed

through Hong Kong. But even with the relatively sophisticated date

available in Hong Kong, it is still difficult to get precise figures. For

example, goods that are re-exported through Hong Kong from Taiwan

often themselves originate in third countries, or are subsequently re-

exported from Taiwan to other destinations. This issue is closely

related to Taiwan’s position in global production chains – a matter we

will return to later in this Chapter. 

There is the additional problem of calculating the value of that trade

and the Chinese component of that value. A key issue is the extent to

which goods in transit through Hong Kong are classified as Chinese re-

exports or not. The goods should be counted as re-exports if nothing

has happened whilst in Hong Kong that has ‘changed permanently the

shape, nature, form or utility of the basic materials used in manufac-

ture’. Whilst this seems fairly clear (though a bit vague at the edges) it

provides the basis for considerable bilateral friction over the extent of

China’s trade surplus as Chinese customs statistics value the goods as

they leave China, and importers value the goods as they arrive at their

market. Hong Kong’s continuing position as a link between China and

the world means that shipping and insurance costs, or minor additions

such as packaging, can be added in Hong Kong without changing the

status from a re-export to a Hong Kong export. Moreover, if a company

in Hong Kong is acting as an intermediate in the production chain

(more of this later) it might simply change the price of the good. For

example, if the Hong Kong company has been contracted to produce at

US$1 per item, but subcontracts to produce at 75 cents per item in

China, then the price of the good increased in Hong Kong but it still

counts as a Chinese re-export. 
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Such value added can be considerable. Hanson and Feenstra (2001:

2) calculate that the average value added whilst in Hong Kong was 

24 per cent of the value of the good, accounting for 10 per cent of

Hong Kong’s GDP. Chinese researchers, however, have suggested that

goods in transit through Hong Kong typically have around 40 per cent

value added between leaving China and arriving at their final destina-

tion. In the case of toys and textiles, the subsequent value added even

exceeds 100 per cent – a disparity which is largely a consequence of

transportation costs from Hong Kong to the final market. 

This is not just of statistical interest, as these statistics have been

used to support one stance or the other in numerous disputes over

Chinese trade policies (and in particular, the consequences of China’s

trade surplus). As Feenstra et al (1998: 1) noted:

It is quite incredible that while the negotiations of China’s accession

to the World Trade Organization (WTO) are greatly influenced by

the deficit that the United States runs in its trade with China, the

actual size of the US–China bilateral trade deficit is not actually

known!

For example, according to US official estimates, the US–China trade

imbalance in 1998 was around US$57 billion while Chinese official

data showed an imbalance of ‘only’ US$21 billion. 1998 is taken as the

example year here as it was the year used by Feng and Liu (1999) to

recalculated Sino-American trade by taking into account the difference

between Free On Board (FOB) and Cost Insurance and Freight (CIF)

prices, re-exports through Hong Kong, and smuggling. They concluded

that the Sino-US trade imbalance in 1998 was around US$35 billion –

almost (but not quite) half-way between the Chinese and American

figures, which still leaves billions of dollars unaccounted for. 

The headline figures 

So with these caveats in mind, what can we say about the growth of

Chinese trade? Perhaps most simply, in 1978 it was rare to find

Chinese-made goods on sale in the West. China was not a major

trading nation, and what it did trade in was overwhelmingly primary

produce with other developing nations. From 1978–2005 China’s

‘Trade volume increased by 70 times, the share of trade in GDP

increased five-fold, and the country’s share in world trade increased

from 0.8 per cent to 7.7 per cent’ (Min Zhao 2006: 4) leaving China as

the world’s third biggest importer and exporter (merchandise trade).
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Chinese exports are dominated by trade with OECD countries, with

manufactured goods accounting for 90 per cent of these exports. Like

many developing states, textiles, apparel and footwear for a long time

dominated China’s export profile, but more recently hi-tech exports –

particularly in computer related industries – have taken an increasingly

significant role.

As we have seen, calculating China’s real direction of trade statistics is

an imprecise science, but after factoring in re-exports through Hong

Kong and assessing the time-period from 1996 to 2005, then we can say

that roughly 30 per cent of all exports from China ended up in the USA,

around 26 per cent in Japan, and around 16 per cent in the EU. Exports

to these major markets account for almost all of China’s overall trade

surplus. Notably, China runs trade deficits with the rest of East Asia

which supplies components used in the production of exports. 

The investment-trade nexus 

China became the second biggest recipient of FDI in the world after

the United States in the 1990s, and FDI has grown more than 20-fold

since the beginning of reform period. In 2002, China actually sur-

passed the US as the world’s major recipient of non-stocks and shares

FDI reaching US$60 billion in 2005. Cumulative FDI in China in the

reform period exceeded US$620 billion at the start of 2006, and China

accounts for something like 20 per cent of global FDI in developing

countries.

Yet more statistical problems 

As with the study of Chinese trade, there are a number of methodolo-

gical problems in studying the politics of FDI in China. For example,

there are two sets of figures for FDI – contracted and utilised. As con-

tracted FDI may flow into China over a number of years – or not actu-

ally flow into China at all – using actually utilised FDI figures provides

the best basis for year-on-year comparisons. Furthermore, it is generally

accepted that FDI figures for China overstate the real extent of ‘foreign’

investment due to the significance of ‘round tripping’. This refers to

the process of domestic Chinese actors investing in Hong Kong (often

through a shell company) to re-invest in China to take advantage of

the preferential treatment offered to foreign investors that will be out-

lined below.3 There is a considerable literature on the importance of

round-tripping in FDI into China. But the very nature of the process

makes it difficult to be exact about its extent. Both Lardy’s (1995: 1067)
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and Harrold and Lall’s (1993: 24) studies put the figure at 25 per cent

of all investment in 1992, while Huang (1998) comes up with a figure

of 23 per cent for the same year, with two possible higher estimates of

36 and 49 per cent. 

More recent figures are even more difficult to find consensus over.

Bhaskaran (2003) suggested a figure of around 25 per cent in his 2003

paper for Deutsche Bank, while Wu et al (2002: 102) argue that the

figure is likely to be ‘much higher’:

the Hong Kong-based Political and Economic Risk Consultancy

(PERC) concluded in December 2001 that out of the US$100 billion

FDI to China and Hong Kong in 2000, probably only US$36 billion

were real FDI, with most of that going to China

The highest estimates for round tripping can be found in Indian

sources, where there has been considerable debate as to why China has

done so much better than India in attracting FDI. Subramanian (2002)

suggests that the figure for round-tripping FDI in China is as high as 

50 per cent of all FDI.4 However, it seems likely that these figures are

derived from a misreading of the World Bank (2002: 41) Global

Development Finance report for 2002, which reported that 50 per cent of

all FDI from Hong Kong into China was round-tripping investment,

not 50 per cent of all investment. Nevertheless, the 50 per cent figure

does tally with Geng Xiao’s (2005: 21) top end estimates, although he

considers a figure of 40 per cent to be more realistic.

We also need to be aware of the rather opaque statistics on capital

flight from China. Theoretically, the authorities can manipulate inter-

est rates without concern for the level of rates elsewhere. Controls on

currency transactions and lack of full convertibility mean that capital

should not leave China simply because Chinese interest rates are lower

than elsewhere. However, in practice this has proved not to be the

case, and considerable amounts of money have flown out of China

(Ding Jianping 1998, Wu and Tang 2000, Gunter 1996, 2004). In some

cases, enterprises exploit rules and regulations – for example, manipu-

lating the timing of inward and outward remittances and debt repay-

ments to ensure that capital stays in higher yielding foreign accounts

as long as possible. In other cases, individuals and enterprises simply

act illegally – by making unauthorised outward investment, faking

payment requests for expenses supposedly owed oversees,5 faking

import invoices to show higher prices than were actually paid, and

through straightforward smuggling (Zhao Linghua 1999). 
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As this capital flight is illegal, it is not surprisingly impossible to

come to firm conclusions about its significance. The high-point 

of such capital flight was from 1997–9, when speculation was rife

about a possible devaluation of the RMB. Calculations of the extent

of capital flight during this era range from a high of almost 

US$90 billion to a low of US$53 billion.6 If we accept the lower

figure, then this is still around 30 per cent of all capital inflows into

China during the same period (CD 2002), while Yang and Tyers

(2000: 5) suggest that there was a net outflow of capital from China

from 1996–8 in the region of US$30 billion. Concern at the extent of

capital flight ‘when the stability of the yuan and hence, the credibil-

ity of the central government, was perceived to be in danger’

resulted in the introduction of new restrictions on currency transac-

tions in 1998 that appeared at first to stem the flow (Wu and Tang

2000: 63). But Gunter (2004: 74) argues that largely through mis-

invoicing of trade, capital flight soon recommenced and even

increased. Writing in 2004, he argued that ‘accumulated PRC capital

flight since 1984 is approximately US$923 billion with almost half of

this total occurring in the last 5 years’. Whatever the true extent, 

the issue of capital flight shows that even in a relatively closed

financial system with strong controls over currency flows and con-

vertibility, China cannot act in isolation and simply ignore the

wider international context (Yu Yongding 1999: 11).

So perhaps foreign investment has been less important for capital

accumulation and growth than the headline figures seem to suggest.

And perhaps illegal capital flight means that potential domestic sources

of investment capital have instead been diverted elsewhere. Never-

theless, the importance of foreign investment as a source of Chinese

economic growth, and in particular, export growth is still an extremely

significant element of China’s re-engagement with the global

economy. And perhaps the biggest methodological problem of all is

trying to identify where investment into China actually originates.

Type of investment 

FDI into China takes two forms – market accessing investment and

investment for export production. The latter dominates FDI into

China, accounting for at least two-thirds of cumulative FDI. Initially at

least, WTO entry did little to alter this imbalance – not least because

the liberalisation of key domestic sectors did not take place overnight.

It was not until after the 11th December 2004 deadline for liberalisation

that foreign investment significantly increased in the banking,
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tourism, commerce, hospitals and education sectors. And even then,

export based investment continued to outstrip market accessing invest-

ment. FIEs account for over half of all Chinese exports – 58.3 per cent

in 2005. If we add domestic Chinese producers who produce under

contract for export using foreign components, then close to 70 per

cent of all of Chinese exports are made by or for foreign companies.

Typically, the value added within China is relatively low in these

export oriented FIEs which rely primarily on imported supplies – an

issue that has important implications that are dealt with in detail in

Chapter 5. 

In 2005, there was a surge of US$12 billion worth of foreign capital

into the financial services sector – figures that do not appear in

Chinese FDI statistics, but which would count for around 20 per cent

of the total if they did.7 While banking, insurance and securities

promises to be an increasingly important destination for FDI, it has

historically been very low – not least because the Chinese authorities

have previously passed legislation to make it difficult or impossible.

Cumulative investment in the tertiary sector as a whole has

accounted for around 24 to 28 per cent of the total, with investment

in the primary sector for around 5 per cent. So unlike the experience

of China’s East Asian neighbours, the vast majority of money has

been used to manufacture goods and very little to speculate on

potential economic futures (though real estate investment is the

main target of FDI in the tertiary sector). Within the manufacturing

sector itself, the single biggest reason has been to produce textiles,

apparel, footwear, toys, and electronic goods to export to other

markets. 

Initially, foreign investors were forced into working with Chinese

partners in either Equity or Contract Joint Ventures (JVs).8 At the end

of 2005, around 65 per cent of cumulative FDI had taken the form of

contractual or equity JVs with Chinese companies. However, WFOEs

became increasingly popular in the 1990s, becoming the single largest

form of new investment in 1998, and the dominant form (accounting

for over half of contracted investment) in 2000. In 2005, WFOEs

accounted for just over two thirds of the actually established new

foreign investments, and 73 per cent of newly approved investments

(at the expense of both equity and contractual joint ventures). It seems

that one of the few reasons for investing in a JV is because of restric-

tions stipulated in the Catalogue (outlined in the previous Chapter)

that insist on JV operations, and to discourage investors from choosing

WFOEs wherever possible. 
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Determinants of investment

The determinants of FDI vary depending on whether investors are

trying to access the Chinese market, or use China as an export pro-

duction platform. For market-based investment, the main determi-

nant is the size of the Chinese economy, and the prospects for future

developments. While market-based investors can and do make profits 

in China, for the majority, the decision is whether the potential of

China in the future is worth putting up with the current obstacles 

that prevent full and free access to the domestic economy. As the

SmithKline Beecham company argued, ‘China’s size today is not the

truly significant fact; it is what it could become that is important’

(FAC 2000: appendix 27) – a potential that many in the business

community hoped would be unlocked by China’s entry into the

WTO. According to the Worldwatch State of the world report,

China’s ‘consumer class’ encompassed around 240 million people,

with 169 million in the market for at least some imported top brand

names.9 However, the sheer geographic size of China combined with

an underdeveloped (though developing) infrastructure, makes it

difficult (if not impossible) to produce in one part of China and

expect to sell to the whole country. The soft drinks market is one area

where foreign firms have emerged as leading players, and it is notable

that Pepsi operates out of 13 different factories while Coca Cola has

24 bottling joint-ventures allowing them to have a truly national

impact.

For export based investors, the determinants of investment are

rather straightforward, and are divided into ‘push’ and ‘pull’ factors.

The push factors are effectively the rising production costs (primarily

labour and land) elsewhere, and particularly in other East Asian states.

In addition, the importance of the US market for exporters meant that

relative exchange rates and bypassing US quotas also acted as a push

factor for Japanese exporters (Cumings 1987). In terms of pull factors,

Gill (2000) argues that the capitalist global economy has a disciplining

impact on policy makers. By this he means that the desire to attract

and retain investment forces policy makers into adopting liberalising

policies that suit the interests of private actors in the global political

economy:

disciplinary neo-liberalism is connected to what I call the three ‘C’s’

of the power of capital. It involves the ways that public policy has

been redefined so that governments seek to prove their credibility,
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and the consistency of their policies according to the criterion of

the confidence of investors

In addition to the legal changes and the changing ideational basis of

Chinese polity outlined elsewhere in this book, we should note that

the Chinese regulatory framework provides considerable incentives to

attract investors – tax rebates for exporters, tax free status for imported

components, quick customs clearance and so on. 

More specifically, the literature on FDI emphasises a number of

specific pull factors. The single most important is an abundant supply

of cheap labour. For example, most of the Japanese textile industry has

been moved to China, where average manufacturing wages are three

per cent of comparable Japanese manufacturing wages (Coutts 2003:

2). The rapid surge of Korean FDI to China in 2003 was similarly typi-

cally explained by an average 90 per cent saving compared to Korean

wages. Furthermore, once one producer moved, then others argue that

they simply have to follow if they are going to stay competitive (Song

Jung-a 2003). The UK shoe manufacturer, Doctor Martins, relocated its

production from the UK to China, where workers got US$100 a month

(plus accommodation) compared to US$1,960 in the UK, and also

worked over 50 per cent longer each week (Roberts and Kynge 2003:

21). Labour costs in China are also lower than in many other exporting

economies. On an index where US hourly wage rates equal 100, then

average rates in Brazil and Mexico are 12 compared to just 3 in China

(Banister 2005: 83). Average manufacturing wages in China were only

58 per cent of Thai wages in 2003 (Coutts 2003: 2) with only

Vietnamese workers able to undercut their Chinese counterparts in

most sectors (Tongzon 2005). 

Start-up costs are low in China, and land is cheap and discounted. 

In addition, Cheng and Kwan (2000) point to the importance of a

physical infrastructure that facilitates the quick and easy flow of

components into China and finished goods out. In this respect, the

Chinese government (both local and national) has spent huge

amounts of money facilitating international economic interaction.

Tseng and Zebregs (2002) also pointed to the importance of ‘scale

effects’ – in essence, the greater the amount of investment, then the

greater the confidence of others to invest. Jiang Xiaoyuan (2003)

has also demonstrated how once a specific industry has been estab-

lished in an area, then others will follow to take advantage of the

existing support for that industry. What is particularly notable in
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the Chinese case is that such clustering is built not only on the type

of industry, but also the nationality of the investor (ie: Taiwanese

computer firms in Dongguan).10 For Zhang Honglin (2002), while

low labour costs are the main determinant of deciding whether to

invest in China or not, the decision on where to invest in China is

based more on cultural background and specific incentives offered

by local governments rather than comparative wage rates within

China.

Location of investment 

Almost 90 per cent of cumulative FDI since 1978 has gone to China’s

coastal provinces. Statistics from the Ministry of Commerce show that

FDI in Guangdong, Jiangsu and Shanghai alone accounted for roughly

half the national total from 2000–5. Guangdong Province has been the

single biggest recipient, though its share of investment has declined as

more FDI has moved to other coastal areas such as Shanghai and

Liaoning.

There is also uneven distribution within individual provinces. For

example, 58 per cent of all FDI in Liaoning Province goes to Dalian

Municipality, and within Guangdong Province, investment is heavily

concentrated on the Pearl River Delta. Only four provinces (Shanghai,

Jiangsu, Fujian, and Shandong – plus of course, Guangdong itself)

received more FDI than Shenzhen alone. This uneven share of provin-

cial FDI is also reflected in the uneven distribution of exports.

Guangdong has accounted for around 44 per cent of FIE exports,

Shanghai 12 and Jiangsu 11. Add on Fujian, Shandong, Tianjin,

Liaoning and Zhejiang Provinces, and the coastal provinces account for

95 per cent of the national total.

One of the explanations for the importance of Guangdong, particu-

larly in the early years of reform, was the migration of Hong Kong’s

manufacturing capacity across the border into China. As with the case

of the migration of productive capacity across the US-Mexican border

from San Diego to Tijuana, this process is often referred to as metropo-

litan or growth ‘spillover’ or ‘extended metropolis’ (Chia and Lee 1993:

236). 

After the initial boom of investment into Guangdong, and notwith-

standing its continuing importance, there has been an increasing

spread of FDI to other parts of coastal China. There has been an explo-

sion of different types of zones intended to attract foreign investment

with different degrees of ability to provide concessions to attract

investors. 
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Bonded and Free Trade Zones (13)
Often located around major seaports. Companies registered in bonded or

‘free trade’ zones are exempt from complex customs regulations and tariffs

and value-added taxes; they also enjoy a series of preferential access to

foreign exchange. It is only when goods, products, or raw materials enter

non-bonded areas from the bonded zones that the transactions are class-

ified as imports or exports, and customs duties and VAT are imposed.

Particularly important in the processing trade as the speed of clearing

customs etc for both imports and exports is much quicker than elsewhere.

FIEs are generally subject to a 50 per cent reduction on enterprise income

tax. Companies with a term of operation greater than 10 years are eligible

for an income tax exemption for the first two profitable years followed by a

50 per cent reduction for the following three years. 

Hainan Yangpu Economic and Technological Development Zone 
Although officially one of the National level development zones (and

most sources will give the figure as 35 to include Hainan), the Yangpu

Zone is in the unique position of being a combined special zone, 

economic development zone, bonded zone, and port zone. 

Economic and Technological Development Zones (34)
National level development zones established by State Council fiat to attract

investment in nationally strategic areas. Designed to act as ‘growth poles’ for

the national economy as a whole. These zones have received massive central

government investment, particularly in infrastructure projects (and particu-

larly the construction or upgrading of ports). The Zone authorities have the

right to approve investment projects of up to US$30 million without app-

roval from a higher authority. Many contain ‘zones within zones’ – special

industrial parks for specific industries, areas with preferential incentives, or

special zones for investment from specific countries. For example, the

Fuzhou zone contains the Fuzhou Hi-tech Industrial Park, the Fuzhou

Bonded Zone, and the Fuzhou Taiwan Merchant Investment Zone. The

zones can also be experimental – for example, over 90 per cent enterprises in

the Wenzhou development zone are private enterprises. Some zones special-

ize in specific industries or sectors (eg: automobile industry in Wuhan). The

zones offer various fiscal incentives for investors.

Regional Development Zones (133)
Regional development zones are created by provincial or municipal govern-

ments, and offer a number of incentives for investors such as rebates on

local taxes, waiving of fees for facilities for certain levels of investment, and

so on. Incentives are usually differentiated for different types of investment

based on factors such as size, if they take over loss-making domestic enter-

prises, local development strategy and so on. It is not uncommon for one

city to have more than one such zone (Shanghai has nine), which often

compete with each other as well as other province’s zones for investment.
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Border Economic Cooperation Zones (13) 
Established by State Council fiat in 1992 (Erlianhaote in 1993) to facilitate

cross-border trade eg: the Heihe Border Zone links Heihe City in

Heilongjiang with Blagoveshchensk across the river in the Russian

Federation. Primarily concerned with developing infrastructure to facilitate

trade, though Erlianhaote Sino-Mongolia Zone has been designated a free-

trade area.

Sources of investment 

FDI from ‘the west’ has increased in recent years, not least since

China’s WTO entry – perhaps most notably from the EU and the US

(around six per cent per annum increases for each. Nevertheless, a

dominant theme throughout the literature on FDI in China is the

significance of investment that comes from the rest of Asia in general,

and from ‘Chinese Asia’ in particular. Houde and Lee (2000: 7) calcu-

late that between 1993 and 1998, Hong Kong provided over half of all

investment into China, Taiwan nearly 8 per cent, and Singapore

around 4.5 per cent. Charles Wolf (2002: 134) takes ethnicity rather

than nation state as the basis of analysis and calculates that ‘two-thirds

[of all investment has] come from ‘overseas’ Chinese, especially over-

seas Chinese in Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Southeast Asia.’. If we add in

investment from Japan, then the cumulative figure for Asia as a whole

rises to nearly 80 per cent, with Europe and North America each

accounting for between seven and nine per cent depending on which

figures are used. 

Regional(ist) perspectives 

Not surprisingly, the extent of Chinese and Asian investment in China,

combined with the concomitant trade flows, has led many to deploy

regional perspectives of economic integration – and quite rightly so.

There are perhaps three major sub-groups within this literature. First,

there is a strand of literature that emphasises the importance of links

between Chinese expatriate businesses in the Chinese diaspora and

investment into China. This literature concentrates on the ‘bamboo net-

works’ (Huntington 1996: 170, Weidenbaum and Hughes 1996) that link

Chinese Family Businesses (CFBs) to China’s growing international eco-

nomic relations (Haley, Tan and Haley 1998). This literature was largely

developed to explain to an American audience why US companies had

faired relatively poorly in comparison to Asian companies in accessing

China. The emphasis here is on cultural ties between ethnic Chinese



across Asia and the Chinese ‘homeland’ – ties of loyalty and trust, cultural

understanding, common language, and also closer ties with government

officials than those afforded to non-Chinese. Furthermore, this network

creates linkages between CFBs across the region (not just between the

CFBs and China) expanding into trans-regional conglomerates (Rauch

and Trindade 2002).

The second strand of literature emphasises the emergence of an 

integrated economy spanning national boundaries of ‘Chinese’ states –

Macao, Hong Kong, Taiwan and the PRC. While Huntington (1996:

170) used the phrase ‘Greater China and its co-prosperity sphere’ 

to define this process, most analysts steer clear of the notion of co-

prosperity (with its connotations of military power and colonisation

related to the Japanese effort of the 1930s) and stick with ‘Greater

China’. Even then, the term ‘Greater China’ remains a contested one

with no clearly accepted understanding. Not least, there is the question

of whether this integrated economy includes all of China, or just those

coastal provinces that dominate China’s international economic rela-

tions. Even then, some argue that the low level of economic interac-

tion between China’s ‘internationalised’ provinces suggest that there is

not a single region, but a number of overlapping sub or micro regions. 

It is for this reason that Naughton’s (1997) framework provides the

most efficacious understanding of Greater China – primarily because

he eschews a definitive definition and instead deploys a fluid multi-

level approach. At the lowest level, there is a Greater China circle

which covers the most intense level of integration – that between

Hong Kong and the Pearl River Delta of Guangdong (which accounts

for over half of all investment in the province). The second level of

integration covers the most internationalised provinces of China

(Guangdong and Fujian), Hong Kong and Taiwan. The highest level

circle, which has yet to see full integration, could comprise of the three

Chinese economies in total. 

Naughton further avoids the flaw of isolating ‘Chinese integration’

from the East Asian regional economy as a whole. And it is the focus

on East Asian regional integration that constitutes the third major sub-

group within the literature that takes East Asian regionalisation as the

focus of attention. Often building on Akamatsu’s (1962) ‘flying geese’

model of regional economic integration,11 these approaches are

perhaps best summarised by Cumings’ assertion in 1987 that:

it is misleading to assess the industrialization pattern in any one of

these countries: such an approach misses, through a fallacy of disag-
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gregation, the fundamental unity and integrity of the regional effort

in this century. (Cumings 1987: 46) 

The model suggests that as the lead goose (Japan) develops, it will shed

off outdated and unprofitable industries to neighbouring states with

lower production costs. Rather than produce at home, they will

produce overseas and import the finished goods back into the domestic

economy. Thanks to the influx of investment, these lower cost states

will subsequently develop to the point where they too shed off

unprofitable industries to even lower cost states. The whole cycle then

repeats itself eventually leading to development for all and regional

economic integration built on investment and trade (Kwan 1994: 93). 

It is the promise of development for all that makes the model such

an attractive one – if not for academic analysts, then regional policy

makers themselves. In this respect, it represents something like the

promise of the trickle down theory writ large, and justifies the empha-

sis on low cost production for ‘foreigners’ for developing state elites in

the region. The ‘model’ of Korean and Taiwanese development had a

strong pull for other leaders in the region – most notably in China –

and also for many of the developing states within ASEAN. Before the

1997 crises, liberalisation and the adoption of export oriented strate-

gies appeared to be the blueprint for development and helped spawn

the concept that this century would be ‘the Pacific Century’. Further-

more, it provides an attractive justifying model for leaders in the core

states (essentially Japan). Hatch (1998) argues that official enthusiasm

for the flying geese model has become the quasi-official ideology of the

Japanese government ‘justifying Japan’s ongoing role as the economic

hegemon of Asia’.

The model might be appealing. It also ‘attempts to introduce dyna-

mism into traditional, otherwise static, trade theory’ (Hatch 1998), and

avoids some of the flaws of using simple bilateral trade and investment

figures in considering the major external actors and interests in

China’s opening to the global economy. It is also true that rising pro-

duction costs in Taiwan and South Korea, two of the original recipients

of outward investment from Japan, did lead to a relocation of invest-

ment to lower cost production sites including China. 

But the model is too simplistic, and contains three major flaws. First,

it assumes that trade and investment is contained within the parti-

cipating economies. For example, Kwan (1994) builds his model on

country A shedding production to country B, and then re-importing

the goods into the domestic market of country A. But the reality is that
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much of the production that is ‘passed down’ to lower cost sites is 

not to create re-imports into the investor country, but to generate re-

exports to other markets – most notably, the United States. So

although rising land and labour costs played important roles in gener-

ating outward investment from first Japan, and later, South Korea,

Taiwan and Hong Kong, so too did comparative exchange rates with

the US dollar. In an attempt to reduce the trade deficit with Japan, the

US government negotiated an appreciation of the Japanese Yen against

the dollar in the Plaza Accord of 1985. As this made Japanese exports

less competitive, many producers moved to Taiwan and South Korea,

not only because of lower production costs, but also to take advantage

of their exchange rate relations with the US. However these currencies

in their turn also subsequently appreciated against the dollar as a result

of growing trade imbalances and American economic diplomacy

(Funabashi 1988, Bernard 1991).

The second major flaw is that the model assumes that whole indus-

tries are passed down the chain from country to country. But in reality,

Japanese companies have only shod the labour intensive (ie: not

profitable in Japan) element of production, and kept the production of

profitable high tech components, control over brand naming and mar-

keting, and R&D, within Japan. For Bernard and Ravenhill (1995),

Crone (1993) and perhaps most forcefully, Hatch and Yamamura

(1996), while this process has generated growth in the region, it has

also created asymmetric interdependence. So rather than creating a

unified regional economy with development for all, the pattern of

investment and trade has instead created asymmetric development and

technological dependence on Japan. 

Finally, the model assumes that individual economies will become

developed and rich before investment moves on down the chain to the

next developing goose. But while this might have been the case with

development of the original NICs, it has not subsequently been the

case for other developing states in South East Asia. What the model

misses is the competitive nature of development in the region. Rather

than wait for Malaysia, Thailand, Indonesia and others to develop

before it was their turn for investment, Chinese authorities have com-

peted with these developing states for the same investment to produce

the same goods for export to the same markets. 

Tax havens 

Working out the real source of investment into China was always 

problematic given the complications of investment routed through
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Hong Kong from elsewhere. From 1998 it became even more difficult

as the share of investment from Latin America increased to exceed

investment from North America and also from Europe. Almost all of

this Latin American investment comes from the British Virgin Islands,

(now the second largest investor in China) and the Cayman Islands

(now eighth) and to a lesser extent the Bahamas. With Western Samoa

as the tenth biggest investor in 2005, the obvious starting place for

explaining this investment is in their fiscal regimes. 

The very nature of this type of investment makes it difficult to know

where it originates – particularly when combined with strong privacy

laws. Wu et al (2002: 102) point to the significance of Hong Kong com-

panies, noting that ‘the number of companies in Hong Kong that are

incorporated in Bermuda and the Cayman Islands jumped 5.2 times

from 178 in 1990 to 924 in 2000’. Other data, supported by interviews in

the region, emphasises the role of Taiwanese firms. Like their Hong Kong

counterparts, Taiwanese firms do this to benefit from advantageous tax

regimes. But they also face government restrictions on investment in the

mainland, which incorporating in tax havens allows them to ignore.

Even when governments place restrictions on the actions of non-state

economic actors, there are many ways in which these restrictions can be

bypassed. After China, the British Virgin Islands and Cayman Islands

rank second and third respectively as the biggest recipients of Taiwanese

outward investment. It is instructive that British Virgin Isles are now the

largest source of inward investment into Taiwan itself. As foreign com-

panies pay lower corporate tax rates in Taiwan than domestic firms, it

appears that, as with China, there is considerable recycling of investment

in Taiwan. This suggests that Asian investment in general, and that from

Hong Kong and Taiwan in particular, is more significant than recent

bilateral figures suggest. For example, official Chinese figures put invest-

ment from Taiwan at around US$48 billion in the decade to 2000. By

comparison, Taiwanese officials came out with a figure of US$70 billion

by including investment routed through third places (Roberts, Einhorn

with Webb 2001), and using slightly different data, Smith (2002) sug-

gests that by including investment from the tax havens, the real figure

was in excess of US$100 billion.

While we can have a pretty good guess at where the investment is

really coming from the truth is that we don’t really know. So while Wu

et al (2002: 102) can point to the growing number of Hong Kong com-

panies operating via tax havens, they acknowledge that ‘this is still a

lower-bound estimate of the number of tax haven companies in Hong

Kong because such data for the British Virgin Islands are unavailable’.
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And while Smith (2002) can come to a rough estimate of how much

investment has gone across the Taiwan Straits, ‘the real level of

Taiwanese investment in China is unknown’.

The de-territorialisation of production and investment 

Regional perspectives are clearly important. China’s insertion into the

global economy owed much to extant process of regional integration

based on the investment-trade nexus. And this insertion has had

important consequences for other regional states. But there are two

issues that we need to consider alongside these regional perspectives,

relating to the use of the nation state as the unit of analysis. The first is

the question of whether China is integrated, or only parts of China

(defined either by geography or sector). This issue has important conse-

quences for the way that we think about the implications of insertion

into the global economy for China’s domestic political economy, and

will be dealt with in detail in Chapter 6.

The second is the extent to which analyses based on conceptions of

bilateral relations between nation states/economies misses the salience

of extra-regional dynamics and processes. Jack Hou (2002: 1) perhaps

provides the most extreme interpretation of this approach:

Much like the tropical forests of the Amazon River Basin, Asia is

almost a complete ecosystem economically speaking….Just as it is

hopeless for any individual biologist to unravel the interdependen-

cies of the Amazon ecosystem, it is impossible for any economists to

fully characterize the multilateral trade/investment relationship

between the Asian economies.

Just as the literature on Greater China can run the risk of ignoring the

importance of other East Asian regional actors in ‘Chinese’ integra-

tion, so the literature on East Asian integration should avoid the flaw

of ignoring extra-regional actors and interests. As Camilleri (2000:

101) argues:

The East Asian division of labour was the outcome of a competitive

dynamic, whose logic becomes apparent when placed in the context

of a rapidly globalizing world economy

This is not to deny the importance of regionalisation, but to suggest

that regionalisation and globalisation are symbiotic processes, and that
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processes of regionalisation are themselves often dependent on global

processes. In order to move towards a more complete understanding 

of the process and implications of China’s insertion into the global

political economy, we need to consider ‘what is produced, how it is

produced, and how the products are exchanged’ (Engels 1970). In a

world of post-Fordist production:

capitalism today…entails the detailed disaggregation of stages of

production and consumption across national boundaries, under the

organizational structure of densely networked firms or enterprises’.

(Gereffi, Korzeniewicz and Korzeniewicz 1994: 1)

OEM production and industry standards 

Original Equipment Manufacturing (OEM) was first used to refer to

companies that put their own brand name on components produced

by another company under a special agreement with the original man-

ufacturer. Thus, for example, Mitsumi is one of the world’s biggest pro-

ducers of CD-ROM drives, rewriters and drivers that are used by

numerous PC manufacturers. Whilst original OEM producers tended

not to use the name of their components suppliers in the products, the

situation has changed in some areas with the establishment of indus-

trial standard leaders. In the computer industry, Intel has established a

reputation as producing the best processors, and individual PC makers

want to advertise the fact that they are using Intel components as a

guarantee of the quality of their machines. Indeed, without the

Windows operating system and Intel processors, it is all but impossible

to gain a foothold in the PC market. As such, Microsoft and Intel can

effectively control access to the PC market without producing PCs

themselves through control of industry standards – a phenomenon

that has been dubbed ‘Wintelism’ (Borrus and Zysman 1997, 1998).

OEM production is particularly important in IT industries, and in the

production of hi-tech consumer goods – the fastest growing area of

investment into China, and of exports from China. Perhaps the most rel-

evant example for this study is the Taiwanese computer industry. Borrus

(1995), Borrus and Zysman (1997, 1998) and Sturgeon (1997) all argue to

different degrees that the US electronics industry altered its global strat-

egy in the 1990s in response to challenges from Asia. Rather than simply

competing with Asian producers, they instead created networks with

Asian producers. The US companies concentrated on developing the key

components required for production through innovation, research and

development and brand marketing, largely leaving the production of the
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computers themselves to companies in East Asia. They did not need 

to own these companies as control of industry standards in high-tech

and high value added sections of the production process ensured their

continued dominance and profitability. 

Around 70 per cent of all computer related goods produced by

Taiwanese firms are based on OEM contracts with foreign firms –

almost all from the US and Japan (Sasuga 2004). These Taiwanese 

computer companies themselves have embraced this changing manu-

facturing structure and located themselves as key links in the produc-

tion chain. At a ‘higher’ level, they sign OEM agreements to produce

computers using foreign technology and operating platforms – almost

entirely with Japanese and US companies. At a ‘lower’ level, they

have outsourced the low-tech and low value added elements of pro-

duction to maintain cost efficiency (Chen Chunlai 2002). Nearly

three quarters of China’s computer related products are produced by

Taiwanese companies, which are themselves dependent on OEM

contracts with Japanese and US companies (Sasuga 2004). As such,

these Taiwanese invested factories in China represent the end stage 

of a production process that spans the most industrialised global

economies such as the USA and Japan, intermediate states such as

Taiwan, and developing states like China. Bilateral investment figures

will show Taiwanese investment in China. As the key components are

sourced outside China, usually in Taiwan and Singapore and often

exported to China via Hong Kong, one set of trade figures will show a

Chinese deficit with regional states and suggest intra-Asian and/or

Greater China economic integration. But another set of trade figures

will show Chinese exports to the major markets of the developed

world, suggesting for some at least increased Chinese economic

power in the global system. 

Foreign indirect investment 

Extra regional actors also have a disguised involvement in the Chinese

economy as foreign indirect investment takes place through subsidiary

offices within East Asia, and in particular in Hong Kong. This is partic-

ularly important in considering the importance of Japanese investment

in China, which Cheung and Wong (2000) argue is massively underes-

timated because of the practice of investing in China via regional

offices. For example, Sanyo’s business operations in China are managed

and invested through Sanyo’s subsidiary companies located in Hong

Kong. Although sorting through the statistics is an inexact science,

Matsuzaki (1997) has estimated that about 80 per cent of Japanese FDI
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in Hong Kong is subsequently reinvested in Guangdong, appearing

first as Japanese investment into Hong Kong, and subsequently as a

Hong Kong investment into China.12

In 2005, Hong Kong was the host to 3,798 overseas companies’

regional offices or headquarters. Although US companies are the

largest representatives, Japanese companies come a close second

(Hong Kong SAR Census and Statistics Department 2005). Of course,

not all of these companies are in Hong Kong just to access China, and

not all of them will be sources of ‘Hong Kong’ investment. But what

we can say is that Hong Kong remains an important platform for third

party investment into China which is not revealed by looking at the

official investment statistics.

Sub-contracted investment 

It becomes even more difficult to calculate the real extent of non-

Chinese investment in China when we consider the extent of sub-

contracted FDI. Here, third country investors do not invest in China

either directly or through regional offices, but instead sub-contract pro-

duction to investment and/or management companies within the East

Asia region itself. Such investment has been a major element in non-

Asian involvement in China in textiles, clothing and shoes, toys, and

more recently, electronics. 

For example, the Pou-Chen company (known as Bao Cheng in

China) based in Taiwan produces 15 per cent of the world’s sport shoes

in its factories in China. But instead of bearing the Pou-Chen brand

name, the shoes are made for Nike, Reebok, New Balance, Adidas,

Timberland, Asics, Puma, Hi-Tec, Lotto, LA Gear, Mitre and others.

Notably, Pou Chen has been increasing activities in Vietnam since

2000 in order to spread risk and to keep production prices down 

(Li Qiang 2002). Whilst Pou Chen is a special case given its global

market share, consumers in the West can purchase goods across a

range of areas which will carry a non-Asian brand name and the ‘Made

in China’ stamp, but where bilateral figures will show an Asian invest-

ment in China. Another type of sub-contracting is where the third

country company sub-contracts to a regional intermediary, which then

produces in China on a contract basis. In these cases, no investment

will be recorded as the transactions are on a processing fee basis, 

even further disguising the original investors’ involvement in the

Chinese economy. Major investment companies such as the Swire

Group and the Jardine Matheson Group have long acted as intermedi-

aries between China and the global economy. Perhaps less well known
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are the plethora of Hong Kong owned companies such as Li and Fung,

which act as intermediaries in the global supply chain. More recently,

Taiwanese companies have also developed such an intermediary role in

accessing China through companies such as Pou-Chen, BenQ and Hon

Hai Precision Industry (Luthje 2002). 

There are three main reasons why these intermediary companies

have established themselves as a link between foreign producers and

China. First, Rodrik (1997: 46) has noted a tendency to sub-contract to

countries with poor labour standards rather than invest there directly.

This assertion is supported by interviews with what must remain an

un-named intermediary company in Hong Kong. Certain US based

companies, which again must remain un-named, use sub-contracting

through Hong Kong because they feared that being associated with

sweat-shop production would severely damage their image (and there-

fore sales) at home. They can genuinely argue that they don’t invest in

sweat-shops – but it does not necessarily mean that products carrying

their brand names are not produced in sweat shops.

Second, the intermediary companies themselves market themselves

as matchmakers with specialist expertise and specialist knowledge of

China – technical, cultural and linguistic (Hanson and Feenstra 2001).

But it is not just a matter of having the correct connections in China.

Many of these intermediary companies take responsibility for the

entire production process, and not just the manufacturing element in

China. As global supply chain manufacturers, they need to convince

investors that they can provide all the raw materials and components

needed to produce the specified good to the standards set by the

investor company. 

This is partly because of the third reason – the flexibility it creates for

‘demand-responsive reflexive’ producers (Hamilton 1999: 60). In effect,

this means that many companies don’t want to run their own factories

and employ permanent staff who will still want paying or redundancy

payments if demand falls. Much easier to let the burden of employ-

ment fall on others instead, particularly if they are operating in

economies with rather laxer employment conditions. An increasing

number of major multinational companies simply do not produce any-

thing themselves anymore. As Chen Chunlai notes (2002: 251):

Many brand marketers …. tend to concentrate their core competencies

on brand-name resources and R&D, whilst outsourcing the remainder

of the value chain. As a result, former vertically integrated multina-

tionals are increasingly becoming hollowed-out corporations.13
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They are variously referred to as ‘manufacturers without factories’

(Hamilton and Waters 1995), ‘turn-key production networks’ (Sturgeon

1997), ‘global flagship networks’ (Ernst 2001) and ‘virtual corporations’

(Davidow and Malone 1992).14 Although different approaches point to

different features, they share a basic understanding that Fordist produc-

tion process based on horizontal integration have given way to vertical

integration between core companies and their production affiliates, sup-

pliers and sub-contractors. Notably, this vertical integration takes place

across national boundaries, with different stages of the production

process located in the most financially advantageous location. 

The production process is often no longer controlled by the core

company at all. Rather than operate through formal affiliates, produc-

tion is placed in the hands of specialised companies. This is not a new

phenomenon – major sportswear companies such as Nike have long

been corporations without factories. But Luthje (2002) argues that it is

becoming ever more significant in global production, particularly in

the IT industry. He points to the growing significance of five major

CMEs of North American origin which lay a pivotal role in the produc-

tion of consumer electronics – Solectron, Flextronics, SCI, and Jabil

Circuits from the USA, and Celestica from Canada. As Chen Chunlai

(2002: 251) notes:

unlike the more traditional manufacturers and multinationals,

[CMEs] do not make their own brand-name products, instead dep-

loying global networks with fast-response capabilities to provide

production and other (mainly logistics) services to brand marketers.

As China has become the ‘world’s outsourcer of first resort’ (Roach 2002),

it has become engaged in this global division of production – typically at

the low tech and low value added processing stage. But although the

major CMEs are North American in origin, they typically operate in China

through regional affiliates. Singapore Flextronics, for example, invests in

China on behalf of Microsoft, Motorola, Dell, Palm and Sony Erickson. In

all these cases, the ‘Made in China’ brand will appear on the good – a good

which carries a non-Chinese brand name, but the investment and trade

figures will show inter-Asian trade and investment.

Implications: globalised production and national based 
perspectives 

The most obvious implication of the importance of de-territorialised

globalised production for this study is that it is simply not possible to
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make meaningful generalisations by simply analysing bilateral invest-

ment figures. When considering Chinese trade figures, the flaws of

taking simple bilateral approaches have long been accepted due to the

role of Hong Kong as a link between China and the global economy.

But assessments of investment still largely accept the figures and build

their analysis on bilateral data. What this Chapter hopefully shows is

that such bilateralism overemphasises the significance of ‘Chinese’

investment in China, and underplays the role of extra regional actors –

and extra-’Chinese’ and/or Asian actors in particular.

The prima facie evidence suggests that US companies have been

much more engaged with the Chinese economy than the investment

and trade figures suggest – albeit through third party actors. The 

evidence also suggests that Japanese companies have been even more

important than might appear at first sight. But a logical conclusion is

that it is almost impossible to gauge the full extent of this involvement

due to the fragmented nature of production and investment. Virtually

the only way of being sure is to trace the production processes

involved for each specific good – a task that is likely to defeat all but

the most fanatical academic.

If the role of extra regional actors is greater than most analyses

suggest, where does this leave those understandings that emphasise

culture and the linkages between different Chinese populations in

China’s global re-engagement? While investment based on ties of cul-

tural loyalty might have been important in the early period of China’s

opening, the cultural dimension now plays something of a mediating

role between China and the global economy. Witness, for example, the

way that CMEs in Hong Kong and Taiwan deliberately market them-

selves as having the knowledge and the contacts – the guanxi – that are

so important for doing business in China (and which are dealt with in

slightly more detail in Chapter 6). 

We also need to take care not to construct ‘closed’ conceptions of

regional interaction. Economic integration based on investment and

trade is taking place between China (more correctly, coastal China),

Hong Kong and Taiwan. But this Greater China regional integration is

largely predicated on wider processes, actors and interests. Economic

integration in East Asia beyond Greater China is also taking place, and

the regional economy is being restructured by Chinese growth, but

again these processes are largely dependent on external markets, and

the production strategies of external companies (Breslin 2004). It is not

a case of the East Asian regional economy rising as a challenge to the

US as some would suggest, but rather a case of US economic actors

being inextricably interlinked with the regional economy itself. 
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It also suggests that the locus of power in the global political eco-

nomy may not have shifted as far as it appears at first sight. Investment

from Japan, the US and Europe is an important driver of Chinese

export growth, and the above analysis suggests that it is ultimately

even more important than what blunt bilateral figures suggest. Much

of this investment is predicated on demand from the same three

markets. As such, the key issue to be addressed in the following

chapter, is whether China has the economic power that some suggest,

whether more power is located in advanced industrial economies than

the rise of China suggests, or whether nation states are where power is

located in the first place.
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5
Interpreting Chinese ‘Power’ in the
Global Political Economy

In Chapter 1, I argued that conceptions of Chinese power vary

depending on what approaches are deployed to studying China.

Approaches that emphasise the importance of commodity driven

production networks like the previous Chapter will generate very dif-

ferent conclusions from those that instead focus on states as the unit

of interaction, and states as the unit of analysis. Where you are

writing from (or for) appears to be an important determinant of con-

clusions. This is partly because different analytical approaches dom-

inate in different parts of the world – but that is not the only reason.

Within East Asia, the growth of the Chinese economy has already

had a profound impact on both the structure of the regional political

economy, and on the developmental trajectories of individual

regional states. The significance of China is clear and present (though

whether significance equates to power is a different matter), and the

final section of this Chapter will discuss how China’s re-engagement

with the global economy has helped reconfigure the East Asian

regional economy (and the economies of individual regional states as

well). 

The conception of China as a threat is also much more evident in

the US than it is in Europe, and the majority of the literature pre-

dicting a future Chinese superpower challenging US power emerges

from writers based in the US, largely intended to influence US policy

makers. So before going on to question the basis of many under-

standings of Chinese economic power, the Chapter begins by con-

sidering the debates over whether to engage or to contain China – a

debate that still persists (particularly in the US) despite the convic-

tion of many observers that this dichotomous debate has become

obsolete.
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Coping with Chinese power? To engage or contain 

In discussing why this was the case with colleague based in the US,

they replied that Europeans have yet to fully understand the real chal-

lenge that China poses. Maybe so, but I contend that there are two

other important considerations. The first is that the vote over whether

to extend MFN to China discussed in detail in Chapter 3 provided an

annual focus for considering China’s position – both real and potential

– that had no corollary in Europe. The second relates to conceptions of

the nature of US rather than Chinese power. Perhaps the reason that

there appears to be greater concern in the US about the rise of China is

that nobody else has the ability to do anything about China’s rise. For

example, when the UK Foreign Affairs Committee (FAC) debated UK

relations with China in 2000, the debate over whether to engage or

contain China was a non-debate. There was an acceptance that ‘Our

influence can only be at the margins (FAC 2000: para 108)’, and that

the UK simply did not have the ability to have any considerable

impact on what happened in China. It was not a case of engaging 

or containing, but how best to engage to benefit UK commercial inter-

ests in China and to have some influence on the gradual evolution of

‘positive’ social and political change in China. 

Why engage? 

UK policy towards China conforms with the broad engagement

approach that is at the heart of most countries’ contemporary China

policies. To varying degrees, five broad justifications are deployed to

defend engagement (or for justifying why there is little point in press-

ing China too hard on domestic political reform). First, there is the

cultural argument that China really is different and should be judged

against different standards of government and governance. For cultural

relativists, the emphasis is on the different philosophical, cultural and

historical contexts of China and the West. For material relativists,

China is still a very poor developing country where socio-economic

rights must take the priority over political rights for some time to

come. Providing basic standards of living and maintaining stability is

all that we can expect from a country like China at the moment.1

Perhaps not surprisingly, this is an argument that is often proposed by

the Chinese authorities themselves.

Second, there is an argument that rather than weakening China’s

authoritarian leadership, ‘megaphone diplomacy and grand gestures’

(FAC 2000: Section 76) will instead strengthen it. Nationalism has
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replaced socialism as the de facto legitimating ideology of the CCP,

and containment strategies give it the opportunity to play up to its

nationalist constituency – to portray an aggressive West attempting to

stop China from developing and attaining its rightful place in the

world. Nor is this just an issue of elite manipulation of popular

opinion. If anything, the Chinese leadership struggles to keep a lid on

popular anti-western nationalism, as epitomised by the popularity of a

number of nationalist books in recent years railing against the West in

general (and American hegemony in particular).

Third, there is the argument that the growth of the Chinese eco-

nomy means that it is simply too important an opportunity to miss.

Part of the job of diplomacy always has been to promote national eco-

nomic interests, and the commercial opportunities that China’s rise

offer means that it is in the best interests of governments to do what

they can to help promote domestic commercial interests. This is an

issue of such importance that it will be dealt with in detail later in this

Chapter.

Fourth, there is the liberal approach that engaging China is the best

way of gradually promoting positive political and social changes in

China towards the ultimate goal of liberal democracy. Rather than

external actors pushing for direct change, this approach instead sees

the international context as creating a domestic Chinese environment

that will generate pressures for change. This is achieved by a slow

process of locking China in to a system of international norms via a

dense network of international interactions. As Wang and Deng (1999:

7) put it:

International enmeshment facilitates China’s social learning in

terms of the values, norms and principles, and rules of the interna-

tional system and adds China’s stakes in the existing institutions

and order. China’s worldview and definition of national interests

can be transformed toward greater compatibility with the rest of the

world through transnational activities and networks, including

tourism, academic and cultural exchanges, and commercial ties.

An understanding that was often asserted in the run up to China’s

WTO entry in 2001.

Fifth, there is the argument that whether we like it or not, we have

to deal with the China that we have. China is effectively too big and

too important to be contained (or to risk a containment policy). It has

the world’s largest population, a large and growing economy, it is a
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nuclear power, and a major contributor to global environmental issues.

China also has one of the permanent seats on the International Labour

Organisation board, and of course is a permanent member of the UN

Security Council. As such, we have an interest for our own security in

managing China’s global role through engagement (Kristof 2003). 

Why contain? 

For sceptics, while there is evidence that engaging China results in eco-

nomic gains for the engagers, there is no evidence at all this is resulting

in ‘positive’ political and social change within China itself. On the

contrary, representatives from the Free Tibet Campaign and Amnesty

International have argued that the human rights situation in China

had severely deteriorated in the late 1990s, just as China’s interna-

tional economic engagement took on a new momentum (FAC 2000:

questions 181–223). US Republican Senator Frank Wolf (2003) has sim-

ilarly argued that ‘since PNTR has passed, there is even more evidence

about China’s gross human rights violations [and] religious persecu-

tion’.2 These arguments support de Bary’s (1997) less than approving

definition of constructive engagement as ‘doing business with China

while sidelining human rights (and getting little in return from the

People’s Republic for this gesture of restraint)’. 

There remains a group of writers who suggest that the West should

be doing all that it can to contain China and prevent its rise. For pro-

ponents of this view, the West (which usually means the US) has no

interest in speeding along the rise of the Chinese superpower by

drawing it into international society. Rather, the US should be building

a strategic alliance with Japan in an attempt to contain China, and

promote India’s development as an alternative pole to Chinese power

in Asia. At the very least, China’s engagement must be accompanied by

significant concessions by the Chinese in return for anything given to

them by the West (such as market access). Proponents of this view are

often those same people who predict the inevitable rise of China and

the inevitable conflict with the US noted at the beginning of the intro-

duction to this book.

A redundant debate? 

Kagan (2005) has added a sixth reason why pushing China to reform is

at best pointless. He argues that ‘the idea that we can manage China’s

rise is comforting because it gives us a sense of control and mastery,

and of paternalistic superiority’. The lesson of history is this will not be

possible, and ‘we need to understand that the nature of China’s rise
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will be determined largely by the Chinese and not by us’. Kagan’s 

position suggests that the debate over whether to engage or contain

China is pointless because there is nothing we can do. From a different

position, Australian Foreign Minister Alexander Downer (1997) sug-

gested even before China’s WTO entry that China is already so ‘deeply

engaged’ to make the debate ‘irrelevant’. 

While most observers seem to agree with one or other of these

reasons (or a combination of them) for making the dichotomous

debate redundant, it has not been put to rest. As we saw in the intro-

duction, new books continue to be published calling for something to

be done to stop China before it’s too late to stop military conflict

(Menges 2005, Babbin and Timperlake 2006). For people like Frank

Wolf (2003) the West should not be engaging ‘a brutal regime’ but

using whatever means possible to force change. Worse still, by engag-

ing China economically, and facilitating the growth of the Chinese

economy through international economic relations, the US and the

West in general might actually be strengthening the power of the

authoritarian CCP leadership. The debate is still ongoing in the US

administration, with officials like Robert Zoellick urging further

engagement in opposition to Rumsfeld’s tendency towards pushing

containment. Paul Wolfowitz who served as George W Bush’s Deputy

Secretary of Defence, had earlier compared China’s rise to Germany’s,

noting that the former’s sense of grievance at mistreatment by Japan

and the West is even deeper than German dissatisfaction, and it was up

to the US to prevent a future world conflict by

using our current position of unprecedented strength and influence

– not single-handedly, but within the framework of our impressive

and equally unprecedented set of alliances – to affect the shape of

the world (Wolfowitz 1997: 8).

Wolf’s comments were made as part of an unsuccessful campaign to

revoke the China’s PNTR status in 2003. A similar petition was made

by Byron Dorgan and Lindsey Graham in 2006, pointing to the growth

of the US trade deficit with China from US$83 billion in 2001 to

US$202 billion in 2005. According to Dorgan:

The Chinese have engaged in labor abuses, intellectual property

theft and piracy, currency manipulation, and unfair barriers against

U.S. exports. Americans cannot, and should not be asked to,

compete under these circumstances3
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Understandings of the nature of China’s economic power, then, and its

impact on the US – though not just the US – are crucial for determin-

ing not just how China is perceived, but for how policy towards China

should be formulated.

The nature of Chinese economic power 

This book is primarily concerned with China’s global economic role,

and does not cover China’s military threat in any detail at all. But it

would be remiss to not even mention the argument that the rise 

of China as an economic power will facilitate the expansion of

China’s military capabilities. Military modernisation requires finances,

and, if new equipment is to be bought from overseas, hard currency

(Christensen 2006: 96). While the Chinese fiscal machinery remains

relatively inefficient in capturing the benefits of economic growth to

fund central government initiatives, China’s insertion into the global

economy has increased the finances available for military modernisa-

tion. There is still a very long way to go before China has a military

force that has the command and communications infrastructure and

the other hi tech means of modern warfare to provide a credible chal-

lenge to existing global military powers. But the strategy of locating

increasing numbers of mid-range ballistic missiles in the Nanjing

Military Region across the straits from Taiwan points to an area where

economic reform and growth – and not least growth generated by

insertion into the global economy – has resulted in an increased

ability to project military power should China’s political leaders deem

it necessary. 

Resource security and diplomacy

More important for this study is the extent to which the international

economic order is being influenced by Chinese economic growth.

What happens in the Chinese economy already has a significant

impact on the global economy as a whole. Heilig (1999) asked ‘Can

China feed itself’ – and although the final conclusion was, ‘yes’, it was

only yes if a number of key policy changes were implemented. Even

then, population growth, urbanisation, changing dietary preferences

and declining yields as a result of chronic environmental degradation

suggest increasing Chinese demand for agricultural goods that will

have an impact on global prices (Smil 2004) – for Brown (1995) in the

(very) long term, China’s agricultural prices will become the world’s

agricultural prices.
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In the longer term, the demand for oil and other raw material could

be even more significant with competition over access to energy

resources threatening to destabilise East Asia (Calder 1997). China

became a net importer of oil in 1993 and overtook Japan to come

second only to the US in the league table of oil importers in 2003, with

consumption of 6.5 million barrels per day – roughly double the 1993

figure. Just under half of all oil consumption was imported in 2005,

and according to the US Energy Information Administration, increased

demand from China accounted for about 40 per cent of the increase in

global demand from 2001–4 and was the main cause of increased oil

prices.4 We should note, however, that Chinese sources claim that the

China factor is over-exaggerated, pointing to the relationship between

supply and prices, and noting that oil prices reached a new record high

of US$70 a barrel in 2005 – a year in which Chinese oil imports actu-

ally decreased (Fu Jing 2006). Chinese demand for other materials has

similarly increased, impacting on not just the distribution, but also the

price of key commodities. For example, in 2004, world steel prices rose

dramatically, largely as a result of increased Chinese imports. At the

same time, the decision to cut coke exports and to retain coke for

domestic use in the steel industry, led to coke prices rising from

US$120 a ton in 2003 to US$450 a ton in 2004. 

Whilst these analyses point to the importance and significance of

Chinese economic growth for the global political economy, the rela-

tionship between significance and power is not clear cut. From a

Chinese viewpoint, it is difficult to see where the power actually is –

China might have the ability to increase global prices, but as Chinese

importers have to pay these higher prices, it’s hardly a beneficial

power if it’s a power at all. Looking from the inside out, China is not

powerful, but at best vulnerable and at worst, weak. The issue of

energy security become increasingly important for Chinese policy

makers in the 1990s (Zha Daojiong 1999, Downs 2000: Chapter 3),

even before the Iraq invasion highlighted the relationship between

energy and more traditionally defined concepts of security (Wang

Zhengyi 2004). At the time of writing, China sourced over half of its

imports from Organisation of the Petroleum Exporting Countries

(OPEC) countries, and nearly two thirds of all oil imports pass

through the Straits of Malacca. 

But external observers note that notwithstanding these insecurities,

the ability of other states to guarantee their own energy security in the

long term is being undermined by the speed at which Chinese com-

panies are buying control of supplies across the world. In addition,
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when China National Offshore Oil Corporation tried to buy the US gas

and oil company Unocal in 2005, it was not just national pride that

concerned many in the US. There was also a feeling that the free

market was being distorted by a state owned company with access to

cheap loans provided for political more than economic reasons, and

underwritten by the state which frequently writes off the bad debts of

strategic companies. The fact that a Chinese company was trying to

take over a US company in a strategic industry might have been

enough on its own to rouse sufficient protests to stop the transaction –

the claims that Chinese companies don’t adhere to the rules of free

market competition was merely an added irritation. 

Nor are external observers simply concerned with economic impli-

cations. Another key issue is the extent to which the international

political order is being influenced by Chinese economic growth. The

dominant concern in the short to medium term is China’s position

within the Asian region, and the impact of Chinese growth on the

regional order will be dealt with in detail below. But beyond regional

relations, there is unease that the search for energy and other raw

material supplies will provide another means by which Chinese inter-

ests will come to dominate global agendas, challenging the global ini-

tiatives of the US (Ebel 2005). It is not just Chinese commercial

relations with the Middle East and the states of the former Soviet

Union that are important – though the long term implications for

access to energy resources clearly are – but that new consensuses and

even alliances will emerge that alter the strategic balance of power.

Alliances that are partly built on the need to establish warm political

relations to facilitate economic objectives, but also partly built on a

shared concern about US power in the unipolar global order, and a

shared opposition to the dominance of dominant norms and values. 

If anything, this challenge to the existing political order is even

more apparent in the renewed emphasis on building relations with

African and Latin American states. Again, commercial interests are

driving this process, with oil alone accounting for around 60 per cent

of Chinese imports from Africa.5 Both are also becoming important

markets for those Chinese exports that fail to find buyers in the more

lucrative markets of the West and there is some concern that cheap

Chinese imports will swamp domestic markets and drive local produc-

ers out of business. Chinese companies are also winning government

contracts in these regions that they would probably not be in con-

tention for in other parts of the world. In addition, both regions have

also become important destinations for Chinese outward investment
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with Latin America accounting for nearly half of the total in 2004

(Jiang Wenran 2006: 3). The vast majority of this investment is to 

be used to buy into energy related companies (particularly in Latin

America) and the trend is likely to be ever upwards in the future. 

When Chinese officials seek to establish economic ties with African

and Latin American states, they bring with them no political condition-

alities to economic relations relating to democratisation and improved

human rights. This new Chinese resource diplomacy, then, provides an

alternative economic partner with no political strings attached for mar-

ginalised states (such as Zimbabwe) and those that reluctantly respond to

US political initiatives because of economic dependence, providing a

new challenge to the hegemon’s attempts to construct a global liberal

order that serves the US national interest (Zweig and Bi 2005). 

As will be discussed shortly, the way that China has re-engaged with

the global economy has had a huge impact on the rest of East Asia, and

on the political economy of the region as a whole. However, whilst the

US remains the dominant economic partner for both regions, it is in

the realm of relations with what used to be called the Third World that

China may well come to be even more significant in the coming years

though increased trade and investment relationships. China may not

be a direct threat to the existing powers in the global political eco-

nomy, but its growing importance for Latin America and Africa could

provide an important indirect challenge.

Market power

In developing his conception of the ‘new constitutionalism’ Gill argues

that the US government uses the structural power of the size of its

market to force change on other countries while not reciprocating with

corresponding liberalisation of the US economy in order to benefit US

based economic interests. As noted in Chapter 3, this conception in

part explains why Chinese elites wanted to join the WTO, and also

why Chinese negotiators accepted the terms on which entry was

approved. The structural power of the US market (in terms of market

access) certainly appears to have trumped the structure power of the

Chinese market in WTO entry negotiations. Here, the question is

whether we can think in terms of the Chinese market having structural

power, even if it is less structural power than markets elsewhere. 

The idea of the China market has influenced attitudes and policy

towards China for many years. The delegation sent by King George III

to China at the end of the 18th century to establish freer trade was in

part to extract resources from China, but also in part to access what
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was even then a potentially lucrative and closed economy. Over two

centuries later, the lure of tapping the ‘last untapped market on earth’

(Studwell 2003) remains an important consideration for policy makers

– not least because the Chinese authorities’ ability to ration access to

the Chinese market has certainly provided a powerful bargaining tool

in dealing with individual companies and countries. As we have seen

in Chapter 3, even after China’s WTO entry, many foreign companies

still find their ambitions in China thwarted by the interventions of

Chinese officials at both the national and local level. 

The growth of the domestic Chinese economy has been important in

securing new markets and profits for some companies. But as noted in

Chapter 4, it is what the Chinese economy might become – its potential

– that still dominates much commercial consideration and government

policy. When President Clinton thought about not renewing MFN as he

had suggested during his campaign, 300 corporate leaders asked the

President not to obstruct the ‘large potential benefits’ (Bernstein and

Dicker 1994: 44–5) of extending MFN to China in 1993 (Roden 2000:

87). Similarly, in the Parliamentary report on UK relations with China in

2000, submissions from individual business groups and business organ-

isations typically pointed that government support was essential to help

UK companies tap the potential of the Chinese market (FAC 2000) 

A good bilateral relationship at the political level is very important

for doing business in China – and probably more important in the

case of China than most other countries, simply because the role of

the state and the government is so big.6

In the US case, if MFN were not to be renewed, then US companies

would not be eligible for export credit and investment guarantees from

the US government. For major corporations like Boeing, Chrysler, and

General Motors, these guarantees were essential for their growing rela-

tionship with China. Given that EU states in particular were perceived

as being less interested in Human Rights in China than developing

commercial contacts, if the US took a moral stance, then US companies

would simply lose out to their European competitors. In the UK case,

in discussing whether UK policy disadvantages UK companies at the

expense of European competitors, James Richards on behalf of Rolls

Royce argued that:

What is important for us, given the extremely competitive nature of

the market in China and the fact that export credits are available for
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our competitors, is that we should be no worse off, that we should

receive equivalent treatment, because without it our business in

China would certainly be undermined.7

In addition, there is the argument that the perceived nationality of 

a foreign company can influence market access depending on the

Chinese authorities’ perceptions of the ‘home’ country’s political rela-

tionship with China. For example, when the US imposed trade sanc-

tions on China as a result of the transfer of military technology to

Pakistan, the Chinese aviation authorities switched from purchasing

Boeing jets to the European Airbus – much to the annoyance of US

authorities who felt that Europe should have held a common position

with the US, rather than exploiting the situation for commercial

benefit. There was also a strong belief in some quarters that UK com-

panies failed to get contracts in China as a result of wrangles over the

Hong Kong hand-over and the Chris Patten reforms. 

The converse side is that if political relationships are warm between

China and another national government, then private commercial

interests associated with that country might benefit. This has led to

concern that the potential of the market, and the need to help nation-

ally based companies succeed in China, has resulted in wider change in

diplomatic policy towards China. In the US, the extension of MFN to

China under Clinton was similarly taken as a sign that commercial

interests had led to the President abandoning his campaign pledge to

link MFN to political and social change within China. 

The UK parliamentary report was in large part commissioned because

of fears that the UK government had decided to draw back on criti-

cisms of China’s human rights regime and had moved away from an

ethical foreign policy in an attempt to help UK companies win con-

tracts in China. In particular, there was considerable unease in the UK

after Jiang Zemin’s state visit to the UK in October 1999. Having been

met by demonstrators in a visit to Switzerland in March 1999, Jiang

Zemin criticised the Swiss leadership for failing to have a grip on its

own country and was reported to have stated that Switzerland had lost

a friend. On the UK visit, during which US$3.5 billion worth of com-

mercial deals were signed, demonstrators were kept well away from the

Chinese delegation through a massive police presence. 

So in these respects, the Chinese market does appear to have struc-

tural power in the suggestion that diplomatic policy towards China is

influenced by commercial decisions based on the need to secure com-

petitive market access. Or more correctly, it is not the Chinese market
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as such, but a vision that has been constructed of what the Chinese

market might become. So to a large extent, this vision of a future

China impacts on the diplomatic initiatives of other countries towards

China. As Cobbold and Bristow argued

the perception in the West, that China provides a business oppor-

tunity which should not be missed, has given China more interna-

tional leverage than it merits …. less attention should be paid by the

Government to the optimistic predictions favoured by the business

community and some government departments about China’s

future potential, and more to the statistics, the problems that China

faces with its economy, its relative ability to influence developments

internationally (FAC 2000: para 114).

Finance and production 

China is also conceived as having the power to distort global finances.

For example, at the end of 2005, China had US$8193 billion worth of

foreign currency reserves – double the 2003 figure and second only to

Japan (and this was after US$45 billion was spent on recapitalising

state banks). Whilst this figure is noteworthy in itself, what China does

with these reserves is even more significant. By buying US treasury

bonds, China (and Japan) are effectively helping fund the US debt.

Thus, there is a fear that the Chinese authorities hold the US economic

fate in their hands. Should they suddenly sell all of these bonds, then

economic logic suggests that this would lead to a rise in US interest

rates, throwing US economic planning into turmoil. As Philip Segal

(2003) says, China has the power to ‘crash the US government bond

market’.

But as Segal goes on to point out, while China might have the

ability to cause a crash, a crash in the US would have a devastating

impact on Chinese economic growth. With export growth the main

engine of overall growth, and exports to the US a significant propor-

tion of this growth, then triggering higher interest rates and currency

realignment in the US and the rest of the developed world would have

a disastrous impact on China’s own economic fortunes. The theoret-

ical power that is in the hands of Chinese financial elites remains

largely constrained by domestic political considerations. Furthermore,

Yu Yongding (2006) argues that such high foreign currency reserves

not only act as a massive Chinese subsidy to the US every year, but

also make it difficult for the Chinese government to control its own

monetary policy. 
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Perhaps more important in terms of power over international finances

is the Chinese government’s ability to divert financial resources away

from other developing states. For Huang (2003), the amount of FDI that

has flooded into China should not be taken as a sign of Chinese power,

but rather a sign of weakness reflecting the inability of domestic institu-

tions to ration and distribute finances rationally for all the reasons which

are outlined in Chapter 2 of this book. The focus here is not so much on

the internal factors that Huang has dealt with in detail, but rather the

extent to which the type of policies deployed to attract investment 

that were outlined in Chapter 3 translate into power over finance and

production.

One of the oft used characteristics of a hegemon is dominance in a

leading technological or economic sector. Hale and Hale (2003) have

argued that China is ‘leading the way’ in key economic sectors, most

notably textiles and more recently computer related equipment. But as

the analysis in Chapter 4 suggests, and as Hale and Hale acknowledge,

China’s rise is very much dependent on external factors. The Chinese

economy remains largely dependent on external demand and external

supply of investment capital. If we think of those sectors where the

‘Made in China’ stamp is now commonplace throughout the world,

then it is largely corporate decisions driven by understandings of

market behaviour in core economies that have propelled Chinese

exports. 

China’s export growth: who gets what?

The low level of value added in foreign invested export enterprises

(briefly noted in the previous chapter) is the starting point for thinking

about who benefits most from China’s export growth, and what this

means for understanding of Chinese productive power. 1998 was the

first year that the value of exports from FIEs actually surpassed the

value of their imports – though this is a very rough indicator as it

includes all imports, not just those used to produce exports. Since

then, imports as a percentage of exports found a level of sorts in the

high 80s. For example, in 2005, the value of FIE imports was 87.2 per

cent of the value of exports accounting for 58.5 per cent of total

Chinese trade – and notably, both increased faster than the growth on

‘domestic’ imports and exports.8 Imported components remain partic-

ularly important in hi-tech industries, which are the fastest growing

export sectors with a particularly striking growth of FDI in computer

related manufacturing for export. Only three of the top 20 FIE

exporters are not in electronic related manufacturing. Although more
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of the supply chain is being located within China, the overwhelming

majority of foreign producers in China continue to source their hi-tech

components overseas – primarily from South East Asia, Taiwan and

Japan but also from the US. For CMEs trying to attract contracts,

emphasising the ability to produce at low cost in China is important;

but so too is emphasising the ability to source high quality and reliable

components from outside China. In addition, Lemoine and Unal-

Kesenci (2004) note that the increased use of local content in FIEs is

largely explained by FIEs sourcing from other FIEs in China rather than

from domestically owned companies. They are trading more with each

other than they are with the domestic economy.

The high value of import costs can partly be explained by transfer

pricing. Despite considerable liberalisation, many foreign companies

still face problems in repatriating profits made in China due to incom-

plete currency convertibility and the imposition of myriad ad hoc

charges on the profits of FIEs. Furthermore, foreign investors would

prefer to locate their profits in more fiscally advantageous localities – as

one investor in the textile industry put it ‘I don’t want to make my

profits in China – I want to make them in Hong Kong’.9 Thus, many

investors locate as much of their profits as possible in operations

outside China by overcharging for imported components supplied by

factories in other countries, usually routed through Hong Kong:

there’s no incentive for these exporting enterprises to leave any

profit inside China. That means multinational corporations will buy

from their Chinese factories at a price just enough to cover the cost

and have all the profits assigned to their distribution companies

elsewhere that have a much lower income-tax rate (CD 2004)

There is considerable concern within China at the loss of fiscal

income through transfer pricing. Since the publication of the first com-

prehensive set of laws governing transfer pricing in 1998 (Circular 59),

responsibility for investigating cases falls largely in the hands of the

Anti-Tax Avoidance Division of the State Administration of Taxation.

A further set of regulations was issued in 2004 (Circular 70), not so

much because the original regulations were ineffective, but more

because they had not widely been enforced. This was partly because of

the low level of resources available – less than 3,000 personnel for the

whole of the country dedicated to investigating tax avoidance issues,

with the real job of on the ground supervision left to local tax bureau

(Shu Wei 2004a). It is also partly because of lack of enforcement at this
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local level, where local authorities frequently decided to ignore the

legal position so as not to discourage existing and potential investors

(Shu Wei 2004b). As a result, further regulations issued in 2004

(Circular 143) moved the responsibility for investigating transfer

pricing up from the county level to city level organisations (Shu Wei,

2004c). Nevertheless, whilst this has moved the chain of command

higher, enforcement of government regulations is still largely depen-

dent on local officials who do not have a particularly good track record

in fully implementing central regulations across a wide range of policy

issues.

Even taking transfer pricing into account, it is still a reality that

much of China’s export growth is driven not only by external demand

and external supply of finances, but also by external supply of com-

ponents and materials. It is also a reality that FIEs and those domesti-

cally invested companies producing for foreign buyers (and of course,

Chinese workers) get remarkably little of the final price of the finished

good. Jin Bei’s (1997) research team found that in the mid 1990s, only

three to four per cent of the retail value of shirts produced for Pierre

Cardin went to the Chinese manufacturer in contract fees. A decade

later, a People’s Daily (2005c) report suggested that for each dollar paid

for Chinese made designer clothes in the US, on average the Chinese

manufacturers receive a mere 10 cents. Moreover, while average wages

are increasing in China, there is evidence to suggest that the purchas-

ing power of large companies like Wal-Mart combined with over-

supply in China are actually driving down costs in some factories (and

forcing some Chinese managers to break labour laws to produce on

time and at price).10 Fuller (2006) reports that the average profit margin

for Chinese shoe and apparel producers has dropped from 10 per cent

of their sell on price to about five per cent over the decade to 2006.

The fact that most of the benefits of FIE exports lie outside China is

not lost on the Chinese leadership – particularly at times of increased

tension with foreign partners over the size and implications of

China’s trade surplus. In 1997, the State Council (1997) produced a

White Paper ‘On Sino-US Trade Balance’ using the example of Barbie

Dolls to explain how the US deficit with China was really a deficit

with region.11 It is also an excellent example of how US based com-

panies play a key role in promoting regional economic integration,

and the extent to which the US trade deficit with China is in part at

least generated by US companies.

At the time, individual Barbie dolls retailed in the US at around

US$10 each, even though the unit import cost of each was a mere
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US$2. Trade figures thus showed a US$2 export from China to the US

(and a US$2 trade deficit with China). However, the raw materials for

the plastics were imported into Taiwan from the Middle East, and the

hair similarly exported to Taiwan from Japan. The goods were semi-

finished in Taiwan, and only then exported to China by the Taiwanese

sub-contractor for the final stages of production. The real value to the

Chinese economy was a mere 35 cents, with the remainder of the 

US$2 either already accounted for in production costs outside China

(65 cents) or in transportation costs (US$1).

Jin Bei (1997) argues that these goods should not be considered to 

be Chinese exports produced by ‘the national industry’ but ‘para-

domestically manufactured goods’ that should be labelled and

accounted in a different manner from real Chinese exports. Bilateral

trade figures that only look at one stage of the relationship only show

one part of a much longer chain of relations. For example, there was a

sharp increase in investment from South Korea in 2003 which resulted

in China accounting for roughly half of all Korean FDI (almost all of it

in manufacturing industries). It also resulted in a 50 per cent increase

in South Korean exports to China, surpassing the USA as South Korea’s

biggest trade partner for the first time (Brooke 2004). The rise in

exports was partly a result of increased steel demand in China, but it

was primarily a direct consequence of the growth of Korean investors

sourcing their supplies from domestic Korean companies. 

So these Korean exports to China along with exports from elsewhere

in the region are largely disguised exports to Japan, the EU, and the US

(where most of the finally assembled goods end up). Conversely, the

US trade deficit with China is largely a disguised deficit with the region

as a whole, and not just with China. Ross (1997: 48) noted that while

the US trade deficit with China had increased between 1988 and 1997,

the overall US deficit with Asia as a whole had not grown consider-

ably.12 What we see instead is China acting as the manufacturing

conduit through which the regional deficit is processed (Hale and Hale

2003). 

For Takashi, Hirofumi and Rüffer (2002: 3), ‘Japanese exports to East

Asia ‘cause’ significant inter-regional trade and ultimately exports to the

US by East Asia’. As the Barbie example shows, so too have US com-

panies generated inter-regional trade within East Asia in the supply

chain, and ultimately Chinese exports to the US. So the loss of some of

the manufacturing jobs in the US and some of the growing trade deficit

with China is down to US companies. How much is not clear. The

Chinese Foreign Minister, Li Zhaoxing (2003) suggested that ‘more than
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half of the Chinese exports to the US are produced by foreign-funded

enterprises in China, mostly US companies’. Wal-Mart alone imports 

10 per cent of all Chinese imports to the US – equivalent in country

terms to being China’s fifth biggest export market.13 But this does not

include the forms of indirect investment through CMEs and intermedi-

aries in Hong Kong and Taiwan outlined in the previous chapter, so 

the importance of the investment and production decisions of US 

companies in generating Chinese exports to the US will be even greater.

Nor do these figures include those domestically Chinese-funded

enterprises that produce for single buyers – and in many ways rightly

so. But in choosing to buy from China, rather than from domestic 

producers or from existing suppliers elsewhere, it is in the corporate

strategy of major US companies that we find at least part of the reason

for the growth of Chinese exports. It also leads us back to the question

of who benefits most. One of the points of Li Zhaoxing’s (2003) speech

was that US consumers benefit hugely from the growth of Chinese

exports in the form of continued low prices, and often lower in actual

rather than just real prices compared to five years before. According to

Morgan Stanley, buying US rather than Chinese made goods in 2005

would have increased prices by 0.5 per cent in 2005, and buying

Chinese had saved US consumers US$600 billion in the preceding

decade – more than China had received in FDI over the same period.14

But Li’s main emphasis was on the benefits accruing to not just the

brand-owning producers, but to wholesalers, retailers, advertisers and

so on that keep 90 per cent of the cost of designer clothes made in

China (see also Fuller 2006).

National level analyses and globalised realities 

Perhaps the first thing we should do in light of the discussion above

is to return to the conclusion from the previous chapter and re-

emphasise how problematic it is to draw political conclusions from

bilateral investment and trade figures. Bilateral figures simply do not

and cannot tell us anything about the realities of complex chains of

relationships that characterise production in many sectors today.

National level perspectives are also problematic in thinking of who

gains (and who gains most). Competition from China is really result-

ing in job losses in the US, but it is often US companies that are

reaping the rewards of China’s growth through lower costs and

increased profits, US consumers that benefit through lower costs, and

share holders (including those with pension funds) in the west who

benefit from increased corporate profitability. 
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The above section has focused on trade with and investment from

the US. This is partly because of the importance of the US as an eco-

nomic partner for China, but mainly because this is where most of the

debate actually takes place. Nevertheless, the same comments could be

made of China’s investment and trade relations with other countries

and regions. It is notable that when China’s textile export quota with

the EU for 2005 was met before half of the year was out, major retailers

facing the possibility of empty shelves or more expensive replacements

were at the fore of pressure to come to a quick agreement. Like their US

counterparts, many Japanese workers have lost their jobs as Japanese

companies increase profits by moving production (particularly in the

textiles and apparel industries) to China. Many companies in Hong

Kong and Taiwan have found new niches as intermediaries between

China and the global economy whilst political leaders express concern

about their economies becoming hollowed out and their increasing

dependence on China (discussed in more detail below). Focusing on

the nation state as the unit of analysis when it comes to considering

competition, who wins and who loses, misses the point that it depends

on which groups you are looking at within individual nation states.

The concept of China being the regional ‘engine of growth’ has

become all but a mantra in analyses of East Asia. But China is not the

engine of growth. It is a platform for production, but the real engine(s)

are elsewhere. Investment into China and trade with China is driven

by demand in Japan, Europe and most importantly, the US. While

deliberations in China over whether or not to raise interest rates are

important for regional investors and traders, what the Federal Reserve

does in the US is ultimately more important in terms of regional trade

and investment flows. 

Globalised production, states and markets 

So in many respects, economic power lies in the hands of non state

actors in de-territorialised transnational production networks. But they

do not act in isolation from political authorities, and Chinese state

actors clearly had a crucial role in creating an economic environment

that attracts such investment, often at the expense of other regional

economies. It is not a matter of asking whether states or markets have

power, but how they interact with each other. 

If we think in terms of the state as a unitary actor rationally pursuing

the national interest in a game of mercantilist competition, then it is

difficult to reconcile an understanding of state power with notions of

power located in transnational production networks. But if we think of
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the state as representing a sub-set of interests in the domestic sphere –

either from a liberal or neo-Gramscian perspective – then the connec-

tion is much easier to make. Neoliberalism – as promoted by purposive

state actors and international organisations – does not just exist in a

political void. It is predicated on political and ideological preferences

and, if not promoted by, certainly facilitated by the decisions of gov-

ernments and international organisations (which also represent a

subset of interests at the global level).

National and local governments across the world have implemented

numerous policy initiatives to facilitate increased transnational eco-

nomic relationships that have created the environment within which

non-state actors can manoeuvre. For example, while Susan Strange

(1996: 44–5) asserted that transnational corporations (TNCs) were key

actors in the promotion of globalised production, she argued that:

this has not happened entirely by accident. The shift from state

authority to market authority has been in large part the result of

state policies. It was not that the TNCs stole or purloined power

from the government of states. It was handed to them on a plate –

and, moreover, for ‘reasons of state’

Strange went on to argue that even the US government could not

contain the forces that it unleashed, and that even the world’s most

powerful government finds its actions constrained by the actions of

TNCs. But this should not obscure the fact that the original liberalisa-

tion of the economic structure was based on political choice and deci-

sions of governments that served the interests of a subset of national

actors. 

Strange’s analysis was largely based on considerations of advanced

industrialised economies, and particularly of the US and the UK. In

this respect, we can perhaps think in terms of state actions that precip-

itated or initiated globalising forces. In the Chinese case, we can think

in terms of recipients of globalising forces. The emphasis on economic

performance as a key basis of legitimacy outline in Chapter 2 placed an

emphasis on rapid capital accumulation. As with many other state

developing countries, the best way of ensuring this rapid capital 

accumulation and economic growth increasingly came to be seen as

insertion into the capitalist global economy. There is an ideational

acceptance, albeit not necessarily explicitly stated, that dependence on

the capitalist global economy is the best or at least the quickest way of

promoting economic growth. 
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Locating parts of the Chinese economy as a low cost manufacturing

site in global production chains might be a strange sort of power – par-

ticularly as it seems to entail the CCP overseeing what it once would

have described as the exploitation of Chinese workers. It is a strategy

that also requires state policies to be adapted to meet the requirements

of largely external non-state economic actors. As such, ‘Chinese’ power

here is shared with – perhaps better to say contingent on – the power

of TNCs in the capitalist global political economy. 

Reconfiguring the East Asian regional economy 

Of all the different policies initiated to attract investment and to

promote Chinese exports, perhaps the most widely debated is gov-

ernment manipulation of comparative exchange rates. As noted in

Chapter 3, post WTO entry, complaints about the maintenance of cur-

rency controls have been a key source of Sino-US trade friction. But

debates over the significance of currency manipulation far predates

WTO entry, and for some observers the 1994 devaluation of the RMB

was a pivotal moment in the reorganisation of the East Asian regional

economy. For example, Makin (1997) and Bergsten (1997) both argue

that it was the starting point for economic problems in many regional

states that resulted in the financial crises. Devaluation made exporting

from China so attractive that labour intensive production moved to

China resulting in the ASEAN states losing out in the key US and

Japanese export markets (Holst and Weiss 2004: 1256). 

This is a contested analysis with Fernald, Edison and Loungani

(1998: 2–3) and Wu et al (2002) finding no statistical evidence to

support the case. But focusing on the region as a whole or even indi-

vidual countries might be misguided. The Japan External Trade Organ-

isation has disaggregated overall figures and analysed individual

products. And these figures show that on a good by good basis, the rise

in exports from China to the US and Japan of each commodity corre-

sponds with a decline in exports of the same goods to the same

markets from Malaysia, Thailand, Indonesia and the Philippines prior

to 1997 (Hughes 1999). 

China may not have caused the crisis, but the actions of Chinese

elites certainly created a changed economic environment that other

regional states had to (and perhaps failed to) respond to. In terms of

Chinese power, perhaps the clearest and most immediate consequence

of the way in which globalising state bureaucrats (Sklair 1995) have

inserted China into the global economy is the reconfiguration of the
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regional economy. As in Latin America and Africa, there is some con-

cern in the region that Chinese producer will gain a foothold in the

region, undercutting domestic producers and potentially destroying

some domestic sectors (Voon 1998). However, the biggest concerns

relate to competition for investment to produce exports, and the idea

that what once might have gone to Malaysia or Thailand or Indonesia

is instead going to China, diverting not just finances but also jobs away

from the region (Snitwongse 2003: 38).

China is grabbing much of the new foreign investment in Asia,

leaving its once-glittering neighbors – Thailand, South Korea,

Singapore – with crumbs… Some Asian officials say they fear that

Southeast Asia will be relegated to the role of supplier of food and

raw materials to China in exchange for cheap manufactured goods

(New York Times 2002)15

Much of what has been done in China has been inspired by the prev-

ious success of other regional states in attracting investment and pro-

moting export-based growth. So ironically, those ‘same historical

forces’ that helped generate growth in the region are now threatening

growth in the region (Felker 2003: 255). Late developing states are now

faced with an even later developer with even lower costs eroding their

comparative advantage.

The investment-trade nexus in Asia is not a zero-sum game. However

even those analysts who argue that the China threat to other regional

states is exaggerated accept that what has happened in China has led

to the diversion of investment and therefore trade (Wu et al 2002).

Furthermore, its not just what China has done, but what China might

do. China’s entry into the WTO might have been greeted with opti-

mism by those seeking to access the Chinese market, but was greeted

with concern in the region that this might only further increase the

diversion of investment from Southeast Asia to China (Braunstein and

Epstein 2002: 2).

In reality, the impact of China on the region varies by country, and

by types of economic activity within individual countries. Those who

occupy ‘higher’ levels in the production chain in terms of technology,

finances and services have been the main beneficiaries of China’s rise

(and WTO entry). By contrast, the closer a state’s export profile approx-

imates that of China, the greater the impact of Chinese growth (Kawai

and Bhattasali 2001). Within these countries, workers will suffer in

those areas where China increasingly has a price advantage in the key
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markets of the US, Japan and Europe. The textile and apparel sectors in

the region have been hit hardest by Chinese growth, and are predicted

to continue to suffer in the future (Ianchovichina, Sethaput and Min

2004). The challenge is most severe in the Philippines and Indonesia.

To compound the problem, the jobs under threat in the Philippines are

overwhelmingly in low skill sectors, where the new opportunities

offered by China’s rise require skilled workers, making an easy transi-

tion from one type of employed activity to another highly unlikely

(Ianchovichina, Sethaput and Min 2004: 71). Felker (2003: 280) notes

that the reduction in investment to ASEAN nations between 1996 and

2001 is almost all explained by what happened in Indonesia. Clearly,

domestic issues in Indonesia did much to reduce its attractiveness for

investors, but the concomitant attraction of China also played its part.

Nearly a quarter of Indonesian exports are ‘at risk’ from Chinese com-

petition (Ianchovichina, Sethaput and Min 2004: 69), and again the

transition from competing with China to occupying a different level of

the value chain seems unlikely.

Other regional states have begun to change the domestic economic

structure and become a supplier to China rather than just a competitor.

While Thai exports to the EU, Japan and the US have effectively ‘stag-

nated’ and ‘labor-intensive manufactured exports shrunk’, exports to

China have increased – perhaps most notably of ‘technology-intensive

products’ used in Chinese export oriented industries (World Bank 2003).

Malaysian exports to China are also increasingly dominated by electrical

components, chemicals, machinery parts, and petroleum and Indonesia’s

by processed oil and rubber – all materials or components that are in high

demand in China’s export oriented industries

So the implications of China’s growth in part varies country by

country based on relative levels of development. It also varies on a

sector by sector and class basis. The biggest overall impact might be on

Indonesia and the Philippines, but the jobs lost by workers in Japan,

Hong Kong and South Korea as companies have moved production to

China are just as real. And even where countries lose in aggregate

terms, some companies and individuals have maintained if not

increased market share and profits by moving production to China. 

Of course, the national perspective remains important as it is the

leaders who have to deal with the differential impact on a national

level. The fact that companies in developed Asia are making profits

from producing in China does not alter the fact that the domestic

economy has become ‘hollowed out’, contributing to an economic

recession and growing unemployment (Hornik 2002, Takeo 2002, Song
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Jung-a 2003). While economic concerns loom large in most of the

region, they are combined with political fears in Taiwan, where there is

a real worry that economic dependence on the mainland will increase

China’s ability to force its will on Taiwan in political spheres. In an

attempt to reduce this dependence, in 1993, Taiwan’s economic minis-

ter, Chiang Pin-Kung announced a ‘Go South’ policy to encourage

investors to look at South East Asia rather than China. A similar policy

called ‘No Haste, Be Patient’ was introduced in 1996 in an attempt to

slow the rate of investment on the mainland. Neither of these strate-

gies have had a significant influence on the flow of investment from

Taiwan to the PRC – quite simply because as with Hong Kong and

Japan, producing in China makes more economic sense than either

producing at home, or in other regional states. 

The regional perspective also remains important (it’s just that it

should not be the only level of analysis). What has happened in China

has already fundamentally altered production, investment and trade

patterns in East Asia (even if the power to do this is not all ‘China’s’),

and will continue to do so in the future. The regional dimension is also

important in the form of the formal institutionalised relationship that

China has developed with ASEAN, and the potential for further region

building initiatives in the future. 

China and East Asian regionalism 

The increasingly proactive position towards fostering warmer regional

relations and building functioning regional institutions reflects an

important sea change in Chinese policy. This is partly because of the

increasing emphasis placed on securing economic security outlined in

Chapter 1, and the resulting recognition that working together to

head off potential crises at a regional level is increasingly seen as

being in China’s own self-interest (Fewsmith 1999, Zha Daojiong

1999) – especially if such regional cooperation can mitigate the need

to rely on the US dominated global financial institutions in times of

crisis. In addition, ASEAN is no longer seen as necessarily a danger to

China or Southeast Asia necessarily as an offshoot of US foreign

policy. Shambaugh (2004: 67–8) points to the lack of condemnation

from East Asian states (with the exception of Japan) to the Tiananmen

killings as a key turning point in changing China’s leaders’ percep-

tions. Rather than acting as a regional branch of US foreign policy,

ASEAN as an organisation and individual ASEAN state leaders instead

decided to engage China at a time when international isolation was a

real possibility. 
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Chinese ‘monetary diplomacy’ in the 1990s was also well received,

further cementing the idea that engaging the region could well work to

China’s advantage – not just economically, but in classic realist con-

ceptions of power balancing and the national interest. At worst, the

region might be neutralised as a potential ally of the US hegemon – at

best it might become part of an emerging alternative pole defending or

even promoting a different set of values under Chinese leadership

(Hund 2003, Cheng 2004). Furthermore, Chinese engagement could

act to neutralise the potential of Japanese regional leadership (Desker

2004: 13). At a time when there was considerable discontent in the

region against the terms of bailout conditions from the US dominated

international financial institutions, and a feeling that this was in

someway ‘pay-back time’ for Asia’s previous economic success (Higgott

1998), there was ample space for a Chinese ‘charm offensive’ in

Southeast Asia (Lautard 1999). Actually, simply not doing anything

was enough to garner China significant goodwill. As a result of the

rapid depreciation of many regional currencies, Chinese exports lost

some of the price advantage that had been gained by the 1994 RMB

devaluation sparking fears that China might devalue again and plunge

the rest of the region into a further spiral of financial chaos. Not

devaluing won considerable (and in many respects excessive) praise

and helped promote the idea that China was a responsible economic

actor. Snitwongse (2003: 38) also notes that 

When it set up a bail-out fund and came to the assistance of the

countries, such as Thailand, that were most affected by the 1997

economic crisis, China garnered the lion’s share of appreciation

from those countries – despite the fact that Japan provided them

with significantly more money.

The monetary diplomacy of the late 1990s has been followed up by

further attempts to engage the region. For example, China signed a

‘Declaration on the Conduct of Parties in the South China Sea’ in

2002,16 and joined the ASEAN Treaty of Amity and Co-operation in

Southeast Asia in 2003 while the ‘Peaceful Rise of China’ hypothesis

first aired by Zheng Bijian at the 2003 Bo’ao Forum for Asia provides

the theoretical justification of the continued charm offensive. China

has shown that it is not only a force for peace and stability in the

region, but the region as a whole can also benefit from the economic

spillovers of Chinese growth. Far from being the threat to regional eco-

nomic stability that some argued China’s rise had already become in
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1997, China’s rise is the guarantee of regional economic stability and

development: 

China’s Peaceful Rise will further open its economy so that its popu-

lation can serve as a growing market for the rest of the world, thus

providing increased opportunities for – rather than posing a threat

to – the international community (Zheng Bijian 2005: 24)

China’s peaceful rise will benefit the world, but the rest of the region

will benefit most (Ahn 2004).

A former Chinese diplomat in the region argues that increasing will-

ingness to promote region wide bodies reflects China’s transition to

becoming a ‘normal’ state – a state that pursues its interests through

dialogue and cooperation based on accepted norms, rather than

through unilateral action based on a rejection of such norms. Others

prefer to talk in terms of China deploying its ‘soft power’ to ensure

regional dominance at the expense of the US and Japan (Nye 2005,

Kurlantzick 2006). As ‘normal states’ also exercise ‘soft power the two

are not necessarily contradictory understandings, but while the former

suggests a peaceful future, the latter carries (implicit at least) warnings

of new challenges to come. 

Although Kurlantzick (2006: 5) argues that the ‘ASEAN-China free

trade agreement, [is] possible only because of the appeal of China as an

economic model’, the real explanation seems to lie elsewhere. Ramo

(2004) argues that China’s leaders don’t really need to try to persuade –

China’s sheer size and rapid growth simply means that others have no

choice but to fall in line with their policy preferences. Heartfield (2005:

197) similarly uses a ‘self-interested’ argument suggesting that China’s

rise has been ‘widely welcomed’ because it has at least taken the sting

out of the regional impact of recession in Japan. Shambaugh (2004/5:

76) adds a little liberal theory to this pragmatism by claiming that the

best way of dealing with China ‘is to entangle the dragon in as many

ways as possible’. 

Even though there is disagreement over why the relationship is

developing, there is a growing consensus that a closer relationship

with China is all but an inevitable component of ASEANs future. This

shared conception of the integrated nature of the East Asian

economy is reflected in the already increasingly institutionalised

nature of relations within the East Asian region of production. For

example, ASEAN Plus Three (APT) meetings have created a formal

process through which China joins with Japan and South Korea in
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dialogue and consultation with ASEAN. China is also a participant in

the Chiang Mai Initiative which allows signatory states to borrow US

dollars from other members’ reserves to buy their own currency in

the event of 1997 style speculative attacks.

China has embraced moves beyond financial regionalism towards

trade based regionalism in the proposals to create an ASEAN-China

Free Trade Area (ACFTA). First proposed at the Manila summit in 1999,

the ACFTA initiative took on a new impetus with the signing of the

Framework Agreement on ASEAN-China Comprehensive Economic

Cooperation at the Eighth ASEAN Summit Meeting in Cambodia in

2002. ACFTA is conceived as a dual speed process, with initial common

tariff reduction to be completed by 2006, and a full free trade area in

place by 2013, intended to act as a spur to intra-regional investment

and to increase access to the Chinese market for ASEAN producers –

though the other side of the same coin is a fear that it might also lead

to a new influx of Chinese imports.

The focus on China perhaps underestimates the residual significance of

Japan as both a regional actor and a determinant of future developments

in regional institutions and organisations (Stubbs 2002, Hennock 2001).

Neither should we forget the importance of extra-regional economies in

facilitating economic integration in East Asia, suggesting that regional

elites will have to take the opinions of elites in the US and elsewhere very

seriously if they move towards a more formal regional grouping. But this

short discussion of China’s engagement with Southeast Asia (and vice

versa) nevertheless points to a growing self-awareness within China of

China’s importance to the region. Notwithstanding the argument that

Chinese power is still overstated, and the danger of overlooking the

power of TNCs and other extra regional actors in promoting Chinese

growth, it also reflects the recognition in Southeast Asia that:

China still looms very large over Asia, and is a global economic

force to be reckoned with. ASEAN will have to engage China both as

a competitor and a partner – an intricate relationship that has to be

managed prudently (Wu et al 2002: 110).
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6
The Domestic Context: Stretching
the Social Fabric?

China’s insertion into the global economy has brought a tremendous

transformation to the domestic economy. Annual average growth rates

of around 8 per cent would have been unattainable without the FDI-

trade linkage, it has created jobs, and those areas engaged in export

production have the highest per capita GNP rates. It may be true that

imported components are still a major part of foreign invested exports,

but nevertheless, FDI has upgraded skills, raised factor productivity,

increased technology transfer and encouraged reform of domestic

Chinese industries (Houde and Lee 2000). In this light, it’s perhaps not

surprising that the word ‘miracle’ has frequently followed the words

‘Chinese economic’ in numerous press reports and commentaries in

recent years. 

But as noted in Chapter 1, the vision of a vibrant economy with

miraculous growth sits uneasily with many of those who study the

domestic situation in China – not least researchers and policy analysts

within China itself. Whilst acknowledging that economic reform and

participation in the global economy has raised the living standards of

millions of Chinese, there is a strand of literature that points to the

many economic problems that still need to be resolved. For example,

Fan Gang (2002: 3), one of the best known Chinese economists outside

China notes that: 

One of the characteristics of China, then, is that there is a plurality of

problems. China is both a developing country and a transitional

economy and the problems of both categories are interwoven and

mutually restricting, making them very complicated. All this, together

with a population of 1.3 billion and a vast territory, has easily made

China no. 1 in the world in terms of bad debts, unemployment, the
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number of laidoff workers, and probably also the income gap problem

– one of the worst, if not the worst, in the world. As one comes to

realize the difficulty of China’s problems, it becomes evident that

they cannot be solved in a short period of time

At the heart of Fan Gang’s analysis is the concept of a double transi-

tion – the fact that the industrial revolution and the transition from a

largely rural-agricultural economy is occurring not so much alongside,

but as a key part of, the transition from a socialist state-planned and

owned economy. Or perhaps put another way, it is not just that the

largely rural-agricultural base of the economy is changing, but that the

old urban-industrial economy is also changing – is being ‘unmade’ – to

allow that transition to occur. Furthermore, the creation of a capitalist

market economy is occurring at a more rapid pace than was the case in

either Europe or America, and on a scale that has never been seen

before.1 Take the economic dislocations associated with the transition

from socialism in the former Soviet Union and Eastern Europe; add

them to (or perhaps multiply them by) the economic dislocations asso-

ciated with urbanisation and the industrial revolution in, for example,

Great Britain; multiply them by a factor that takes into account the

size of China (in more than one way) and it is not surprising that

reform has generated economic and social dislocations that will not be

easily resolved. 

That China has many problems, then, and that they are not swiftly

resolvable is something that should not surprise us. As the extent of

these problems is already well known for students of domestic Chinese

politics, economics and society, I did consider whether there was any

point in repeating them here. This uncertainty was compounded by

Zheng Shiping’s (2003: 51) warning that:

Laundry-listing many dangers that the Chinese regime is facing

without spelling out how these dangers might be turned into oppor-

tunities gives the mistaken impression that the current regime in

China is nearing collapse. Given so many serious crises, however,

one needs to wonder why it hasn’t collapsed already

and Guo Baogang’s (2003: 2) assertion that such a focus on the nega-

tives ‘underestimates the ability of the regime to stay in power, and the

ability of the CCP to adapt to the changing political environment’.

All that is written below should be read with these words of caution in

mind. Nevertheless, I think it is important to acknowledge the extent of
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economic, social and political problems in this chapter for four main

reasons. First, as noted in the introduction, outside the Chinese studies

community the extent of these problems is not particularly well known.

Even though there are accounts of these dislocations in the media, the

dominant discourse – supported by many policy related publications – is

of China’s success, often in the context of thinking what this Chinese

success means for the rest of the world. With the possible exception of

China’s environmental crisis, suggesting that China has problems and

that the social and political order might not be wholly stable can still

generate surprise amongst a non-specialist audience. Or perhaps more

correctly, when prompted to think about the negative consequences of

reform, they might not be a great surprise – but the prompting has to be

made to overcome the default position. 

Second, the literature that posits China’s inevitable rise to global

domination usually either simply ignores the domestic situation, or

assumes a continued linear smooth progression to increased wealth

built on (and in turn facilitating) continued political stability. Quite

simply, I suggest that such an approach is flawed – and possibly in

some cases, the domestic challenges in China are ignored as analysing

them might lead to conclusions that do not support the preferred

‘China threat’ hypothesis.2 In order to gain a more realistic and bal-

anced understanding of China’s place in the global political economy

today and potentially tomorrow, we need to put the ontological sepa-

ration of the domestic from the international aside, and at the very

least consider those domestic factors that might shape China’s global

future. 

The third reason for emphasising the negatives is because acknow-

ledging the extent of the problems and seeking ways of dealing with

them are an important part of both political discourse and policy

within China itself. From the start of the reform process, considera-

tions of (in)equity have always impacted on government policy, on

intellectual evaluations of policy, and on mass responses to policy.

Indeed, an argument can be made for explaining the 1989 demonstra-

tions in Tiananmen Square as originally inspired more by disenchant-

ment with the inequities of reform than by a real desire for democracy.

But while concern with and research on the impact of inequality in

particular remained important throughout the 1990s, its fair to say

that the Hu Jintao-Wen Jiabao leadership has given a much higher

profile to China’s social and economic ills than their immediate prede-

cessors, which has re-invigorated debates over the nature and efficacy

of Chinese neo-liberalism. 
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Domestic debates and concerns bring us to the final reason. Whilst

there may be members of the CCP who are concerned about inequality

because they care about the people who are losing out, there is also

concern that continued party rule might come to be challenged. Zheng

Shiping (2003) and Guo Baogang (2003) might be right when they

argue that the party is not about to lose control any time soon – but

given the emphasis that the party has placed on what might happen if

these problems are not resolved, we at least should focus on what

strategies the party feels it needs to deploy to offset this threat.

Crucially, we should also consider the extent to which these challenges

in many respects reflect the party adapting to the changing class basis

of its rule that was discussed in Chapter 1. As such, whilst this chapter

does include something of a ‘laundry list’, its emphasis is on the frag-

mentation of Chinese society, and what this fragmentation means –

what it means in terms of specific remedial policies, in terms of the

force of ideas and ideologies that underpin these policies, and in terms

of the basic building blocks of party rule in China. As established in

the introduction, in attempting to rethink some of the dominant

understandings of China in the populist international relations litera-

ture, this book at times tends to emphasise the negative consequences

of reform that this literature sometimes overlooks. This tendency to

accentuate the negative is strongest in this chapter, which should be

read with this in mind.

Two final paragraphs of context setting are necessary here. Given that

the focus of this study is on China and the global political economy, it

would be valid to ask to what extent these challenges have an external

dimension rather than simply resulting from domestic change; put

another way, where is the global in all of this? The answer is partly that

whatever the causes of these problems, their existence is important if

they make us rethink some of the basic assumptions of at least some

assessments/predictions of China’s position in the global order. The

answer is also partly that the external dimension is important in exacer-

bating problems that perhaps have their origins in the domestic realm –

for example, the extent to which the concentration of FDI in China’s

coastal provinces compounds existing regional inequalities. These issues

will be dealt with in detail in the final section of this chapter. 

But the answer is also partly because, as argued in Chapter 1, in

ideational terms at least the separation between the global and the local

is largely a false dichotomy. In particular, the adoption of the ideology

of the market and neoliberalism undermines conceptions of the

national and international as separate spheres. While it is certainly true
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that China has far from a totally ‘free market’ and that neoliberalism is

challenged – both in terms of policy and ideational hegemony – Wang

Hui (2004) argues that neoliberalism has been the main topic of intel-

lectual debate since 1997 for supporters and detractors alike. For Wang

and other ‘New Left’ thinkers, it is not that reform has yet to solve all of

these problems, or even that reform has exacerbated existing problems;

neoliberalism is the cause of the problems. Notwithstanding the dualis-

tic nature of government policy and the dualistic investment regime

outlined in Chapter 3, debates over ideas ensure that attempting to

make a neat separation between the domestic and the international is a

flawed endeavour. 

A laundry list of negatives and challenges 

The political economy of the environment 

In assessing the different negative consequences of reform and poten-

tial challenges to social and political stability, it is difficult to do

much more than scrape the surface of each item on the laundry list.

Each of the different issues considered below is worthy of a single

study in itself – and each has been the subject of (often more than

one) such study. But perhaps of all the different subjects of attention

that will follow, the one that is hardest to deal with in a short space

is the extent of environmental degradation – an issue that is arguably

the single biggest negative consequence of reform and the biggest

challenge to China’s future in the long term (Economy 2004).3 It is

also perhaps China’s biggest challenge to the world. Air and water

born pollution impact on China’s neighbours (predominantly going

eastwards to Korea and Japan, though the poisoning of the Songhua

River in 2005 was an important example of northern flows into

Russia). Whilst very low in per capita terms, in aggregate contribu-

tion of carbon dioxide, greenhouse gases and other emissions, China

comes either first or second in league tables of the world’s worst 

polluters.

Myriad reports from Chinese and international agencies point to a

depressing array of environmental problems – many of which Vaclav

Smil (1993) argued were already irreversible in the early 1990s.

Deforestation; degradation of land; pollution and overuse of water sup-

plies; acid rain; poor and declining air quality; all are acute problems in

China resulting in a similarly large and equally depressing array of

human consequences from declining quality of life to millions of

deaths each year. 
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The causes of China’s environmental problems are myriad. They are

in part a historical legacy of the Maoist conception that mankind could

master nature and harness it for the greater good of China. The defor-

estation and poor land use associated with this revolutionary period

continue in some parts of China today, where residual poverty and the

need to scrape a living off the land can result in an abuse of that land

(and in the long term a decreasing ability to scrape a living off it). State

control and planning also resulted in energy and raw materials being

almost free resources – more correctly, extremely cheap resources –

supplied to enterprises that were more concerned with reaching pro-

duction targets than ensuring environmentally sound consumption.

And while these poverty and planning related causes of environmental

problems persist, they coexist alongside the problems associated with

growth, and increasing consumer culture, increased wealth and the

emerging quasi-capitalist economy.4 

China’s insertion into the global economy has also played its part.

On a positive note, some foreign investors have introduced the best

techniques, philosophies and technologies into their operations in

China. It might be the case that new production is taking place in

China producing new waste and making new demands for resources,

but new green production is better than the alternative. Unfortunately

the alternative is also present in China in the abundance, with some

foreign invested enterprises exhibiting little concern for their environ-

mental impact. Investors from East Asia are most often suspected as

caring least for the environment, and some at least are thought to have

moved to China to avoid increasingly strict (and fully implemented)

environmental regulations elsewhere in the region. Production in

China is heavily energy intensive, using three times the global average

to produce US$1 of GDP; not only more than in the West – around

seven times more energy used to produce the same amount of indus-

trial output – but even more so than other export oriented developing

economies – around twice as much as in Indonesia (Bremner and Carey

2005). Furthermore, around 70 per cent of all energy in China comes

from burning coal, most of it unwashed and therefore not only highly

heat inefficient, but also highly polluting.

It’s important to keep some balance. One of the biggest problems in

terms of energy use and efficiency is the duplication of production dis-

cussed in Chapter 2 and the role of local governments as key determ-

inants of what economic activity is carried out where. Nevertheless,

Chinese companies and FIEs producing exports are in many respects

causing environmental problems in China on behalf of consumers and
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companies elsewhere. The price of the final commodities might be kept

low, but the impact on the global environmental commons is much

worse than if production took place elsewhere (particularly when pro-

duction is transferred from more advanced ‘cleaner’ production sites in

the West). 

Environmental awareness is increasing rapidly. In April 2005, the

central government inaugurated the All China Environment Federa-

tion, and gave it a grant of RMB1.29 million to support its work in pro-

tecting environmental rights – a relatively small sum and far from

enough to carry out the federations work. But is important as ‘it is the

first time that the central government has given financial support to a

project by an non-governmental organization’ (Qin Chuan 2005).

At the time of writing, around a quarter of a million Chinese were

members of nearly 3,000 environmentally related NGOs – 80 per cent

of them under 30 and 90 per cent holding a university degree (Li

Fangchao 2006). 

Although these environmental NGOs are still relatively small in

number, and most of them lack the financial resources and personnel

to meet their own objectives, the environment is one arena where the

CCP is prepared to allow NGOs at least some political presence. And it

is notable that only a fifth of these organisations are formally regis-

tered with the Ministry of Civil Affairs (via a sponsoring organisation),

leaving the vast majority of them operating in (at best) a semi-licit

manner. Crucially, these groups are not opposed to the continuation of

party rule, or challenging the party for political power. The vast major-

ity are very small, and focus on local issues. Rather than being in oppo-

sition to the party, they share the aims and objectives of the central

party leadership, providing a form of surveillance on environmental

issues that local governments cannot be relied on to provide. In this

respect, environmental NGOs are filling a political space at the local

level in alliance with the central leadership to act as a check and

balance on the power of local governments that not only regulate 

the local economy (and often own it in one way or another) but also

exercise effective control over local environmental planning bureaux. 

Environmental problems are also increasingly having negative eco-

nomic consequences (rather than just negative environmental conse-

quences). In 2004, the State Environmental Planning Agency moved to

introduce a ‘green GDP’ to deflate the size of the economy to take into

account the amount of economic activity that had been achieved by

degrading the environment (defined as what was taken out in terms of

water and other resources used and land degraded, and what was put
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in in terms of various forms of pollution). In Shanxi Province, the

single biggest provincial provider of Chinese coal and one of the pilot

provinces for developing the green index, an initial test calculation for

2002 reduced provincial GDP by 44 per cent. Using the same method,

provincial growth for 2002 was reduced from 11.7 to less than one per

cent – and a single per cent growth rate per annum was thought to be

an accurate green deflated figure for much of the previous two decades

(Hu Yong 2005). 

The new index appears to have faced considerable resistance from

some local leaders who feared that their promotion prospects could be

damaged if the index drastically lowered their local economic growth

record (People’s Daily 2004b). It also proved extremely difficult to find a

workable methodology that was acceptable to both the environmental

and statistical agencies, and the Green index appeared to be aban-

doned (at the very least put on hold) in the spring of 2006. But at least

it promoted the message that there are often very severe prices to pay

for maintaining high growth rates, and is a reflection of the higher

profile that the Chinese leadership now gives to environmental issues.

This awareness is to some extent at least a consequence of the recogni-

tion that environmental issues are not simply important in their own

right, but that they are already undermining long term economic

objectives. It’s not just the push for economic growth is environmen-

tally unsustainable, but that it is not economically sustainable either.

Quite apart from resource implications or the increased costs associated

with the above mentioned health problems, continued environmental

degradation is expected to reduce crop yields, reduce (or remove) fish

stocks, corrode equipment and buildings, and exacerbate weather

related crises (flooding and droughts). 

The possibility of environmentally related economic decline is most

urgent for the 100 million in China living just above the Chinese

denominated poverty line. For these people, not just floods and

droughts but also the declining fertility of land and the loss of food and

extra incomes from dead rivers threaten to reverse the transition from

poverty. As is the case across the world, it is the already vulnerable that

face the biggest and most immediate environmental challenges to 

subsistence and existence – which brings us to a brief discussion of the

continuing challenge of reducing poverty in China.

Poverty (and poverty reduction)

As noted in the introduction, trying to interpret statistics in China is

always problematic. The task becomes even more problematic when
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the issue of which exchange rate to use is added to the equation – and

even more problematic still when there are different definitional

benchmarks to judge the different figures against. Trying to work out

how many Chinese still live in poverty in China is a classic case in

point.

Even though the World Bank seems to provide a straightforward

definition of US$1 a day, how much US$1 a day actually is in China

depends on which calculation of the value of the RMB you use. If you

take the World Bank calculation of PPPs, then US$1 a day in 2002

equated to RMB879 per annum. On a pure exchange rate level, US$1 a

day would equate to RMB3,018 and hence generate a much greater

number of rural Chinese living in poverty. But to complicate matters

even further, Chinese figures on rural poverty use a lower income per

capita figure based on a survey of the income needed to achieve a basic

standard of living in 1985 with the original base figure of RMB206

reassessed in light of inflation each year. Keeping 2002 as a base year

for ease of comparison, this Chinese figure was RMB627 or 71 per cent

of the PPP US$1 a day figure, which the ADB (2004: 4) considered to be

‘a very low poverty line compared to international practice and only

represents a basic level of survival’. When the number of rural Chinese

that Chinese statistics consider to be above the poverty line but still

‘poor’ are added to those officially in poverty, the result is close to the

PPP US$1 a day calculation, so perhaps it would be best just to stick

with that!

So the number of rural Chinese living in poverty as defined by the

Chinese authorities has dropped from 250 million in 1978 to around 

25 million in 2006. A further 100 million or so live just above the

poverty line, but are considered to be vulnerable to falling back into

official poverty in the face of floods and/or prolonged droughts, or

through a SARs-like health epidemic (CD 2005) – as happened when

those living in poverty increased in 2003 largely as a result of natural

disasters (Watts 2004). Using PPP US$1 per day calculation, the figure is

closer to 90 million, with one source suggesting as many as 134 million

in 2004,5 and the CIA World Factbook suggesting 150 million in 2005.6

In large parts of the countryside, corrupt excising of taxes and the

imposition of ad hoc fees and charges by local authorities means that

even those above the official poverty line are subsequently brought into

financial hardship (Bernstein and Lu 2003). Liu, Rao and Hsiao (2003)

have also shown that when expenses for medical care are taken off

incomes to provide a closer like with like basis of comparison with

earlier eras, then the percentage of the rural population living in
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poverty rises from 7.6 per cent to 10.6 per cent. To offset these prob-

lems, some analysts use consumption rather than income figures, which

generate even higher figures in the region of 200 million. Notably,

while Reddy and Minoiu (2005) have found a continued downward

trend in poverty defined by income, both the ADB (2004) and Chen

and Ravallion (2004a, 2004b) suggest that poverty reduction by con-

sumption has at best levelled off and possibly even slightly reversed

since the late 1990s.

But even though the specifics change depending on which figures

you use,7 the basic message remains the same. Economic reform has

increased rural incomes pulling many millions out of poverty. Even if

we take the higher US$1 a day figure for those still living in poverty,

the decline from around 250 million in 1993 to less than 100 million

today (with most of this reduction occurring between 1993 and 1996)

is both dramatic and impressive. Nevertheless, the task is far from

complete with around 10 per cent of the rural population very poor

with a further 10 per cent vulnerable to sliding back into poverty. 

The message also seems to be that urban poverty is on the increase –

although it is even more difficult to reach consensus on the figures as

there is no accepted Chinese definition of what the urban poverty line

actually is. Individual municipalities set their own benchmark where

Minimum Living Standard Scheme benefit payments kick in, and these

vary significantly with poorer cities setting lower thresholds; for

example, ‘in 2000, Beijing’s benefit line was 3,360 yuan per capita per

annum whereas Chongqing set its line at 2,028 yuan’. (ADB 2004:

4–5). Around 7 per cent of the urban population (c.22 million people)

qualify for these payments (ADB 2004: 4), but as almost all migrant

workers are not currently eligible, this is only a very rough indicator.

Regulations have been brought in to extend coverage to migrant

workers, but according to a 2006 government survey published on

Labour Day, these are almost never actually implemented by local gov-

ernments (People’s Daily 2006a). Solinger (2005: 3) started with an

internal investigation on poverty, added on official estimates of the

number of poor migrants in the towns and cities, and came up with a

figure of 70 million urban poor and growing. 

The number of migrants in the urban poor suggests that rural poverty

has in some cases become urban poverty. While the growth of TVEs

soaked up much of the surplus labour released from agricultural produc-

tion in the 1980s, employment growth in TVEs slowed drastically in the

second half of the 1990s (Johnson 1999, Jiang 2000) going into a ‘clear
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tailspin’ in 1997 (Wang Hui 2004: 47). It is widely accepted that around

120 million rural workers are without work for most of the year, though

a figure of nearer 200 million has been mentioned in private in inter-

views. One of the more notable consequences of this increased rural

unemployment is the growth in migration – both state sanctioned and

supported, and illegal. Not surprisingly, China’s poorest provinces are

the major sources of migrant workers.8 Neither is it surprising that

many have made their way to the cities in search of jobs – rural unem-

ployment is now very definitely an urban issue. 

The growth of unemployment

Urban poverty is also increasing as a result of the transition from state

planning and ownership towards a more market efficient basis for 

economic activity. The official urban unemployment rate has typically

remained around four per cent. But there is a difference between dif-

ferent types of people who are not working in Chinese statistics.

Although the Chinese authorities are moving to unify calculations of

unemployed (shi ye) and laid off (xia gang) workers, most Chinese

unemployment statistics will not count those that are laid off – and

workers can be laid off for up to three years before they count as

officially unemployed. While urban unemployment increased by about

8 per cent per annum in the 1990s, the number of laid off workers

increased by around 40 per cent a year. Two thirds of these laid off

workers were from SOEs – and, as with all things in contemporary

China, there are large geographic variations. In essence, the old indus-

trial bases have both the highest levels of unemployment and the

highest levels of laid off workers – 14.2 per cent of the pay-roll in

Liaoning, 13.8 per cent in Heilongjiang, 11.2 per cent in Hunan and so

on.9

In addition, the officially ‘unemployed’ does not include men over

the age of 50 and women over 45 or those who have migrated to the

cities and are thus not registered as formally urban dwellers. Indeed,

the statistics are so unreliable that Solinger (2001) suggests that it is

impossible to come to an accurate figure for urban unemployment in

China. So we can only make an educated guess, and based on calcula-

tions made by Hu Angang at the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences,

John Giles’ work on unemployment data,10 and interviews with

officials and academics, a figure of 15 per cent is towards the top end 

of estimates, but not a totally unrealistic assessment of the urban 

situation. Wolf et al (2003) factored in migrant workers, workers in
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enterprises that have stopped production but have not yet been for-

mally laid off and the rural unemployed and came up with an unem-

ployment figure of 23 per cent in 1999, with 16 per cent of the urban

workforce and one in four of the rural workforce effectively unem-

ployed under various different terms. Chen An (2002: 58) uses a similar

wide definition of unemployment to reach a ‘staggering’ figure of 

27.8 per cent in 2000. 

To make matters worse, China has yet to make the full transition

from the workplace delivered welfare of the socialist system to other

forms of welfare delivery. And for Ding Kang (2004) the establishment

of an effective welfare system has become more important as a result of

WTO entry. This understanding was reflected in the forward to the

2004 White Paper on Social Security, which noted that:

To establish and improve a social security system corresponding to

the level of economic development is a logical requirement for co-

ordinated economic and social development. It is also an important

guarantee for the social stability and the long-term political stability

of a country (State Council 2004)

But as the White Paper also noted:

China is the biggest developing country with a large population in

the world, and its economic base is weak and the development

between regions and between town and country is unbalanced.

Establishing a sound social security system in China is an extremely

arduous task

This ‘arduous task’ began with a number of local experiments with

unemployment benefits first introduced in 1986. From the outset, the

reforms displayed a massive ‘urban bias’ (Duckett 2003) with a primary

goal of preventing social instability in industrial centres. For example,

in 1998 the government introduced the ‘three guarantees’ of a basic

level of subsistence – but only for those laid off from SOEs and urban

residents. Even those in the urban sector covered by the system can

only claim benefits for a maximum of two years if they have been

paying premiums for at least ten years,11 but this limited support is

better than the absence of government support that is the reality 

for the majority of the Chinese population. Similarly, medical and 

old age insurance is limited to 109 and 155 million people respectively

in urban areas. 
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As we shall see in the last section of this chapter, the Hu-Wen leader-

ship have placed a greater emphasis on rural poverty, and more money

is being spent on the countryside. Experiments in extending social

security in rural areas have also been extended – but even by the best

estimates, only cover about a tenth of the rural population. Nor does it

typically cover those in the collective sector (Duckett 2004: 170), or

migrant workers (though reforms announced in 2005 promise to bring

migrant workers under the social security umbrella in the near future). 

Corruption

The above examples point to the costs of reform and those who have

felt the main brunt of these losses. As will be discussed in more detail

below, China’s leaders take the possibility of these losers challenging

party rule very seriously. They are also aware that discontent might

also emerge as a result of the popular perception that party members

have been the main beneficiaries of reform, and the apparently

endemic state of corruption in contemporary China. As Chen An

(2003: 148) puts it:

from the populace’s viewpoint the widening income gap among

social classes has resulted less from market mechanisms and more

from the two related factors, namely political corruption and the

prevalence of business cheating. Economic ‘upstarts’ have acquired

their wealth through collusion with corrupt bureaucratic power or

have taken advantage of market chaos to practice illegal or immoral

businesses with impunity

Identifying the extent of the problem is hugely problematic as we

only have the data that the Chinese authorities release, and this data is

only based on the cases that they have uncovered. In money terms, the

US-China Security Review Commission (2002) argued that China has

‘the largest dollar amount of corruption of any other country in the

world’.12 Jiang Zemin gave an indication of the size of the problem

when he announced that up to 20 per cent of the official budget was

going missing every year as a result of corruption in 2000, while the

National Audit Association calculate that a tenth of the government’s

specific poverty alleviation spending ‘goes missing’ (Watts 2004). Hu

Angang’s (2002: 44) forensic investigation found that the economic

losses caused by corruption averaged nearly 15 per cent of GDP from

1999 to 2001. Hu identified 10 major causes of such financial loss:

bribery; falsifying invoices; evasion of customs duties: illegal charges
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levied by monopoly industries: tax evasion (by faking losses to avoid

liabilities); embezzlement of public investment; illegal capital flight;

the sort of insider privatisation discussed in Chapter 2; arbitrary and ad

hoc fees charged by public institutions; and what he terms ‘corruption

in financial industry’ (Hu Angang 2002). 

In terms of the people involved, Zheng Shiping (2003: 51–2) notes

that:

During a 15-year period from 1987 to 2002, the CCP disciplinary

commissions and the state supervision agencies had investigated a

total of 2.42 million cases of corruption and other forms of discipli-

nary violation. Among those who were penalized, 64,996 were

officials at the level of county magistrate/division chief; 5,452 at the

level of prefecture commissioner/bureau chief; and 286 at the level

of provincial governor/central minister.

In 2003, official figures showed that 130,000 cases of corruption had

been investigated involving the misuse or embezzlement of US$8 billion

worth of funds. But as Hu Angang (2000) argues that only one in every

five of corrupt officials at the county level or below ever get caught, this

is probably just the tip of a very large iceberg.

The Chinese authorities are well aware of the issue and the potential

consequences of allowing corruption to continue unchecked. In 1997,

Jiang Zemin was reported as saying that corruption will ‘bury the party,

the regime and the modernization program if it is left unchecked’

(Zheng Shiping 1997: 5). Despite targeting corruption as a key task of

the party and the government, six years later in his final speech as

Communist Party leader at the 16th Party Congress in November 2002,

Jiang Zemin was still making startlingly similar comments:

To combat and prevent corruption resolutely is a major political

task of the whole Party. If we do not crack down on corruption, the

flesh-and-blood ties between the Party and the people will suffer a

lot and the Party will be in danger of losing its ruling position, or

possibly heading for self-destruction

Yet despite the fact that fighting corruption has been on the top (or

near the top) of the list of work to do in every government work report

for over a decade, there are few signs that the situation is improving. 

The persistence of corruption is sometimes explained in cultural

terms – indeed, it is difficult to go far into any writing on how to do
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business in China without coming across the concept of guanxi. Often

simply translated as ‘relationships’, guanxi more correctly refers to

informal relationships between individuals that result in the distribu-

tion of rewards and resources. Based on a conception of reciprocity and

obligation between individuals that share a bond of allegiance (for

example, education or birth place), a guanxi relationship is one where

exchange is expected to take place, but not necessarily equal exchange.

An interconnected set of guanxi relationships creates a guanxiwang – a

social network of insiders with the ability to distribute scarce resources

and rewards to other members of the network.

Guanxi is typically conceived as being something uniquely Chinese

that has its origins in traditional Chinese society and philosophy. But

while it is distinctly ‘Chinese’ it does not seem particularly unique

when compared to patterns of patrimonialism and neo-patrimonialism

in many parts of the world – or either to networks of insiders that

operate within the business cultures of developed states. And, I would

argue, it is a culture as currently practiced that has been generated by

the system of distribution in modern China, rather than by Confucian

values. It is, more than anything, a consequence of the political

economy of socialism and the political economy of the retreat from

socialism (Kwong 1997).

During the years of state planning, personal relationships often

proved to be the only way of getting hold of extremely scarce goods

and resources that were often unattainable through the formal plan-

ning and distribution system. Guanxi acted as a means of overcoming

the defects of the planning system, and also provided forms of com-

pensation to party-state officials that were not available through formal

mechanisms. As noted in Chapter 2, one of the key sources of power in

the emerging Chinese capitalist system is the opaque nature of deci-

sion making, and the privileged knowledge insiders have of market

conditions (and the state’s policies towards the market). The lack of

transparency resulted in party-state elites capturing many of the

benefits of market reform. For He Qinglian (2000) it was simply

inevitable that state actors who remained as gate keepers, knowledge

keepers and allocators in the market would use their positions to gen-

erate private wealth, arguing that there have been three main phases of

official corruption. Before 1995, corruption was largely individually

based, with officials working on their own for personal gain, or with a

small group of colleagues. 1995 to 1998, saw the emergence of a new

large-scale organised corruption into organised illegal activities. After

1998, corruption became fully institutionalised with established
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arrangement within institutions such as the People’s Liberation Army

(PLA), the banking system and local and provincial governments (He

Qinglian 2000). 

The type of market economy that has been introduced, and its rela-

tionship with the state, creates the environment in which corruption

can flourish in many different ways (Ting Gong 1997, Chen An 2002).

As Fan and Grossman (2001) argue, it facilitates the ‘transformation of

the typical government official from being an unproductive political

entrepreneur, to being a productive economic entrepreneur’. Further-

more, those officials who are most able to act corruptly are often the

same people charged with preventing it:

The government is not only the maker of the rules of the game, but

also the sportsman competing in the game and the referee for the

game at the same time (Guo Yong and Hu Angang 2004: 272). 

For Walder (2004: 207–8), a repetition of the Russian model of corrupt

privatisation in China is unlikely. Nevertheless, he argues that mana-

ging the consequences of privatisation over the long term (not just the

initial process, but the longer term regulation of newly privatised

enterprises) could be the key determinant of the party’s political future:

The question facing China is whether it will be able to transfer own-

ership in ways that prevent widespread corruption and theft of state

assets. Central Europe and the Baltics show that this can be done;

Russia and the Ukraine show the dangers of rapid and poorly regu-

lated privatisation. A Russian-style process holds two distinct

dangers for China: widespread opposition, likely to emerge even

within the Party itself, arising from a perception that the elite is

plundering state assets under cover of dictatorship; and defection of

members of the elite into the private sector (or abroad, taking assets

with them).

The process of insertion into the global economy also provided an

opportunity for corruption to pay – though of course nobody forced

the people involved to act corruptly. The maintenance of higher

domestic prices for some goods above global market prices placed a

premium on illegally importing these commodities outside the formal

trading system. In Xiamen, the Yanhua group smuggled US$9.5 billion

goods into China tax free using naval ships to escort smuggled goods

and diverting the attention of already bribed customs officials through
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the development of special brothels. The project included the local

Chief of police, head of customs, and provincial foreign trade author-

ities, and resulted in seven executions and 200 other convictions. The

dualist trade regime also provides an incentive for corruption. With tax

rebates paid for exports, but not for domestically consumed goods,

then faking exports to gain tax rebates is very profitable. So too is

illegal capital outflow bypassing stringent currency controls to take

advantage of higher interest rates paid elsewhere. 

The job of dealing with corruption is in the hands of the Ministry of

Supervision, the Party’s Central Discipline Inspection Commission,

and the Chinese Procuratorate anti-corruption offices. Whilst Prime

Minister, Zhu Rongji was not averse to administering ad hoc justice

including sacking a factory boss on the spot for wearing a Rolex watch

that he couldn’t afford on his official salary. However, there is weak

bureaucratic control over the implementation of anti-corruption poli-

cies because of the concentration of power in local governments where

corrupt officials are often the final arbiters of their own judicial fate. 

In addition, as civil society organisations are under administrative

oversight and control, they cannot always act as effective societal

watchdogs against the abuse of power. High profile anti-corruption

campaigns run the risk of actually undermining party power if they

only highlight the extent of the problem without fundamentally

dealing with the causes of the problem. Separating political decisions

and power from economic power might not end all corruption, but

without a fundamental restructuring of the relationship between polit-

ical power and the emerging market economy, corruption will still

have fertile ground in which to flourish.

Corruption undermines popular faith in the party in a number of

ways. On one level, high profile cases such as those briefly outlined

above provide highly visible examples of how party state leaders are

using their positions to obtain personal wealth. On another level,

perhaps more destabilising in the long term, many Chinese bear

witness to almost daily cases of small time corruption ‘demoralizing

and destabilizing society and politics’ (Lu Xiaobo 2000: 273). Perhaps

the most important of these is the illegal excising of fees and taxes

noted above – most notably in the countryside (Bernstein and Lu 2003,

Wedeman 1997). Protests at the actions of local rural officials have

been one of the main causes of the growth of civil unrest in China in

recent years. In one of the most serious (that has been reported) secu-

rity forces were needed to quell a riot in Yuntang in Jiangxi Province in

April 2001, reportedly wounding 20 demonstrators and killing two
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(Pomfret 2001). Not surprisingly, transferring ad hoc fees to more

transparent taxes is one of the key central government strategies for

reducing rural discontent. But as Ray Yep (2004) and Chou (2006) both

point out, the financial burdens on local governments mean that they

cannot often cover their costs if they stick to the official fiscal struc-

ture, and raising extra budgetary revenue through licences and fees can

be out of necessity rather than out of corrupt greed.

Divided China

In its 1987 report on ‘China 2020’, the World Bank (1988) noted a star-

tling rise in the gini coefficient from 0.288 in 1981 to 0.388 in 1995 –

probably the highest rise in inequality of any country over that period.

Since then, the figure has continued to rise, reaching an official rate of

around 0.46 in 2004, though Hsu (2002) argues that if you add in

illegal and unofficial income that doesn’t show up in the official date,

the figure was already more than 0.56 in 2001. If we accept official

figures, then China ranks 5th in the list of most unequal economies,

whereas Hsu’s (2002) calculations puts China behind only South Africa

and Brazil. What this means in practice is that the richest 20 per cent

earn half of all income in China, with the poorest 20 per cent earning

4.7 per cent. Notably, wealth is highly concentrated at the top end of

this richest quintile, with the richest 10 per cent earning 45 per cent of

all income (and the poorest 10 per cent earning 1.4 per cent of the

total). 

Although the income gap between those living in China’s coastal

provinces and the rest of the country continues to grow, the main

determinant of income level remains the urban-rural divide. The

income of the average urban dweller is over three times more than

their rural counterpart, and is even higher when non-income benefits

(that most rural residents have to pay for out of their net income) is

taken into account. Li Peilin suggests that once non-income benefits

are included into the equation then the average urban dweller earns six

times more than their rural counterpart (Chai Mi 2004). But in reality,

there isn’t an average urban or rural dweller. In the countryside, for

example, the less dependent the individual is on agricultural produc-

tion for their income, then the richer they are. Farmers in the richer

coastal provinces with easy access to major urban centres also earn

more than those doing similar work in other parts of the country – the

richest earning perhaps as much as four times more than China’s

poorest farmers in Guizhou Province (visiting the rural population in
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parts of Zhejiang Province for example, does not exactly entail visiting

China’s poor). Within the urban population, there are also vast dif-

ferences depending on geography, levels of education, the specific

industry worked in, and so on. 

Fragile China?

According to the Central Party School, the extent of inequality has

reached the ‘yellow alert’ level – if it is not dealt with, then inequality

will reach a ‘red alert’ level threatening serious political disorder by 2008

(People’s Daily 2005d). This understanding is not just based on the idea

that political instability becomes more likely once the gini coefficient

reaches 0.40. It is also based on the growth of civil unrest in China. For

example, the officially reported number of labour disputes increase over

fivefold in the decade to 2002 from 28,000 to 181,000 (Guo Baogang

2003: 15). Official reports of the overall number of what is called ‘mass

incidents’ were suspended in 1999, when the figure was 32,000 (Tanner

2004). In 2005, the Minister of Public Security suggested that three and a

quarter million people had been involved in 74,000 incidents in 2004,

with ‘public order disturbances’ rising to 87,000 the following year

(McGregor 2006). Chung, Lai and Xia (2006) have worked through a

number of different sources to arrive at a best estimate of incidents from

1993 to 2005 suggesting a doubling from 2000 to 2005 alone.

There are many causes of this social unrest, but not surprisingly, they

almost all have their roots in protests by groups that feel that eco-

nomic reform has served them less than well. For example, the closure

of SOEs, and in particular, the subsequent non-payment of benefits,

have been particularly important in those areas that used to be the

heartland of the old planned economy:

Police in Liaoning Province on the border with North Korea claimed

a stunning 9,559 incidents involving more than 863,000 people

between January 2000 and September 2002 – an average of almost

10 incidents involving 90 people each day for nearly three years.’

(Tanner 2004)

The extent of rural taxes, the way they are collected, and the ad hoc

fees charged by many local authorities in rural China have probably

been the major overall cause of disturbances. More recently, ad hoc

land seizures by local governments, where peasants have simply been

thrown off the land with either minor or no compensation has been a

major source of violent unrest.13
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These demonstrations are typically targeted at the failings of local

governments and are ‘remedial in nature and hence do not constitute a

direct and fundamental challenge to the legitimacy of the regime’ (Yep

2002: 5). They are isolated events that can usually be dealt with by a

response to the issue that has generated the discontent. For Blecher

(2002: 286), it is not the number of strikes and demonstrations that is

surprising, but the fact that there has not been a ‘co-ordinated chal-

lenge in the face of the fundamental transformations that have so pro-

foundly afflicted so many workers and that threaten so many more’.

In answering his own conundrum, Blecher argues that those who are

losing out might be unhappy with their own specific situation, but

accept the overall logic of the need to reform and the ideological hege-

mony of the market. Thus, protests, when they emerge, are about

making the system work better for them, rather than challenging the

system. This assessment is shared by Lau (1997: 46):

ideologically, most labour-oriented activists accept the logic of the

regime’s reforms, with many seeing a private capitalist market

economy as ‘just’, to be tempered only by a ‘humanitarian quality

of competition’.

But Blecher accepts that this does not preclude the emergence of a

counter-hegemonic project, and there is a fear amongst China’s elites

that wider social issues such as the gap between the rich and poor –

between winners and perceived losers – might lead to further problems

in the future that cannot be dealt with by addressing the specific issue

at hand (Kang Xiaoguang 2002). 

Class (re)formation

Of course, other states have survived intact despite the maintenance of

high levels of inequality measured by the gini coefficient (and by other

measurements as well). But even though the challenge to party rule

from a violent uprising by the dispossessed might be unlikely, there is

a recognition that a fundamental reorganisation of the class basis of

Chinese society is under way, and that this inevitably impacts on the

nature of party rule – a reorganisation that is extremely fluid and far

from complete. These changes have been recognised within China for

quite some time.14 Of particular note are the two long reports on the

stratification of Chinese society produced by Lu Xueyi’s research team

in the department of sociology at the Chinese Academy of Social

Sciences (CASS) (Lu Xueyi 2002, 2004). Whilst CASS is not just a
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mouthpiece of the government, the production of these two volumes

(which both received wide press attention in China) and other work 

on growing inequality suggests that the research interests of CASS

members coincides with the concerns of top Chinese leaders. 

In the two reports, Lu et al divide the social structure into ten broad

groups, each of which can be subdivided into smaller sub groups. 

(1) state and social management (guojia yu shehui guanli) 

(2) economic management (jingli)

(3) private enterprise owners (siying quanyezhu)

(4) specialised technological personnel (zhuanye jishu renyuan)

(5) administrative personnel (banshi renyuan)

(6) individual industrial and business households (geti gongshanghu)

(7) business service personnel (shangye fuwu renyuan)

(8) (business) workers (shangye gongren)

(9) agricultural workers (nongye laodongzhe)

(10) urban unemployed (literally urban without work to include laid off

workers), unemployed and ‘semi’ unemployed personnel (chengshi

wuye, shiye he ban shiye renyuan).

Notably, the report uses the definition of jieceng or social strata,

rather than class (jieji) – partly because of the ‘not good’ connotation

of ‘class’ in China (Lu Xueyi 2002: 6) and instead grouped the popula-

tion by occupation. Given the harsh treatment of those categorised as

bad class elements in the Cultural Revolution, such a suspicion of

‘class’ as the basis of societal stratification is highly understandable.

The rejection of a notion of the relationship to the means of pro-

duction as a basis of stratification is also reflected in the emergence of

conceptions of the new middle class (zhongchan jieji) in China. Four

different criteria have been used to calculate the size of the Chinese

middle class – occupation, income, spending power and life style,

and self classification. Given the different criteria used, it is not sur-

prising that analyses of the size of the Chinese middle class differ

greatly. The highest figure is based on a survey of nearly 6,000 urban

residents by CASS, which found that just under half now consider

themselves to be in the middle class. A much smaller figure emerges

from using income and spending power criteria. Here a good working

definition of the middle class is ‘a group of people with stable

incomes, capable of purchasing private houses and cars, and can

afford the costs of private education for children and vacation’ (He Li

2003: 88)
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Using this definition, then the middle class in China rose from 

15 per cent in 1999 to around 19 per cent in 2003 (People’s Daily

2004e). However, Li Chunling (2004) is highly sceptical of these

findings, arguing that the high percentages emerging from research at

CASS is a myth that has been used as a propaganda tool to laud the

success of national economic strategy (Lian Yue and Xue Yong 2004).15

Li argued that the methodology used skewed the findings to create the

highest possible figure. For example, the income criteria for middle

class in Beijing was only RMB10,000 a month (around US$2,090 at the

time), ensuring that a quarter of the Beijing population were included.

More important, while a relatively high percentage of the population

surveyed fell into at least one criterion, a mere 4.1 per cent met all of

the criteria. Furthermore, the urban bias in the survey means that you

can not simply extrapolate from those surveyed to reach a national

figure, and once this is taken into account, then Li concludes that only

2.8 per cent of the entire population – just over 35 million people –

were really members of the middle class in 2004 (Chua 2004).

The concept of an authoritarian elite exaggerating the significance of

the growth of a middle class does not sit easily with many understand-

ings of political modernisation theory. Why would the CCP wish to

exaggerate the size of the middle class which we might expect will be

the social stratum that will increasingly demand greater political repre-

sentation and challenge the party for political power in the future.

There are perhaps three main reasons for this: the lack of homogeneity

of new middle and bourgeois classes, the relationship between old and

new classes, and the social contract between the Chinese state and the

Chinese people. 

Divided classes

Not least because the process of transformation is still very much

ongoing, there is no solidity amongst emerging groups and it is

difficult to identify ‘a single identifiable social interest or propensity to

action’ (Goodman 1998: 40). Lau (1997: 46) points to an increasing

heterogeneity within the working class as workers have been ‘sector-

ized’ into narrow interest based conflicts. For Solinger (2003: 949), the

key is the creation of a new class of dispossessed ex-workers – the laid

off and the unemployed – whose interests and identifications are very

different from those still in work. 

Despite the tendency for those Chinese surveyed by Lu Xueyi 

(2004) to categories themselves as middle class, there is also a self-

acknowledgement that they are not part of a homogenous group. For
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example, in terms of the distribution of ‘social resources’, state and

social administrators were considered to be the main beneficiaries,

with private business owners in the second tier of the middle class 

and management personnel in the third. The majority of the self-

identified middle class placed themselves in either the fourth or fifth

of the ten strata and considered that they received a smaller share of

resources than those in the top three tiers.16 This self analysis echoes

Hong Zhaohui’s (2004: 25) categorisation of three separate groups in

the broadly defined middle classes: ‘new private entrepreneurs’, urban

professionals, and ‘the managers, bureaucrats, and professionals’ who

service the capitalist classes. 

Heberer focuses on the creation of identity – both in terms of a

shared consciousness within the social stratum itself and in terms of

external identification of them. He argues that larger and more success-

ful entrepreneurs in China possess a ‘striking group consciousness’

(Heberer 2003: 64) including an awareness of their political power that

distinguishes them from smaller and less successful groups of entrepre-

neurs. Furthermore, they have become a ‘strategic group’ that works

together with a clear plan to ‘try to improve their chances of success

through altering the context in which they operate’ (Heberer 2003:

72). 

Bai Shazhou (2004) also considers political influence, though focus-

ing specifically on a tripartite division of capitalist classes rather than

the broader conception of middle class. This generates a tripartite divi-

sion of capitalist classes based on the nature of their political relation-

ship with the party. ‘Alliance Capitalists’ are those that actively

support the party and seek party membership in the ways outlined in

Chapter 2. The second group and the numerically largest are the ‘Deaf

and Mute Type’ who keep close to political powers to protect their own

interests and will not challenge the party’s monopoly on power. The

third and smallest group is the ‘Challenger Type’ – capitalists who

pursue a dangerous policy of criticising the regime from the outside,

and are subject to periodic campaigns against them. 

The party state and the new middle class

Bai’s analysis draws us to the second explanation for the apparently

state sanctioned exaggeration of the size of the Chinese middle class.

As He Li (2003: 89) argues, the Chinese middle class differs from

European understandings because it contains within it not only intel-

lectuals, managers and professionals, but also ‘middle and lower-level

cadres under the payroll of the party-state’. The new middle class
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should not be seen as necessarily separate from the state as large sec-

tions of the middle class are state functionaries who benefit from the

continued existence of authoritarian state power. Why should the

middle class challenge the state for power when many of the middle

class are part of the state apparatus and dependent on continued state

power for their status. As such, expectations that an emerging middle

class will challenge existing elites for political power need to be

modified to take into account the symbiotic rather than confronta-

tional relationship between authoritarian political elites and the

emerging middle class.

Aspirations and legitimacy

As was shown in Chapter 2, the CCP has modified both its member-

ship criteria and its basic understanding of who the party represents

(and what the party is for). It has also adjusted the bases of legitimacy

accordingly, promoting itself as the vehicle through which the Chinese

people can attain the aspiration of a ‘middle class’ existence. In much

the same way as Deng Xiaoping urged the Chinese to aspire to become

10,000 Yuan households at the start of the reform process, becoming

part of the ‘Middle Class’ (sometimes translated in English language

publications as ‘middle income class’) has become a state sponsored

aspiration. For example, Jiang Zemin emphasised the party’s goal of

creating a ‘xiaokang’ society. Whilst xiaokang and middle class have

been used interchangeably, it is better understood as referring to the

creation of a moderately well off society – ‘less affluent than ‘well-off’

but better off than freedom from want’ (Xinhua 2002).17 Post Jiang, the

Party has explicitly used the term ‘middle class’ rather than xiaokang in

establishing its goals for societal change.18 In essence, whether it be the

creation of a xiaokang or middle class society, the party promises to

provide a structure in which all citizens can become relatively well off

if the people do not challenge the party for political power.

The party feels that it needs a large middle class to overcome the

political problems that could emerge from the maintenance of a wide

divide between different societal groups. A social structure with a small

but very wealthy elite, a slightly bigger but still relatively small middle

income class, and a massive base of poor and relatively poor is not con-

sidered to be politically stable. Thus, there is a desire – perhaps more

correctly a perceived need – to alter the social structure to become

more politically stable. The Chinese social structure is often described

in China as being like an onion (yangcongxing) – it is multilayered with

many different strata. The goal, as argued by Lu Xueyi (2004) is to
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construct an ‘olive shaped’ structure (ganlanxing) with a large middle

class and a very small distribution at the top and the bottom (Wang

Jinchang 2004). 

The fourth generation, the ‘new left’, and new ‘socialist’
agendas 

There has, then, been a resurgence in interest in the implication of

class politics in China (Chen An 2003) – although not always explicitly

using the language of class analysis. However, many ‘new left’ writers

are more than happy to use the explicit language of class analysis. A

recurring theme in the new left writing is that the adoption of neolib-

eralism and the move towards capitalism has allowed a small number

of people either in or connected to the party to make massive 

economic gains. Inequality has rapidly increased, and many of the pre-

vious beneficiaries of the old state system – the peasants and the state-

owned working class – have lost out as the party has formed new class

alliances. Rather than being a dictatorship of the proletariat, the party

leadership increasingly resembles an authoritarian executive leadership

acting on behalf of the bourgeoisie (and in many respects, generating

the bourgeoisie).19 For Chen An (2003: 150):

economic dependence upon the private sector has compelled the

leadership to move to the right on the political spectrum and to

bring its class orientation into line with its new developmental 

strategy

This characterisation of party rule has been made by party officials

themselves. In ‘How the Chinese Communist Party Should Lead the

Capitalist Class’ Lin Yanzhi argued that a capitalist class had been pro-

duced by the party, and was now seeking to take power by changing

the character and class basis of the party (Wang Dan 2001). As 

Guo Baogang (2003: 15) argues, ‘the foundation of the communist rule

used to be based on a socialist social contract between the party-state

and the working class. At the end of Jiang’s tenure this contract was

essentially non-existent’. 

But post-Jiang, the new left agenda has been increasingly reflected in

the rhetoric and at least some of the political objectives of the fourth

generation of leaders under Hu Jintao and Wen Jiabao. They have also

become increasingly critical of the previous leadership’s neglect of 

disaffected groups, and an apparent belief that growth alone would
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eventually solve China’s remaining developmental problems. Accord-

ing to a 2004 People’s Daily editorial, this placed Chinese economic

policy at a crossroads – go one way and China could have the prosper-

ity in the long term of the USA and Europe, go the other and half the

population would remain in poverty for many years suffering contin-

ued Latin American style economic crises. Just as Roosevelt’s economic

policies built on a budget deficit to provide relief for the poor avoided a

potential structural crisis of the US economy in 1929, so China’s

leaders need to

build a strong national industrial system to bring more people into

economic activities. It requires us to complete reform to the invest-

ment system as soon as possible and kick off large-scale economic

construction (People’s Daily 2004d). 

The editorial argued that the 16th Party Congress ‘took a memorable

turn in the process of China’s economic advancement’ by ‘putting

people first’ – a ‘political tactic successfully preventing China from

falling into the pit of a Latin-American mode’. Without stating so

explicitly, this suggests a distinct shift from what we might term the

‘economic tactic’ associated with the Premiership of Zhu Rongji of

emphasising increased economic efficiency. It is an implicit recogni-

tion that the economic agenda of the previous leadership had not only

failed to address the rise in inequality, but had contributed to increased

societal stratification. It was time for politics to reassert itself over eco-

nomics and for social justice to reassert itself over economic efficiency

as the party’s main task. 

This strategy is part of a wider attempt by China’s new generation of

leaders to try to deal with the perceived down-side of the transition

from socialism – to do something for the ‘underprivileged areas and

people left behind in the breakneck transition to free markets’

(Hutzler 2003). To this end the leadership has moved to deal with

some of the most immediate sources of rural discontent outlined

above. The agricultural tax has been abolished, all ad hoc and opaque

fees are supposed to have been transferred to more regularised and

transparent taxes, and peasants are now supposed to have transferable

30-year land tenure to protect them from ad hoc seizures. But writing

in 2006, Chi Lo argued that many local governments have simply

ignored the 2003 Rural Land Contracting Law and ‘many Chinese

farmers have not got their 30-year rights, and only a small minority

has heard of the law’.20 
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The leadership has also pledged to devote more government spend-

ing to the countryside and to ‘build a socialist new countryside’

(jianshe shehuizhuyi xin nongcun).21 Yet the images that the word ‘social-

ism’ might generate when applied to rural reform in China are not

reinforced by the details behind the headline. In his annual work

report to the National People’s Congress in March 2006, Wen Jiabao

reported that the socialist countryside would be built over the next

year by completing the abolition of the agricultural tax and phasing

out of fees, more central and local government spending to ensure

access to compulsory education and the long term eradication of all

tuition fees, more investment in science and technology to introduce

new crop strains and agricultural technology, the renovation and mod-

ernisation of hospitals and the creation of new contributory coopera-

tive medical care systems (People’s Daily 2006b). This new investment

and the reduction of financial burdens on peasants are clearly

significant and important – but it’s not the rejection of liberalisation

and reform that its title perhaps suggests. 

In a similar vein, when the leadership announced that it would

change the spatial focus of growth from the coast to the interior, many

observers thought that this could only be achieved through stronger

centralised planning (Goodman 2004a: 318). The drive to ‘open the

west’ predates the Hu-Wen leadership, and was first announced by

Jiang Zemin on Labour Day 1999, with the State Council ‘Office of the

Leading Group for Western Region Development’ opening in 2000.

This focus on the West after years of growth in coastal provinces

resulted in lobbying from leaders from other areas, and the creation of

the ‘Northeast Office’ in 2003,22 and the adoption of the ‘Rise of

Central China’ strategy. As with the focus on agricultural development,

the Hu-Wen leadership have taken a pre-existing idea and given it

more rhetorical force and organisational coherence. 

And as with the socialist new countryside, the new strategy does not

represent the rejection of liberalism that the rhetoric might suggest.

Again, more budgetary resources are being devoted to projects away

from the coast (particularly infrastructure and energy related projects)

in much the same way that many governments across the world use

budgetary revenues for development projects. Furthermore, one of the

key strategies for promoting development away from the coast is to

encourage foreign investment. By providing special incentives through

the ‘Catalogue of Priority Industries for Foreign Investment in the

Central-Western Region’ and not just allowing but in some cases

encouraging foreign mergers and acquisitions of SOEs in the northeast,
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the regional development strategy in part entails more, rather than

less, liberalisation (Breslin 2006).

The Hu-Wen leadership are well aware that party legitimacy will

probably be undermined by an increasingly polarised society, and that

the emerging market economy and the process of integration with the

global economy have played their part on generating social and eco-

nomic stratification. They also seem prepared to listen to (and some-

times give credence to) the more critical and negative assessments of

neoliberalism. To this end, the 11th Five Year Outline Plan (technically

now an Outline Programme rather than a Plan) changed the focus of

government work from promoting growth to fostering harmonious

sustainable and common development for all. It may well be the case

that some liberalising reforms are slowed down as a result, and perhaps

even at times de-liberalised through supplementary counter-measures.

For example, Naughton (2005) argues that by establishing new rules

governing the way in which SOEs are privatised, and by establishing

more direct control over SOE budgets, SASAC has restored some of the

direct control over the state sector that was supposedly lost when the

state moved from state planning and ownership to regulation in 2003

(see Chapter 2 for more details). What this suggests is a more proactive

approach to promoting preferred developmental projects and a desire

to rebalance the relationship between the domestic and the globalised

sectors of the economy. It also appears to be inspired by yet another

attempt to reduce the ability of local governments to control local

economies by restoring more control to central level agencies charged

with developing macroeconomic policy. But it does not suggest a rejec-

tion of the market and reform per se – indeed, if local governments’

control over local economies is reduced, then the overall extent of

market intervention will actually decrease. 

The downside of China and the global economy

China’s insertion into the global economy during a period of domestic

restructuring has had clear beneficial consequences for the Chinese

leadership. The importance of the investment-trade nexus for overall

growth has grown at times when the growth of the domestic economy

has slowed. Two periods warrant special attention here. The first was

when the then Premier Li Peng introduced an economic retrenchment

campaign in the autumn of 1988. The second period between 1998

and 2003 saw the domestic economy in effective deflation. The declin-

ing profitability of TVEs combined with the restructuring of the SOE
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sector, and an attack on inflation after 1994 resulted in annual nega-

tive growth in retail and consumer price indexes. Massive government

spending (both through a budget deficit and through directed lending

via the banking system) helped maintain overall growth rates, but the

major source of growth and in particular new jobs during this period

was from foreign invested export industries. Insertion into the global

economy thus allowed the government to ride the waves of domestic

recession and restructuring relatively unscathed. Nevertheless, parti-

cipation in the global economy has generated problems for China’s

leaders as they attempt to maintain social stability whilst restructuring

the national economic base.

In some respects, it is the very success of the integrative strategy

itself that has caused these problems (Lewis and Xue 2003). While the

decision to join the WTO was ultimately made by Chinese leaders,

China’s economic successes played a key role in bringing foreign pres-

sure to liberalise domestic sectors which is blamed by some in China

for at least some of the negative consequences of reform. The massively

disproportionate emphasis on China’s coastal provinces in terms of

investment and exports at the expense of the interior provinces has

contributed to the growing regional inequalities. This has generated

dissatisfaction from leaders in the interior at their relative neglect, and

has provided a pull factor for those in the interior who are prepared to

join the ranks of China’s migrants. 

For some Chinese observers – and not just from the new or even the

old left – this has contributed to Chinese economic growth becoming

too unbalanced and vulnerable. With growth so heavily dependent on

foreign investment producing exports to foreign markets, China’s

development has become doubly dependent on factors outside China’s

control.23 The argument that China has had too much FDI might be

difficult to accept in those economies where investment and jobs have

been lost as China grows. But as witnessed by the proposals to restrict

some investment and to make tax breaks for others dependent on

sourcing from domestic Chinese producers in August 2006, there is a

recognition that less FDI that helps develop the domestic economy

might be better than more FDI that simply imports, assembles and

exports. The influential economist, Yu Yongding (2006), has argued

that the dominance of the processing trade in Chinese FIEs means 

that the process of integration has not proved to be an effective way of

promoting domestic industrial upgrading, and that the emphasis 

on attracting investment (or at least, investment for processing and

assembly) should be overturned.
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In addition, the extent to which growth is built on this investment-

trade nexus has reduced Chinese leaders’ autonomy to control their

own economic affairs. Central leaders’ freedom is partly constrained

because the central government has largely devolved the ability to

conduct international economic relations to local authorities and to

the market – though much of the power devolved to the market has

become lodged in the hands of the self-same local authorities. Reliance

on external investment to generate an export boom means that exter-

nal actors and interests have a profound impact on the Chinese

economy. The uneven spatial division of international economic rela-

tions and the type of economic activity engaged in within China are

largely a result of the interaction between the initiatives of local state

actors, and the requirements of internationally mobile finance capital.

The Chinese leadership might want to move the focus of investment to

the West, and might want to change the nature of economic activity,

but the reality of life in the global political economy is that govern-

ments alone cannot dictate what is produced, how it’s produced or

where it is produced. As Camilleri (2000: 66) has argued:

The greater international division of labour with transnational cor-

porations, evidenced in increasing intra-firm trade and investment

flows, shows how the engine of industrial restructuring is increas-

ingly driven by transnational objectives and strategies …. States will

no doubt continue to perform a number of important administra-

tive and legitimizing functions in the management of economic

activity, but their ability to control, let alone plan, the industrial

restructuring process is diminishing

A downside, or just not as positive as appears at first sight?

In considering economic regionalisation in East Asia, Bernard and

Ravenhill (1995: 197) argued that ‘foreign subsidiaries in Malaysia’s

EPZs were more integrated with Singapore’s free-trade industrial sector

than with the “local” industry’. Similar trends are identified by Heron

and Payne (2002) in ‘Caribbean America’ where ‘production sharing

enclaves’ have served to increase the involvement of the Caribbean

apparel sectors in the US production system without generating hori-

zontal linkages and integration within the apparel sectors in the

Caribbean itself. 

Writing just after the first big wave of FDI to produce exports, Lardy

(1995: 1080) noted a similar isolation on export ‘enclaves’ from the rest

of the domestic economy. In its extreme form, this can lead to what is
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termed ‘technologyless growth’, in that the technology base of the

national economy is not advanced as economic growth occurs through

the assembly of external productive forces, rather than domestic 

productive forces. As Hout and Lebreton (2003) argue:

Unlike Japan a generation ago, which reinvented manufacturing

through quality and continuous improvement, China is deinvent-

ing it by removing capital and reintroducing manual skill and 

handling on the plant floor.

Of course, wholly technologyless growth is a pure type which is not

reflected in reality. The quantity and quality of technology transfer has

increased, particularly since WTO entry as investors have increasingly

exported machinery to China for use in export production, rather than

simply exporting components. As Cheung and Lin (2004) have demon-

strated, there are also clear spillover benefits in terms of innovation,

research and development and technological upgrading in domestic

Chinese companies that have a relationship with foreign funded enter-

prises. Domestic Chinese companies in the supply chain have also

restructured their operations, reduced costs and increased quality in an

attempt to develop a domestic source of components and other sup-

plies for FIEs. In some sectors such as audio-visual consumer goods, the

development of a domestic supply chain has occurred rather quickly. 

Nevertheless, whilst domestic suppliers are gaining an ever greater

role, at the time of writing, linkages between export oriented areas and

sectors and the rest of the domestic national economy as a whole

remain relatively weak or ‘shallow’ (Steinfeld 2004). At the very least,

the level of technological and developmental spill-overs of export ori-

ented growth are lower than the huge global FDI figures for China

might suggest without investigation, and lower than what China’s

leaders hoped for when embarking on the reform process (Rosen 2003,

Lemoine and Unal-Kesenci 2004). 

There is also the question of what Brecher and Costello (2001) term a

‘race to the bottom’. The proliferation of free trade and export zones

across the world has seen significant competition for investment to

produce export. As a result, there is now a competitive international

environment with competitive devaluations, competitive tax holidays

and so on. What this means is that growth is often occurring without

the benefits of this growth being located within the local economy. As

such, growth figures may often overestimate the real impact on the host

locality and country from participating in export led projects. Such
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competition does not just occur between states. There is considerable

competition within China to attract investment (Head and Ries 1996).

This quote by Braunstein and Epstein (2002: 27) based on an interview

with an official in Dalian aptly sums up the level of competition:

We asked him, ‘Who is your greatest competitor when it comes

to trying to attract foreign investment?’ expecting the answer to

be Vietnam, or Malaysia or, perhaps, Beijing. But his answer star-

tled us: ‘Our biggest competitor is the export processing zone

down the street.’ Not only does one province or one town

compete with another; but in China, there are numerous zones –

export processing zones, high tech zones, industrial zones – all of

which compete for foreign investment. The result is cut throat

competition.

Whilst this competition used to be between coastal regions, we are

now seeing the first signs of a move inwards as some toy and textile

producers are taking advantage of better communications between the

coast and, for example, Jiangxi Province, to move production to even

lower cost sites – and of course, the transfer of production from the

coast might be exactly what the central leadership wants, and govern-

ment investment in new infrastructure projects have been essential in

starting this westward trickle (Roberts 2005).

Competition to attract investment has led some to conclude that the

benefits of FDI in terms of job creation, technology transfer, increases

in fiscal revenues, development of management techniques and so on,

has been at the expense of the exploitation of the Chinese work force

(Chan 2001). Although regulations on minimum wage rates came into

effect in 1993, the responsibility to set rates based on local conditions

was left to individual local authorities, and compliance was largely vol-

untary. China’s first national regulations on minimum wages were

only introduced on 1st March 2004. Minimum wage rates are still set

by local authorities ‘in accordance with local conditions’ with varia-

tions allowed within individual provincial level units. These variations

should be based on ‘minimum living cost, the urban resident con-

sumption price index, social security and housing accumulation fund

fees, average salary, economic development level and employment sit-

uation’. Although the national regulations do not set a maximum

hourly working week, they do stipulate hourly as well as monthly

minimum wages. In most of the FIEs in the Pearl River Delta in 2004,

the minimum wage was RMB450 a month (c. US$54), though many
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enterprises will take off charges for living expenses, as workers live in

dormitories at the factory and eat in factory canteens.

Detailed investigations by Chinese labour watch reveal working con-

ditions in FIEs that Anita Chan (1995) described as ‘Dickensian’ in

1995 had not noticeably improved a decade later. The list of issues

uncovered include workers being paid as little as 33 cents an hour and

unable to support their families; no provision of insurance or pension

to workers who typically do not have access to welfare benefits if they

are laid off, and simply have to return home; unrealistic production

targets, largely resulting from intense competition for investment,

leading to violations of the labour law which limits overtime to 

36 hours a month (to as high as 86 hours a month);24 and low health

and safety standards. And the extent of unemployment and rural

poverty outlined above means that there is no shortage of women

waiting to be employed in FIEs if at all possible. 

Of course, Chan and Zhu (2003: 561) are correct when they remind

us that: 

management practices at workplaces in the PRC are no less authori-

tarian, disciplinary, and punitive than their counterparts in England

in the period of the Industrial Revolution

though Kynge (2006) calculates that Chinese workers earn less in real

terms than British workers did at a comparable stage of the industrial

revolution. It is also true that remittances from workers to their fam-

ilies have been an important means of pulling families in the interior

out of poverty (or near poverty). And as Fan Gang and Zhang Xiaojing

(2003: 9–10) point out, its not just that FDI is an important source of

employment, but that this employment is a crucial means of providing

social stability. Given the very high capital flows into China, we might

instinctively expect FIEs to be a major source of employment. While it

has indeed been a key source of new jobs, FIEs still only employ

around three per cent of the workforce – though this small percentage

translates as just over 20 million actual jobs. Returning to the style of

the introduction, then yes China has gained much from integration

into the global political economy, but not as much as perhaps appears

at first sight.
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Conclusions

Writing about shades of grey is simply not as enticing as stark black or

white predictions of impending chaos or more often impending power.

Getting the message over to policy makers and into the collective

popular conscience encourages rather exaggerated positions. But when

it comes to writing about China the tendency to exaggerate is perhaps

even stronger than usual. The world has been waiting and fearing

China’s rise since at least the eighteenth century and at last there

seems to be evidence that it is happening. Add the speed of China’s

transition from virtual isolation to key player in the global political

economy to the size of the Chinese population, multiply by vague 

concerns about ‘communism’ (and/or the impenetrable nature of Con-

fucianism), and the result is a vision of a disciplined workforce

mobilised behind an organised national effort to return China to a self

perceived ‘rightful’ place of global dominance. Here is a new power

that is ‘different’ – it doesn’t share ‘our’ values and doesn’t do things

the way that ‘we’ do, with long held grievances about its past treat-

ment and unresolved territorial claims that threaten regional and

perhaps even global security. At the other extreme, once a specific

understanding becomes dominant, the best way of challenging that

understanding is by providing an equally stark alternative – impending

collapse for example.

While it is very easy to see why the vision of China as rich and

powerful has come about, it is built on only a partial vision of China

that tells only one part of the story of the consequences of the transi-

tion from socialism. It can also lead to at best ineffective policy

towards China. For example, if we think of China as rich, and

China’s environmental problems as a result of growing wealth and

production, then we might develop policies designed to help China
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resolve these issue – but we might overlook the solutions to those

environmental problems caused by residual poverty and underdevel-

opment. If we ignore the fact that China still has millions living in

poverty, and increasing social dislocations in some areas, then we

might come to conclusions about China’s potential futures that

assume away domestic politics.

The visions of China that focus on new wealth and power are built

on strong and sometimes compelling evidence. By primarily attempt-

ing to puncture some of the hyperbole about China, this book has

deliberately emphasised the down-side – or more correctly, the ‘not as

good as appears at first sight’ side – of reform and opening. So it’s prob-

ably worth re-iterating here the ‘yes’ side of the introduction. Yes,

there have been many changes in China that have significantly

improved the lives of millions of people, and yes China is an increas-

ingly important element in the global political economy; what

happens in China now really does have important implications for the

rest of the global economy. However, given the tone of the analysis so

far, it is not surprising and fitting that the main conclusions return to

‘buts’ of the introduction. 

Importance, significance and power 

As Chapters 4 and 5 hopefully showed, China’s importance and

significance does not automatically equate with power – or Chinese

power at any rate. To be sure, domestic producers have played their

part in promoting export growth (particularly the TVEs in the 1990s),

but Chinese export growth remains largely driven by external demand

and external supply of finances and resources aimed at meeting that

external demand. This is particularly so in exports to Japan, the EU and

the US. It is notable that while ‘made in China’ is now extremely

familiar in these markets, Chinese brand names are not, with these

exports instead carrying the names of leading non-Chinese producers,

or the names of leading non-Chinese retail outlets. It is a different

story altogether when considering Chinese exports to Africa, Latin

America and much of East Asia. Here domestic Chinese producers are

exporting own brand goods at prices that undercut local enterprises

and in some cases threaten to wipe out domestic suppliers. So the

impact and significance of Chinese exports very much depends on the

extent to which external actors are involved in generating those

exports, which in turn very much depends on comparative levels of

development relative to China. 
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In short, more power in the global political economy resides now

where it has done for a long time than the rise of China might suggest

– in the markets and companies of the advanced industrialised eco-

nomies. Whilst production processes (including employment at home)

are clearly influenced by what has happened in China, TNCs and other

companies from these economies have been able to respond in a

manner that preserves their interests and utilises China’s global re-

engagement for their own benefit (which is of course partially passed

on to consumers). China may not be as open a market as many

western producers would like, but many western producers have

nonetheless ensured that they have gained from China’s opening –

often indirectly through relations with CMEs and other intermediaries

in globalised financial and production networks. 

So while the volume of newsprint and bandwidth on the subject

might suggest that the US is the greatest ‘victim’ of economic growth

in China, I suggest that the reality is that while US workers might be

losing, many US companies and consumers are not only gaining, but

also generating this economic growth in the first place. The same is

true to greater or lesser extents in the EU, and Japan, and other more

developed East Asian economies that act as conduits supplying the

Chinese economy with finances, services and components (for

example, Hong Kong, Singapore, Macao, South Korea and Taiwan). 

The impact of the China challenge is less easy to control or manage

(or actually generate) in other parts of the world. Chinese growth and

export growth in particular has had a fundamental (though differen-

tial) impact on individual East Asian economies, and the way that

these economies interact with each other. Regional states are increas-

ingly orienting their policies to fit into the new reality of regional

relations, and China looms large in any consideration of the evolu-

tion of formal regional cooperation. China’s relationship with Africa

and Latin America is also hugely significant, and likely to become

ever more so as diplomatic initiatives support commercial efforts to

obtain raw materials (particularly energy resources). These new and

burgeoning relationships will also increasingly be important beyond

Latin America and Africa themselves both in terms of competitive

access to resources, and in terms of providing an alternative pole to

US hegemony (albeit a less powerful pole in an asymmetric global

system). The warmth of Sino-Venezuelan relations is an excellent

example of how Chinese investment and the Chinese market not

only provide a commercial opportunity, but a diplomatic bulwark

against US pressure.
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In Africa and Latin America, China’s state owned monopolies are

investing huge amounts of money in securing rights to (usually

jointly) explore oil fields and gain access to other types of resources.

Chinese investment is also becoming increasingly significant in

Southeast Asia and particularly in Laos, Thailand and Burma. Again,

much of this is targeted at securing resources (though Chinese invest-

ment in manufacturing capacity in the region is also increasing) and in

the case of Burma, comes with no democratising conditionalities. All

available evidence suggests that the growth of Chinese outward invest-

ment will continue to grow, and it is reasonable to surmise that the

main focus of this growth will be to gain access to resources, followed

by a slower increase in investment in manufacturing capacity. So we

can hypothesise that outward investment will become an important

new element in the projection of Chinese economic power. We can

also suggest that this will have most influence in East Asia, the former

Soviet Union, Latin America, Africa, and the Middle East. 

Growth and development 

Whilst the manner of China’s integration into the global political

economy has been very successful in generating growth, the invest-

ment-trade nexus has not been anywhere near as successful in promot-

ing long term and sustainable development for five key reasons (and I

am only referring to the growth of FIEs here). First, notwithstanding the

increased role for domestic Chinese companies in supplying processing

industries, FDI has not resulted in a significant modernisation and

upgrading of ‘domestic’ Chinese industries – certainly not as much as

the gross figures might suggest and not as much as China’s leaders

expected when first establishing the open door policy. Second, while

FIEs have created jobs, the vast majority have done little or nothing to

raise the skills level of workers (and in some cases resulted in extensive

human damage). Third, the financial benefits of this growth have not

been captured by the state and used to promote long-term development

programmes (though again I suppose I really mean nowhere near as

much as the figures would suggest). This is partly because so much of

the financial gains of export growth is distributed outside China, and

partly because the incentives offered to attract and retain FDI by com-

peting local authorities has lowered the potential tax take. This raises

questions about China’s ‘state capacity’ which I will return to below. 

Much more tentatively, the fourth reason is that the ‘success’ of

the growth strategy has perhaps allowed the government to pay less
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attention to rural development than might otherwise be the case. The

young migrants from the countryside working in many FIEs have

proved an important source of rural growth through the remissions

that they send back home. In at least one programme designed to

find new ways of alleviating poverty in rural southern China, the

conclusion was to make it easier for workers to migrate to the coast.

Export growth by FIEs has thus ameliorated rural poverty, but

perhaps also freed policy makers from the need to develop sustain-

able long term programmes at the same time (up until recently at

least).

Equally tentatively, the fifth reason is that the ‘success’ of FIEs in

generating growth has established growth (rather than development)

as the benchmark for measuring success. In an echo of the need to

meet and surpass targets during Maoist campaigns, attaining ex-

pected growth figures, first established by the central government as a

benchmark of success, has become a key objective for local govern-

ments. For local government officials seeking promotion, growth

matters – and this means a focus on quantity rather than quality. To

be fair, this exists outside the investment-trade nexus and is an

important component of the focus on promoting (short term) growth

as opposed to (long term) development across China. However, in

export oriented economies, the focus on promoting growth exacer-

bates the tendency to offer incentives to investors to the point that

some investment provide extraordinarily little to the Chinese eco-

nomy. Furthermore, with growth in these areas dependent on invest-

ment, it makes it difficult to ‘upgrade’ to the type of FDI that 

does bring improved technology and skills and helps upgrade the

domestic economy. 

There is historical evidence to support this idea that the growth

imperative has trumped the quality imperative during previous

attempts to alter the nature of investment. For example, in 1995, the

Shenzhen government decided that it was time to shift the focus of

investment away from just low level processing and assembly to better

quality high tech industries that would be more deeply embedded

within the local economy. When incentives were removed, so the ‘low

quality’ investment slowed (and moved to other parts of the Pearl

River Delta where local authorities were happy to welcome them) but

new money didn’t replace it because investors didn’t want to source

from China. By the end of 1995, the Shenzhen government was rein-

troducing incentives for processing industries because growth targets

could not be achieved without them. Similarly, a nationwide reduction
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of tax exemptions on imported goods for FIEs in 1996 was reversed in

January 1998 in response to declining investment figures.

The above examples suggest that having located China as a low cost

assembly site in an international division of labour, it is difficult to

move on to a next higher stage if this does not conform with what

investors want from China. In some areas, the supply chain is already

changing from low skilled labour intensive assembly, and is utilising

Chinese suppliers and also increasingly China’s stock of well educated

and qualified technicians, researchers and designers (technicians,

researchers and designers who are much cheaper to employ than their

western counterparts). This has not simply come about through teleo-

logical forces, but because Chinese policy makers have acknowledged

the importance of investing in education and training and of promot-

ing and supporting industrial restructuring. If people stand back and

simply expect China to move to higher levels of the supply chain and

to establish a foothold in the production of higher tech and higher

value added exports because it happened before in Taiwan and South

Korea, then it won’t happen. Such a transition will require active inter-

vention by governments (and the emerging private sector) at all levels

and significant investment in training, education and high level

research and design projects. As this is already taking place, then the

prospects for China to really lead the way in the production (rather

than assembly) of some commodities is already likely. 

If the Chinese government is really committed to making the transi-

tion from low cost assembly, then people might need to be persuaded

that its OK to accept slower investment and export growth and maybe

even a reduction (at some point at least). This message seems to have

been accepted by China’s top leaders, but for Yu Yongding (2006) the

message needs to be made clear and enforced at the local level as well:

Preferential policies for exports should be cancelled. Preventative

measures should be introduced to stop local governments compet-

ing for Foreign Direct Investment. The local government should also

be banned from using the introduction of FDI as part of the political

performance criteria for local officials. 

So in many respects, achieving developmental objectives remains con-

tingent on the acquiescence of local governments. It also depends to

some extent on foreign investors. Even if it proves relatively easy to

discourage low quality investment in the future, attracting alternative

higher quality investment is far from a guaranteed certainly. For
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example, the ultimate success of the objective of developing the 

West in part depends on whether foreign investors want to invest 

in the West. And while the importance of getting components into

China and finished goods to export markets remains a key priority 

of investors, then the strategy is likely to attract only few foreign

investors.

Potential Chinese futures 

The extent of the domestic problems outlined in Chapter 6 are well

understood by China’s top leaders who recognise that leadership posi-

tions (either individually or perhaps even collectively as the ruling

party) might be under threat if these problems are not dealt with. To

this end, policies designed to reduce inequality and to spread the social

safety net to include more of the rural population and the currently

often sidelined migrant population in the cities are highly sensible. So

too is the recognition that economic growth needs to be rebalanced so

that China depends more on domestic demand for domestic growth,

reducing dependence on the global economy, and providing more

domestic sources of endogenous growth. The central government is

also keenly aware that growth alone will not provide what the govern-

ment (and millions of people) want. The government must intervene

to try to direct (if not control as it did in the past) economic activity to

prevent further polarisation and increased social stratification. 

All of this seems highly sensible, but is it easily attainable? Wang

Shaoguang and Hu Angang (1993, 2001) have longed warned that

China has weak ‘state capacity’ because even after the 1994 reforms

the fiscal system is unable to secure what the state (or the central

state) needs. The ongoing weakness of the financial sector discussed

in detail in Chapter 2 doesn’t help either (from a long term perspec-

tive, perhaps one of the greatest achievements of Chinese reformers

will be if they manage to avoid a financial crisis that has appeared

possible and at some points probable for much of the last decade).

Here we have a leadership who, like their predecessors, have been

continually unable to prevent corruption, and only slightly more suc-

cessful in preventing local leaders using local financial resources to

promote locally favoured enterprises almost irrespective of national

goals, objectives and policies. This lack of state capacity is clearly

hugely important in thinking about China’s potential futures – par-

ticularly when added to the external constraints on the central state’s

ability to attain these objectives. Failure to do so could have a pro-
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found impact on how the political consequences of the transition

from socialism pan out. 

Economic and political transitions 

When considering future political change in China, the focus is typi-

cally on the transition to democracy; if it is likely and if so when it will

emerge. In particular, the emergence of a middle class and civil society

are taken as signs that the transition from authoritarianism is on its

way – even if the end point of liberal democracy may still be some way

off. Of course, this view of an inevitable transition is challenged. There

is a school of though that suggests that the emphasis on the middle

class as agents of democratisation is misconceived. On one level, for

some the European experience of democratisation does not travel

easily to Asia, where the relationship between the state and society has

evolved in a very different way. For example, Goodman (1998: 40)

challenges the efficacy of modernisation theory as a predictive model

for Chinese political evolution. Drawing from evidence from the rest of

East Asia, he argues that:

There has been little evidence of the political space and subsequent

potential for conflict between the state and the middle classes which

was a major source of the drive to democratization in the European

experience.

Others argue that even in the European case, the role of the middle

classes was much exaggerated, and the real roots of democratisation lie

in action to prevent working class revolution.1

For the time being at least, the CCP leadership itself seem rather

unconcerned about the rise of the middle class. On the contrary, they

want to bring more Chinese into the ranks of the middle class or

‘xiaokang society’ to help cement their legitimacy by providing the

people tangible economic gains (and by delivering on their promises).

Instead, attention is focused on the potential challenges that might

emerge from the dispossessed or at least the discontented. Those in the

cities and the millions more in the countryside who have lost out in

the process of the transition from socialism – or at the very least, don’t

feel that they have gained as much as they should have done whilst

others prosper. 

China has undergone and is still undergoing an incredible process

of change – actually processes in the plural – on a massive scale. An

agricultural revolution is in place alongside an industrial revolution
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and a de-industrialisation process in the shape of the transition from

state ownership and socialism and a process of engagement with the

capitalist global economy from relative isolation. A hugely uneven

spatial pattern of growth is exacerbating other axes of inequality gen-

erating hugely different experiences, interests and demands. Class for-

mation and reformulation is ongoing and all of this is occurring under

the leadership of a ruling party that has effectively abandoned its ide-

ology which was supposedly the very reason for its very existence, let

alone its monopoly of political power. When you think of it this way,

it is astonishing that the party has managed to stay in power and not

been crushed by the weight of the social and political changes it has

engendered.

Indeed, whilst it is possible to find support for the inevitable democ-

ratisation thesis from an investigation of contemporary China, it’s

perhaps easier to find evidence to support other theories of political

change that suggest revolution rather than peaceful evolution to

democracy. The functional explanation of revolution, for example,

focuses on government failure to cope with a rapidly changing envi-

ronment and to maintain equilibrium between the social environ-

ment of production on one hand, and the values and belief systems

through which individuals orient their societal behaviour on the

other. Crucially for Johnson (1966), the status quo equilibrium will

always be challenged through changes in either the environment or

values – through the emergence of new ideas and technologies, new

and/or shifting modes of interaction with external groups, changing

expectations and so on. 

A government is successful it its task when it reorients policy to

restore the balance and to ensure that the society’s value system is in

equilibrium with the mode of production and vice versa. Ideas and

practices have to legitimate each other, and the task of government is

to ensure that they do and always restore equilibrium. The oft used

example here is trying to restore balance in a set of scales – if some-

thing is added, taken or changed on one side of the scales, then some-

thing has to be done in response to the other side to ensure that the

balance is restored. So if either values or the environment changes,

then the government has to respond to restore the balance. If both

values and the environment changes as I suggest they have in China

during the transition from socialism, then the task of restoring 

equilibrium becomes ever more difficult. 

It becomes even more difficult if societal values fracture and diverge

at the same time as the number of environmental changes rapidly
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increase and become more diverse in origin from not just domestic but

also international sources. Moreover, in responding to one demand,

the government may well adopt policies that act against the interests

of other groups, leading to counter (and contradictory) demands for

further action. It’s not just that the government is unable to meet all

the demands placed upon it, but in responding it generates new value

or environmental changes that in themselves demand changes that

generate changes and so on. As a result, existing societal divisions are

likely to widen and harden as groups organise to represent their inter-

ests. In Johnson’s (1966) functional model, the regime’s failure to meet

these different demands and to restore equilibrium leads to ‘power

deflation’ as the population lose faith in the government’s ability to

meet their needs. It may continue to rule through the increased use of

force to suppress dissent, but the government’s authority has gone and

societal divisions increase the potential for revolution. 

Or consider Olson’s (1963) challenge to the then developmental

orthodoxy, and his assertion that development can easily be the cause

of instability and conflict. As we have seen in the Chinese case, eco-

nomic growth and development has generated new winners and losers

with some of the previously relatively privileged becoming new losers.

And what’s more, its not just the losers who might become sources of

political instability. For Gurr (1970), men rebel not because they are

poor, but because their expectations have not been met. It is not

absolute poverty and deprivation that is the source of revolution, but

relative deprivation. As the livelihood of the population as a whole

improves, as has clearly been the case in China, then Gurr argues that

people will always want things to improve more quickly than is poss-

ible. Quick and significant improvement not only fails to sate expecta-

tions, but actually generates expectations of even greater and ever

faster improvements in the future. Even though things are getting

better, the gap between what the people expect and what the regime

can deliver grows ever bigger, undermining popular faith in the legit-

imacy of the party. And if things stop improving and actually decline

(even a temporary decline), then the gap between expectations and

reality becomes a ‘revolutionary gap’ (Davies 1962). Or returning 

to Olson (1963), instability can occur if people are getting better off,

but others are doing better – particularly if the comparator group is

deemed to be benefiting unfairly. 

We might suggest that this is likely to be so when the major

beneficiaries of rapid change appear to the very same elites who are

supposed to be looking after the interests of their citizens. As noted in
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Chapter 6, to a large extent those new economic classes that are emer-

ging from the transition from socialism have either emerged from

within the existing power structure, or have been rapidly incorporated

into it. They do not need to challenge the party for power because

their connections with that authoritarian political system serves their

interests. Of course the argument can be made that this is only a tem-

porary situation, and as Chinese capitalism evolves – perhaps ‘matures’

– then the interests of the new economic and old political elites will

diverge irrespective of their common heritage, resulting in pressures for

these interests to be represented in a democratic political system. But a

third alternative explanation for revolution might also be apposite here

if the relationship between political elites and new economic elites

might be considered to represent a new class rule in China. A class that

not only regulates the economy to generate surplus for itself, but is also

allied with others outside China to promote the neoliberal project in

China to exploit Chinese workers in the pursuit of superprofits. And a

class that utilises its levers of authoritarian rule to prevent the emer-

gence of any challenges to its political position – either the peaceful

evolution of democracy or more desperate violent popular protests. 

It is notable that both structural and social psychological explana-

tions of revolution say a lot about the causes of discontent, but less

about what turns this discontent into an active political revolution.

Furthermore, despite the firm convictions of some Marxists, the extent

to which discontent needs to be led and mobilised into political action

for the revolution to succeed has concerned many Marxist thinkers

and political practitioners – amongst them, of course, many of the first

generation PRC leaders. So I am not saying here that China is on the

verge of a revolution. But I am saying that there are enormous 

challenges that Hu Jintao, Wen Jiabao and others recognise could 

ultimately lead to the end of CCP rule if they are mishandled. I am also

saying that the apparently contradictory situation where an authoritar-

ian leadership oversees economic liberalisation is not a contradiction

at all. As New Left critics argue, political authoritarianism is essential

for economic liberalism, as it prevents the emergence of the popular

challenges to the ruling elites that some of the above approaches

predict:

neoliberalism, in truth, relies upon the strength of transnational and

national policies and economies, and it depends upon a theory and

discourse of economic formalism to establish its own hegemonic dis-

course. As such, its extrapolitical and antistate character is utterly
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dependent upon its inherent links to the state. That is, in the

absence of such a policy/state premise, neoliberalism would be 

incapable of concealing unemployment, the decline of social 

security, and the widening gap between rich and poor using the

mystifications of a ‘transitional period (Wang Hui 2004: 8)

Authoritarian illiberalism thus provides the political basis for economic

liberalism to flourish and for class realignment to occur – even if this

entails the occasional slight economic reversal to ensure continued

political stability. 

But most of all, I am saying that visions of Chinese future based on

an analysis of Chinese politics look very different from those visions

that ignore the domestic and instead just focus on the international

sphere. So too do we find different interpretations and predictions

from those who disaggregate power and interests in the global(ised)

political economy and focus on actors other than the state on one

hand, and those who focus on an aggregated actor called China as the

unit of analysis in international economic relations on the other.
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Notes

Introduction China – Yes, But …

1 Whiting (1995) also identified an ‘aggressive nationalism’ where an external
enemy is identified that has to be dealt with for China’s interests to be
secured (something akin to an ‘antagonistic contradiction’ in Maoist terms). 

2 Although Fishman (2005) thinks that China is on the way to becoming a
superpower, one of his core arguments is that lower prices for US con-
sumers and higher profits for US based companies is helping to create this
superpower.

3 The Chinese currency is officially the Renminbi Yuan. Using the term
Renminbi is akin to using Sterling, while Yuan is akin to pound or dollar. 

4 The US Dollar, the Euro, the Japanese Yen and the Korean Won.
5 Reported on the Ministry of Commerce website, http://english.mofcom.gov.cn/

aarticle/newsrelease/significantnews/200608/20060802833586.html, accessed
21 August 2006.

1 Studying China in an Era Of Globalisation

1 The single reference to any European state is three lines on the UK 
handover of Hong Kong.

2 For a very good overview of how this popular opinion was expressed in 
different ways by different groups, see Shen (2007).

3 ‘Sino-American Rivalry’ (Chen Feng et al 1996) argued that US policy to
contain China was doomed to fail in the face of a newly powerful and
resurgent China. This was followed by the highly popular ‘China Can say
No (Song Qiang, Zhang Zangzang and Qiao Bian 1996) which railed against
the US as the self-imposed imposer of international norms, and the self-
imposed adjudicator of right and wrong. China was a great civilisation
which should resist American hegemony and strive to exert itself over the
global hegemon. In 1997, Liu Xiguang and Liu Kang (1997) produced
‘Behind the Demonisation of China’ which similarly argued that Western
powers (essentially short-hand for the US), were trying to force western cul-
tures and values on developing countries like China, through the expansion
of western media into the developing world. China’s Path Under the
Shadow of Globalisation (Fang Ning, Wang Xiaodong and Song Qiang
1999) called for a much more aggressive (or at least assertive) response to
any US attempt to harm China’s interests. For a good overview of this liter-
ature, see des Forges and Luo (2001).

4 Though the division between the two is somewhat arbitrary. Fang Ning, for
example, spans both sets of writers.

5 Wang Shaoguang (2003) perhaps goes further than most by more or less
arguing that political theories and concepts developed outside China are
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not applicable for studying China as they are not ‘localised’ or embedded
within China’s distinct social, political and historical context.

6 Cited in Zeng Huaguo (2006).
7 Not least because overseas institutions have provided scholarships to facil-

itate this overseas study. US based funding agencies have been particularly
proactive in this area, but more recently, the EU-China Higher Education
Cooperation Programme has facilitated greater exchange between Chinese
and European institutions and scholars. 

8 Whose work on globalisation predates the policy changes that Harris refers to. 
9 See the special issue of World Economics and Politics (Various 2004).

10 Fewsmith (2001a) provides an excellent overview of the emergence of the
New Left.

11 Though I also admit that I know the first three institutions better than others
in China, so it might be a case of bias or uneven knowledge on my part. 

12 A message that came over whilst I was working on a UNDP project in
Vietnam in 2005.

13 Bundy’s 1964 speech at John Hopkins, quoted in Diamond (1992: 10). This
citation taken from Cumings (1997).

14 The subtitle of a special issue of the Third World Quarterly edited by Gills
and Philip (1996a) which assessed how different embedded historical, polit-
ical, social and ‘cultural’ contexts led to different developmental outcomes
in developing states notwithstanding similar internationalising contexts. In
particular, see Gills and Philip (1996b) for a conceptual overview, and
Breslin (1996b) for a case study of China. 

15 For example, See Holm and Sorensen (1995), Hurrell and Woods (1999) and
Seligson and Passe-Smith (1998).

16 Thanks to Ian Taylor for pointing this out.
17 For example, Amsden, (1989), Chowdhury and Islam (1993), Cotton (1994),

Haggard (1990), Johnson (1981, 1987), Wade (1990), 
18 For example, Mittleman (1999), Hettne (1999), Hettne and Söderbaum

(2000) and Schultz, Söderbaum, and Öjendal (2001). 
19 Specifically, Cox (1981), Cox (1983) and Cox (1990).
20 See also Beeson (2001).
21 These were suggested in the original draft of the introduction to Regionalism

Across the North South Divide, but not used in the final published draft.

2 The Transition from Socialism: An Embedded Socialist
Compromise?

1 After being rehabilitated after the Cultural Revolution, Deng was blamed for
orchestrating demonstrations in Tiananmen Square in April 1976 support-
ing the late Zhou Enlai and denouncing the Gang of Four.

2 A point made by David Goodman in my first doctoral supervisory meeting.
3 This quote is taken from Macfarquhar’s (1996) analysis of the resolution.

For details of the reassessment of Mao, see Goodman (1981).
4 Most clearly at the 6th Plenum of the 11th Central Committee with the

‘Resolution on Party History’ which accused Mao of negating inner party
democracy.
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5 With different types of ‘control’ depending on the level of shareholding.
For definitions, see Holz (2003b).

6 They cite Wong (1988), Byrd (1990), and Che Jiahua and Qian Yingyi
(1998a) as proponents of this view.

7 Citing Chang and Wang (1994), Li (1996), and Che Jiahua and Qian Yingyi
(1998b).

8 Cited in Woo (1999: 46).
9 Zhu served as Vice Premier with responsibility for financial reform from

1994 to 1998, and as Premier from 1998 to 2003.
10 This is often associated with the 15th party congress in 1997, but was in fact

first announced as party policy by the central committee in September
1995.

11 Quoted in China News Digest, 10th March 1996.
12 The China Business Review, March–April 1997.
13 State Statistical Bureau via China News Digest, 15 December 1996.
14 We need to read the reports on statistics with great care. Various reports all

emanating from an original Xinhua report in March 2006 seemed to
suggest that SOEs lost over RMB100 million as a sector in 2005. But a check
on the statistics of the NSB suggests that this just refers to those that are
losing money losing even more in 2005 than in 2004, and ignores the fact
that those that are profitable were also more profitable in 2005 resulting in
the sector as a whole being in the black.

15 All four received the same amount irrespective of the extent of bad debts in
their area. See China News Digest, 7 November 1999.

16 Zeng was Chairman of the State Development Planning Commission. See
China News Digest, 7 November 1999.

17 Private unpublished paper cited with author’s permission.
18 Private unpublished paper cited with author’s permission.
19 Or of course, they might not have been prepared to tell me.
20 Guangxi, Hainan, Liaoning, Shandong, Shanghai, Sichuan, and Zhejiang
21 Shanghai was allowed to keep so little of its locally collected revenue that

complaints by local leaders eventually led to a change in its status allowing
more money to be retained locally after 1987 (Wang Huning 1988b; Zhang
Zhongli 1988). The revenue sharing system was also readjusted in 1988. For
details see Wong, Heady and Wing (1995).

22 For a good overview of the 1994 tax reforms, see Bahl (1999). 
23 Though they take different perspectives and use different methodologies

and theories, these include Oi (1999), Montinola, Qian and Weingast
(1996), Xu Chenggang and Zhuang Juzhong (1998) and Lin and Liu (2000).

24 Though Huang (1996) argues that the central authorities have had more
power to control investment spending in the provinces than other authors
suggest. The key for Huang is that despite economic decentralisation, there
is still strong political integration between provincial and central leaders.

25 Bernstein and Lu (2003, chapter 4) also argue that is viewed as essential by
local authorities to pay the salaries of the ever increasing number of local
officials.

26 Young (2000: 1128) similarly refers to local ‘fiefdoms’. 
27 When the 11th Five Year Plan was announced in 2005, the term jihua or

‘plan’ was replaced by guihua gangyao or ‘outline programme’.
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28 And ranked China as less free in 2003 than before China joined the WTO in
2000. The only areas where China came out ‘well’ (by the heritage founda-
tion criteria) was a 2 for the low level of fiscal burden, and 1 for monetary
policy due to low levels of inflation. See http://cf.heritage.org/index/
country.cfm?ID=30.0

29 The Asian Development Bank calculate that all of the 27 million new jobs
created in the five years to the end of 2001 were in the private sector, and
that for every 1% increase in the share of private employment, there is a
corresponding increase of RMB164 ($20) in per capita GDP (ADB, 2003:
97). 

30 Though Walder (2004) points out that this process is much smaller in scale
than has been the case in the former Soviet Union. 

31 For examples, see Dickson (2002), Unger and Chan (1995), Oi (1992) and
Pearson (1997). Huchet and Richet (2002) provide an excellent overview of
the different forms of corporate governance in contemporary China.

3 Re-engagement with the Global Economy

1 Not at the Third Plenum itself, but shortly afterwards. For details of the
specifics see Ho and Huenemann (1984).

2 These were Xiamen in Fujian Province, and Zhuhai, Shantou, and
Shenzhen in Guangdong. When Hainan Island was later separated from
Guangdong to become a province in its own right, it was established as the
fifth SEZ.

3 Unless indicated to the contrary, the trade data used in this paper all ori-
ginates from sources that use figures from the PRC General Administration
of Customs. These figures are lower than those estimates of non-Chinese
agencies due to different accounting methods. While these figures might
deflate the real value of exports by western standards, they are the only way
of ensuring the use of common figures, and therefore making like-to-like
comparisons. 

4 See also Lardy (1998, 2002). 
5 There is also a separate ‘Catalogue of Encouraged Hi-tech Products for

Foreign Investment’ that lists 721 items where investment is encouraged to
improve China’s technological base.

6 Restrictions include the amount of factories or outlets an investor can own,
an insistence on joint ownership with a foreign partner, a limited geo-
graphic scope of activity etc. For full details of the different restrictions and
how they have changed over the years, see Breslin (2006a).

7 These issues and others were addressed in Yu, Zheng and Song (2000), one
of the earliest Chinese collections on the potential impact of WTO entry.

8 For details of the technicalities involved in negotiating WTO entry, see
Yang Guohua and Cheng Jin (2001).

9 Since the WTO replaced the GATT in 1995, none of the new members have
been allowed to use the transitional periods after entry that were previously
granted to developing countries.

10 For example, sector specific reservations were negotiated by Argentina, the
European Union, Hungary, Mexico, Poland, the Slovak Republic and
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Turkey. These reservations were largely related to exports of items of tex-
tiles, clothing, footwear, toys, ceramics and cigarette lighters. Mexico,
which did not resolve its bilateral disputes with China, but agreed not to
block accession, has 21 items on its reserved list. See WTO (2001). 

11 It is notable that there is no mention of ‘developing country’ at all in the
final accession document. 

12 Email discussions with USTRO negotiator – cited with permission.
13 Reported by China News Digest, 10 December 1996.
14 The other nine were Taiwan, Hong Kong, Indonesia, India, South Korea,

Mexico, Brazil and Argentina. 
15 http://www.fas.usda.gov/itp/china/accession.html
16 This is quite apart from the terms of Section 201 of the US 1974 Trade Act

which allows imports to the US to be restricted or blocked if US producers
face an ill defined ‘serious injury’. For details, see Breslin (2003: 220–3).

17 A percentage of trade in each commodity remained reserved for SOEs. 
18 Its not just that there was opposition, initially at least there was considerable

ignorance of what needed to be done. In February 2002, a leading trade official
in what was then the SETC said that none of her staff understood what the
implications would be for them – I had gone to the interview to ask what the
WTO meant for the SETC and she asked me the exact same question.

19 The Catalogue was formally amended in 2004, but came into operation on
1 January 2005. As noted above, it was originally jointly produced by the
State Development and Planning Commission, the SETC and the former
Ministry of Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation. After the administra-
tive reform discussed in Chapter Two, the 2004 amendments were jointly
issued by the new State Development and Reform Commission and the
Ministry of Commerce.

20 The US Department of State has a web-page devoted to Chinese IPR issues. See
http://usinfo.state.gov/ei/economic_issues/intellectual_property/ipr_china.html

21 From the AFLCIO website http://www.aflcio.org/issues/jobseconomy/global-
economy/ExecSummary301.cfm

22 Kerry Statement on the U.S.–China Economic and Security Review Commission’s
Report http://www.johnkerry.com/pressroom/releases/pr_2004_0615b.html

4 Beyond Bilateralism: What the Statistics Don’t Tell Us

1 The officials included the former Vice Minister of Public Security, the deputy
Party secretary of Xiamen City, the vice mayor of Xiamen, the head and
deputy head of the Xiamen Customs, the deputy director of the provincial
public security department, the president and deputy president of Fujian
Provincial Branch of the Bank of China; and the president of the Xiamen
Municipal Branch of the Industrial and Commercial Bank of China.

2 With thanks to the Hong Kong Government Information Centre. 
3 In addition to the sources cited below, see Tseng and Zebregs (2002),

Gunter (1996) and Sicular (1998).
4 If this is true, then ‘real’ FDI as a percentage of GNP in China and India is

roughly equal at 2 per cent and 1.7 per cent respectively (Financial Express
2002).
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5 For example, patents, commissions, travel expenses, transportation and
insurance. 

6 It is perhaps worth noting that the lower estimate comes from the State
Foreign Currency Administration which is responsible for preventing illegal
capital flight.

7 See http://www.uschina.org/info/chops/2006/fdi.html
8 In Equity JVs the two sides pool investment capital in agreed proportions

and share profits and loses in proportion to their equity stake. With con-
tractual JVs, the Chinese partner provides land, factory building, and
labour, while the foreign partner provides equipment, capital and technical
expertise.

9 See http://www.worldwatch.org/node/3864
10 For details of industrial clustering in China, see Jiang Xiaoyuan (2003).
11 As one of the anonymous reviewers of this manuscript pointed out, it is not

strictly speaking an integration model, but it is nevertheless a model that
predicts an integrated regional economy. 

12 Cited in Sasuga (2004).
13 See also Kotabe (1998) and Swamidass and Kotabe (1993).
14 See also Borrus, Ernst and Haggard (2000). For a description and analysis of

the various terms used and how they correspond with each other, see
Berger et al (2001).

5 Interpreting Chinese ‘Power’ in the Global Political
Economy

1 On an interview on BBCs ‘Newsnight’ programme on 19 February 1997
commemorating Deng Xiaoping, former Prime Minister, Ted Heath said
‘What happened was that for a month, there was a crisis in which the civil
authority had been defied. They (the Chinese authorities) took action about
it. We can criticise it in the same way people criticise Bloody Sunday in
Northern Ireland, but that isn’t by any means the whole story.’

2 PNTR is Permanent Normal Trade Relations – previously MFN – that China
was granted by the US in 2000 to pave the way for WTO entry.

3 This quote is taken from Dorgan’s web page, which includes a link to 
the text of the petition. See http://dorgan.senate.gov/issues/economy/
chinatrade/ accessed on 21 August 2006.

4 These figures are a mixture of the data provided by Downs (2004: 23) and by the
US Energy Information Administration’s China brief (http://www.eia.doe.gov/
emeu/cabs/china.html)

5 Unless otherwise cited, the data in this section is taken from the Ministry of
Commerce web-pages, accessed on 21st August 2006.

6 By Lord Powell, Chair of the China-Britain Business Council. Oral Evidence
to FAC (2000). It is notable that the visit of Jiang Zemin to the UK was con-
sidered as highly successful by the Chinese, not least because the UK visit
was not marred by demonstrations and protests by Human Rights activists
as a previous visit to Switzerland had been.

7 FAC (2000: Minutes of Evidence, Examination of Witnesses, Questions
140–159).
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8 Unless otherwise cited, these statistics are taken from the Ministry of
Commerce data sets on investment in China available at http://www.fdi.gov.cn
– these statistics accessed on 3rd February 2006

9 Interview with Malaysian investor, Guangzhou Export Fair, April 2004.
10 I am grateful to Stephen Frost at City University in Hong Kong for this

information. 
11 Previously reported in the US in a Los Angeles Times article by Tempest

(1996). The example was also repeated on Chinese television on a number
of occasions during Zhu Rongji’s visit to the USA in March 1999.

12 According to Hu Jintao ‘at least 90 percent of US imports from China are
goods that are no longer produced in the United States…. Even if not from
China, the United States will still have to import these products from other
suppliers’ (CD 2006).

13 This information is taken from the American Federation of Labor and
Congress of Industrial Organizations (AFLCIO) web pages devoted to the
impact that Wal-mart has on jobs in the US and production processes over-
seas. It is fair to say that the AFLCIO is not Wal-mart’s biggest fan, but very
similar statistics can be found from a range of other less critical sources. See
http://www.aflcio.org/corporatewatch/walmart/walmart_5.cfm

14 According to the official Chinese government webpage, http://english.gov.cn/
2006-04/06/content_247295.htm accessed 23 August 2006. Morgan Stanley
were also cited as Hu Jintao’s source when he claimed that Chinese exports had
created four million jobs in the US in 2004 (CD 2006).

15 Cited in Wu et al (2002: 96).
16 China had previously agreed in principle to only bilateral codes of conduct.

6 The Domestic Context: Stretching the Social Fabric?

1 Although the transition of the Indian economy comes close in population
terms at least.

2 Indeed, I suspect that Gordon Chang’s (2002) The Coming Collapse of China

was in part intended as an antidote to such hyperbolic approaches –
perhaps even deliberately exaggerating the potential for collapse. And it was
Chang’s book that in turn prompted Fan Gang’s (2002) assessment of
China’s problems. 

3 We should note that China already had large environmental problems
before the start of the reform process – not least the deforestation and inap-
propriate land use that occurred in the rush to increase output in the Great
Leap Forward. Mao’s conviction that man could harness nature to support
the socialist revolution has had environmental legacies that are still felt
today. We should also note that China is far from unique in (ab)using
resources and polluting during a phase of industrialisation. Nor is the
Chinese leadership the only ruling elite in the world that is concerned that
getting the balance wrong between prioritising the environment and pro-
moting economic growth might have political (if not in this case electoral)
consequences.

4 For example, increased and changing consumer demand (ie: car production
increased by 80% in 2003 alone), increased production, increased waste,
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demands for new types of housing, urbanisation and the creation of new
mega-cities. 

5 The source was cited as the UK Department for International Development
by its Parliamentary Under-Secretary, Gareth Thomas, in a written answer
to an MP on 8th March 2006 and recorded by Hansard http://www.publica-
tions.parliament.uk/pa/cm200506/cmhansrd/cm060308/text/60308w23.ht
m#60308w23.html_dpthd0. However, a lower figure is used by the Depart-
ment in their written materials and on their web pages. I have used it here
as it provides an example of the difficulty in finding a definitive figure and
not because it is the most reliable or ‘best’.

6 https://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook/geos/ch.html#Econ.
Accessed 20 July 2006.

7 For the statistically and methodologically minded, Reddy and Minoiu
(2005) outline not just the different figures, but also explain how the many
different figures are calculated.

8 For example, in Gansu, over 21 per cent of registered peasants work 
elsewhere; 20.6 per cent in Ningxia; 18.4 per cent in Sichuan; 18 per cent in
Anhui and so on. 

9 The major difference here is that the unemployed are the younger 
generation, while the older generation dominate the ‘laid-off’ category. 

10 See his various publications on http://www.msu.edu/~gilesj
11 Payment of premiums for five to ten years results in 18 months of benefits,

and between one and five years of 12 months of benefits. The amount of
the payment is set by local governments at a rate above the minimum
living allowance, but less than the local minimum wage. Unemployment
insurance provisions for ex farmers who have moved to employment in
urban areas on a contract basis is limited to a lump sum dependent on the
length of employment as long as their employers have paid premiums on
their behalf for an unbroken one year period. 

12 The report cited Callick (2001: 11) as the original in her 2001 chapter for
Transparency International. But whilst Callick’s paper does indeed point to
the very high levels of corruption in China, she does not make this specific
claim. 

13 Other causes include the treatment of migrant workers, poor job prospects
for college students, the lack of action over environmental disasters and so
on. 

14 See, for example, Li Peilin’s (1995) early investigation into the impact of
reform on China’s social structure. 

15 The reports cited here are based on interviews with Li after the publication
of a chapter criticising mainstream Chinese research on the growth of the
Chinese middle class. For an analysis of the original chapter (Li Chunling
2004), and other work on social stratification in China, see Fewsmith
(2004). 

16 Though we should note that those surveyed were given the list of 10 differ-
ent strata that emerged from the original 2002 report and were constrained
by the choices they were presented with. 56 per cent of those surveyed in
the 2004 report thought that the classifications were about right.

17 Jiang Zemin’s speech to the 16th Party Congress was officially translated by
the party in English as ‘Building a Well Off Society’. Whilst the term was
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used by Deng Xiaoping, and is often associated with him in official state-
ments, it has its origins in ‘The Book of Songs’ in traditional Chinese phi-
losophy, being the stage before the creation of the perfect society of Great
Harmony or datong.

18 For example, see People’s Daily (2004a; 2004c; 2004e).
19 I am grateful to Kevin Hewison for this observation.
20 Private unpublished paper cited with author’s permission.
21 This is sometimes referred to in English and Chinese as ‘new socialist coun-

tryside’ (xin shehuizhuyi nongcun) – but the correct formal title is ‘socialist
new countryside’. 

22 Officially the ‘Office of the Leading Group for Adjustment and Renovation
of the Old Industrial Base under the State Council’.

23 An argument refuted by the Ministry of Commerce. See
h t t p : / / d k 2 . m o f c o m . g o v . c n / a a r t i c l e / c h i n a n e w s / 2 0 0 4 1 2 /
20041200008390.html

24 In interviews with investors in Hong Kong, a local investor told me that he
couldn’t keep employees, as they left his factory (which stuck to legal limits
for hours worked) to go to other factories where they could illegally work
longer hours but make more money.

Conclusions

1 I particularly like Paul Foot’s (2005) account of democratisation in the UK.
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